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By
Gary James Weisel
August, 2001

Chair: Frederick Gregory

,

Major Department: History

This dissertation investigates the development of plasma physics as a scientific
discipline, concentrating

on the American community. Themes include the

role of

patronage in modifying disciplinary research interests, the interrelation of the specialties
that

compose

a discipUne, and disciplinary identity.

on ionized gases accomplished during the

The study begins by reviewing work

late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries,

specialties concerning the Earth's ionosphere, the Aurora,

in

and the discharge of electricity

through gases.

During the

late

1950s and early 1960s, a

new plasma

specialty, research

on

controlled thermonuclear fusion energy, dominated the foundation of plasma physics.

The

political context of the

makeup and

its

Cold War shaped the

scientific style.

influence; during the late 1960s and early 1970s,

research with

new

political pressures

discipline, both in terms of its social

Fusion research continued to exert a preponderant

plasma physics was transformed by

fusion machines (the tokamak and inertial-confmement fusion) and by

bom

of the anti-war movement and the energy

ix

crisis.

The

dissertation highlights the troubled relationship

community and
scientists

who

the other

plasma

specialties.

between the fusion

At the same time,

it

gives attention to

attempted to link different plasma specialties in their work, especially

fusion research, space physics, and astrophysics. There also

is

discussion of the military

applications of plasma physics, such as plasma dynamics and the simulation of nuclear

explosions.

Throughout

its

history, the

plasma community nurtured visions of plasma physics

that not only recognized the radical diversity

of plasma behavior but also affirmed the

unity of the study of "the fourth state of matter."

However, neither the American funding

agencies nor the general scientific community accepted such broad visions of the
discipline.

The plasma community argued

for funding

more and more on

fusion as a potential source of abundant and clean energy.

the basis of

The outcome was

disappointing both for fusion research and for plasma physics.

The American funding

process proved incapable of the long-term planning needed either to follow through on
fusion

commitments or

to maintain a

modest program of basic plasma research.

its

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The

historical study

of scientific disciplines offers an excellent means of

understanding the complex factors affecting the development of science in the
world. For

review

many

articles,

years, scientists

have written disciplinary histories

modem

form of

textbooks, and memoirs. However, extensive study by historians and

sociologists of science did not begin until

As

in the

the editors of a

volume of PAREX

work by

Project

PAREX from

1973 to 1976.

studies stressed, the study of scientific disciplines

offers the opportunity to join the so-called "internalist" approach, the study of the

development of scientific knowledge; with the "externalist" approach, the study of the
political

and social

institutions surrounding a

In this regard,
scientific disciplines.

late

community of scientists.

plasma physics offers an instructive challenge

The

rise

to the historian of

of plasma physics as an international discipline during the

1950s and early 1960s involved a close interaction between

its scientific priorities

and a number of political pressures, both domestic and international. These

political

pressures led the discipline to concentrate on controlled thermonuclear fusion research:
the effort to heat and contain plasmas as a
light nuclei.

means of producing energy

via the fusion of

At the same time, physicists pictured fusion research as having strong

conceptual connections with other specialties that studied the "fourth state of matter,"
including astrophysics, space research, the discharge of electricity through gases, and
fluid

dynamics. The present study shows that the institutional context of plasma physics

belied

its

identity

based on cognitive interconnectedness. Such tensions of identity and

'Gerard Lemaine, Roy MacLeod, Michael Mulkay, and Peter Weingart,
Emergence of Scientific DiscipHnes (Paris: Mouton and Cn
p >

1

eds. Perspectives

on the

institutional structure

brought the physicists to face difficult tensions and tradeoffs, for

example, between basic and applied research and between secret and open research.

Judging from the
since,

it

PAREX work and the case studies that have been produced

does not seem possible to put forward a general model or definition of "scientific

discipline."

Each

historian has stressed different scientific, political, institutional,

cultural foundations for the specific discipline

and

under study. In addition, most of the terms

appearing in disciplinary histories—such as discipline, subdiscipline, profession,

community, and specialty—have ambiguous meanings and

are used

by scholars

field,

in

different ways.

We can begin to clarify the concept of "scientific discipline" by identifying the
historical periods to

which the term

Robert Kohler suggests that there have been

applies.

two general periods of discipline building, during the
and the early twentieth century

in the

periodization adopted by Joseph

late nineteenth

century in

Germany

United States.^ This corresponds to the

Ben-David

David sees professionalization as occurring

for the professionalization of science.
after

1840

in

Germany with

Ben-

the combination

of teaching and research in the role of professor and the research institute and after 1900
in the United States with the

emergence of the professional researcher and academic

departments capable of training researchers. ^

From

this perspective, certain scientific

communities do not qualify as disciplinary or professional

entities.'* J.L.

Heilbron's study

of eighteenth-century physics does not suggest that the Jesuits, academicians, and

^Robert Kohler,

From Medical Chemistry

to Biochemistry:

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982),
^Joseph Ben-David, The Scientist's Role

The Making of a Biomedical

Discipline

p. 4.

in Society:

A Comparative Study (Chicago: The University of

Chicago Press, 1984), pp. 170-1.
and professions are not always the same entities; however the distinction is not used in the
As Charles Rosenberg points out, the scientist's vocational identity is shaped more by
more direct forms of financial support. Charles
Rosenberg, "Toward an Ecology of Knowledge: On Discipline, Context, and History," in Alexandra Oleson
and John Voss, eds.. The Organization of Knowledge in Modem America. 1860-1920 (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979), pp. 443-444.
'^Disciplines

present study.

disciplinary affiliation, though the professions enjoy

professors
the

who pursued

formed a discipline or even a community

electrical research

At

end of the eighteenth century, physicists had not developed the financial support or

communication networks required

shows

that the

century, referring to

them

farther

as a "national discipline-oriented

have been ready to professionalize
after the fall of

Karl Hufbauer

to establish a discipline or profession.

German chemists had advanced somewhat

by the late-eighteenth

community." Chemists might

their research, but they did not

accomplish

Case studies from the mid-nineteenth century onward often prove

theoretical physics

program by the

1

to

be true

Jungnickel and McCormmach's study of the development of

disciplinary histories.

German

this until

Napoleon.^

860s,

it

shows

did not

that while physics research established a research

become

institutionalized until the last quarter of the

century. Physicists, and theoretical physicists in particular, gained a reputation for

producing qualified students and practical results and therefore the German ministries

were willing

By

to grant financial support.''

1914, "theoretical physics in

Germany was

a

flourishing discipline."^ Robert Kohler tells a similar story in his study of the rise of

biochemistry as a discipline in the United States. The biochemists took advantage of a
national push for medical reform to found independent departments in

American medical

schools during the 1930s.^
It is

not true, as one might assume, that the concept of "discipline" applies to the

period after 1940 in the same

^J.L. Heilbron,

Elements of Early

^Karl Hufbauer,

way

that

Modem

it

does for the period 1840-1940.

As Kohler

Physics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982),

p. viii.

The Formation of the German Chemical Community (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1982), pp. 94, 150.

^Christa Jungnickel and Russell

Ohm to Einstein. Volume

1

^Christa Jungnickel and Russell

Ohm to Einstein Volume
.

'Kohler,

McCormmach,

Intellectual

Mastery of Nature: Theoretical Phvsics from

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), pp. xx-xxi.

McCormmach,

Intellectual

Mastery of Nature: Theoretical Phvsics from

2 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), p. 254.

From Medical Chemistry

to

Biochemistry

,

p. 6.

4
points out, "in the recent period of government-supported science, subdisciplinary or
inter-disciplinary specialties

may be

the crucial units of

During the second half of the twentieth-century, the

knowledge production."

entities that scientists

and

policymakers referred to as "disciplines" might easily be seen as "subdisciplines" of
larger entities such as biology, physics, astronomy, or chemistry. Charles

Rosenberg

suggested that "certain conventional disciplinary categories—chemistry for example—are

almost too inclusive to be analytically useful. The American Chemical Society includes a

making use of very

host of individuals occupying very different social locations and
different bodies of

knowledge.""

Historians of scientific communities formed after the world wars are split on the

use of the term "discipline." In his study of solar science, Karl Hufbauer does not address
the question of terminology but uses the term "subdiscipline." His choice

seems

to be

based on the fact that solar scientists had become a "specialty-oriented community" by
1940, after having
astrophysics. '2

made an

needed more time

at

On
it

became

community found

more space

Edge and Mulkay

refer to radio

at Jodrell

it

it

astronomy as a "discipline,"

part of the discipline of astronomy.

working on radio emissions

that

in professional journals,

American Astronomical Association.'^

institution of the

the other hand.
also

the 1960s, the solar physics

professional meetings and

formed a subdisciplinary

although

unsuccessful "bid for leadership of the discipline" of

When, during

By

the early 1950s, groups

Bank and Cambridge were

concentrating on

astronomical problems and publishing in astronomical journals. During the 1950s and
early 1960s, the radio astronomers established a greater intellectual coherence in their

"^Robert E. Kohler, "Discipline History," in W.F.

Bynum,

E.J.

Browne, and Roy

Porter, eds.. Dictionary of

the History of Science (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981), p. 104.

"Rosenberg, "Toward an Ecology of Knowledge,"

p.

445.

'^Karl Hufbauer, Exploring the Sun: Solar Science since Galileo (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1991), pp. 12,

viii.

'^Hufbauer, Exploring the Sun pp. 181-182.
,

research program and firmer and

more secure

lines of financial support

from the British

government. After experiencing difficulty in convincing optical astronomers of the
significance of their work, radio astronomers

community by

were accepted by the broader astronomical

the mid-1960s.''*

Daniel Kevles does not use the term "discipline" in his history of the American
physics community. Nevertheless, his account considers
in the

and 1890s,

many

;

(APS). The American community (and

organization, the

.

Missing from Kevles's story

divisions of the
state physics

American Physical Society

new

grow with

research opportunities

is

consideration of the foundation of the different

first

this topic as part

of his history of the solid

two divisions created under

the umbrella of the

were the Division of Electron Physics and the Division of High-Polymer Physics
and 1944, respectively. The formation of divisions was denounced by some
"a 'Balkanization' of the

more

American Physical

in

APS

1943

scientists as

by 1950, three

Society."'"' Nevertheless,

divisions had been created: for solid-state physics, fluid dynamics, and chemical

physics. Nine years later,

'''David O.
Britain

the

the theory of relativity.

APS. Spencer Weart covers

community.'^ The

during the 1880s

discipline) of physics continued to

increase in federal support during the world wars and with the

quantum mechanics and

its start

and establishing a journal.

after gaining support for "pure scientific research"

The Physical Review and a professional

offered by

of the factors mentioned

The American physics community got

examples above.

Edge and Michael

plasma physics became the sixth

J.

Mulkay, Astronomy Transformed: The Emergence of Radio Astronomy

(New York: John Wiley and

Technical, and Social Factors in the

Emergence of Scientific
'^Daniel Kevles,

The

division.

in

Sons, 1976) and Michael J. Mulkay and David O. Edge, "Cognitive,
Growth of Radio Astronomy," in Lemaine, et al., Perspectives on the

Disciplines.

Physicists:

The History of a

Scientific

Community

in

Modern America (New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, 1978).

'^Spencer Weart, "The Solid Community," in L. Hoddeson, E. Braun, J. Teichmann, and S. Weart, eds..
Out of the Crystal Maze: Chapters from the History of Solid-State Physics (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1992).

''Weart, "The Solid Community," p. 635.

.

,-•

From

the perspective of the present study, the divisions of the

many

Division of Plasma Physics, sought

APS, including

the

of the same things that the broader physics

before: sources of funding, shared journals and meetings,

community did some years

research positions in universities, undergraduate and graduate curricula, and a
professional society. Therefore, despite the fact that they might be considered
"subdisciplines" since they remained dependent

on the

institutions of a broader discipline,

the present study uses the term "discipline" to refer to institutional entities such as
theoretical physics, radio astronomy, evolutionary biology, or

One way

to introduce the question of

development of a discipline

is

how

to note the contrasting

describing the development of radio astronomy.

plasma physics.

to best analyze the historical

metaphors used by historians. In

Edge and Mulkay

rely

on the metaphor

of "branching." They begin their account with the earliest studies on cosmic rays and
suggest that an evolutionary process led the
next.'*

Weart

calls this the "vegetative

community from one area of inquiry

model" and objects

to

it

on the grounds

to the

that

it

gives the false impression that scientific practice develops in a unilinear manner.'^ His

account of solid-state physics shows that the community formed from a number of
different specialties that maintained their

even

semi-autonomy and individual development

after the foundation of the discipline.

Weart uses the metaphor of a

constellation to

describe the relationship between the specialties: "The separate communities did not

combine within an overarching
physics ...

we mean

field.

When we

speak of the emergence of solid-state

a grand rearrangement of an entire array of specialties, old and new,

'

-VC'

•

•

:

:

J

.

/

-

.

'^Edge and Mulkay, Astronomy Transformed pp. 78-79 and Mulkay and Edge, "Cognitive, Technical, and
Growth of Radio Astronomy," p. 158.
,

Social Factors in the

'^Weart, "The Solid Community," p. 618.

into a novel constellation. "^o In analogy with solid-state physics itself,

formation of the "solid community" as a sort of change-of-state of

Weart sees

This difference in spatial metaphor (branching and constellation)
difference of timing that

two

studies find

between

intellectual

and

the

its specialties.^'

is

connected to a

institutional

development. In Edge and Mulkay's study, by 1950, radio astronomy "had become
generally recognized as a definite area of scientific research." However, the discipline

had not yet developed a "coherent
in the

intellectual

framework. "^2 This framework developed

decade and a half that followed, during which time radio astronomers clarified

own research program,
community, and

worth of their research.

optical astronomers in particular, of the

Weart reverses

their

attained better results, and convinced the general scientific

this

temporal relationship.

He

avoids the term "discipline," but

uses the concept of "specialty" to denote a cognitive entity and "community" to denote a

development of

social entity. After tracing the early cognitive

specialties such as

crystallography and magnetism, Weart describes their combination in the social

community of solid-state
state

community was

Of central importance

physics.

the prior realization,

specialties demonstrated cognitive overlap

a social community only after
physicists.

The

Such themes—the
its

it

and

unity.

that the different

"Solid-state physics could

would follow hard on

to the attention

intellectual

become

the heels of this

new way

some

of

of the rest of the physics conmiunity."^^

coherence of a discipline and the social relations

specialties— are important to the present study. During the late 1950s and

20Weart, "The Solid Community,"

p.

618.

Weart, "The Solid Community,"

p.

622. The analogy

2'

formation of the solid-

cognitive parts had drawn together in the minds of

social institutions

thinking and would bring

between

its

to the

on the part of its members,

Smith (see below).

^^Edge and Mulkay, Astronomy Transformed
23Weart, "The Solid Community,"

p.

627.

,

p.

27.

is

borrowed from the

solid-state physicist C.S.

8
early 1960s, the
unified.

plasma physicists sought

However,

in contrast to

to represent their discipline as intellectually

Weart's study of the sohd

state physics

community, the

present study finds that one of the plasma specialties, fusion research, established
particularly strong institutional foundations before the intellectual coherence of the

discipline

had developed. Plasma physicists gestured toward broad visions of cognitive

identity in institutional circumstances that could not or

would not

realize the implications

of their visions. Although the fusion scientists had limited success in containing plasmas
for the production of energy, the institutions of fusion research acted to contain

and

limit

the broader scientific ambitions of plasma physics.

Cognitive Interconnectedness

What
showed

that

is

meant by the term "unity?" The philosopher of science Ian Hacking

many

different conceptions of unity

have been put forward by

scientists

and

historians of science^"*

Recent history and philosophy of science has expended much

effort criticizing certain

exaggerated conceptions of unity. There have been two major

targets: the philosophical

of high-energy physics. ^5

movement of the Unity of Science and
However, neither of these models— on

the grand-unified theory
the one

hand a

reduction to linguistic structure and on the other hand a reduction to fundamental

laws-

resemble the vision plasma physicists had about their discipline.

For

this,

we

require a broadened conception of unity.

Hacking's taxonomy most useful to the present study

is

The conception

in

the unity of "interconnectedness."

This idea of unity stresses what Hacking calls "harmony" rather than "singleness." In
contrast to notions of unity motivated

by singleness-the reduction

to logical structure or

fundamental laws-interconnectedness motivates both the theorist and the experimentalist
to discover connections that

2'*Ian

show

Science: Boundaries. Contexts, and

in

a deeper

Hacking, "The Disunities of Science,"

Power

in

harmony among seemingly

different things.

David

The Disunity of

Peter Galison and

J.

Stump,

eds.,

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996).

paradigmatic example of this may be found in Peter Galison, "Introduction: The Context of Disunity,"
Galison and Stump, The Disunity of Science
.

Interconnectedness and harmony give voice to the practicing scientist's experience of
unity: "there is a belief that

phenomena of roughly

the

same

connected to each other, that each one influences each other
theoretical equation feed into each other.

Each

is

level of generality are

.

.

.

Experimental effect and

motivated by the injunction

'Connect!"'26

Although

I

do not

conception of unity,
definition

it is

try to

develop a rigorous definition of this broadened

necessary to note the elements that might compose such a

and that are useful to the present study. In The Structure of Scientific

Revolutions

.

Thomas Kuhn used

the concept of

paradigm loosely to indicate the

beliefs

shared by a scientific community: "a set of recurrent and quasi-standard illustrations of
various theories in their conceptual, observational, and instrumental applications. "^'^

Kuhn

when

says that

a research school defines a paradigm,

it

transforms itself into "a

profession or, at least, a discipline" and "proclaims a field of science. "^^

Compared

to the

Vienna

scholarship), Kuhn's concept of

Circle's concept of unity (or its perception

by recent

paradigm has the opposite problem, of being too broad.

Kuhn's usage was so all-inclusive that Dudley Shapere concluded that "anything
allows science to accomplish anything can be part (or

paradigm.

In later articles,

Kuhn answered such

paradigm with "disciplinary matrix," a
particular discipline"

Kuhn suggested

set

somehow be involved

criticism

in)

by replacing the term

of beliefs shared by "the practitioners of a

and composed of a matrix of "ordered elements of various

that there

were

at least three

2^Hacking, "The Disunities of Science,"

that

a

sorts. "^o

such ordered elements: symbolic

p. 49.

^''Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Second Edition. Enlarged (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1970), p. 43.

2^Kuhn, Structure pp.
,

19, 22.

29D.S, Shapere, "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions," Philosophical Review, vol. 73 (1964), reprinted
in G. Gutting, ed.. Paradigms and Revolutions (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1980),
p. 29.

3"Kuhn. Structure

,

p. 182.
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generalizations, or mathematical symbols and laws; metaphysical models, or the set of

ontological or heuristic entities implied by the laws; and exemplars, or the conceptual
patterns evident in families of scientific problems. 3' This

Kuhn suggested

was not an exhaustive

that the disciplinary matrix also includes "shared values," a

list.

grab-bag

category of influences on scientific communities, ranging from differences of scientific
style to social

and cultural

'

beliefs.32

Kuhn's main interest was to

;

exemplars as collections of analogous problems

stress

that instill coherent conceptual patterns in the students entering a scientific

Therefore, he gave

more

community.

attention to the theoretical changes in science than the

experimental changes. This

is

not to say that

Kuhn was unaware of the importance

of

experiment. For example, in trying to clarify the concept of exemplar, he noted that in
learning an exemplar, "the student needs

more than just an informal

description of the

problem and a means of translating the problem into mathematical symbols" but "also
requires pictures, diagrams, and, above

all,

laboratory exercises. "^^ Nevertheless, he

tended to see experiment as being of secondary importance,
of his teacher, Alexandre

The importance of experiment
number of scholars and

in

keeping with the opinions

Koyre.-'*'*

their findings

disciplinary matrix. Ian Hacking's

to the scientific enterprise has

been stressed by a

can be used to round out Kuhn's idea of

book Representing and Intervening often

is

credited

with having renewed the scholarly community's interest in experiment. The book
discusses realism about theories (the proposition that a theory takes the form

^'Thomas

S.

Kuhn, "Second Thoughts on Paradigms,"

Theories second edition (Urbana: University of
,

^^Kuhn, Structure,

p.

1

in

it

first

does

Frederick Suppe, ed.. The Structure of Scientific

Illinois, 1977), p.

463.

84.

^^Thoinas S. Kuhn, "Discussion,"

in

Frederick Suppe, ed..

The

Structure of Scientific Theories , second

edition, (Urbana: University of Illinois, 1977), p. 505.

^'^Compare Alexandre Koyre, Newtonian Studies (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1965),
.

S.

Kuhn, The Essential Tension (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1977),
.

p. 46.

p. 6, to

Thomas

11

because of an attribute of the invariant world), and then realism about theoretical
(the proposition that the entities specified
result). 35

Hacking claims

by a theory

that philosophers

entities

are the cause of an experimental

and historians have over stressed realism

about theories and that experiments give results that are relatively independent of the

development of theory. In one of Hacking's famous expressions, "experimentation has a
life

of

its

own" 36

A number of studies followed Hacking's, which stressed the importance of
experiment in the development of science. Peter Galison produced three case studies of
twentieth-century physics which demonstrated that not only theory but also experiment

imposes constraints on

scientific practice.

The

3''

fact that experimental practices often

outlived particular theories "belies the tenet that changes in theory radically transform

experimental practice. "^^ Other historical studies focused on the importance of scientific
instruments, inquiring into the process by which particular experiments using particular

instruments

come

to

be accepted

In his recent book.

the development of

in scientific

communities.

Image and Logic Galison takes up
,

two competing

chambers and spark counters) and

this last

theme by tracing

traditions of instrumentation in particle physics (cloud

their eventual hybridization in electronically-produced

images. Although disciplinary identity

is

not

at the

center of his work, Galison uses a

35lan Hacking, Representing and Intervening: Introductory Topics in the Philosophy of Natural Science

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983),

p. 29.

^^Hacking. Representing and Intervening pp. 149-150.
,

3^Peter Galison.

3*Galison,

How

How

Experiments End (Chicago: University of Chicago. 1987).
.

p.

245.

.

Experiments End pp. 65, 248.
,

3^D. Gooding, T. Pinch, and S. Schaffer, eds., The Uses of Experiment: Studies in the Natural Sciences

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).
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version of Kuhn's "disciplinary matrix," which he dubs a "disciplinary map.""^ Galison
sees this as including three major elements— theory, experiment, and instrument building

-that are "intercalated" in time with respect to one another."*! While
lion's share

Kuhn

invested the

of his effort in understanding the conceptual aspects of scientific change,

Galison devotes two categories to laboratory practice. In addition, Galison stresses that

autonomy from one another. He

theory, experiment, and instrument develop in relative

calls this a "polycultural history," a history that strikes a

balance between the local and

interconnected aspects of physics: "Different traditions of theorizing, experimenting,

instrument making, and engineering meet ... but for

all that,

they do not lose their

separate identities and practices. ""^^

The present study shows

that,

during the late 1950s and early 1960s, the plasma

physics community sought to project itself as having cognitive interconnectedness. For

many

reasons, both scientific and institutional, this

the practices developed for one area of
areas.

was

a difficult project. For example,

plasma research were not always helpful

Fusion researchers produced fully-ionized gases

in large

to other

machines; their

experimental, instrumental, and theoretical concerns were not of great interest to
researchers in gaseous electronics

Another reason for the

much

who

studied relatively low-temperature ionized gases.

difficulty in establishing cognitive interconnectedness

was

that

of the early theory and experiment of fusion research developed somewhat

independently. Only during the late 1960s, nearly a decade after the founding of the
discipline, did a sense of

'*^Peter Galison,

consonance develop between

Image and Logic:

Press, 1997), pp. 19-20. Galison

on pp. 9-10 (see also

p. 194),

A Material

theoretical

and experimental

Culture of Microphysics (Chicago: University of Chicago

not clear about this term. Presumably, "disciplinary

is

but there he uses only Kuhn's term, "disciplinary matrix."

^'Galison, Image and Logic pp. 797-799.
,

^^Galison, Image and Logic p. 782.
,

its

map"

is

introduced

traditions. '3

Despite such problems, certain

attempts to estabhsh connections

among

members of the community made

different areas of

Context

Institutional

The work of plasma
their discipline

such difficulty

physicists to establish the cognitive interconnectedness of

was made more
is

persistent

plasma research.

difficult

by the

institutional context of that

No

work.

evident in Weart's analysis of solid-state physics, which sounds like

Galison's vision of "coordination without homogenization" on a grander scale.

Weart

sees the social relations of solid-state physics as having developed in rough consonance

with

its

conceptual relations. The solid-state specialties

confederation in which each part kept

its

own

diversity of physical effects that solid-state specialists

natural world

was

came

together in "a sort of

individual identity."''^

coped with

reflected in the construction of their social world.

and social form of

solid-state physics

had a structure

in

Weart finds

that the

in their studies of the

which "each

Both the

intellectual

part retains a

separate identity while fitting into the whole. "^^^

Following Weart,
that

I

use the term "specialty" to characterize the groups of scientists

form around the investigation of specific problems. Chapter 2 of the present study

reviews the plasma-related specialties that developed before the foundation of plasma
physics as a disciphne.

I

institutional relationships

use the term "discipline" to refer to the cognifive, social, and

among

the specialties. Chapter 3

shows

that,

with the

foundation of plasma physics as a discipline, the specialties established a form of
interconnection but were not considered as equals. Despite the fact that the discipline

gestured toward a larger cognitive identity,

The present study shows
discipline as well as

''^Weart,

its

it

was dominated by

that the relation b>etween theory

and experiment

the concerns of fusion

is

important the self-image of a

evaluation by the general scientific community.

"The Solid Community,"

p.

"The Solid Community,"

p.

652.

661. Weart and Galison's analyses of scientific development
reflect a predilection for the political theory of pluralism.
"•^Weart,

seem

to

14
research.
in

Compared

to solid-state physics,

plasma physics demonstrated greater tension

self-perceptions and less institutional consonance

its

among

specialties.

its

Explaining or understanding the tension in the cognitive and institutional

development of plasma physics requires an investigation of the relations between science,
and

society,

As Charles Rosenberg

politics.

points out, this

is

not an easy problem: "to

concede the existence of an inevitable give-and-take between the realm of intellect and
the needs of society

understanding

hardly to advance our intellectual awareness; the difficulty

is

how and when

in a variant of the sociology

David Bloor's
Durkheim's
religion

was a

later

was a

of scientific knowledge

model

original

work on

One

such interactions take place. '"'^

for the Strong

known

as

Programme was

the sociology of religion. Just as

The Strong Programme.

inspired

by Emile

Durkheim showed

sacralization of the social order, Bloor claimed that scientific

images and

reflex of "social

metaphors."'*'' Bloor's

own

lies in

attempt can be found

that

knowledge
model

applications of this

often resulted in simplistic parallelisms between social solidarity and the classification

systems of human knowledge.'*^

One of the

first

historically-plausible applications of Bloor's

accomplished by Shapin and Schaffer

in their study of the

model was

Hobbes-Boyle

dispute.'*^

Like

Bloor, they found a close relationship between society and knowledge. At the time of the
restoration of Charles

II,

both Hobbes and Boyle desired a stable political order for

England. In addition, both of them were adherents of the mechanical philosophy and

"Toward an Ecology of Knowledge: On Discipline, Context, and History," in
eds.. The Organization of Knowledge in Modem America. 1860-1920
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979), p. 448.

"^^Charles Rosenberg,

Alexandra Oleson and John Voss,
(Baltimore:

'*^David Bloor,

Knowledge and

Social Imagery second edition, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
,

1991), p. 53.

'**This

is

especially true of his analysis of Robert Boyle:

Classification and the Sociology of

Knowledge," Studies

David Bloor, "Durkheim and Mauss Revisited:
in the History and Philosophv of Science vol.
,

13,

no. 4(1982), pp. 267-297.
''^Steven Shapin

and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes. Boyle, and the Experimental

Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985).
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searched for a means of securing agreement in this realm. Shapin and Schaffer found
that, in the

years after the Restoration, coercive social measures did not

peace. Such measures

work

to maintain

became associated with Hobbes' materialism and deductivism, not

only by those concerned with the Hobbes-Boyle debate but also by the general polity.
Boyle's program of probable knowledge prevailed: "The experimental form of

life

achieved local success to the extent that the Restoration settlement was secured. Indeed,
it

was one of the important elements

in that security. "^o

Cultural Studies

The Strong Programme influenced

historians to produce

and should not be ruled out of historical inquiry .5

1

some

But neither should

methodological absolute. Jeffrey Alexander pointed out that

many

helpful analyses
it

be raised to a

interpretations of

Durkheim's sociology, including Bloor's, led to a mechanistic functionalism,
symbolic processes were virtually reduced to the
that the later

from the

Durkheim sought

social,52

to

Against

show symbolic processes

this,

in

which

Alexander claims

as having relative

autonomy

and encourages sociologists to pursue cultural studies, which stresses

that social rituals "are simultaneously effects

Such an

social.

attitude

found

its

and causes" of social crises."

place in the historical study of science. Joseph Rouse

identified six attributes of the "cultural study of science":
historical variability of science,

acknowledgment of the

avoidance of causal explanation, acknowledgment that

science's claims of universality originate in local contexts, the porous interconnection

between science and general culture, and the subversion of traditional debates over

^°Shapin and Schaffer. Leviathan and the Air-Pump pp. M]-7.
.

5

Shapin and Schaffer's study, see Adrian Desmond. The Politics of Evolution: Morphology.
Medicine and Reform in Radical London (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1989).
'In addition to

52jeffrey C. Alexander, ed.. Durkheimian Sociology: Cultural Studies rCamhridgpCambridge University
Press, 1988), pp. 2, 4. See also V.B. Smocovitis. Unifying Biology: the
Evolutionarv Synthesis and
Evolutionary Biology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996),
p. 81.

^-^

Alexander, Durkheimian Sociology

,

p. 14.
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realism and value-neutrality.
the field, though

not always

At

fit

it

These

two aspects of the

by Rouse except

in the

most general way.^s

cultural studies of science are useful as a

on the

relations

between the members of a discipline and the

society (through the general cultural context) and

and other

means of

The study of

understanding the motivations and actions of a scientific community.
culture casts light

to

should be noted that they are not exclusive to cultural studies and do

the case studies identified

least

go some distance toward giving shape

criteria

scientists (through the cognitive

on the

relations

commitments of the

rest

of

between the members

discipline). In the

most

general terms, these are the themes that Rosenberg identifies as "the place of knowledge
in the social order generally,"

and knowledge "as a central element

structure of disciplinary cultures. "56

Rouse

stresses that the cultural study of science seeks to
to

boundaries erected between science and society
closely related to the interconnection between

modem

age.

According

shaping the

.

between "intemalism" and "extemalism" and

Foucault saw in the

in

-

.

show
is

go beyond the

:

distinction

that "the traffic across the

always two-way. "^^ This suggestion

power and knowledge

that

to Foucault, the rise of the

is

Michel

human

sciences

and disciplines during the nineteenth century involved the deployment of knowledge as a

means of controlling those

at the

margins of society, for example, criminals, the mad, and

the sick. Foucault's approach inextricably connects the

"What

^'^Joseph Rouse,

are Cultural Studies of Scientific

development of knowledge with

Knowledge?," Configurations

,

vol.

1,

no.

1,

(1993), pp. 1-22.

^^A similar problem can be found in Steven Shapin's review of work ostensibly in the sociology of
knowledge, which he takes from diffuse areas of scholarship. Steven Shapin, "History of Science
its Sociological Reconstructions," Historv of Science, vol. 20 (1982), pp. 157-21 1. Both of these

scientific

and

articles are

themselves efforts of discipline building.

^^Rosenberg, "Toward an Ecology of Knowledge," pp. 450, 446.
'"'Rouse,

"What

are Cultural Studies of Scientific

Knowledge?, pp.

4, 13.
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"We

the exercise of power:

are subjected to the production of truth through

power and we

"^^
cannot exercise power except through the production of truth.

This sort of approach often leads cultural studies to

insist

on a dense

interconnection between science and culture, in contrast to Alexander's milder suggestion
to stress the relative

during the

AIDS

autonomy of symbolic

crisis

of the 1980s,

influenced by Foucault to
politics.

show

that

For example,

practices.

Donna Haraway

AIDS

science reflected and

She sees immunologists as having a vision of "the

difficult for

them

to specify

which

in

an

article written

uses an interpretive methodology

was

reflected

self as battlefield,"

by AIDS

making

it

of an immunological response are of the body

cells

and which are not of the body. Haraway suggests that such discourse implies a radical
critique of

humanist conceptions of the self and that

this

can be found

in political

discourse about AIDS.^^ Paula Treichler develops this analysis by making an analogy

between

HIV and the

fractured identities of gays.

cases": just as the virus breaks
matter, so gays

down

occupy a space between the

contestation of gay identities

Of course,

is

identities of

between

to be "border

life

and inanimate

male and female. The public

analogous to the continual mutation of HIV itself.^

finding a close relationship between science and culture does not

The

require a Foucaultian approach.

commitment

general methodological
similarity

She considers both

the binary distinction

historian of physics Alexei
to the

Kojevnikov uses only a

comparative study of metaphor to find a close

between the concept of "quasi-particles" in

and

solid-state physics

political

metaphors of collectivism.^' In Kojevnikov's analysis, left-leaning (particularly Soviet)

^^Michel Foucault, Power

/

Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings (New York: Pantheon

Books, 1980), 93.
"

^^Donna Haraway, Simians. Cvborgs. and Women: The Reinvention of Nature (New York: Routledge,
1991), p. 225.

^*^Paula Treichler,

Douglas Crimp,
pp. 2(X)-3.

"AIDS, Homophobia, and Biomedical Discourse:

An Epidemic

of Signification," in

AIDS: Cultural Analysis. Cultural Activism (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1988),
activism was one element of the historical context that gave rise to cultural studies.

ed.,

AIDS

^'Alexei Kojevnikov, "Freedom, Collectivism, and Quasiparticles: Social Metaphors
Historical Studies of the Physical Sciences vol 29, no. 2 (1999), p. 300.
,

r

-

^

=.

in

Quantum

.

V

c

I.

'

.

^-'^
.

.

Physics,"
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physicists developed conceptions of quasi-particles in solids (collective excitations of
electrons) during the 1920s and 1930s; these conceptions bore a close resemblance to the

problems confronted by the

political

ideas, the theorists

were forced

to

In developing their scientific and political

theorists.

imagine

how

electrons (or people) maintained their

individuality while participating in collective effects (or

Like the Strong Programme,

this

movements).

version of cultural history should not be ruled

out of historical inquiry. However, cultural history's predilection for parallelisms

between

scientific practices

and other cultural forms should not be elevated

methodological a priori either,

at

which point

it

to a

becomes another species of

reductionism. There are at least two dangers. First, the connections

may be

overly

speculative and based on inadequate evidence. Kojevnikov implies that Igor

Tamm

preferred a particular metaphor for describing electrons in solids because the Mensheviks

faced an analogous political problem years earlier in relating the individual to the
collective.

The

enough

Kojevnikov

for

Tamm's

writings.^^

historian
that

fact that

Tamm was once a member of the Menshevik party is evidence

Second,

it is

were problematic or significant

own

political

their careers or research

in

not always clear the connections pointed out by the

Haraway and Treichler make from

significant to their

even though one cannot be found

to insinuate a connection,

for the scientists

under study. The transcodings

scientific to political discourses

seem

to

be more

concerns than to the immunologists' decisions regarding

programs.

This leads to the obvious conclusion that the disciplinary historian, in finding
connections between science, politics, and general culture, require ample textual evidence

and cast

light

on the motivations and actions of the

scientists.

As mentioned above.

Spencer Weart found that the solid-state physicists shared "a fascination with diversity"
as part of their "unified

way of thinking."^^ Weart

^^Kojevnikov, Freedom, Collectivism, and Quasiparticles,"
63Weart, "The Solid Community,"

p.

658.

read C.S. Smith, F. Seitz, and J.C.

p.

315.
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Slater, to find that they

maintained an analogy between the diversity of solid-state effects

and the diversity and autonomy of the specialties within the discipline of solid-state
physics. Similarly, V.B. Smocovitis

showed

were motivated by the self-perception
sciences and the

that the founders of evolutionary biology

were contributing

that they

to an effort to unify the

more general goals of the Enlightenment. Biologists such

and E. Mayr saw themselves as engaged

in the effort

as

J.

Huxley

of establishing biology as "an

independent yet unified science within the positivist ordering of knowledge."^'*
Cultural analysis
scientists

important to understanding the motivations and actions of the

is

and policymakers

who contributed

to the foundation of

plasma physics.

Because the fusion community led the formation of plasma physics,
the

most important. The fusion

by providing an

infinite

scientists

hoped

that their success

hoped

that their

time they entertained their
that their

work would

work would

own

after

national chauvinisms.

The

by the

By

the

its

in areas that

^Smocovitis, Unifying Biology

,

p.

ideals of free enterprise

1

may have been

own

and

related to

and the American public generally .^^

to represent

plasma physics as a new

claimed that plasma was the fourth

William Crookes' phrase, which had

^^Paul Boyer,

scientists

state

of matter,

in

unique behavior. Despite the fact that many

were perceived by the general

scientific

62.

Bomb's Early Light: American Thought and Culture

at the

Dawn

of the Atomic

Age

1985), Spencer R. Weart, Nuclear Fear: A History of Images (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1988), and Robert Jay Lifton and Greg Mitchell, Hiroshima in America: Fifty
Years of Denial (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1995).

(New York: Pantheon Books,

it,

same

The U.S. fusion community hoped

American

plasma researchers sought

scientists

plasma physicists worked

nations had an interest in

Hiroshima, some of these hopes

the fear of nuclear conflict, shared
In addition, all

many

lead to international cooperation. At the

insure the strength of the

democracy. In the years

"basic" science.

were

energy source that would render warfare unnecessary. Because

of the difficulty of the fusion problem and the fact that
the scientists

their ideologies

might save civilization

20
community

as "applied research," they considered their research to be as important

and

fundamental as that of solid-state physics or particle physics.^^

The themes of cultural

power" has been

"disciplinary

ways

history also suggest

a discipline affects the social relations of

its

that the cognitive

framework of

members. Foucault's concept of

saw

influential here. Foucault

the links

between power

and knowledge, discussed above, as originating from local applications of knowledge but
having large-scale political consequences. In Jan Goldstein's words, "bourgeois
liberalism

is

sustained by a dark and unseen underside—the

operated by the 'disciplines.'"^' This
Foucault's

is

model avoids specifying causality and

controlled by their

own

insists that

control mechanism. Disciplinary

and anonymous power; for although surveillance
that of a

network of relations from top

together and traverses

it

in its entirety

mechanisms of control

a strange sort of "control," however, since

to

bottom

rests

.

.

.

even the prison guards are

power

is

"multiple, automatic

on individuals

this

network

its

functioning

'holds' the

is

whole

with effects of power that derive from one another:

supervisors, perpetually supervised. "^^

Goldstein

is

correct in seeing that Foucault's concept of discipline has a threefold

connotation: "a branch of knowledge; the particular
clientele of the profession is subjected;

and

modes of 'training'

to

which the

finally the rigorous 'disciplined' training to

which the professional has himself submitted. "^^ This

list

makes

concept cannot be as useful in analyzing the physical sciences as

it

clear

it is

the

why

Foucault's

human

sciences;

^ Such consideration of political and scientific ideologies does not entail the reductionism that

I warn of in
For example, it might be imagined that a sort of "transcoding" between the discourses of
Cold War containment and hot plasma containment informed both the scientists and the policymakers. In
the course of the present study, I considered this hypothesis but found only weak and circumstantial

cultural studies.

evidence to support
^''Jan Goldstein,

it.

"Foucault

Among

History and Theory, vol. 23 (1984),

the Sociologists:

The

'Disciplines'

6*Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison
176-177.
^^Goldstein, "Foucault

Among

and the History of the Professions,"

p. 174.

the Sociologists," p. 179.

(New York: Vintage Books,

1979), pp.

in

moving

his

to the physical sciences, the

own work)

plasma

drops away.

scientists'

disciplined

It is

second of Goldstein's connotations (the center of

not helpful to imagine the baleful consequences of the

knowledge on the plasmas themselves. Nevertheless, the

knowledge on the plasma

scientists, or

would-be plasma

effect of

scientists, is

significant.

Historians of scientific communities or disciplines use Foucault's concept of
disciplinary

power

in a

impose cognitive and

number of loose ways

social standards

on

to stress the fact that scientific disciplines

their nascent

study of the Konigsberg Seminar for Physics, shows

communities. Kathryn Olesko's

how

the seminar contributed to

transforming physics from a calling to a profession during the late nineteenth century. In
training generations of physics teachers, the seminar helped instill a culture of

experimental practice that she calls the "ethos of exactitude" within the

community. Olesko connects
to

Max

this drive to "greater

German

physics

degrees of technical perfection" both

Weber's theme of rationalization and to Foucault's theme of discipline.™

Similarly, Robert

M. Friedman's study of meteorology shows how Vilhelm Bjerknes

transformed the field into an international discipline that was legitimized by the rigors of
physics. Bjerknes advanced his disciplinary aims
all

by making

his practices a standard that

meteorologists would have to follow.

V.B. Smocovitis pictures the foundation of evolutionary biology during the

second quarter of the twentieth century as the result of a coming together of different
practices within biological research.

evolutionary biology,

She

calls this the "disciplinary problematic"

made up of an accepted

instruction along with associated skills

^Kathryn M. Olesko, Physics

and

set

technologies.''^ This version of

as a Calling: Discipline

of

of problems codified in books of

and Practice

in the

Kuhn's

Konigsberg Seminar for Physics

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), pp. 308, 14.

'"Robert

M. Friedman,

Meteorolog y

Appropriating

the Weather:

Vilhelm Bjerknes and the Construction of a

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), pp. 2, xii.

^^Smocovitis. Unifying Biology

,

p. 110.

Modem
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disciplinary matrix includes overtones of a Foucaultian perspective. Speaking of Ernst

Mayr's many roles as distributor of knowledge, founder of the philosophy of biology, and
organizer of the scientific journal Evolution Smocovitis concludes that he was "the
.

central disciplining force of evolutionary biology. "'^ Similarly,

Theodosius

Dobzhansky's genetics "became the ground on which the heterogeneous practices of the
biological sciences were stabilized and bound."'''*

Such

membership of evolutionary biology,

as evidenced

Dobzhansky and Goldschmidt which

the latter lost.^^

The most obvious place
disciplinary histories produced

Weingart point

practices disciplined the

by the controversy between

to look for the self-definition of plasma physics

by

the

is

in

plasma community. As Graham, Lepenies, and

out, the functions of disciplinary histories vary

somewhat with

their

intended audiences. The two major audiences are "governments, foundations, and other

sponsors engaged in science policy" and the disciplinary community

itself.''^

The present

study considers disciplinary reviews initiated by policy and legislative institutions, as
well as textbooks and review articles intended for the plasma-physics and the generalscience communities. Such materials function

somewhere between primary and

secondary sources. For a study with the scope of the present one,

on disciplinary
physics.

At the same time,

authors thought
said

is

histories to determine the general trends

I

use these sources

critically, as

was important and unimportant.

as important as

what

is said.

I

necessarily must rely

and important work of plasma
a reflection of what their

Under some circumstances, what

In addition, disciplinary histories written

is

not

by authors

^^V.B. Smocovitis, "Disciplining Evolutionary Biology: Ernst Mayr and the Founding of the Society for
the Study of Evolution and Evolution (1939-1950)," Evolution, vol. 48, no. 1 (1994), p. 8.
^'^Smocovitis, Unifying Biology p. 133.
,

^^Smocovitis. Unifying Biology pp. 159-61.
,

''^Loren

Graham, W. Lepenies, and

(Dordrecht: D. Reidel Publishing

P. Weingart,, eds.,

Company,

Functions and Uses of Disciplinary Histories

1983), pp. xvi-xvii.

.
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from the

different

plasma

specialties

can be compared and contrasted to give indications

of both the corporate identity of plasma physics and the identities of

its

components.

Patron Relationships

Despite the importance of the above themes from "the cultural studies of science,"

One of its main

there are limitations to this sort of approach.

strengths—that

it

maintains

a perspective standing between extremes of internal and external or local and universalis

Because

also a weakness.

way between

might be seen as being poised the same

institutional history

science and broader political and social institutions,

it is

important to

identify these limitations carefully.

Galison has coined a term that works well as a general label for approaches to
historical interpretation that direct

our attention to the middle ground.

He

describes his

history of detectors in particle physics as a "mesoscopic history, claiming a scope

intermediate between the macroscopic (universalizing) history that would

chamber

illustrative

of

all

(nominalistic) history that

instrument

among

instruments in

all

make

the cloud

times and places and the microscopic

would make Wilson's cloud chamber no more than one

the barnloads of objects that populated the

Cavendish Laboratory

during this century."''^

One
is

particularly clear

example of a mesoscopic theory of scientific development

provided by Bruno Latour's actor-network model.''* Latour's account of

form alhances and create networks of machines,

inscriptions,

the micro and macro, and the local and universal.
in his

model so as not

to

He

how

scientists

and papers stands between

intentionally uses loose categories

impose preconceived definitions on the elements of his case

studies or the relationship

between

them.''^ In his analysis of

Aramis, an

ill-fated

plan for

^^Galison, Image and Logic p. 6 1
,

^^Bruno Latour, Science

in

Action:

How to Follow Scientists

and Engineers Through Society (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1987).

^^Some have objected

that Latour's methodology has not absorbed the lessons of postcolonial theory which
its object of study. See Rouse, "What are Cultural Studies of Scientific
9 and Smocovitis, Unifying Biology p. 84. These criticisms seem misplaced insofar as

avoids imposing categories on

Knowledge?,"

p.

,
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a Parisian mass-transit rail system, Latour

He

adopt structural models.

tells

is

almost obdurate in his unwillingness to

us that neither technical nor economic constraints

should be assumed by the analyst because "the infrastructure, even in the final instance,

does not explain the fragile superstructure of the Aramis vehicles.
the general 'framework'

whose framework

is

shocking,

is

let's

If that indifference to

say that our sociology prefers a local history

defined by the actors and not by the investigator."^*^

However, approaches

that

impose such

self-limitations suffer a kind of

methodological "return of the repressed," in that they eventually must account for larger
structures of

power

that,

from a mesoscopic

theorist's point

of view, have been

misinterpreted as "economic interests" or "political interests." Foucault attempted his

own

explanation for larger pohtical structures such as the state by developing the concept

To be

of "govemmentality."^'

consistent with the epistemology of

power developed

in

Discipline and Punish Foucault hoped to build a model of the state from the micro.

processes of disciplinary power: "The State

is

superstructural in relation to a

whole

series

of power networks that invest the body, sexuality, the family, kinship, knowledge,
technology, and so forth.
this area; his last

work on

Unfortunately, Foucault died before accomplishing
the history of sexuality did not address the

much

problem of the

Latour has attempted a similar project of using his actor-network model, with

its

in

state.

inherent

preference for local processes of power, to account for large-scale units of power. In

Science in Action Latour describes the extension of networks into "centres of
.

Latour responds to the "paradoxical demand for a noncoercive coercion," one that enables a new form of
ethical practice which does not make a pretension of truth. On this, see Robert Koch, "The Case of
Latour," Configurations vol. 3, no. 3 (1995), p. 345.
,

^"Bruno Latour, Aramis.

The phrase

or.

The Love of Technology (Cambridge: Harvard University

"in the final instance" refers to

Press, 1996), p. 19.

Louis Althusser's concept of "structural causality."

^'Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon, and Peter

Miller, eds..

The Foucault

Effect: Studies in Governmentality

(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1991).
^^Foucault,

metaphor.

Power / Knowledge,

p. 122.

This

is,

of course, one of Foucault's wicked re-uses of a Marxian

calculation," or concentrations of essential instruments

needed by a host of outside

The

results of such efforts are not promising.

found that a Latourian approach
in the

United States.

He

and methodologies

is

For example, Daniel Kleinman

inadequate to understanding

post-WW2

might work and others might

not."^'* If

we

great textual authority. Insisting

and extending networks

between the U.S.
science in the

state

is

on an

we must

account for the fact that he enjoyed

neither necessary nor helpful. Although

civil society as

were shaped by

it is

true that

structural relations

well as a general perception of the success of

war effort.*^ Therefore, Kleinman uses

Theda Skocpol which gives

alliances

Vannevar

interpretation of this solely in terms of enrolling

social relationships, these

and

why some

are to understand the success of

Bush's program for U.S. science policy, then

allies

science policy

suggests that Latour's analyses of the growth of networks always

leaves unanswered antecedent questions concerning "the reasons

Bush depended on close

that are

allies.*^

the state-centered approach due to

attention to the institutional structure of the U.S. state,

"refracts the influence of social groups. "^^ This
that the foundation of the National Science

approach

is

Foundation did not occur

time, a temporary change in the structure of the

American

which

able to account for the fact

state

until 1950.

made

it

At

this

possible for

preexisting social networks to pass legislation.*^

^^Latour, Science in Action

Lee Kleinman,

,

p.

233.

on the Endless Frontier: Postwar Research Policy
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1995), p. 9.
^'*Daniel

Politics

in the

United

State.s

^^Kleinman, Politics on the Endless Frontier pp. 10-11.
,

^^Kleinman, Politics on the Endless Frontier

,

p. 14.

A similar objection regarding the limits of mesoscopic

made regarding the historiography of the French Revolution. Skocpol suggests that Lynn
Hunt's cultural approach should be integrated into a state-centered approach in order to give a better
account of the causes and consequences of the revolution. Theda Skocpol and Meyer Kestnbaum, "Mars
theories has been

Unshackled: The French Revolution

in

World-Historical Perspective," in The French Revolution and the

Birth of Modernity. F. Feher, ed., (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990).

^^Kleinman. Politics on the Endless Frontier

,

p.

137.
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From

much

the perspective of the present study, the methodological

with structural or causal models per

particular structural model.** Charles

se,

problem

is

not so

but with the rigid adherence to one

Rosenberg

is

correct to suggest that, in

understanding the development of scientific disciplines, "we must free ourselves from the

domination of overschematized developmental models." However, he also trains the
historian's attention to the "specific institutional structures" that

between men of learning and the society

"mediate the relationship

that supports them."*^ In the present study,

important elements of this mediation are found in the patron relationships of plasma
physics and the institutional structures associated with them. These studies of patron
relationships are integrated with studies of the cognitive

context of the discipline. However,

we cannot assume

development and

cultural

that the cognitive, institutional,

and cultural aspects of scientific development can be analyzed by mesoscopic approaches
that insist

ab

initio

on middle-range concepts such as discourse, networks, or culture

itself.9o

Robert Kohler's study of the

rise

of biochemistry provides a good example of the

interaction of patron relationships with the cognitive content of scientific disciplines. His

account stresses the career choices open to the scientists based on funding opportunities.

Of the

three distinct styles of biochemistry existing before 1940,

scientists

working

program of the

in

one of them, due

to

medical clinics came to dominate the membership and the research

discipline.

During the 1930s, the clinicians took advantage of a medical

reform effort and the resulting good employment market to

install

themselves as teachers

this may be Marvin Harris, The Rise of Anthropological Theory: A History
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1968), which recounts the history of
own interpretation of Marx, is correct.

**The world-record holder for
of Theories of Culture

anthropological theory, while insisting that only one, Harris'

^^Rosenberg, "Toward an Ecology of Knowledge," pp. 447, 441.
^°

To reassert the relative autonomy of science, politics, and general culture is not to insist on a separation
between them. Although the present study demonstrates a strong interrelation among these aspects of
plasma physics, I do not see a need to filter them through the master tropes of mesoscopic approaches.

of a

new

generation of medical students.^' Kohler uses Rosenberg's ecological metaphor

to describe this as a process in

which

"different styles or

programs of biochemistry

developed as adaptations to particular institutional contexts. "^^
Kohler's study concerns the inter-war period, during which time the main
scientific patrons

II,

the federal

were industry,

national laboratory system.

ocean

universities,

government exerted

scientists

and finds

far

more

and private foundations. After World

War

influence, in both the universities and the

Chandra Mukerji studied the patron relationships of post-war

that they

were dependent on

soft

money from funding

agencies

such as the Office of Naval Research and the National Science Foundation. Such funding

gave the

scientists a

kind of autonomy, but

it

government for contract renewals or further

also

made them dependent on

the federal

grants. Mukerji therefore sees the

ocean

researchers as a kind of "elite reserve labor force," in rough analogy with Piven and

Cloward's analysis of the national welfare system as functioning to maintain a reserve

workforce of poor labor. The oceanographers of Mukerji's study often were funded
universities or private laboratories.

presence

at the universities,

oceanography share the
scientific

changes

view of

Mukerji's analysis

that they

community and

still is

have been held

in

helpful.

somewhat

Both plasma physics and
less regard

the funding agencies. Therefore, they been

in their patron relationships.
scientists as experiencing

at

Although plasma physics never established a strong

In addition,

much plasma

by the general

more

research

sensitive to

fits

Mukerji's

both autonomy and dependence, as a result of their

structural position within the U.S. funding process.

^'Robert Kohler, From Medical Chemistry to Biochemistry: The Making of a Biomedical Discipline.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), p. 7.
^^Kohler,

From Medical Chemistry

perspective, though

it

^^Chandra Mukerii.

A Fragile

to

Biochemistry, pp.

1

,

324.

The present study takes a

similar

uses the term "specialty" instead of research style.

Power: Scientists and the State (Princeton: Princeton University, 1989).
.
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Overviews of the
can be found
the

institutional

environment faced by post-war plasma

in histories of science policy^"*

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).^^

at the national laboratories

reasons.

as

government funded plasma research

-phe U.S.

and universities for a number of non-military and military

The most important of the non-military plasma

confinement fusion research. In the United States,
(later,

scientists

and of the national funding agencies, such

The

the Department of Energy).

lion's share

applications

this effort

was magnetic-

was funded by

the

of these programs has been

AEC

at the

Los

Alamos, Sandia, Lawrence Livermore, and Oak Ridge National Laboratories.
Understanding the patron relationships of plasma physics requires careful attention to the
relationship

between the AEC, the fusion community, and the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy (JCAE). Funding
degree on

its

for fusion research therefore

depended

to a great

significance to domestic and international political issues, including

Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace program of the 1950s and the energy

Much plasma work was

crisis

of the 1970s.

pertinent to military research and applications. Military

patronage raises special questions about whether patron relations "deformed" the

development of science. Stuart Leslie, following

J.

William Fulbright, speaks of a

"military-industrial-academic complex" and concludes that this nexus of interests had a

strong and detrimental influence on university research.

By

the 1950s,

MIT

had become

"a university polarized around the military" and Stanford University's academic

^^Philip

Gummett,

Scientists in Whitehall

.

program

(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1980), Stephen

Fortescue, Science Policy in the Soviet Union (London: Routledge, 1990); Bruce L.R. Smith. American

Science Policy Since World

War

^^Richard G. Hew^lett and Jack

II

M.

(Washington, DC: The Brookings

Holl,

Atoms

for Peace

Institute, 1990).

and War: 1953-1961: Eisenhower and the Atomic

Energy Commission (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989). A history of the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority is provided by Margaret Gowing, Independence and Deterrence: Britain and
Atomic Energy. 1945-1952 (London: Macmillan, 1974).
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was

virtually directed

by

its

military sponsors.^^ Leslie concludes that military interests

steered academic scientists from other, potentially

more

fruitful,

A similar picture emerges from Paul Forman's more
physics.^*

Forman

finds that

many

specialties in

quantum

areas of research.'^

general study of

post-WW2

electronics, solid-state physics,

and laser research were profoundly affected by military funding and the requirements of

Not only was basic research forced

secrecy.
table of a

weapon development program,"

scientists fell

science,

in

to live "from the

crumbs

that fall

from the

Lee duBridge's famous expression, but the

prey to the illusion that their work involved a kind of pure or disinterested

even as

it

was severely constrained

in content

and dissemination by

its

applied,

military origins.'^
In a
discipline

number of ways, such a view

applies to plasma physics;

many

aspects of the

were affected by security concerns and military sponsorship. Magnetic-

confinement fusion remained classified secret between 1952 and 1958, partly because of
concerns that a fusion reactor, as a source of neutrons, would enable the production of

bomb-grade fissionable

material.

During the 1960s, laser-plasma research was secret

because of its more direct connections to military applications. Plasma physicists also
contributed to other military work:
explosions, directed-energy

programs, funded by the
late

AEC,

1950s and early 1960s

disciplinary

^^Stuart

W.

MIT and

the

Leslie,
.

simulation of high-altitude nuclear

DoD, and

other aerospace applications. Such

other military agencies, began during the

initially as secret projects

community of plasma

Stanford

e.g., the

beam weapons, and

and had varied relations to the

physics.

The Cold War and American Science: The Military-Industrial-Academic Complex

(New York: Columbia

^^See also Michael Aaron Dennis, '"Our First Line of Defense:
American State," Isis, vol. 85 (1994), pp. 427-455.
^*Paul Forman, "Behind

Quantum

at

University Press, 1993), pp. 42, 74.

Two University

Laboratories in the Postwar

Electronics: National Security as Basis for Physical Research in the

United States, 1940-1960," Historical Studies

in the Physical

^^Forman, "Behind Quantum Electronics," pp. 185, 228.

and Biological Sciences,

vol. 18, no.

1

(1987).
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However, a balanced assessment of the
patronage on plasma physics requires
suggests that Leslie and
In Geiger's view,

it is

at least

effect of

two

government and military

qualifications.

Roger

L. Geiger

the negative effects of military patronage. '0°

Forman exaggerate

an oversimplification to characterize the relationship between

science and the military as one in which academic scientists were dragged
basic science and toward applications.

He

away from

claims that "the interests of the patrons and

those of scientists largely coincided" and that the scientists were satisfied that their
ostensibly applied

Geiger

is

work

correct to

basic research
inertia that

entailed fundamental research.

some

degree.

grew out of applied work. However,

grew from military patronage and

plasma physics must be accounted

The

relation

'O'

The present study shows

Many plasma physicists have

its

at the

effect

same time,

the institutional

on the cognitive program of

for.

between open and classified research also

might imagine. David K. Keuren argued,

is

more complex

in his study of research at the

that

scientific literature.

He concluded

that

j^e present study estimates

affected

by security

results that

restrictions

remained unknown

the

in the

NRL research during the Cold War can not

be separated into categories of black (secret) or white (open), but often existed
of gray.

one

Naval Research

Laboratory (NRL), that certain aspects of classified programs could and did appear

open

that

argued that important

in

shades

amount of plasma research and personnel

and characterizes the type of theoretical and experimental
to the discipline at large.

A significant amount of plasma physics was accomplished as industrial research,
especially during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Leonard Reich's study

"^Roger Geiger,
(1992)

"Science, Universities, and National Defense, 1945-1970," Osirus second series, vol. 7
.

p. 26.

^^'Geiger, "Science, Universities, and National Defense, 1945-1970," p. 36.

War Science in Black and White: U.S. Intelligence Gathering and Its
Naval Research Laboratory, 1948-1962," preprint of paper delivered at the 1999

'^-David K. van Keuren, "Cold
Scientific

Cover

at the

History of Science Society Meeting in Pittsburg, PA.

—

of industrial research
this

at

General Electric and American Telephone and Telegraph during

period takes an organizational approach."^-'' Both companies hired university-trained

scientists after they realized that technological innovation

For

patents.

fact that they

their part, the industrial researchers

became somewhat

"Though they had
to concentrate

many

by competitors might lead

to a

market share, which they could not make up for by buying up expensive

loss of their

to set aside

insulated

were

satisfied

from the general

by

their

scientific

some of the pressing questions of the

on those areas of research of importance

work, despite the

community:

scientific disciplines

to industry, this

was a deal

that

willingly made.''^^ Michael Dennis suggests that Reich's organizational analysis

be supplemented with a consideration of cultural context,

in order to clarify the

motivations of the industrial scientists. According to Dennis, industrial research was seen
as an "antidote to the

problems produced by commercial society," namely, the loss of the

responsible, republican researcher
Industrial research

federal

government

committed

was important

to the values

to the

start-up operations

S.

II.

amount of fusion research was

an industrial setting. However, the most important industry programs

enjoyed federal support, either

"^^Leonard

World War

industrial research during the first half of the

century. Starting in the mid-1950s, a moderate
in

development of plasma physics, but the

altered the structure of this patron relationship after

Gaseous electronics was encouraged by

accomplished

of pure science. '^^

such as

Reich, The

at

established companies such as General

Dynamics

or at

KMS Industries.

Making of American

Industrial Research: Science

and Business

at

GE and Bell.

1876-1926 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985).
'O^Reich,

The Making of American

Industrial

Research

,

p. 7.

'O^Michael Aaron Dennis, "Accounting for Research: New Histories of Corporate Laboratories and the
Social History of American Science," Social Studies of Science, vol. 17 (1987), p. 505.

"^This was part of a more general trend whereby U.S. industrial research benefited from a rapid
Forman, "Behind Quantum Electronics," p. 161.

federal support.

rise in
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,

,

International Politics

Mention of the Cold

War and Atoms

this study: international relations

and

for Peace directs us to the final dimension of

Both had profound

politics.

effects

on the

organization and culture of plasma physics and on the interaction of the national plasma

communities. Jessica

from

its

Wang

demonstrated that the Cold

During the period 1945

earliest years.

reviews of scientists such as E. Rabinowitch,

E.U. Condon. According to Wang,
the 1950s, in
role

which

this

scientists largely

War affected American

to 1950, the

J.

FBI conducted

science

security

Blewett, R.H. Vought, H. Shapley, and

process brought about the political consensus of

abandoned

their

hopes for an expanded

political

and accepted the expansion of security clearances.

The work of fusion and plasma researchers occurred within

the political

consensus identified by Wang. Chapter 3 includes a rough prosopographic portrait of the
fusion scientists. Special attention

those scientists that

considerable advantage over those

As Wang

is

became involved

given to the percentage that had security clearances;
in the secret projects of the

who

did not or could not

1950s enjoyed a

become

part of the programs.

stressed for military research, "access to secret information and the defense-

related social

network

that

went with having clearance greatly

facilitated professional

advancement.""'*
In light of

some of the domestic consequences of the Cold War,

it

may

appear

paradoxical that the pressures of international relations resulted in plasma physics

becoming and
it

less

and

international discipline.

However,

less likely for scientific disciplines to

after

WW2, international politics made

remain isolated

in a national context.
.1

Elizabeth Crawford and coworkers studied the pressures encouraging the
internationalization of science throughout the twentieth century.

•'^^Jessica

(Chapel

Wang, American Science

Hill:

in

an

Age

of Anxiety: Scientists. Anticommunism. and the Cold

University of North Carolina, 1999).

'O^Wang. American Science

in

an

During the period 1860-

Age of Anxiety

,

p. 102.

War

'
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1914, the internationalizing tendency started from the need of the scientific communities
for cognitive homogeneity, standardized

Such

international structures

communication, and technical standards. '"^

were not accounted

for in

Ben-David's work, since he

concentrated on the national contexts of the emergence of the scientist's role (during the
period in question, in

Germany and

the United States). "°

The world wars brought about

a nationalizing tendency in forging relationships between scientists and their client states.

The

security concerns of the ensuing

Cold War also caused a

cloistering of portions of

the national scientific communities. Nevertheless, the post-war era also brought
significant denationalizing trends, including the migration of scientists, the

development

of transnational research programs and information exchange, and research motivated by
the

development of the global economy.'

Many
origin and

'

of the internationalizing trends identified by Crawford can be seen in the

development of plasma physics. Because the fusion programs of the Soviet

Union, the United States, and Britain developed under conditions of secrecy, differences
existed between the

makeup of their

respective plasma communities and the style of their

research. Nevertheless, significant similarities developed, especially following the
declassification of fusion research in 1958. This

was

the result, not only of the

requirements of scientific communication but also of the pressures of international
relations."^ Policymakers

and

scientists

saw

the fusion programs of other nations as

competition that they had to stay abreast of and sometimes copy. In addition, each
nation's science policy

responded to the idea that fusion research served the

"^^Elizabeth Crawford, Terry Shinn, and Sverker Sorlin, eds., Denationalizing Science: the Contexts of
International Scientific Practice (Norwell:

Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1993),

"Elizabeth Crawford, Nationalism and Internationalism
University Press, 1992),
'
'

in Science:

pp. 15-21.

1880-1939 (Cambridge: Cambridge

p. 17.

'Crawford, Shinn, and Sorlin, Denationalizing Science, pp. 25-34.

"•^Melvyn P. Leffler, "The American Conception of National Security and the Beginnings of the Cold
War, 1945-48," American Historical Review vol. 89 (April 1984), pp. 346-400; Walter LeFeber, America.
Russian, and the Cold War. 1945-1990 sixth edition, (New York: McGraw Hill, 1991).
,

.
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internationalist ideals of cooperation

considers a

number of international

and peaceful coexistence. The present study

institutions of

plasma physics, including the journals

and meetings of the International Atomic Energy Agency as well as a collaborative
fusion experiment organized by the European nations, called the Joint European Torus.

Summary
The second

of the Chapters

chapter, "Separate Specialties: to 1955," provides a sketch of the

prehistory of plasma physics and identifies the plasma-related specialties that pioneered
the discipline's experimental

and theoretical

tradition.

Although

it is

not possible to give

an exhaustive survey, three plasma-related specialties are reviewed. The

first

specialty

is

the study of electrical discharges in gases, or "gaseous electronics." This laboratory-

based research began with the work of scientists like William Crookes and
during the nineteenth century, and was continued

Townsend and Leonard Loeb

at university

as well as industrial

Langmuir and F.M. Penning. The second and

J.J.

Thomson

programs headed by

J.S.E.

research programs headed by Irving

third specialties

concern aspects of

geophysical research. During the early part of the twentieth century, investigations of the

ionosphere were conducted with the aid of ground-based radio equipment.
specialty includes the early

ionosphere's existence by
theoretical

work of Guglielmo Marconi,

Edward Appleton

work of Sydney Chapman and

study of the aurora and includes

work

at the

in this

•

the experimental proof of the

Cavendish Laboratory, and the

his school.

at the turn

Work

The

final specialty

concerns the

of the twentieth century by Kirsten

Birkeland and C. Stoermer, as well as the theoretical work during the 1920s and 1930s by

Chapman

as well as

Hannes Alfven and

his school.

In addition to reviewing these three specialties, a
are considered, including Alfven's theory of

number of other developments

magnetohydrodynamics (motivated by

astrophysical problems), the theoretical analysis of Langmuir's plasma oscillations by

Lev Landau and David Bohm, and aspects of fluid dynamics

(especially the

work of

•
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Geoffrey Taylor). Finally,

this

review of early plasma-related work notes

how

funding shifted after the world wars.

The

^

sources of

.

"Founding of a Discipline, 1950-1962," discusses how a new

third chapter,

specialty—the study of magnetically-confined plasmas for controlled thermonuclear

fusion—provided the cognitive and institutional core of the discipline of plasma physics.

Three themes are stressed
fusion research

in describing the foundation

was nourished by

with weapons work,

in laboratories associated

of plasma physics.

First,

because

the patronage of national governments and conducted

it

remained classified

secret.

This had

important consequences for the dissemination of knowledge and the professional

composition of the discipline of plasma physics. During the years of secrecy, limited
information was available to the general scientific community; while

was

available

by 1955,

fusion machines

was

virtually

some plasma theory

no technical information concerning the various types of

available until 1958.

A prosopographic portrait is given of the

fusion scientists, concerning their training and early careers. Second, although plasma

theory and experiment developed quickly during the years of secrecy, scientists only

achieved a limited mesh between the two. At the heart of the problem lay the complex

mix of plasma

stabilities

appearing in each of the fusion experiments. The discussion of

plasma theory includes work on

particle orbits,

magnetohydrodynamics, and the

statistical-dynamical picture of fully-ionized gases based on the

The

third

theme

is

Boltzmann equation.

the effect of domestic and international political pressures

the identity of the nascent discipline. Fusion research developed in a

complex

on

political

atmosphere that mixed national competition with an urge toward international
cooperation and information exchange. In addition, the fusion scientists and science

policymakers shared a culture of optimism regarding fusion energy. This enthusiasm
helped give birth to a
sort

new

discipline, although

it

did so by pushing fusion research as a

of crash program, particularly during the period 1954-1956.
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After describing the development of fusion research, the chapter discusses

Some

conceptual and institutional relationship with the older plasma specialties.

its

aspects

of the established plasma specialties were recognized as part of the foundation of plasma
physics while other aspects were seen as part of an assumed and uncelebrated

background knowledge. By 1950, the gaseous-electronics community had established
national and international conferences.

However, despite the

fact that, in the years

surrounding 1958, there was an interaction between fusion and gaseous electronics
researchers,

few long-term alliances developed between them. While the fusion

community concentrated on

fully-ionized gases, the gaseous electronics

community

concentrated on lower-temperature gases. This difference of research program was
reinforced by a difference in patron relationships.

community maintained only
At the same time

became an

physics

a loose link with the

As

APS

a result, the gaseous electronics
as a "topical group."

that fusion research entered the scientific

interdisciplinary field.

During and

after

mainstream, space

World War

II,

rocket

technology was developed in the United States and Soviet Union with military funding
and, in 1958 and 1959, both countries launched satellites into the earth's upper

atmosphere as part of the International Geophysical Year. Data from these

James Van Allen

particles surrounding the earth. This

became

satellites led

to postulate the existence of a radiation belt of high-energy ionized

work founded "magnetospheric physics" which

part of the developing field of space-physics (along with ionospheric physics

and

the study of the solar wind). Rather than use his influence to bring space physics into the

APS, Van Allen opted
continued to

for the

come from

American Geophysical Union. Patronage

the military but also

for space physics

from the newly-formed National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Plasma physics also benefited from two areas of research

that attracted military

funding and sometimes overlapped with fusion research. Plasma dynamics grew out of
aspects of aerodynamics and space research and studied the behavior of shock

waves and
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plasma jets. The testing and detection of high-altitude nuclear explosions involved both
space physics and fusion research. In the Argus tests of 1958, small fission

exploded

in the earth's

the earth's magnetic field agreed with results
at the

bombs were

upper atmosphere. Theoretical analysis of the particles trapped

in

from magnetic-confinement fusion research

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
Chapter 4, "Crisis and Recovery, 1960-80," describes the

discipline

and

discussion

is

two decades of the

first

struggle to be accepted in the general scientific community. This

its

divided into two subsections. During the period 1960-1970, the discipline

was dominated by

the magnetic-fusion

community but met with a number of problems.

Congress became frustrated with the program's limited progress and

its

concern with

basic scientific experiments. This resulted in sluggish funding. In addition, industrial
interest declined. After private

supported by the

AEC because

General Electric

was forced

During

its

funding dried up. General Atomic's program was
it

was

to cancel

closer to the mainstream fusion program, while
its

work.

first decade the discipline

between theory and experiment. One
physicist M.S. loffe,

was unable

to establish strong connections

exception that proves the rule

who beat the Americans

is

the

work of Soviet

in isolating an instability in the magnetic

mirror fusion machine. This state of affairs motivated the plasma physicists to alter their
research program; whereas early fusion research relied on a cut-and-try, empirical

approach,

it

instabihties.

the

now

turned toward a fundamental attack on the problem of plasma

The research program

that best exemplified this trend

was work surrounding

"Q machine," a plasma source which created low-temperature, quiescent plasmas,

making

it

possible to isolate particular plasma effects clearly and reproducibly.

One
discipline.

section of the fourth chapter highlights the troubled identity of the

The

first

review of plasma research for the National

young

Academy of Sciences

demonstrated the disagreements between the specialties in enunciating a research

program

for

plasma physics. Also, the writings of Richard Post and Harold Grad are
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used as an indication of the general

on the need

to

develop

many

mood

of the community. Whereas Grad concentrated

different mathematical

models of plasma

number of fusion machine-concepts

stressed the need for a diverse

as a

effects. Post

means of

increasing the chance that the fusion effort might find a workable concept.

During the period 1968-1980, plasma physics arrived
weathering two changes to

came

its

at

a kind of maturity after

research program and institutional structure.

as a result of surprisingly

good

results

The

first

from the Russian magnetic-confinement

fusion concept, the tokamak, which brought major changes to the international fusion

program. Enthusiasm for the

new

technology, and concern that the Soviets might be

ahead, brought most nations to start tokamak experiments and to cancel other programs

such as the pinch machine and the

The second

shift arose

stellarator.

from the study of plasmas with

military patrons of the major national

powers were

produce small-scale simulations of nuclear explosions

More

speculative research

beams

that could destroy

was begun on

enemy

lasers.

During the 1960s,

attracted to research using lasers to
in the Earth's

upper atmosphere.

the possibility of constructing

high-power

ballistic missiles. Finally, scientists used lasers in fusion

research to compress small pellets of deuterium-tritium fuel. This "intertial-confinement
fusion" (ICE)

became

the second major approach to fusion research. In the United States,

laser-plasma programs of different types were founded at national laboratories like the

Naval Research Laboratory, research
industrial military contractors

Because of its

institutions like the University of Rochester,

such as the

ties to the military,

most laser-plasma research was

during the 1960s and was only partially declassified during 1972.
the papers that appeared in the
in

open

and

AVCO Everett Research Laboratories.

literature

show

entirely secret

A qualitative review of

similarities with the years

of secrecy

magnetic fusion: some theory was published, though the technical details went

unmentioned. ICE had a large effect on the discipline of plasma physics after the influx
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of

new members

into the Division of

number of laser-plasma papers given

A number of domestic

APS

Plasma Physics of the
at national

and international

and an increase

in the

and international meetings.
political pressures

worked

to declassify

inertial-confinement fusion and produce a general renewal of enthusiasm for fusion.

With

the

waning of Cold-War tensions

in the early 1970s,

interested in the military applications of lasers. Also, the

researchers were unable to publish

Added

restrictions.

to this,

much

governments became

American

of their work and

two domestic

issues

felt

less

laser-fusion

hemmed

by

in

security

renewed the appeal of fusion research

to

the scientists and the general public. First, the criticisms leveled by the anti-war and

environmental movements during the 1960s led some scientists to look for alternative
research directions. Second, the energy crisis of the early 1970s brought renewed
attention to the

problem of fusion energy.

These domestic and international
the
like

reawakened the tendency of

Administrators during the 1970s

Robert Hirsch committed the fusion community to a planned program of milestones

and ever-larger machines. Although
constraints

one

political pressures

AEC to treat fusion research like a crash program.

this style

on the nature of the fusion

thing, the fusion

effort

community turned

the 1960s and returned to a

its

played well to Congress,

it

and therefore plasma physics

imposed great
in general.

For

back on the fundamental research program of

more empirical approach

that concentrated

on the

practical

goal of fusion energy. For another thing, the building of larger and larger fusion

experiments touched off competition for funds that pitted the different fusion laboratories
against one another and left precious

little

for university research.

A brief section outlines the further development of plasma theory in connection
with the

new

fusion machines. Research on the tokamak involved the analysis of a wide

range of plasma instabilities and effects that proved to be difficult to isolate on the

complicated machine. Because laser-plasma experiments created plasmas of

much

higher density than the magnetic-fusion experiments, the laser-plasma community had a
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different set of theoretical

and instrumental concerns. There also

growing importance of computers, which were used

to

is

a discussion of the

model complex plasma behavior

numerically. This led, in 1974, to the foundation of a computer center at Livermore.

Although the cognitive overlap between different areas of plasma research was an
important aspect of the identity of the discipline, these overlaps were rare in actual
practice. Nevertheless, a

and space research
the specialties.

number of plasma

tried, in the

Two examples

Princeton University and
instabilities, often

of this are noted. Bruno Coppi, a fusion scientist

MIT, made

persistent attempts to extend his study of

at

-

plasma

gained in the context of fusion research, to space and astrophysical

problems. In his work on shock waves, the

borrowed the

physicists in fusion research, astrophysics,

course of their careers, to establish connections between

results of

UCLA space scientist Charles

plasma theory and experiment

that

Kennel

had been gained

in fusion

research.

The

fifth

and

final chapter

makes general conclusions about

plasma physics as a discipline and provides a

sort of epilogue

the development of

by exemplifying these

conclusions in later developments. The patron relationships of plasma physics are a key
factor to understanding the

development of the

sources for the different plasma specialties.

discipline.

Funding came from different

One consequence of this

is that

no agency

took responsibility for the funding of general plasma physics or of a program of "basic"

measurements.
Political pressures acting

on the fusion community tended

to reinforce

its

acceptance of the culture of big science and optimistic forecasting. This had dire

consequences for fusion research, for

at least

two reasons.

First,

with the contraction of

funds that came with the change of domestic political winds during the 1980s, a number
of costly fusion projects had to be discontinued, most notably the Livermore mirror

program. Second, fusion research had trouble producing impressive enough practical
gains to offset the expenditure of public money. After middling results from magnetic-

confinement research (the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor) the next major project, the
International

Tokamak Experimental

weakened by

the end of the 1990s.

Reactor,

came under heavy

fire

Military interest in certain plasma specialties continued, also.
project, the National Ignition Project, did not

fusion because of

its

fate of

The next major ICF

magnetic-confinement

direct connection to the stockpile stewardship program.

also a rejuvenation of

1980s, which

meet the

and was severely

government

became known

interest in laser

as Reagan's Strategic

There was

and beam weapons during the early
Defense

Initiative (SDI).

A number

•

of overlaps developed between SDI, fusion research, and general plasma physics.
Despite the fragmented nature of the institutions of their discipline, plasma
physicists continued to try to build bridges

between the

specialties.

Two examples

are

given. First, the laser-plasma physicist Barrett Ripin attempted to start a plasma-

astrophysics program at the Naval Research Laboratory during the 1980s. Second, the
fusion scientist Francis

Chen migrated out of fusion research and back

into low-

temperature plasma physics during the late 1980s and early 1990s.

By

the 1990s, despite significant developments in disciplinary identity and

institutional base,

scientific

plasma physics was not accepted and respected by the general

community

as

much

as other fields such as high-energy physics, solid-state

physics, nuclear physics, or astrophysics.
institutional inertia of the national

One cause

of this limited success

is

the

plasma-science policies, which encouraged

uncoordinated patron relationships, the construction of larger and larger fusion machines,

and a culture of unchecked optimism within the fusion community.

Review of the Published

Literature

Although no historian has studied plasma physics as a whole, significant work has
been published relating

to the history of its specialties.

As discussed above,

the specialty

of fusion research exerted the preponderant influence on the development of plasma
physics as a whole.

Of all

the national fusion efforts, the

American fusion community
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was

especially important since

it

led the worldwide effort. Joan Bromberg's official

history of the United States' fusion effort covers the period

AEC

from 1951-1978 and presents

a difficult though rewarding account of the interaction of politics and one type of fusion
research, magnetic confinement. '^^ Despite

one brief section on the development of

plasma physics,"'* Bromberg does not return

community

to the question of

how

the fusion

affected the cognitive and institutional development of the discipline.

A few historical studies are available on the magnetic-confinement fusion
communities of other countries. Hendry and Lawson wrote the
in the United
literature." "5

Kingdom
The

for the period 1945-1960,

official history

which

is

official

European nations

in raising

experiment."^ There

is

no

.

of the Joint European Torus, the European

Community's fusion collaboration, concentrates on the organization
the

account of work

available as "gray

money, choosing a

site,

historical scholarship available

program, although useful information

may be

difficulties faced

by

and constructing the

on the Russian fusion

gleaned from the collected papers of A.D.

Sakharov, which include commentaries by Sakharov and his colleagues,"^ as well as
biographies of the Soviet researchers."*

German

scholars addressed the history of

"^Joan Lisa Bromberg, Fusion: Science. Politics, and the Invention of a New Energy Source (Cambridge:
1982) and Joan Lisa Bromberg, "TFTR: The Anatomy of a Programme Decision," Social

MIT Press,

Studies of Science vol. 12 (1982). pp. 559-83.
,

"^Bromberg, Fusion,

.,.

.

pp. 96-105.

'

;

"5j. Hendry, "The Scientific Origins of Controlled Fusion Technology," Annals of Science vol. 44
,

(1987), pp. 143-168 and

J.

Kingdom Atomic Energy

Hendry and

J.D.

Lawson. Fusion Research

Authority, 1993).

"^E.N. Shaw, Europe's Experiment

in

Fusion: the

in the

UK. 1945-60
,

(United

,

JET Joint Undertaking (Amsterdam: North-Holland,

1990).

"^D.

ter

Haar, D.V. Chudnovsky, and G.V. Chudnovsky, eds.. A.D. Sakharov: Collected Scientific

(New York: Marcel Dekker,

Works

Inc., 1982).

"*I.N. Golovin, I.V. Kurchatov:

A Socialist-Realist Biography of the

Soviet Nuclear Scientist

(Bloomington: The Selbstverlag Press, 1968), and Roald Z. Sagdeev. The Making of a Soviet Scientist:

Adventures
1994).

in

Nuclear Fusion and Space From Stalin to Star Wars (New York: John Wiley and Sons,

My
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plasma physics and fusion research
Gingras and Trepanier wrote an

in

Germany, but

article

their

work has not been

on the Canadian fusion program

translated. ^'^

that takes a

perspective similar to Bromberg's in stressing the complex interaction between science

and

politics. '20

,

The most important fusion

scientist-tumed-historian

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

in the

addressed by the present study. Post produced

is

Richard F. Post of the

United States. Throughout the period

many review

articles, usually

centered on

fusion research but often claiming to speak for the general plasma physics community. '2'

The

official historian

of the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Earl Tanner, wrote a

history of the laboratory, also available as "gray-literature. "'22 Finally, a
collections have

been published

that

honor specific

scientists

number of essay

such as Marshall

Rosenbluth and John Dawson. '23

There are a couple of other fusion-related histories that are
study.
part,

The

history

usefiil to the present

of laser-plasma research, of which inertial-confmement fusion

has not been addressed explicitly by any historian. However, the

is

one

work of Joan

Bromberg, Robert Seidel, and Paul Forman provides some of the background necessary

"^Johannes Paul Wilhelm, Rudolf Seeliger und die Plasmaphvsik (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1987);
Michael Eckert and Maria Osietzki, Wissenschaft fur Macht und Markt: Kemforschung und
Mikroelektronik in derBundesrepublik Deutschland (Munchen: C.H. Beck, 1989); Susan Boenke,
Entstehung und Entwicklung des Max-Planck-Instituts fur Plasmaphvsik. 1955-1971 (Frankfurt:

Campus

Veriag, 1991).

noyves Gingras and Michel Trepanier, "Constructing a Tokamak: Political, Economic and Technical
Factors as Constraints and Resources," Social Studies of Science, vol. 23 (1993), pp. 5-36.
'2'His importance as a spokesperson for plasma physics is underlined by the fact that he was asked to write
an article for an international history of twentieth-century physics: Richard F. Post, "Plasma Physics in the
Twentieth Century," in L.M. Brown, A. Pais, and B. Pippard, Twentieth Centurv Physics. Volume III
(Bristol:

lOP

Publishing, 1995).

'22Earl Tanner, Project

Matterhom 1951-1961: An Informal History (Princeton: Princeton University

Plasma Physics Laboratory, 1977); Earl Tanner, The Model
(Princeton: Princeton University

'23james

W. Van Dam,

(Redwood

ed..

C

Decade:

An

Informal History. 1961-1969

Plasma Physics Laboratory, 1977).

From

Particles to Plasmas: Lectures

Honoring Marshall N. Rosenbluth

City: Addison- Wesley, 1989), and From Fusion to Light Surfing: Lectures on Plasma Physics
Honoring John M. Dawson (Redwood City: Addison-Weseley, 1991).
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to understand this specialty.' 2-*

by

A number of journalistic histories'^s and popularizations

include information on both magnetic-confinement and inertial-

scientists

confinement fusion.

There

is

a great deal of plasma-related material on space physics and geophysics.

David DeVorkin's study of American space science during the
stresses the formative effect of military patronage. '2?

first

decade

after

WW2,

Geophysics and space science

demonstrate an unusual degree of self reflection and a great deal of work has been

A number of ionospheric

produced by scientists-tumed-historians.
articles regarding their

work during

American Geophysical Union edited two collections of historical

who contributed

to the study of the magnetosphere.'29

discovery of the energetic radiation belts
'24joan Bromberg,

Glow

to

Flow:

The Laser

in

named

'25T.A. Heppenheimer,

,

1

(1987), pp.

1 1

1-147;

The Man-Made Sun: The Quest

'28

by

The
scientists

James Van Allen wrote about

America. 1950-1970 (Cambridge:

vol. 18, no.

articles

after him.'^o C. Stewart Gillmor'3'

MIT Press,

A History of Military Laser Research and Development,"

and Biological Sciences

physicists published

the first half of the twentieth century.

Forman

1991);

R.W.

Seidel,

the

and

"From

Historical Studies in the Physical

"Inside

Quantum

Electronics."

Power (Boston: Little Brown and Co.,
(New York: Cambridge University Press,

for Fusion

1984); Robin Herman. Fusion: the Search for Endless Energy
1990).

'26a.S. Bishop, Project Sherwood:

Publishing

Company,

'2'^David DeVorkin, Science

World War

(New York:

II

The U.S. Program in Controlled Fusion (Reading, Addison-Wesley
The Fusion Quest (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1997).

1958); T.K. Fowler.

With

a

Vengeance:

How the

Military Created the

US

Space Sciences After

Springer Verlag, 1992).

I28see the entire issue of The Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics vol. 36, no. 12 (1974); W.J.
,

Granville Beynon, "Ionospheric Research:

Look Back

(Redcliffe

Some

Way: IQP Publishing

Personal Recollections," in John Roche, ed.. Physicists

Ltd., 1990).

'2^C. Stewart Gillmor, ed., Historv of Geophysics (Washington,

DC: American Geophysical Union,

1990);

C. Stewart Gillmor and John R. Spreiter, eds.. Discovery of the Magnetosphere . History of Geophysics,

volume 7 (Washington, DC: American Geophysical Union, 1997).
'^^James A.

Van

Allen. Origins of Magnetospheric Physics (Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1983).

"Communication Modes of Geophysics: The Case of Ionospheric
its Uses: The Restructuring of
II," in M. De Maria, M. Grilli, and F. Sebastiani, eds.. The
Restructuring of Physical Sciences in Europe and the United States. 1945-1960 (Singapore: World
'^'C.S. Gillmor and C.J. Terman,

Physics," Eos vol. 54 (1973), pp. 89-97, C.S. Gillmor, "Geospace and
,

Ionospheric Physics Following

World War

Scientific, 1989), and S.G. Brush and C.S. Gillmor, "Geophysics," in L.M. Brown, A. Pais, and B. Pippard,
Twentieth Century Physics. Volume III (Bristol: IQP Publishing, 1995).
.
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produced studies concerning the broader ionospheric and magnetospheric

David Stern

communities. Finally, commemorative volumes are available that honor scientists such
as

James Van Allen and Sydney Chapman. '33
There

is

also considerable material on the history of astrophysics. Karl

Hufbauer's study on solar science as a subdiscipline of astronomy treats important topics

such as the International Geophysical Year and the discovery of the solar wind. '3'* David

DeVorkin edited a volume commemorating the hundredth anniversary of the American
Astronomical Society that contains
Lindqvist's article

Royal

Institute

on

on many aspects of the

articles

scientific instrumentation uses

of Technology as an example. Stephen Brush's

program of solar-system physics

is

mainly

society. '^^ Svante

Hannes Alfven's laboratory

internalist,

article

at the

on Alven's

focusing on the degree to which

Alfven's predictions were acknowledged by the scientific community.'36 Also from an
internalist perspective, the scientist-tumed-historian

E.N. Parker wrote on Subrahmanyan

Chandrasekhar's contributions to the development of magnetohydrodynamics.'^^ Finally,

an edited collection of

Lyman

Spitzer's articles features reflections

the development of his work.

r

by Spitzer himself on

,

'^^David P. Stem, "A Brief History of Magnetospheric Physics Before the Spaceflight Era," Reviews of

Geophysics

,

vol.

27 (1989); David

"A Brief History of Magnetospheric Physics During

P. Stern,

the

Spaceflight Era." Reviews of Geophysics, vol. 34 (1996).

v

.'

'^^Bengt Hultqvist and C.-G. Falthammar. Magnetospheric Physics: Achievements and Prospects (New

York: Plenum Press, 1990) and S-I Akasofu, B. Fogel, and B. Haurwitz, eds.. Sydney Chapman, Eighty:

From His

Friends (Boulder: National Center for Atmospheric Research, 1968).
"

'^'^Hufbauer. Exploring the

Sun

135Qavid H. DeVorkin,

The American Astronomical

ed.,

•

.

r /

"

'

Society's First Century (Washington,

•

•

DC: The

American Astronomical Society, 1999).
'^^Stephen G. Brush, "Alfven's

Programme

in Solar

System Physics," IEEE Transactions on Plasma

Science, vol. 20, no. 6 (1992), pp. 577-89.
'3'E.N. Parker, S. Chandrasekhar and Magnetohydrodynamics, in G. Srinivasan, ed..
to

Black Holes: The Legacy of

'^^Lyman

Lyman

Spitzer, Jr.

Spitzer.

Jr.

S.

From White Dwarfs

Chandrasekhar (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1999).

and Jeremiah

P. Ostriker, eds..

Dreams.

Stars,

(Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1997).

and Electrons: Selected Writings of

Historians of technology have done the few professional historical studies that
exist

on gaseous electronics. Robert DeKosky wrote on William Crookes' early

experiments on "the fourth state of matter" '^^ and Leonard Reich wrote on the early
career of Irving
articles

Langmuir and on

the General Electric research laboratory.''*^

by the scientists-tumed-historians Sanborn Brown and

developments during the late-nineteenth and early twentieth
the

work above

institutional

'35*Robert K.

is

helpful to the present study,

Langmuir and

Two

Llewellyn-Jones outline

Although

centuries.''*'

all

of

none of it considers the cognitive and

development of plasma physics as a

DeKosky, "William Crookes and

F.

scientific discipline.

~

the Fourth State of Matter," Isis (1974).

Technology in the Corporate
Environment," Technology and Culture vol. 24 (1983), pp. 199-221, and Leonard S. Reich, The Making of
American Industrial Research: Science and Business at GE and Bell. 1876-1926 (Cambridge; Cambridge
''*'^eonard S. Reich, "Irving

the Pursuit of Science and

University Press, 1985).

''"Sanborn C. Brown, "A Short History of Gaseous Electronics," in Merie N. Hirsh ad H.J. Oskam, eds..
Gaseous Electronics, vol. 1 Electrical Discharges (Orlando: Academic Press, 1978), p. 1 F. Llewellyn;

Jones, "The Origins of Ionization and Plasma Physics," in John Roche, ed.. Physicists
(Redcliffe

Way: lOP Publishing

Ltd., 1990), p. 348.

Look Back

CHAPTER 2
SEPARATE SPECIALTIES: TO

1955

This chapter outlines the prehistory of the discipline of plasma physics by
identifying

some of the key

traditions.

Specialties are smaller institutional and cognitive entities than scientific

community

However,

it

and theoretical

A specialty may have specific lines of funding, be recognized in the general

disciplines.

scientific

specialties that pioneered its experimental

as an area of research, and have established research schools.

does not generally give

rise to

an academic department or professional

journal, or define the professional identity of a

often formed from the

community of workers. Disciplines

raw materials established by preexisting and

are

relatively

independent specialties, as shown by Spencer Weart in his study of the solid-state physics

community.' However, the narrative offered
unification of separate specialties into

plasma

in the present

study

one discipline than of the

is less

specialties in different disciplines or cross-disciplinary fields,

of the discipline calling

itself

one of the

parallel survival of the

and the domination

"plasma physics" by the specific specialty of fusion

research.

Although
specialties, a

this chapter

cannot present a exhaustive survey of the plasma-related

number of salient developments

scientists that are often

are reviewed, including the careers of

regarded as founders of plasma physics: the study of electrical

discharges in gases (Irving Langmuir and John

geophysics (Sydney

Borrowings from

Townsend)

Chapman and Edward Appleton) and

fields

such as fluid dynamics also are noted. The final section

'Spencer Weart, "The Solid Community," in L. Hoddeson, E. Braun,
of the Crystal Maze:

as well as aspects of

astrophysics (Hannes Alfven).

Ch apters from

J.

the History of Solid-State Physics

Press. 1992).

47

Teichmann, and

S.

(New York: Oxford

Weart,

eds.,

University

Out

^
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considers the effect of World

covering so

much ground

disciplinary histories

War II and

its

aftermath on the plasma specialties. In

within a single chapter,

and secondary sources

I

am especially

indebted to the

that appear in the notes.

Gaseous Electronics

The study of the
plasma

electrical discharge

specialties here considered.

The

of electricity in gases

specialty

the largest of the

is

began during the nineteenth century

with experiments on the passage of electricity through the interiors of glass tubes that

were either

came

partially

evacuated or

to characterize their

work

filled

in

with specific gases

at

low pressures.

Scientists

terms of the type of illumination caused by the passage

of electricity. 2 Three major types of electrical discharges are dealt with below: the arc,

glow, and Townsend discharges.

V

;•

Early Gaseous Electronics

The

German

earliest

work on

the discharge of electricity through gases

electrical researchers Gottfried

Watson did experiments involving both

was done by

Grummert and William Watson during
a sudden passage of electricity,

the

the 1740s.

by means of the

Leyden jar, and a slow, continuous passage, by means of an electrical-charging machine.
In 1748, after performing experiments in a darkened

room, Watson made one of the

first

comparisons of a gaseous electronics experiment with the study of the upper atmosphere,
in noting that the

continuous discharges were "of a bright silver hue; resembling the most

lively coruscations of the aurora borealis.'"* Five years later, similar experiments

were

reported by the English scientist John Canton.^

^F.M. Penning, Electrical Discharges
^Sir

Edmund

Whittaker,

in

Gases

(Philips'

A History of the Theories

Technical Library, 1957),

of Aether and Electricity, vol.

Brothers, 1960), p. 349, and J.L. Heilbron. Elements of Early

Modem

p. 41.

1

(New York: Harper and

Physics (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1982), p. 186.

"^Quoted in Whittaker,

p.

349.

^Robert H. Eather, Majestic Lights: The Aurora

American Geophysical Union, 1980),

p. 60,

in Science. History,

and Heilbron,

p.

201.

and the Arts (Washington, DC:
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The invention of the

voltaic pile, in 1800, offered a

means

to

produce larger and

continuous currents in gases. After Hans Christian Oersted's announcement, in 1820, of
the magnetic effects produced

by a current-carrying wire, Humphry Davy turned

research interests to electricity. At the Royal Institution,

used

it

Davy

to pass electrical sparks through various gases within a glass tube.

these sparks as "arcs," thus giving a

name

to

his

built a voltaic pile

He

and

referred to

one of the three main types of gaseous

discharges of electricity. In addition to noting the effect of various materials and
different pressures

on the appearance of the discharge, Davy was the

the arc could be deflected

by a magnetic

After Davy's death, his assistant

at the

Royal

became one of the most important experimental
addition to his

famous work on

first to

Institution,

Michael Faraday,

physicists of the nineteen century. In

and magnetic induction, Faraday worked on

electrolysis

machine

the discharge of electricity in gases. In 1838, he used an electrostatic

low current through

air

maintained

at

standard pressure. These experiments led

him

to characterize, in addition to

series of

zones within the glass tube. Because the luminous zone gave off a

the

glow and

it

the "glow discharge."^

He

also found that

when

the tube

first structural

was brought

Humphry Davy

(East Ardsley

Short History of Gaseous Electronics," in
(Orlando:

Academic

soft,

continuous

became known

low pressures

EP

Publishing,

M.N. Hirsh and

H.J.

1

that

it still

phenomenon

972), pp.

Oskam,

eds.

1

passed

the "dark

3 1 - 1 36; S.C.

Brown, "A

Gaseous Electronics,

Press, 1978), p. 2; Whittaker, p. 350.

7a. von Engel. Ionized Ga.ses (London. Oxford University Press, 1955), p. 2.

^David L. Anderson, The Discovery of the Electron: The Development of the Atomic Concept of
D. Van Nostrand Company, 1964), pp. 21-22.

Electricity (Princeton:

light,

element of the glow discharge.* Faraday

to very

;

"arc,"

observed that there was a separation between

current without any arc or glow. Therefore, he called this

^Sir Harold Hartley,

Davy's

luminous and dark

the negative terminal (or cathode), a separation that soon

the "Faraday dark space," the

to apply a

pressures as low as one hundredth (10"2) of

two other types of gaseous discharges. One type produced a

Faraday called

notice that

field.^

vol.

1

as
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discharge." After completing these studies, Faraday predicted that the study of gaseous

discharges "will have a far greater influence on the philosophy of electrical science than

we

at

present imagine."'

Recent scholarship that stresses the importance of instrumentation and of
experimental practice to the development of physics and chemistry has an important
bearing on the development of the plasma-related specialties. '°
discharge of electricity through gasses,
until

improvements were made

and the quality of vacuum

was done

vacuum pump

to

seals.

little

Some

design, the fabrication of glass tubes,

of the earliest improvements were

instrument maker Heinrich Geissler, working in his
1855, Geissler developed a

In the case of the

for twenty years after Faraday

own shop

new vacuum pump based on

in

made by

the

Bonn, Germany. In

the displacement of a reservoir

of mercury. Repeated displacements of the mercury within a tube connected to the
experimental vessel could bring about pressures below one hundred thousandth (10"^) of
standard pressure.

'
'

In addition, Geissler

improved the construction of discharge

Previous experimentalists had relied on leather seals where the electrodes and

equipment were connected

to the interior. Geissler

tubes.

vacuum

developed a technique of implanting

two

the electrodes directly into the glass, thus eliminating

seals.

Such improvements enabled a more detailed study of the discharge of electricity
through gasses. After conducting experiments
identified

cathode

^Quoted

many new

at the

University of Berlin, Julius Pluecker

characteristics of gas discharges.

made of platinum, Pluecker found

in Whittaker, p. 350.

'^D. Gooding, T. Pinch, and S. Schaffer,

For example, when using a

that a thin deposit

of the metal was formed on

'

The Uses of Experiment: Studies

in the

Natural Sciences

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989); F.L. Holmes. Eighteenth-Century Chemistry as an
Investigative Enterprise (Berkeley, University of California, 1989).

"E.N. Da C. Andrade, "The History of the Vacuum Pump," in T.E. Madey, W.C. Brown, eds..
Vacuum Science and Technology (New York: American Institute of Physics, 1984), pp. 81-82.
'^Brown,

p. 3.

History of
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the glass wall in front of the cathode.

He hypothesized

that the

glow discharge was

"formed by the incandescence of these platinum particles as they are torn from the
Pluecker was the

negative electrode."

discharge in a magnetic

field.

as the source of a magnetic field

attached

his students,

at

one end

Johann

if it

working

glow

and location of the glow changed

In particular, he found that the

glow

were constituted of flexible chains of iron

was joined

to the cathode."''* Pluecker

Hittorf,

University of Mtinster.

investigate the behavior of the

that the shape

was moved.

followed the magnetic field lines "as
filings,

first to

He found

first at

in this

work by one of

the University of Berlin and later at the

Some of Hittorf s experiments

supported another one of

Pluecker's suggestions that the cathode rays were emitted in straight lines.

By

interposing a solid object between the cathode and one wall of the discharge tube, Hittorf

showed

that the rays cast

shadows. In addition, he fabricated an L-shaped tube that

demonstrated that the rays could not turn comers. '5

Some

of the most important early work concerning the discharge of electricity

through gasses was done by the British chemist and entrepreneur William Crookes.

Crookes came

to this

work via an

thallium, in 1861, he sought a

indirect route. After his discovery of a

means of determining

its

new

element,

mass by carefully weighing

samples in a vacuum. In the course of these experiments, he noted a number of curious
effects of bodies in evacuated tubes, including the lessening of the apparent weight of a

sample when

it

was heated.

Crookes' experiments regarding the effect of heat on apparent weight led him to

develop a series of evacuated glass tubes that became

known

as

"Crookes tubes."

Because he desired lower vacuums for the experiments, he made improvements

to

"

'^Quotedin Whittaker,

p.

'

351.

*

''^Quoted in Anderson, p. 22.
'^Ollin

J.

Drennan, "Johann Wilhelm Hittorf,"

(New York:

in C.S. Gillispie, ed., Dictionary

Scribner and Sons, 1970), p. 439, and Anderson, pp. 23-24.

of Scientific Biography

-

~
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vacuum pump technology. With

his assistant Charles

Gimingham, Crookes constructed

improved versions of a new pump designed by Hermann Sprengel as an alternative
Geissler-type

pump. Crookes and Gimingham constructed two pumps,

which achieved vacuums as low

in

to the

1871 and 1876,

as 10"^ of standard pressure.

One of Crookes' experiments was

the

famous

"light-mill," or radiometer,

which he

believed demonstrated the pressure of light radiation. Other Crookes tubes greatly

extended research on the glow discharge.

In a particularly important experiment,

Crookes identified a slender dark region, located much closer

to the cathode than the

one

found by Faraday. This new structural component of the glow discharge became known
as the

"Crookes dark space" (see Figure 2-1). Perhaps Crookes' most famous

contribution to the study of electrical discharges in gases

was

his belief that

it

might be

necessary to assume that the material in his tubes had "got beyond the gaseous
to have assumed a fourth

those of a gas as this
state of matter"

theme

in

from a

its

of matter, in which
liquid."

own unique

As we

its

properties are so far

will see, the idea that there

physical properties, was to

state,

and

removed from

was

a "fourth

become an important

plasma physics.

Many
Hittorf,

with

is

state

of the early workers in gaseous conduction, such as Davy, Faraday, and

had also worked on the problem of electrolysis. During the

nineteenth century, researchers were

drawn

to a possible analogy

latter part

of the

between the two

processes. Just as electrolysis involved the transport, through a fluid, of ions, so gaseous

conduction might involve the transport of some kind of charged particles.'^
interesting to note that, despite his

involvement

in electrolysis research,

'^Robert K. DeKosky, "William Crookes and the Quest for Absolute
Science, vol. 40(1983), p.

'"'Robert K.

in the 1870s."

Annals of

1.

DeKosky, "William Crookes and

the Fourth State of Matter," Isis, vol.

'^DeKosky, "William Crookes and the Fourth State of Matter,"
'^Whittaker, p. 355.

Vacuum

It is

Faraday was not

p. 43.

47 (1976).
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Figure 2-L The glow discharge showing its characteristic regions.
Sanborn C. Brown, Basic Data of Plasma Physics (New York: John Wiley,
1959), p. 276.
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phenomena

as the stresses

Such questions touched off a debate regarding the nature of cathode

rays, a debate

attracted to this analogy, preferring to think of electromagnetic

and strains of an all-pervasive ether.20

that

was

split

along national

lines.

On

*

the one hand, English scientists such as Crookes

and Arthur Schuster of Owens College believed that cathode rays were particulate and of
negative charge.
1894.

On

J.

Johnstone Stoney proposed the

the other hand,

German

scientists,

name of

"electron" for this particle in

such as Heinrich Hertz and his student

Philipp Lenard, believed that the rays were a kind of wave motion of the ether, perhaps a

type of electromagnetic wave.^i

During the 1880s and early 1890s, Hertz conducted experiments

that

seemed

to

disprove the corpuscular theory of cathode rays. His most general suggestion was that
the currents detected in cathode-ray experiments

were not due

to the

cathode rays

themselves. In one series of experiments, he placed the anode in a 90° path, relative to
the cathode; the rays
path. Hertz

confirmed

came

straight off the cathode while the current followed the

90°

concluded that the cathode rays were not charged, a conclusion that he

in a further series

of experiments. If cathode rays were charged corpuscles,

then they should be deflected

demonstrated no such

when passed through an

effect. In

electric field. Hertz's

experiments

a particularly important experiment. Hertz placed a

charge-collecting plate (connected to a sensitive electrometer), just outside a cathode ray

tube and

showed

that

could pass through

did not charge up

it

Finally, Hertz's student

when cathode

rays were observed in the tube.

Lenard helped him with experiments showing

foils

that cathode rays

of metal, further lending support to the notion that they were a

wave phenomenon.22
^°S.C. Brown,

"A

Electronics vol.
,

2

1

Short History of Gaseous Electronics," in
(Orlando:

Academic

M.N. Hirsh and

H.J.

Oskam,

eds.

Gaseous

Press, 1978), p. 6.

'Whittaker, pp. 353-354.

"Why Hertz Was Right About Cathode Rays," in Jed Z. Buchwald, ed., Scientific
and Stories of Doing Physics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), p. 151.

22jed Z. Buchwald,
Practice: Theories

<<(

.,

•
'

'

'

'

•

f *'

'
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However,

in 1895,

Jean Perrin, then a French doctoral student in physics, repeated

the one of Hertz's experiments and obtained opposite results. Instead of putting the

charge-collecting plate outside of the tube, Perrin put

it

inside the tube as part of the

anode assembly. Between the cathode and the collector/anode, he placed a magnetic
field source,

which could be turned on and

field

was

off, the

field

was

on, that the collector

off.

Perrin found that,

when

cathode rays charged the collector negatively but

the magnetic

when

the magnetic

was not charged. This offered convincing evidence

that

cathode rays were negatively charged and that they were bent by magnetic fields in the

expected manner. ^3

became

Perrin's results exerted a strong influence

on

Cavendish Laboratory

at

the director of the

hearing of Hertz and Lenard's work,

J.J.

Thomson.

In 1884,

Cambridge University.

Thomson began experiments

Thomson
In 1894, after

attempting to show that

cathode rays could not be a type of electromagnetic wave because their speed was
less than that of light.

tack,

News

of Perrin's experiment motivated

Thomson

much

to take another

and he pursued an experimental concept originally developed by Arthur Schuster.

Schuster had tried to prove that cathode rays were particulate by showing that they had a
constant ratio of charge to mass, q/m.^'* However, because Schuster could not determine
the velocity of the rays, he

Thomson devised

was unable

to arrive at a clear determination of that ratio.

not one but two methods of accomplishing this during 1897. In one

method, Thomson measured the charge collected on Perrin's anode/collector assembly
and, at the

same time, measured the small increase

the impact of the particles.

cathode ray due to an electric and a magnetic

23j.J.

in temperature of the

The second method used counteracting
field. ^5

assembly due to

deflections of a

These experiments yielded

results

Thomson, The Discharge of Electricity Through Gases (New York: Charles Scribner, 1898),
.

Anderson, pp. 40-41.
Anderson,

p. 31.

Anderson, pp. 42-44.

.'

p. 161;
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that

were consistent with each other and with the

Thomson concluded

that "electricity gets

results of electrolysis experiments.

through the gas by the movement of oppositely

charged ions through the gas, the process being similar to that by which electricity

is

carried through an electrolyte. "^^ This greatly strengthened the case for the particulate

nature of cathode rays.^^

The Early Twentieth Century

work on

After Thomson's promising research,

gases increased at universities and in industry.

Townsend, founded a research school

that

the discharge of electricity through

One of Thomson's

students, J.S.E.

Sanborn Brown called "the most productive

research laboratory in the world in the field of 'electricity in gases.'"^^
the

Cavendish Laboratory

q/m, but q

in 1895.

His

the elementary charge

itself,

first

project

on an

was

electron.

to measure, not just the ratio

Townsend

droplets of moisture (produced in an electrolysis process) and

and the

total

charge of the cloud.

assuming each droplet

to

By

later

droplets,

and

have one unit of charge, Townsend was able to give a rough

Another experimental approach, developed by

determination of the elementary charge.

H.A. Wilson and

collected clouds of

measured both the weight

number of water

estimating the

Townsend joined

by R.A. Millikan

(at the

University of Chicago), yielded the

first

widely-accepted determinations of elementary charge.
After leaving the Cavendish in 1900,
electrical discharges in gases at

"arc discharge,"

^^Thomson,

Townsend founded

a research school on the

Oxford University. Where Davy had concentrated on the

and Faraday the "glow discharge," Townsend investigated the "dark

p. 121.

2^This brief version of the story of cathode rays does not stress adequately how difficult it was to
reinterpret the experiments of scientists like Hertz, Perrin, and Thomson. In a recent article, Jed Buchwald
stresses
their

how

the different theoretical assumptions of Hertz and

experimental results. See Jed Z. Buchwald,

2*Brown,

p. 14.

^^Thomson,

p.

1 1

;

Anderson, pp. 77-78.

"Why

Hertz

Thomson informed

Was

the interpretation of

Right About Cathode Rays."
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discharge."

The discharge was not

sustaining, low-valued current.

Faraday,

Townsend gave

it

visible to the eye, but permitted the passage of a self-

Although the phenomenon had been noted previously by

the first thorough study, and so

it

became known

as the

"Townsend discharge.

Townsend found

that the low-current discharge

must produce ions and electrons

from other sources than simple emission from the anode and cathode, as had been
assumed previously. Townsend pictured the

amount of specially-behaving gas

that

free ions

was added

and electrons as being

to the un-ionized

like a small

background

gas.

Unlike the ambient gas, the electrons and ions gained energy from the field applied

Townsend

across the tube.
collisions with

careful

then surmised that these energetic particles could have

atoms of the ambient gas and thereby ionize them. After a

experiments, Townsend and

this

degree of ionization to the ratio of the field strength and gas pressure, E/p.
identified

two parameters

coefficients to

two

that

were dependent on E/p, and was able

different ionization

series of

coworkers found an expression relating the

Townsend

to relate both of these

mechanisms: the primary ionization coefficient

(the collision

of electrons with atoms in the gas) and the secondary ionization coefficient

(the collision

of ions with the cathode).^' This work greatly extended understanding of

ionization

mechanisms

in

gaseous discharges and the community soon dubbed these

ionization coefficients as the

The
Loeb

at the

first

"Townsend

coefficients."32

gaseous electronics school in the United States was founded by Leonard

University of California, Berkeley. Son of the famous biologist Jacques

Loeb, Leonard took his Ph.D. with Millikan
with Rutherford

at the

at the

University of Chicago. After working

University of Manchester and Perrin

at the

University of Paris, he

^^Penning, pp. 27, 41.

^'Thaddeus

J.

Trenn, "John Sealy Edward Townsend," C.S. Gillispie, ed., The Dictionary of Scientific

Biography (New York: Scribner and Sons, 1970),
^^F. Llewellyn- Jones,

Back

,

p.

354-355.

p.

446.

"The Origins of lonisation and Plasma Physics,"

in

John Roche,

ed.. Physicists

Look
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came

department of Berkeley

to the physics

of the

first

during the

summer of

lectures that
lectures

in 1923,

where he stayed

gaseous electronics symposiums took place
1937. At this symposium,

were based on the work he and

formed the basis of

his book,

which became one of the most
published in the United States.

Loeb delivered a

his students

for

36 years. One

University of Michigan

had done

series of invited

at

These

Berkeley.

Fundamental Processes of Gaseous Electronics

influential

By

at the

,

and thorough textbooks on gaseous electronics

the time the

book appeared,

physics department was one of the best in the country.

in 1939,

According

to

Loeb

felt that his

Sanborn Brown,

Loeb's school was concerned less with understanding basic physical processes than with

phenomenological studies: "Loeb and his students

.

.

.

described the details of an

encyclopedic array of sparks, arcs, glows, coronas, pulses, and discharges."^^

Of all

Loeb's studies, the most influential was probably his explanation, given during 1930, of
the electric spark in terms of a series of electron-avalanche breakdowns: the so-called

"streamer-spark mechanism." After further

work on corona

discharges,

Loeb published a

monograph on electric sparks with the British physicist J.M. Meek.^^
Other university researchers also offered contributions to the study of the
discharge of electricity through gasses.
to Willard

One

phenomenon

originally

century. Research

came

Autobiography

,

p.

fluids

showed

that they

narrowed

Bennett published a theoretical paper on the

3-^Leonard B. Loeb, Autobiography of Leonard B.

Manuscript Biography Collection (1962),
^'*Loeb.

was due

to scientists' attention in the first years of the twentieth

on lightning and current-carrying

slightly as they traveled.^'' In 1934,

^^Brown,

particularly important contribution

Bennett of Ohio State University concerning the so-called "pinch effect." This

Loeb American
.

Institute

of Physics, History of Physics

p. 166.

182.

p. 15.

^^Loeb, Autobiography pp. 173-765, 185.
,

^^J.

Hendry, "The Scientific Origins of Controlled Fusion Technology," Annals of Science

p. 157.

,

vol.

44 (1987),
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possibility of "magnetically self-focusing streams" of

charged

stream of charged particles creates a magnetic field around

particles.

its axis, this

Because a
very field can

produce a magnetic force on each particle such that the stream becomes constricted.
Bennett suggested that the effect could be used to interpret the experimental behavior of
"cold emission" electrical discharges in gases. In a theoretical review of 1939,

effect

Lewi

referred to Bennett's "magnetic self-focusing streams" as the "pinch effect."^^

Tonks

was not confirmed experimentally

in

The

plasmas until experiments connected with the

British effort in controlled thermonuclear energy.

The

first

extensive sponsorship of gaseous electronics came, not from military or

government sources, but rather from

industrial research.

Leonard Reich points out

that

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries American industry was concerned

about getting market-share of new products and to avoid having to buy up expensive
patent rights.

Industry

was

to industrial applications.

rectifiers for

One
coworkers

its

Among

power systems, and new vacuum

at the Philips

Research Laboratory

Where

create better vacuums, Penning

that

in

gauges.'*^

was

that of Frans

M. Penning and

Eindhoven, the Netherlands. Beginning

in

Penning made a number of contributions

associated technology.

vacuum

successful applications were mercury-arc lighting,

productive industrial research group

in the 1920s,

and

attracted to research involving gaseous electronics that led

to the study of

gaseous discharges

others had improved the quality of

made a contribution

to the

pumping

measurement of the

terms of very low-pressure readings. In 1937, he developed a

measured the current of a small, diagnostic glow discharge, as

^^W.H. Bennett, "Magnetically Self-Focussing Streams," Physical Review

,

vol.

it

to

quality of

vacuum gauge

passed through a

45 (1934),

p.

890; Hendry,

p. 158.

^^Leonard

S. Reich,

The Making of American

Industrial Research: Science

and Business

at

GE and Bell.

1876-1926 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985).

The Development of Gas Discharge Tubes General
RL-2911G, AR47/AIP.

^^J.D. Cobine,

.

Electric

Company

report

number 62-

low-pressure region. Penning found that the discharge current was proportional to the

The gauge became known

pressure.

vacuum gauge" and quickly became

as the "Penning

a standard tool of low-pressure work."*'

Two years

later,

•
.

working with M.J. Druyvesteyn

at Philips,

Penning made

improvements to the most important new type of vacuum pump of the period, the
mercury- vapor pump. In 1912, the German physicist Wolfgang Gaede had developed the

mercury-vapor vacuum

pump

as an alternative to mechanical

a mercury vapor that diffused into the gas filling a
then "dragged away" gas molecules as
scientists like Irving

Langmuir

it

mercury

the mercury vapor

condensed back into the pump. Despite work by

(see below), these

pumps had

quality of vacuum with the very material that was creating

Penning found a way

pumps. The pump created

vacuum chamber;

to use a "gettering" process to

it:

the

drawback of spoiling

the

the mercury vapor.

remove unwanted remnants of the

gas.'^^

Penning's most important research

was

to extend the

work of Townsend on

ionization processes in an investigation of inelastic collisions. Penning

presence of impurities, undesired atoms

left

showed

that the

behind by pumping equipment or

"outgassing" from the walls, brought about additional ionization in a gaseous discharge.

He

identified the physical

mechanism

as

due to metastable electron-states (long-lived

states)

of the impurities, which ionized atoms of the gas under study. "The Penning

effect"

became important because such gas-impurity

interactions introduced error into the

determination of ionization coefficients, such as Townsend's.'*^
In the United States, the

was done by

Irving

most important

Langmuir and coworkers

industrial research

at the

on gaseous electronics

General Electric Company's research

^'F.M. Penning, "High- Vacuum Gauges," Philips Technical Review vol. 2 (1937), pp. 201-208.
,

and M.H. Hablanian, "Comments on the History of Vacuum Pumps," in T.E. Madey and
W.C. Brown, eds., History of Vacuum Science and Technology (American Institute of Physics, 1984),
'^^Brown,

p. 22.

p. 15,

Note

that

Hablanian incorrectly records Penning's

'^^Llewellyn-Jones, p. 359.

first initial

as a "T."
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laboratory in Schenectady,
as

New

York. In disciplinary histories, Langmuir often

one of the founders of plasma physics. For one thing,

borrowed the term "plasma" from biology
that, just as

it

was Langmuir who

to describe ionized gases."*^

He

is

named

first

rationalized

blood plasma carried white corpuscles, red corpuscles, and germs, so ionized

gases carried positive charges, negative charges, and impurities.

One of Langmuir's

coworkers, H.M. Mott-Smith, recalled that term generated confusion, and that for some
years

GE was

"pestered for reprints" on plasmas from biologists. In addition, the

new

use of the word was not accepted immediately and the general scientific community

"looked askance

at this

uncouth word and were slow to accept

Langmuir contributed

to

plasma research

it

in their vocabulary. "'*5

in at least three areas:

vacuum

technology, diagnostics, and the study of plasma waves. In 1916, he published

improvements

to the

mercury-vapor pump, having found a way to better contain the

mercury vapor and keep

improvement made
roughly 10' 1

^

it

from contaminating the vacuum chamber

possible to produce

it

vacuums down

itself.

to 1.0 x 10'^

This

mm of Hg, or

of standard pressure.'*^

Langmuir

also

made important

strides in

diagnostics," the effort to deduce conditions of a

what became known as "plasma
plasma without disturbing

it.

Working

with Mott-Smith during the early 1920s, Langmuir placed a small electrode in a plasma

and biased
to

it

at

varying voltages.

By measuring

the current

from the probe, he was able

deduce the plasma density and to define a measure of temperature. The "Liingmuir

probe" quickly became the

"^^J.E.

Drummond,

first

workhorse of plasma

"Introduction," in J.E.

Drummond,

ed..

diagnostics.'*''

Plasma Physics (New York: McGraw-Hill,

1961), p. 1; R.F. Post, "Plasma Physics in the Twentieth Century," in L.M. Brown, A. Pais, and B. Pippard,
Twentieth Century Physics, Volume III (Bristol: lOP Publishing, 1995), p. 1623.

'^-''Harold

M. Mott-Smith,

"History of "Plasmas'," letter to Nature vol. 233 (September 17, 1971), p. 219.
,

Dushman, "Mercury Vapor Pumps," in T.E. Madey and W.C. Brown, eds.. History of Vacuum
Science and Technology (New York, American Institute of Physics, 1984), p. 122.

'*^S.

Chen, "Electric Probes," in Richard H. Huddlestone and S.L. Leonard,
Techniques (New York: Academic Press, 1965), pp. 113-114.
'^^Francis F.

.

eds..
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•

During the 1920s, Langmuir worked on mercury-arc
Electric used in

AC power systems.

rectifiers,

which General

Using the diagnostic probe technique, Langmuir

concluded that the arc discharges contained electrons with energies that were
considerably greater than would be expected from the potential difference producing the
discharge. After A.F. Dittmer hypothesized that these high-energy electrons were the
result of the oscillations of electrons within the filament,
in the laboratory

by Penning. In an

article

such oscillations were isolated

of 1929, Langmuir and coworker Lewi Tonks

surveyed these developments and proposed a physical model for these "plasma-electron

They pictured a

oscillations."

The

the plasma.
relatively

slab of electrons offset

resulting electric force

made

from

their equilibrium position in

the slab of electrons vibrate about the

massive ions, which Langmuir and Tonks said "behave like a rigid jelly. ""*

This work attained wide notice after Langmuir and Karl

Compton wrote an

influential

review of electrical discharges in gases for Reviews of Modem Physics .'*^

Langmuir and Tonks' model of plasma
theoretical analyses of

oscillations

encouraged important

plasmas from a statistical-mechanical perspective.

A plasma,

as a

system of charged particles that interacted according to the Coulomb interaction, could
not be analyzed with a standard Boltzmann-equation approach, which viewed particle
interactions as being like those

The most

radical departure

between hard-spheres

(strong, short-range interactions).

from such an approach was

to eliminate the

the particle interactions. In 1945, the Soviet theorist A. A.

term that modeled

Vlasov published a paper

that

attempted to derive plasma oscillations by using such a "collisionless" Boltzmann
equation.

One
Landau
'**L.

is

year

Tonks and

Drummond,
"^^K.T.

later,

Lev Landau published a paper

criticizing Vlasov's analysis.

regarded as being one of the founders of the Soviet plasma-physics tradition, in

I.

Langmuir, "Oscillations

in Ionized Gases," Physical

Review

,

vol.

33 (1929),

p. 195;

pp. 1-2.

Compton and

I.

Processes," Reviews of

Langmuir, "Electrical Discharges

Modern

in

Gases, Part

Phvsics. vol. 2 (1930), p. 123.

I,
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his

work during

the 1930s and 1940s as head of the theoretical department at the

Kharkov

Physico-Technical Institute and later of the Institute of Physical Problems of the U.S.S.R.

Academy of Sciences.

Landau found

that

Vlasov had made an error and had dropped a

term in the course of his derivation. Landau's inclusion of the term showed that plasma
oscillations

damping

were damped, an

effect that

became known

was

related to

some unknown form of interaction among

effect evidently

particles of the

as

"Landau damping." This
the

plasma but Landau's purely mathematical discussion did not specify a

physical interpretation.

This had to wait until later work, such as that of

Gross, discussed below.

\

'

Bohm

and

'
'

Geophysics

..

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the geophysical sciences included the
study of the origin and history of the solid Earth and of Earth's magnetic field.^^
the

Two of

most important geophysical topics involving plasmas were studies of the aurora and

of the ionosphere.^'' Both specialties had extensive contact with other plasma-related

communities. Auroral studies overlapped with aspects of astrophysics and solar science,
while ionospheric research developed in close relation to communications engineering

and solar science.

The Aurora

The

earliest studies

of the aurora were conducted in the northern polar regions,

which were more populated than the southern polar regions. Attempts

^°L.R. Graham, Science in Russia and the Soviet Union:

A Short History

.

to explain the

(Cambridge: Cambridge

University, 1993), p. .209.

^'Lev Landau, "On the Vibrations of the Electronic Plasma,"

in

D. Ter Haar,

Landau (New York: Gordon and Breach, 1965), p. 445; I.M. Khalatnikov,
the Man (New York: Pergamon, 1989), pp. 49-50.

ed..

ed.,

Collected Papers of L.D.

Landau: The Physicist and

^-S.G. Brush and C.S. Gillmor, "Geophysics," in L.M. Brown, A. Pais, and Sir B. Pippard, eds.. Twentieth

Century Physics vol.
,

Ill (Bristol: Institute

of Physics Publishing, 1995),

p.

1943.

geomagnetic dynamo theory to explain the Earth's magnetic field, proposed in 1946 by Walter
Elsasser, will be mentioned in Chapter 3. It will not be discussed here, as it is less important than early
work on the aurorea and the ionosphere.
•^^The

64

.

aurora go back to the eighteenth century and often were connected with
Earth's geomagnetic field.

The EngUsh astronomer Edmund Halley offered

speculative explanations of the aurora.

However, because he happened

period of low solar activity, he had to base his
actually witness an aurora until 1716,

him

to

work on

work on second-hand

when he was

a

the

number of

to live during a

reports and did not

sixty years old.'" This experience led

propose a model of the aurora based on the interaction of a magnetic effluvia and

the Earth's magnetic field.

Many

contributions were

made

to the study of the aurora during the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries. As was mentioned above, the

earliest

discharge of electricity through gasses suggested that the aurora

phenomenon. In 1859, the

experiments in the

was an

British astronomer Richard Carrington

electrical

made

the first

connection between solar activity and the aurora. While observing sun spots, Carrington

saw a great
the

Kew

flash of light

Observatory

in

on the sun

London

(a solar flare)

and

later

noted that the magnetogram

at

registered a disturbance of the Earth's magnetic field.^^

Polar explorers also did scientific research on the aurora.

The Norwegian researcher

in

magnetism, Christopher Hansteen, studied the relation between the shape of the

terrestrial

aurora and the structure of the Earth's magnetic field.

He

also suggested that there

were

connections between the aurora and the weather, after detecting slight decreases in
temperature during auroral events. ^6 Another Norwegian scientist, Sophus Tromholt,
contributed to the

first

international effort to study the aurora, the First Polar

82). Tromholt's reports

made

a

number of interesting

Year (1881-

contributions, including the

observation that telegraph communications were disrupted during auroral events and the

54L.A. Bauer, "Magnetic Results of Halley's Expedition, 1698-1700," in C.S. Gillmor, ed., History of

Geophysics Volume 5 (American Geophysical Union, 1990),
.

p. 11.,

and Eather,

p. 52.

^^Karl Hufbauer, Exploring the Sun: Solar Science since Galileo (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1991), pp. 47-49,

and Eather,

p. 81.

19 and Asgeir Brekke and Alv Egeland, "Christopher Hansteen (1784-1873):
Study of Terrestrial Magnetism," Eos, vol. 67, no. 15 (1986), p. 185.
^^Eather, p.

1
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suggestion of a possible cause of the aurora, due to the interaction of magnetic dust in

space with the Earth's magnetic

field.^''

Disciplinary histories often see the study of the aurora as achieving a certain
scientific status

with the work of the Norwegian scientist Kirsten Birkeland and the

mathematician Carl Stoermer. In 1896 (a year before

J.J.

Thomson announced

that

cathode rays were corpuscular), Birkeland proposed that the aurora was due to the
interaction

between a stream of cathode rays from the sun and the Earth's magnetic

field.58

The
that

by

special status accorded to Birkeland

later scientists

he developed and checked his theories about the aurora

stems from the fact

in close

connection with

laboratory experiments. Motivated by the work of Crookes, Thomson, and Rontgen,

Birkeland conducted a series of gas-discharge experiments
Christiania with a scale

model of the

called a terrella (following

William

at the

University of

Earth, complete with a dipole magnet,

Gilbert).

By

the vicinity of the terrella, Birkeland's experiments

produced glow patterns

reproduce in miniature a number of plausible shapes of the aurora.
laboratory experiments

more

carefully, Birkeland

aurora, during three separate Arctic expeditions

which he

creating a discharge of cathode rays in

made

that

To check

seemed

to

his

detailed observations of the polar

between 1897 and 1903. He then

developed a model of the aurora as a system of currents. According to his model, after

from the sun entered the Earth's magnetic

the cathode rays

along the magnetic field lines until they
the aurora.59

dumped

field,

they eventually flowed

into the upper atmosphere, producing

.

^'Bather, p. 84.

^*D.P. Stern,

Geophysics

,

"A Brief History of Magnetospheric Physics Before
vol.

27 (1989)

p. 103,

the Spaceflight Era,"

Reviews of

Eather, p. 130, and Rypdal and Brundtland, p. c4-l 13.

Rypdal and T. Brundtland, "The Birkeland Terrella Experiments and their Importance for the
Synergy of Laboratory ad Space Plasma Physics," Journal de Physique IV vol. 7 (1997).
-^^K.

.
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In order to develop his interpretation theoretically, Birkeland enlisted the help of

the

Norwegian mathematician, Carl Stoermer. During 1903, Stoermer, responded

to

Birkeland's request to calculate the paths of charged particles in a dipole field. These
calculations were extremely

able to characterize

many

cumbersome and took many

trapped by the Earth's field, he
If

much

was not

become

able to prove Birkeland's theory of the aurora.

from the

citations of scientists in the field, the corresponding

of geophysical research would be the English mathematician Sidney

Chapman. During
students

Although Stoermer was

John Townsend and Irving Langmuir are identified as founders of gaseous

electronics, then, judging

figure for

years.

conditions under which charged particles would

worked

the period of his

at the

most important research, 1924-46, Chapman and

Imperial College of Science and Technology.

auroral research during 1918,

when,

in a

his

Chapman began

his

review of data concerning disturbances of the

Earth's magnetic field he suggested a possible

mechanism

for such disturbances.

He

suggested that the sun, though normally quiescent, intermittently produced streams of
electrons that impinged
criticized

by fellow

on the Earth's

field

British scientist F.A.

and deformed

were emitting clouds of particles, the clouds would have
since, otherwise, the sun

Chapman

it.

Chapman was immediately

Lindemann, who pointed out
to

that, if the

sun

have a net charge of zero,

would become highly charged.

accepted Lindemann's idea, that the sun was emitting equal amounts of

positive and negative charge,

and worked for a decade

the aurora.60 In 1929, he published the theory with

to

develop a convincing theory of

one of his students, Vincent Ferraro.

The Chapman-Ferraro theory of magnetic storms pictured each charged-particle cloud
emitted by the sun as a continuous, conducting
aurora often started suddenly.

Chapman and

fluid.

Because magnetic storms and

Ferraro proposed that the

first

phase of a

storm was that of "sudden commencement," when a cloud of solar material impinged on

^V.C.A. Ferraro, "The Birth of a Theory," in S.-I. Akasofu, B. Fogel, and B. Haurwitz, eds., Sydney
Chapman. Eighty: From His Friends (Boulder: National Center for Atmospheric Research, 1968).
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the Earth's magnetic field like an advancing wall.

As was

well

known from

the theory of

electromagnetism, the magnetic field of the Earth could induce currents in a conducting
sheet approaching

it,

which would produce an "image dipole"

dipole and the image dipole

would exactly cancel each other

in the sheet.

The

Earth's

at the front surface

of the

approaching plasma wall, creating a definite barrier. This resulted in a region within

which the approaching plasma could not penetrate and became known as the "ChapmanFerraro cavity. "^i

As was known from empirical measurements, during

a magnetic storm, which

Earth decreased slightly.

magnetic

Chapman and

own. These circulating

the later phase of

called the "main phase," the magnetic field around the

Ferraro sought to explain this as the result of a

up by a ring current around the equator, which

field set

the Earth's

Chapman

set

particles then interacted with the

up a

opposing

field

upper atmosphere

to

produce the auroral phenomena.^^
In 1939, the

Swedish astrophysicist Hannes Alfven proposed a variant of

Stoermer's theory of the aurora that challenged

Chapman and

Ferraro's.

As we

discuss

below, not only Alfven's theory of the aurora but also his general style of research
contrasted with Chapman's school.

Ionospheric Physics

The

existence of an ionosphere had been suggested since the late-nineteenth

century. After Richard Carrington's suggestion of a connection

between solar

flares,

disturbances in the apparent strength of the Earth's magnetic field, and auroras, Balfour

Stewart

at the

University of Manchester suggested that the Earth's upper atmosphere

might be conducting and
Arthur Shuster,

that this conductivity increased during periods

who succeeded

Stewart

at

of solar

activity.

Manchester (and had supported the corpuscular

^•Stern, p. 107.

^^T.G. Cowling, "Vincent Ferraro as a Pioneer of Hydromagnetics," Quarterly Journal of the Royal

Astronomical Society

,

vol. 16 (1975), p. 140.
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interpretation of cathode rays), argued that the Earth's upper atmosphere

became ionized

through the effects of the sun's radiation.^^
In disciplinary histories, the beginning of the specialty of ionospheric physics

often

is

taken as 1901, the year that the Italian engineer Guglielmo Marconi demonstrated

transatlantic radio transmission.^ Shortly after Hertz's production of electromagnetic

waves

in the laboratory in 1884,

Marconi repeated Hertz's experiments with an eye

moving

increasing the transmission distance. After

to

London

in 1896,

to

he started his

own

company, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. and, by 1900, had increased the
transmission distance to 150 miles. His

December

first transatlantic

transmission took place on

12, 1901, between Cornwall, England, and Newfoundland, Canada.^^

Marconi's success was followed by speculations, from A.E. Kennelly and Oliver
Heaviside, that there was a conducting upper layer of the atmosphere that reflected the

electromagnetic signals.

During the next twenty years, research on the propagation of radio waves became

known

as "radio physics" or "radio science." In the United States,

many

radio scientists

associated themselves a society in the engineering profession, the Institute of Radio

Engineers, which was founded in 1912.
Scientific Wireless

One

year

later, the International

Telegraphy was formed, which,

after the First

Committee on

World War, was
if

renamed the

International

Union of Radio Science .^^

^^C.S. Gillmor, "Formation and Evolution of Early Studies of the Magnetosphere," in C.S. Gillmor and

Discovery of the Magnetosphere History of Geophysics,
American Geophysical Union, 1997), pp. 3-4.
J.R. Spreiter, eds.,

^W.J.

.

Grainville Beynon, "Ionospheric Research:

Physicists

Some

vol.

7 (Washington, D.C.:

Personal Recollections," in John Roche, ed..

Look Back (Bristol: lOP Publishing Ltd., p. 1990), p. 329-330; A.H. Waynick, "Fifty Years of
The Early Years — Experimentation," Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics

the Ionosphere:
vol.

36(1974),

^•^Robert A.

,

p.

2105.

Chipman, "Guglielmo Marconi,"

York: Scribner and Sons, 1970),

As noted

p.

in C.S. Gillispie, Dictionary

of Scientific Biography

(New

98.

in the next chapter, ionospheric scientists

engineering, geophysics, and physics.

had wide associations, which overlapped with

Radio science was given a tremendous boost by the work of Edward V. Appleton,
of the Cavendish Laboratory

at

Cambridge University. Appleton stood

at the

not only the empirical confirmation of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer but also
theoretical interpretation. C.S. Gillmor identifies a

the

development of radio science

after the First

number of social

center of
its

factors encouraging

World War, including

the development of

commercial broadcasting, the increased availability of vacuum-tube technology, and the
activities

of amateur radio operators,

effects being

found by

scientists.^''

who independently confirmed many

of the radio

Appleton, working with one of his students, M.A.F.

Bamett, took advantage of new broadcasting equipment in London by persuading the

BBC to allow him to conduct a series of experiments after the broadcast day.
December, 1924, Appleton and Bamett used the
receiving station (provided by J.S.E.

Starting in

BBC equipment for transmission and a

Townsend)

at the

Oxford University

Electrical

Laboratory. They measured the interference between one radio signal transmitted along
the

ground and another signal propagating upwards and reflecting back from the

Kennelly-Heaviside layer.

By

determine that the layer rested

Tuve and G.
Institution,

Briet, of the

varying the frequency of the broadcast, they were able to
at

an altitude of about 90 km.^^ That same year, M.A.

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie

performed pulse-radio experiments with transmitters

at the

Naval Research

Laboratory in Washington, DC. Tuve and Briet bounced the pulses off the upper

atmosphere and determined the height by timing the trajectory,

much

in the

manner of

later radar techniques.^^

^'C.S. Gillmor, "Wilhelm Altar,

Edward Appleton, and

Americian Philosophical Society

,

vol. 126, no.

the Magneto-Ionic Theory," Proceeds of the

5 (1982),

p.

397.

^^M.A.F. Barnett, "The Early Days of Ionosphere Research," Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial
Physics vol. 36 (1974), p. 2071.
,

^^M.A. Tuve "Early Days of Pulse Radio
Terrestrial Phvsics

.

vol.

36 ri9741

p.

at the

2079.

Carnegie Institution," Journal of Atmospheric and

Appleton began

his theoretical interpretation of the reflection of radio

a Kennelly-Heaviside layer before the experiments of 1924 and 1925.

theory on earlier

work of the English

In 1912, Eccles hypothesized that electromagnetic radiation

Larmor revised

the lighter electrons

this interpretation,

and

that the

his

physicists William Eccles and Sir Joseph Larmor.

was

reflected at a sharp

Twelve years

boundary, as the result of interactions with ions in the upper atmosphere.
later,

waves from

He based

suggesting that radiation interacts instead with

waves penetrated

relatively far into the Kennelly-

Heaviside layer. After hearing Larmor speak, Appleton recognized that Larmor had not
considered the interaction between the electrons and the Earth's magnetic

would
on

alter the

which

behavior of the electromagnetic waves. During 1924, Appleton worked

his version of the theory that he presented in

British Physical Society

Appleton published a
scientists besides

November

at

a meeting sponsored by the

and the Royal Meteorological Society. Eight years

final version

of his theory in a comprehensive

later,

article.

Other

Eccles and Larmor contributed to the development of Appleton's work.

The mathematical

physicist Douglas Hartree

made

parallel contributions that

recognized. However, C.S. Gillmor points out the Austrian physicist

made

field,

contributions, in meetings

have been

Wilhelm Altar

also

and correspondence with Appleton during the crucial

period 1925-26, that have not been recognized.^'

The most important

result of Appleton's analysis

was

a "dispersion relation" that

gave the dependence of the index of refraction of the ionized material on the frequency of
the electromagnetic
to as the

waves propagating through

it.

The

dispersion relation, often referred

"Appleton-Hartree equation," became the centerpiece of the accepted theory of

the propagation of electromagnetic
interpretation took

waves

in an ionized

medium. Appleton's

on the confusing name "magneto-ionic theory" even though,

interpretation, the radiation interacted with the electrons

''OC.S.

Gillmor, "Wilhelm Altar,"

"C.S. Gillmor, "Wilhelm

p.

396.

Altar," p. 404.

and not the ions.

in his
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Despite the fact that the "ionosphere," as the Kennelly-Heaviside layer was

dubbed by Robert Watson-Watt
different regions of

it

in

radio equipment. Appleton's

a continuous layer of ionized material,

is

were discovered

at different

times with different configurations of

experimental results identified a region that he

first

two other

the "E layer." In later tests Appleton found evidence for

and one below the region studied in his
the D, E, and

F

Science meeting of

By

1930,

comparatively

earliest

work.

layers in a paper presented to the

them

as

regarding

its

regarding the structure of the ionosphere but

formation. In 1931,

Sydney Chapman was

He used

give the Bakerian Lecture before the Royal Society.

was known about

therefore referred to

Second International Union of Radio

1927.''^

much was known

little

He

named

one above

"layers,"

the occasion to collect

the ionosphere and to present a theory to account for

to the incidence of sunlight.

The

talks, later

invited to

its

what

formation due

published in two parts in Proceeds of the

Royal Society derived the density of free electrons
,

at different altitudes, as the result

of a

complex balance between ionization and recombination.^"* Members of the geophysics

community recognized Chapman's description of ionized

layers as authoritative and soon
'

referred to the formation of

"Chapman

layers" in the ionosphere.

During the 1930s Chapman developed
mathematician T.G. Cowling,

Chapman

this

work

further.

Working with

the

solved the Boltzmann transport equation using

various force laws between gas molecules, to achieve predictions for macroscopic
quantities describing diffusion, conduction,

and viscosity

in the

upper atmosphere.''^

Chapman's book of 1939, written with T.G. Cowling and bearing the
'^Beynon,
''^C.S.

p.

title

The

329-330.

Gillmor, "Wilhelm Altar,"

''^J.A. Ratcliffe,

p.

402.

"Ionospheric Physics and Aeronomy," in S-I Akasofu, B. Fogle, and B. Haurwitz. Sydney

Chapman. Eighty: From His Friends (Boulder: National Center
.

for

Atmospheric Research, 1968).

^^S.G. Brush, Statistical Physics and the Atomic Theory of Matter, from Bovle and

Ons^ (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1983),

p.

209.

Newton

to

Landau and
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Mathematical Theory of Non-Uniform Gases became a milestone
,

the kinetic theory of gases.''^ During the 1930s, the

Enskog had made similar contributions
tribute to

Enskog, Chapman wrote

more regard

for mathematical

to the solution of the

that,

compared

to his

is

a

little

too involved

other workers in the field until an interpreter
in

its

essentially simple terms.

and one

As

ionospheric

research were so-called "whistler waves."
as

it

who

found

Chapman's genius was

One of the most important

World War

is

work, "Enskog showed

sometimes

fell

to

J.A. Ratcliffe pointed out,

will not

These were

be made use of by

will explain

it

and

be an interpreter of

phenomena found

unwanted descending tones on military

that

At the same time. Chapman was

for his clarity as an expositor of difficult material.

often the case that if a theory

Boltzmann equation. In a

own

style

into tension with other approaches (such as Alfven's).

"It is

development of

This concern for mathematical

form and elegance.

form and elegance became a hallmark of Chapman's

known

in the

Swedish mathematician David

first

illustrate

it

this kind."''*

in radio physics

detected during the First

radios. Heinrich Barkhausen,

professor of physics at Dresden University, reported this

phenomenon

in

an article of

1919, and proposed that whistlers were low-frequency electromagnetic waves

propagating in the Earth's upper atmosphere. During the 1930s,
(separately)

Barkhausen found

dispersion relation

that

was whistler propagation through

that whistlers resulted

Thomas Eckersley and

one solution, or "mode," of the magneto-ionic

from lightning

the ionosphere. Ekersley speculated

strikes at the Earth's poles, but

specify a path of propagation.''^

was not

able to

,

Chapman and T.G. Cowling, The Mathematical Theory of Non-Uniform Gases (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1939).
'^S.

'^Chapman and Cowling,
''^J.A. Ratcliffe,

p. ix.

"Ionospheric Physics and Aeronomy," in S-I Akasofu, B. Fogle, and B. Haurwitz, eds.,

Sydney Chapman. Eighty: From His Friends (Boulder: National Center for Atmospheric Research, 1968),
p. 28.

''^Thomas Stix, The Theory of Plasma

Waves (New York: McGraw-Hill

,

1962), pp. 38-41.
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Whistlers were important to the history of plasma physics for at least two reasons.
First,

to

they represented a

new

type of plasma wave, an electromagnetic wave, in contrast

Langmuir's electrostatic wave (which did not involve an external magnetic

field).

Second, the propagation path of the whistler showed one link between ionospheric
research and later research at higher altitudes.

of whistlers

The

came from Owen Storey of Cambridge

found that whistlers

fit

Ekersley's theory

if

first

convincing physical explanation

University,

who

took more data and

they were assumed to travel along the Earth's

about three to four Earth radii from the equatorial surface (about

magnetic

field lines at

19,(X)0 to

26,000 km). 80 Later research with rockets

whistlers

were ducted through the Earth's magnetosphere. As noted below,

at

higher altitudes confirmed that
in

Chapter

3,

magnetospheric physics and ionospheric physics had a close relationship, although the

communities were not coextensive.
Astrophysics

The most important

astrophysicist in the early history of

Hannes Alfven, who spent most of his career

at the

Royal

plasma physics was

Institute

of Technology in

Stockholm, Sweden, after having been appointed there in 1940. In addition to making
fundamental contributions to the study of plasmas, Alfven demonstrated a unique
research style that combined interests in astrophysics, gaseous electronics, and,
fusion research. In

some ways, Alfven's unique research

style

later,

and career yields a

misleading picture of the contributions of astronomers and astrophysicists. Later
researchers, such as

Lyman

Spitzer,

Donald Menzel, and Ludwig Biermann, took the

study of astrophysical plasmas in other directions, although they were

all

affected

by

Alfven's work.
In 1942, after only
to explain the transfer of

*0R.A. Helliwell, "Whistlers,"

two years

energy

in

at the

Royal

in sunspots.

Institute,

In 1908,

Alfven

hit

upon a mechanism

George E. Hale, working

at the

C.S. Gillmor and J.R. Spreiter, eds., Discovery of the Magnetosphere .

History of Geophysics, vol. 7 (American Geophysical Union, 1997) p. 85; C.S. Gillmor, "Formation and
Evolution of Early Studies of the Magnetosphere," p. 7.
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Mount Wilson Observatory, determined

that sunspots contained large

Alfven hypothesized that these magnetic

up the
fluid,

By

sun's atmosphere.

fields

were due

magnetic

to currents in the

fields.*'

plasma making

considering the solar plasma as a continuous conducting

Alfven found that plasma currents could lead to the production of hitherto

undiscovered low-frequency plasma waves. In a brief paper submitted to Nature Alfven
.

combined Maxwell's equations and

the

hydrodynamic equation

to find

what he called

"Electromagnetic-Hydrodynamic Waves." Alfven visualized these as the ions of the

plasma vibrating on the magnetic

became known

field-lines, like

as "Alfven waves," and

became

beads on a plucked

the centerpiece of a

dubbed "magnetohydro-dynamics" (MHD).*^

string.

new

These

field

later

of research

1949^ as Alfven's book Cosmical

Electrodynamics was going to press, Stig Lundquist demonstrated the existence of

magnetohydrodynamic waves

in a laboratory experiment.*^

Just before his appointment at the

aurora that contrasted with

cloud as a continuous

fluid, in

virtue of electric forces.

the cloud as being

Chapman and

By

Royal

The

Alfven proposed a theory of the
latter

had analyzed the plasma

which the electrons and ions "helped each other along" by

contrast, Alfven, following Birkeland

composed of independent

the orbits.*'* In his model,

Institute,

Ferraro's.

no

electric forces

and Stoermer, viewed

ions and electrons, for

were produced

which he calculated

in the solar

passed across the Earth's nonhomogeneous magnetic field and executed
the equatorial plane, the electrons going eastward

cloud until
"drift

it

motions" in

and the ions going westward. The

migration of positive and negative charge produced an electric field in the Earth's upper

atmosphere, leading to a system of electric currents. Eventually, the currents

*'Hufbauer,

p. 79.

*2The original Nature

Cosmos

--

moved

The

article is

reproduced

Life and Achievements of

in C.-G. Falthammar, "Plasma Physics from Laboratory to
Hannes Alfven," IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science vol.
,

no. 3 (1997), p. 409.

^^Hannes Alfven, Cosmical Electrodvnamics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1950),
^'^Stern, p. 109,

and Eather,

p.

218.

p. 97.

25,
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along the magnetic field lines, to

dump

into the "auroral zone"

above the poles (see

Figure 2-2).85

Alfven made

One of his

orbits.

at least

two improvements

to Stoermer's calculations of particle

innovations was the "guiding center approximation," which separated

the motion of a charged particle around the magnetic lines of force

motion

relative to those lines.

Alfven incorporated

this

from

approach that could be used when the radius of curvature of the charged

was small

relative to the

dimensions of the

of the perturbation method.

He found

field.

that the

their drift

approximation in a perturbation
particle's orbit

Alfven's second innovation

was a

result

magnetic moment of a charged particle

constant of motion, an "adiabatic invariant," as

it

spirals in

is

a

an inhomogeneous, but

slowly-varying, magnetic field.
Alfven's style of research contrasted with that of Chapman's school.

Chapman

stressed mathematical elegance and derivation

used simpler mathematical tools, involving

commitment

to laboratory experimentation.

interest in the

gaseous electronics tradition.

reliable theories

by

virtue of

its

little

or

no

from

statistical

This contrast

To

is

Where

first principles,

Alfven

mechanics, and a strong

reflected in Alfven's abiding

Alfven, gaseous electronics had produced

close contact with laboratory experiments. Birkeland

could not have been expected to have produced a correct interpretation of his terrella
results since "the

developed."*''

experiment was carried out before the theory of gaseous discharges was

Twenty years

after the death of Birkeland,

gaseous electronics theorists

developed "similarity laws," or "scaling laws," which made

it

possible to translate results

concerning phenomena produced in the laboratory to phenomena of astronomical

^^Cowling,

size.

p. 141.

^^Alfven, Cosmical Electrodynamics p. 23.
,

^''Alfven,

Cosmical Electrodynamics

,

p.

electronics textbook, as discussed below.

176. Alfyen used results

from yon Engel and Steenbeck's gaseous
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Figure 2-2. Alfven's model of the aurora.
a) The system of equatorial currents; b) Currents flowing along the Earth's

magnetic

field lines to the auroral

zone above the poles.

Hannes Alfven, Cosmical Electrodynamics (Oxford: Oxford University
1950), pp. 190-191.

Press,

-
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During the 1940s (and throughout

from gaseous electronics and

to apply

his career),

them

Alfven sought

to scale

up

results

For example, he

to astrophysical problems.

sought to interpret certain astrophysical phenomena in terms of current flow via the pinch
effect,

and suggested that "electromagnetic constriction constitutes the most important

effect in cosmical physics."*^ Also, to test his theory of the aurora, Alfven

encouraged

Lars Block of the Royal Institute of Technology to conduct laboratory experiments on a
terrella apparatus. After scaling

Block found

that the

down

Alfven's predictions to the size of the terrella,

gaseous discharge experiments showed that "Alfven's conception

has been confirmed" though he added the qualification that such experiments "can never

be a proper scale model of nature."*^ One of Alfven's most important

students.

Bo

Lehnert, completed a dissertation in 1955 titled "Magneto-Hydrodynamics on Cosmical

and Laboratory Scale." Lehnert conducted a series of laboratory experiments on the flow
of mercury in a magnetic

field, the

effect of the Coriolis force

situations.^*^

To

on

production of

MHD waves in liquid sodium, and the

MHD waves and then applied these effects to astrophysical

Alfven, such work represented a renaissance of the neglected tradition

founded by Birkeland and Stoermer.
Alfven's influence on later developments

hand, there was

little

doubt that he deserved

was complex and mixed. On

credit, as the citation for his

Due

Prize stressed, for founding the study of magnetohydrodynamics.
influence, ther astrophysicists, such as

become convinced

that

plasma processes.

On

many

Lyman

Spitzer and

the

one

1970 Nobel

to Alfven's

Ludwig Biermann, had

astrophysical problems might be solved by considering

the other hand, Alfven's syncretic research program,

which always

sought to answer astrophysical questions in terms of plasma processes and to combine

Alfven, Cosmical Electrodynamics pp. 65-66.
,

^^L. Block,

"Model Experiments on Aurorae and Magnetic Storms," Tellus

.

vol.

7 (1955) pp. 83-84.

'^Bo Lehnert, Magneto-Hvdrodynamics on Cosmical and Laboratorv Scale (Uppsala: Almqvist
Boktryckeri, 1955).
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results

from

different

specialties, often

War interrupted much

Second World
interested in

plasma

was seen

as overly speculative. After the

plasma-related research, those astrophysicists

plasma processes moderated Alfven's influence with other approaches.

There was other astrophysical research involving plasmas before the Second

World War. Some of this work, though

significant,

does not compare to the importance

of Alfven's. The early career of solar researcher Donald Menzel of Harvard University

is

one example. During the 1930s, Menzel had begun a plasma-related research program to
support Henry Norris Russell's contention that there
sun's corona

and that

it

was

at the relatively

was an abundance of hydrogen

high temperatures, of 20,000oK.

the necessary coronagraphs of the sun's spectrum,

Menzel established

the

To

in the

attain

Climax

Observatory, in Colorado.^' After showing that hydrogen was indeed the main
constituent of the solar corona, he produced a series of eighteen papers on the atomic

processes involving hydrogen within gaseous nebulae. These papers included studies on
ionization and recombination, the transmission of electromagnetic radiation,

and electron

temperature. ^2

The Second World War
The

established plasma specialties connected with gaseous electronics,

geophysics, and astrophysics were

more

affected

by the aftermath of World War

than by the mobilization effort. If anything, gaseous electronics research
mobilization, as scientists were called to

Leonard Loeb dropped
duty,
to

^'

working

make them

first

his

on armor plating

less vulnerable to

for ships

enemy

David DeVorkin, Science With a Vengeance:

World War

II

(New York, Springer Verlag,

^^Donald Menzel,

ed.,

work on other

normal research program

projects.

From 1941

y\t

the Massachusetts Institute of

the Military Created the

US

Space Sciences After

1992), p. 14, and Hufbauer, pp. 96, 130.

Selected Papers on Physical Processes in Ionized Plasmas

Publications, 1962).

^^Loeb, Autobiography chapters 109-1 12, and 114-115.
,

to 1945,

Berkeley and entered active Naval

and then on degaussing the hulls of ships,

mines.^^

How

at

Two

was delayed by

(New York: Dover

Technology (MIT), William Allis had just

when

the

started a gaseous electronics research

war began. The war effort forced him

pressing needs of the

drop

to

MIT Radiation Laboratory

and

its

this research

and attend

program
to the

work on magnetrons and radar

systems.^"*

Ionospheric researchers benefited from the war effort more than those working in

gaseous electronics. The prediction of ionospheric conditions was of great interest as a

means of forecasting

the reliability of military-radio communications.

belligerent nations organized large institutions to

Each of the

keep track of information pertaining

to

ionospheric and solar conditions. In the United States, the Interservice Radio

Propagation Laboratory (IRPL), collected information from the McMath-Hulbert

Observatory in Michigan, the Climax Observatory

in

Colorado, and the

Mount Wilson

Observatory in California. The data showed that there was a close relationship between
the

number of sunspots and

the highest broadcast frequency that could be used for long-

distance communications. ^5

Because the forecasting of radio communications required knowledge of solar
conditions, certain astrophysicists

Menzel worked

at the

IRPL and

became involved

in the project.

For example, Donald

sent his protege Walter Roberts to the

Climax

Observatory to provide him with regular reports on solar conditions.^^ However,
other astrophysicists that had been involved in plasma
interrupt their research.

During the 1930s,

at the

pursued the question of how ionized material in

work before

the

University of Berlin,

stars created

magnetic

war had

Ludwig Biermann
fields.

After

developing a provisional model, he gave up on publishing his research "because

^'William

P. Allis, "Interview

^^Hufbauer, pp. 120, 125.
^^Hufbauer,

p. 130.

with William P. Allis,"

RLE Currents

,

vol. 6, no.

1

many

to

(Fall, 1992).

this

was

almost coincident in time with the beginning of the war, which turned

was forced

do— to

to

The mobiHzation
its

for

war affected

Most important,

that later

specialties.

became important

on

programs of the three major powers

later

in other

ways than

Aspects of the Manhattan Project

to the discipline of

the fission-bomb project touched

scientific

Many

developments important to controUed-fusion research.
the nuclear

plasma physics

the future of

immediate impact on the plasma-related

encouraged research

my attention— as I

quite different things."^''

plasma physics.

and technical

of the personnel involved in

worked on

the earliest fusion

experiments.

The study of fluid dynamics has made
development of plasma physics, even though
ionized gases.

One example can be found

in

significant contributions to the

it

usually does not involve the study of

work on

physicist and meteorologist G.I. Taylor. Since 1910,

the implosion

bomb by

when he published

analyzing shock waves in terms of non-linear equations, Taylor had

the British

a paper

made many

contributions to fluid mechanics, including studies of turbulent behavior, the stability of
rotating fluids, the generation of

waves by wind, and

had been involved

bomb

In

in the British

May, 1944, Taylor

visited

tidal friction.^^

Since 1941, Taylor

project.

Los Alamos

to help with the

of the implosion-type bomb.'^ Because the implosion

bomb used

the fuel contained during the onset of a chain reaction, the

mathematical analysis
a heavy tamper to keep

shock-wave generated by the

symmetrically placed explosives would contact the tamper, which would, in turn,

assemble the

critical

mass. Taylor stressed to the Los Alamos scientists that the interface

^^Ludwig Biermann, Interview with
^^Sir

James

Lighthill, "Fluid

Century Physics
Russell

J.

Owen

Dynamics,"

in

Gingerich, June 23 and July

L.M. Brown, A.

Pais,

6,

1978, p. 27, AIP.

and Sir B. Pippard,

eds.,

Twentieth

vol. Ill (Bristol: Institute of Physics Publishing, 1995), pp. 799, 811, 828, and 891;
Donnelly, "Taylor-Couette Flow: The Early Days," Physics Today vol. 44, no. 1 1 (1991),
,

,

p. 37.

^^Taylor had modeled the destructive capability of the gun-type bomb three years earlier. L. Hoddeson, R.
Henriksen, R. Meade, and C. Westfall, Critical Assembly:
Technical History of Los Alamos During the

A

O ppenheimer Years.

1943-1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), pp. 22, 98.
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between the high-explosive shock wave and the tamper was one between an accelerating
light material

and a heavy material. This physical situation produced an

which the heavy

fluid "squirted" into the light fluid

(much

instability in

as a heavy fluid, floating

top of a lighter fluid suddenly "squirts" into the lighter fluid

when

on

the slightest

asymmetry develops).
Taylor's intervention led the

of the implosion mechanism.
instabilities

Los Alamos team

One improvement

that

to

known

bomb

in the design

to avoid the onset of the

described by Taylor was to use a "pusher" between the explosive material

and the tamper, in order to smooth out the interface.
instabilities

be more cautious

was made

Because the

had been accomplished by Lord Rayleigh

in 1900, the

as the "Rayleigh-Taylor instability. "'^^ Taylor's

scientists-some of

fluid instability that later

whom became part of the

study of such

work introduced

the fission-

fusion conmiunity after the

Another one of the Manhattan Project's contributions

to the

Bohm, along with

development of

Bohm at the Berkeley

a British team including Sir Harrie

Massey and

E.H.S. Burhop, worked on an approach to separate uranium isotopes that was

developed by Ernest Lawrence in 1942.
calutron, kept a

isotopes

'°^Richard Rhodes,

Hoddeson,

p.

gas confined by a magnetic

field.

magnetic

field,

at slightly different arcs in the

was

A number of problems developed with this approach.

The Making of the Atomic Bomb (New York: Simon and

p.

One

Schuster, 1986), p. 545;

307.

Chandrasekhar, Hvdrodynamic and Hvdromagnetic Stability

477.

Because the
it

p. 161.

""Hoddeson,
'°2s.

first

A specially-designed cyclotron, dubbed the

beam of ionized uranium

235u and 238u bent

possible to separate them.

war —to a

proved to have a plasma analog.

plasma theory came from the work of theoretical physicist David
Radiation Laboratory.

first

phenomena became

(New York: Dover Publications, 1981)
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was

two thousand calutrons would have

that about

enough 235u

to

make

An even more

to operate nearly a year to separate

a single bomb.'°^
serious problem

was found by Bohm's group,

attempts to increase the productivity of the calutron.

They found

in the course of their

that the ionized gas did

not remain confined to the magnetic field to the degree expected by so-called "classical
theory" (which included a Stoermer-type orbit theory and a statistical-mechanical
analysis of the disturbance of these orbits through collisions).

unidentified collective effects, not accounted for

amount of plasma diffusion across the
diffusion increased as the inverse

inverse-square dependence that

lines of

by

magnetic

power of the magnetic

was expected from

Bohm's group found

field.

They found

that the rate of

field strength rather than the

classical diffusion theory. This

reflected in the fact that strengthening the magnetic field did not result in
to the

that

classical theory, increased the

was

improvements

confinement of the ionized uranium gas, a finding that cast doubt on the calutron

One member of the

process.

calutron team recalls that they were "very gratified" to

have established the empirical behavior of magnetically-confined plasmas but were
disappointed that they "failed completely" to identify a mechanism that might account for
the behavior.

interest in this

with great force with the

problem petered out during the

late

1940s but returned

of fusion research.

start

After the war, the established plasma specialties were affected by two

developments, concerning funding and the development of two

new

specialties.

the United States did not establish a civilian funding agency at the close of

War, most

'03Rhodes,

p.

scientific research

was funded by

Because

Second World

military agencies in place after the

war such

489.

'O^A. Guthrie and R.K. Wakerling, eds.,

The

Characteristics of Electrical Discharges in Magnetic Fields

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1949), chapters 2 and 9; Richard F. Post, "Plasma Physics in the Twentieth
Century," L.M. Brown, A. Pais, and Sir B. Pippard, eds.. Twentieth Century Physics vol. Ill (Bristol:
,

Institute of Physics Publishing, 1995), pp.

'"^Carroll B. Mills, Letter to

Lyman

1630-1633.

Spitzer,

Jr.,

n.d. (circa July, 1956).

Box

34, folder 20,

LSP/PSU.
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Naval Research and the Joint Services Electronics Program. Opinions

as the Office of

vary as the origin and consequences of such patronage. Administrators in the Department

of Defense

felt that

"defense should be an influencing factor in developing science and

technology and not just a user of that which had been developed for other reasons.""^
is

as

evident that

many

scientists, especially the elite scientists,

more of an opportunity than a

within the scientific
patronage. This

restriction.

community regarding

was especially evident

welcomed

this

It

development

At the same time, there was disagreement

the continued acceptance of military

in the debates

surrounding the formation of a

National Science Foundation (which was not founded until 1950).'°^

Gaseous electronics benefited from the aftermath of the war both
sources of funding and

of California

at

new

technology. After Leonard

Loeb returned

new

in terms of

to the University

Berkeley, he applied for and received a substantial grant from the Office

of Naval Research to pursue gaseous-electronics research. The contract

commenced

in

1947 and was renewed for 15 years, enabling Loeb to produce 22 doctorate graduates.

Speaking many years
science:

"All

I

later,

can say

is

Loeb saw

Thank God

the

Navy

as a benevolent supporter of fundamental

for the Office of

enlightened policy of support of basic research!""'^

had been indirectly revitalized by the war
instruments, such as

effort,

Naval Research and

Loeb

felt that

its

gaseous electronics

through the development of new

microwave devices, pulsed power sources, and improved vacuum

systems."^

"^Arnold Shostak, ed., 40th Anniversary of the Joint Services Electronics Program (ANSER, 1985), p. 2;
H.M. Sapolsky, Science and the Navy: The History of the Office of Naval Research (Princeton: Princeton
.

University, 1990).

"''Jessica

(Chapel

Wang, American Science

Hill,

in

an

Age

of Anxietv: Scientists. Anticoinmunism. and the Cold

University of North Carolina, 1999),

p.

War

42.

'O^Loeb, pp. 232, 235.

"'^Leonard B. Loeb, Basic Processes of Gaseous Electronics. (Berkeley: University of California, 1955),
p. vii.

After the war, the term "gaseous electronics"

came

into greater use, in preference

to the nineteenth-century phrase "discharge of electricity through gases,"

which indicated

only one aspect of the specialty's work. However, the gaseous-electronics community
rarely used Langmuir's term "plasma."

States to refer to

its

The

first

research as "plasma physics"

gaseous-electronics group in the United

was founded

at the

MIT

Research

Laboratory of Electronics (RLE) by the theorist William Allis and the experimentalist

Sanbom Brown. The MIT plasma program benefited

greatly

from post-war funding and

technology. Allis and Brown's program supported twelve researchers with a budget

$60,000 per year through the Joint Services Electronics Program.'"^ In addition,

their

postwar research also benefited from war work on radar, which gave them expertise

microwave technology. As
supplied a vital element:

we

Allis put

it,

fell heirs to

"World War
the

II

interrupted our

in

work but then

microwave equipment and techniques of the

Radiation Laboratory and this directed our efforts into microwave discharges."'"

The

first

decade after the war saw the publication of a number of textbooks and

the founding of conferences for gaseous electronics.

organizers and popularizers of gaseous electronics

Von Engel had

Engel.

of the most influential

German

the

scientist Alfred

started his career at the University of Berlin. In 1932,

Steenbeck published one of the
widely influential.

One

was

first

von

he and

Max

textbooks in gaseous electronics, which became

After the outbreak of the war, von Engel emigrated to England and

joined Townsend's group. At Oxford, von Engel taught and was given support to pursue

make many

research by the Royal Society."^ Although he did not
to the technical

'

"^Stuart

MIT and

W.

Leslie,

Stanford

original contributions

and theoretical development of the specialty, von Engel was an important
The Cold War and American Science: The Militarv-Industrial-Academic Complex

(New York: Columbia

University Press, 1993),

p.

25;

J.

at

Allen, "Research Laboratory of

Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology," in Shostak, p. 65.

'"W.P.

Allis,

"Plasma Research:

A Case History," Technology Review

"^A. Von Engel and M. Steenbeck, Elektrische Gasentladungen.

"^von Engel,

p. vi.

vol.

1

,

vol.

and

63 (November, 1960),

vol. 2 (Berlin, 1932).

p. 27.

popularizer and teacher. In 1955, he produced a textbook pitched at an advanced-

undergraduate level, which went through two editions. In 1953, he founded the
International Conferences

were held

at

on Ionization Phenomena

Oxford and met

In the United States,

Leonard Loeb published

Processes of Gaseous Electronics

.

Loeb spoke

1948, the

first

his

Nearly 1000 pages,

basic atomic processes in plasmas, the
Preface,

The

in Gases.

first

thereafter, at different locations, every

Townsend

it

two

of these meetings
years.

monumental book Basic
gave a thorough discussion of

theory, and

plasma diagnostics. In the

optimistically about "the current rebirth of this field of study."""*

national gaseous-electronics conference

was held

at the

In

Brookhaven

National Laboratory. The conference was organized by Loeb, William AUis, Sanborn

Brown, and a number of other

scientists at

New York University,

Yale University,

General Electric, and Westinghouse. The annual meeting became the single most
important institution for the U.S. gaseous electronics community."^

One of the most important post-war developments
of David

Bohm. Bohm had maintained an

in

plasma theory was the work

interest in plasmas, despite the fact that he

never participated in a broader plasma school or program. During the late 1940s, while
the Princeton Institute of

Advanced Study,

Bohm worked with

at

a graduate student, E.P.

Gross, on the theoretical interpretation of Langmuir's plasma oscillations. After finding

Landau's 1946 paper on plasma oscillations and damping,
Landau's analysis in an important paper of 1949."^

Bohm and Gross extended

In particular, they specified the

conditions in which plasma oscillations and instabilities could be excited (for example,

when

a

beam of high-energy

described the physical

"'*Loeb,

electrons

is

passed through a plasma).

mechanism of such

Bohm and Gross

excitations as an interaction of the collective

p. viii.

"5Loeb, pp. 232-233.

"^D.Bohm and

E. Gross, "Effect of

Plasma Boundaries

(1950), p. 992; F.D. Peat. Infinite Potential:

Wesley, 1997), pp. 73-74.

The

Plasma Oscillations," Physical Review vol. 79
Times of David Bohm (Reading: Addison-

in

Life and

,
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motion of the plasma (a developing wave) and individual electrons. Plasma oscillations

were encouraged or discouraged depending on whether or not the plasma waves trapped
the individual electrons."''

Bohm and Gross'
plasma

up

instability

analysis

to that time.

was one of the most thorough analyses of a
However,

physics, theory and experiment took

as often

some time

to

proved

the early 1950s at

MIT by

D.H. Looney. Their experiments were only
aspects

Bohm and Gross'

theory."*

in

specific

plasma

mesh. The experimental confirmation

of the excitation of plasma oscillations proved to be especially

was conducted during

be the case

to

difficult.

Sanborn Brown and

partially successful

The

first effort

his graduate student

and seemed

to contradict

A full confirmation was not attained until twenty

years later, as part of the fusion energy effort of General Atomics.

Within the

first

decade and a half after the war, the established plasma specialties

were overshadowed by two new

specialties: controlled

thermonuclear fusion research and

the investigation of the Earth's upper atmosphere with rockets.
specialties attained large budgets

and attracted

new

Both of the new

personnel to their ranks. Rocket-

based research was a U.S. priority immediately after the war and so
point of the discussion.

1952 and so

until

is

On

the other hand, fusion research did not

it is

introduced

at this

become important

introduced in the following chapter.

After the war, ionospheric science received significant funding from military
sources, and

its

research program

low-frequency waves (of concern
the Arctic regions,

moved
in

in the direction of military applications,

such as

submarine communications), radio propagation

and variations of the E-layer due

to high

winds

in the Earth's

in

upper

atmosphere. The strong funding encouraged scientists to migrate into the conmiunity.

"''D. Gabor, "Plasma Oscillations." British Journal of Applied Physics vol. 2 (August, 1951), p. 216.
,

"*J.E.

York:

Drummond,

McGraw

"Introduction (Oscillations in Plasmas)," in J.E.

Hill, 1961), pp. 3-4.

Drummond,

ed.,

,
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However, C.S. Gillmor judges
the post-war ionospheric

scientists

were enlisted

were able

to

testing

ground

New

in

conduct basic research by making

develop rocket technology

in situ

measurements of the

Upper Atmospheric Research Panel was established
James Van Allen. '^o Many

directorship of

scientists

interests

was

radiation

the study of cosmic rays, a

was a

To

problem of interest

help coordinate

1946 under the
this

One of their major

work,
scientific

to the military as well, since

potential danger to the pilots of high-flying aircraft.

James Van Allen was

in

were attracted to

including ionospheric researchers and also physicists.

'2'

originally trained in nuclear physics at the University of

Iowa, receiving his doctorate in 1939. During the war, he worked for the U.S.
first at

Magnetism, and

later at the

While

at the

newly founded Applied Physics Laboratory

APL, Van Allen designed

upper-atmosphere exploration. The

'

'^C.S. Gillmor,

II,

in

Navy on

the Carnegie Institute of Washington's Department of Terrestrial

proximity fuses,

University. '22

at

Mexico. At the same time, the

upper atmosphere with detection equipment placed inside the rockets.
this effort, the

shape of

transferred to the United States.

to help the U.S. military

newly constructed White Sands

scientists

in affecting the

led the wartime development of rocket technology and, after

German equipment and personnel were

American
the

most significant factor

community was rocket research."^

The Third Reich had
the war,

that the

first flight

the low-cost

at

Johns Hopkins

Aerobee rocket for

of the Aerobee was in November, 1947,

"Geospace and its Uses: The Restructuring of Ionospheric Physics Following World War
Grilli, and F. Sebastiani, eds., The Restructuring of Physical Science in Europe and
1945-1960 (Singapore: World Scientific, 1989), pp. 78, 83.

M. De Maria, M.

the United States.

'20David H. DeVorkin, Science With a Vengence:

Worid War

II

(New York:

How the Military Created

Springer- Veriag, 1992), p. 45;

the

IRE Transactions on

US

Space Sciences After

Military Electronics vol.
,

MIL-4, no. 2-3 (1960).
'2lDeVorkin,
'22james

Van

1983), p. 16.

p.

249.

Allen, Ori gins of Magnetospheric Physics (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,

and

it

soon became a favorite for use

altitudes

up

to

130 km.

in

measurements of the cosmic-ray background for

'23

In the course of the 1950s,

Van Allen migrated

to cosmic-ray physics

space science. Shortly after moving to the University of Iowa, in 1950, to
of the Physics Department,

backgrounds for

Van

money

less

Allen developed a clever

to carry an inexpensive rocket

pressure-sensitive switch triggered the rocket,

Van

chair

way of measuring cosmic -ray

than even the cheapest rockets. His concept, which he

dubbed the "rockoon," used a balloon

equipment.

and then to

become

up

in altitude, until

a

which carried the radiation-detection

Allen's reputation as a first-class experimentalist led to his

involvement with the U.S. fusion program. In turn, his experiences in fusion research

gave him knowledge of plasma physics that became important to his

later

work

in

magnetospheric physics.

^

After the war, the astrophysical and astronomical communities also courted

Donald Menzel of Harvard University received funding from the U.S.

military funding.

Air Force to expand the Climax Observatory and to found a

Sacramento Peak. Sacramento Peak was

new

attractive to the Air

near Holloman Field and the White Sands testing

site.

observatory

at

Force because the

Menzel's team aided the Air Force's rocket-based research on the sun and

its

One

in the solar

astrophysicist

Yale University and

later

atmosphere with

whose work was

Max

was

interaction

MHD

with the Earth's upper atmosphere. '25 This work motivated him to investigate

plasma behavior

site

The coronagraph observations of

Krook, also of Harvard.

especially influential

was Lyman

Spitzer of

of Princeton. After beginning a research program at Yale on

the properties of interstellar matter, Spitzer put this

work

aside during the

war

in order to

contribute to the National Defense Research Committee's effort on undersea warfare.

'23DeVorldn,

p.

171;

Van

Allen, p. 19.

'24DeVorldn,

p.

254;

Van

Allen, p. 21.

'25Hufbauer, pp. 132-133.
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After the war, Spitzer

became involved with a number of projects supported by

funding. During the late 1940s, he

Corporation, on

work concerning

became

Princeton, in 1947, he

Army

and Navy's work with sounding rockets but

for reasons that are discussed below. Finally, after his

became involved

move

to

in the university's contribution to the U.S.

bomb effort, code-named

thermonuclear

military

RAND

the composition of the Earth's upper atmosphere. '^^

Spitzer also expressed interest in the

ended up not participating

a consultant for the Air Force's

Project Matterhom.

As we

discuss in Chapter 3,

Spitzer helped redefine this project as a controlled thermonuclear fusion effort.
Spitzer's

major research during the period 1945-1950 was a return to
In particular, he wished to estimate

in interstellar matter.

Alfven's

its

MHD was of no use to such a problem, and so Spitzer turned to Chapman's

approach involving
interstellar gasses

statistical

were

formalism. Whereas

mechanics and the Boltzmann equation. However, because

fully ionized' 2'', Spitzer

Chapman and Cowling's

had

to

modify Chapman and Cowling's

discussion

was designed

for the Earth's

upper atmosphere and relied on close collisions between atoms and charged
Spitzer

his interest

electrical conductivity.

now developed

particles,

an analysis that viewed the interaction between particles in the

plasma as "the cumulative effect of many distant encounters." '^^ This required Spitzer
use a second version of the Boltzmann equation (the

first

to

being the Vlasov equafion).

This formalism came to plasma physics by a circuitous route that highlights the

connection between the development of plasma physics and kinetic theory. The analysis
of

statistical

systems of weakly-interacting particles originated in the 1913 doctoral

dissertation of

Dutch physicist Adriaan Fokker, which generalized Albert

Einstein's

analysis of

Brownian motion. Fokker's version of the Boltzmann equation featured a

'26Devorkin,

p.

'^^Once

208.

interstellar gasses

'28Lyman

Spitzer,

Jr.

and

became ionized they

J.P. Ostriker, eds.,

virtually never

Dreams.

Stars,

recombine, because of the low densities.

and Electrons: Selected Writings of Lyman

Spitzer. Jr. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), p. 409.
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collision term that described the small-angle collisions of the

are far

more numerous than

the large-angle collisions).

Coulomb

Four years

interaction (which

Max

later,

Planck

developed Fokker's treatment further. This version of the Boltzmann equation, featuring
the glancing-blow interaction term,

became known

as the "Fokker-Planck equation. "'29

During the 1930's, Lev Landau and coworkers made important contributions to the
analysis of weakly-interacting particles in the context of

plasma physics. However,

this

approach was seen to have been brought to fruition by the astrophysicist Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar,
in 1943,

who

applied

it

to the

motion of

star clusters. In a classic

paper published

Chandrasekhar used the Fokker-Planck equation to model the time evolution of a

statistical

ensemble of

stars as

they underwent small-angle coUisions due to their

gravitational interaction. '^o
Spitzer's use of the

Fokker-Planck equation to calculate the

of interstellar gases resulted in two influential papers.

while

still at

Yale, with R.S. Cohen. After

Harm

with R.

moving

He wrote

electrical conductivity

the first paper in 1950

to Princeton, Spitzer

wrote the second

to correct certain results of the first.'^i

Alfven's eclectic research program and school at the Royal Institute also benefited
in the

post-war reconstruction. Because engineering and technology were perceived to

have been especially important to the Swedish war

effort, the first reorganization

science funding concerned the engineering schools. Because the Royal Institute
technical school, Alfven's laboratory benefited greatly and one of
projects

was

'29a. Pais, Subtle

the Lord:

is

1982), p. 236; H. Kangro,

The Science and

"Max

1

(1943), p.

1;

the Life of Albert Einstein (Oxford:
.

1950,

Oxford University,

Planck," in C.S. Gillispie, ed.. Dictionary of Scientific Biography

(New

p. 13.

Chandrasekhar, "Stochastic Problems

15, no.

postwar

the construcfion of a large betatron to accelerate electrons. '^2

York: Scribner and Sons, 1970),
'^^S.

its first

of

was a

in

Physics and Astronomy," Reviews of

Modern

Phvsics. vol.

Spitzer and Ostriker, p. 413.

'^'Both of these articles are reprinted in Spitzer and Ostriker.
'32Svante Lindqvist,

of Instrumentation,"

"A Wagnerian Theme
in

Tore Frangsmyr,

History of Science: Scientific Glassblowing and the Role
Solomon's House Revisited: The Organization and

in the

ed.,

Institutionalization of Science (Canton: Science History Publications, 1990), pp. 170-73.
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Alfven published an influential book, entitled Cosmical Electrodynamics which was
,

soon translated into many languages. The volume included discussions of gaseous
electronics, auroral research, solar flares

and magnetohydrodynamics, the acceleration of

cosmic rays, the guiding-center approximation and the theory of adiabatic invariants.
Astrophysicists and solar scientists working on plasma-related research were
attracted to high-altitude rocket research

because rockets offered the

first

opportunity to

observe the sun without the intervention of the Earth's atmosphere. Both Donald Menzel

and

Lyman

Spitzer sought to participate in the Army's

However, as David DeVorkin points
interest in space physics

work.

out, astronomers

First, the results

were

program

at

White Sands.

and astrophysicists soon
late

been hoped. In 1948, Leo Goldberg wrote to Spitzer and said that the rocket
though interesting, "have hardly opened up a new

lost

and of lower quality than had

field of investigation. "'^3

flights,

Second, the

rocket-based work proceeded according to a different research style from that in

astronomy. Astronomers were accustomed to operating their observational equipment for

many

years and therefore had an aversion to building complex instruments that might not

survive their rocket missions. '^'^

The war

interrupted the established plasma specialties but

afterwards by supplying them with

next chapter describes

how

new

technologies and

new

it

benefited them

sources of funding. The

these three specialties were overshadowed

by fusion research

and, to a lesser degree, space research. Magnetospheric physics began with the rocket

research discussed in this section, but reached fruition during the International

Geophysical Year of 1957 and 1958. Fusion research began during the early 1950s but

was not

declassified until 1958.

physicists,

and researchers

in

However, many other physicists

'33DeVorldn,p. 211.
'^''DeVorldn, p. 214.

As we

will see, a

number of astrophysicists, space

gaseous electronics participated
attracted to fusion research

in the fusion effort.

were not trained

in the older

92
specialties

others,

and received

made

for a

their

funding from

new

complex relationship among

founding of a disciplinary institution calling
difficult matter.

institutional sources.

the five

itself

plasma

This

specialties

fact,

among

and made the

"plasma physics" a contentious and

CHAPTERS
FOUNDING A DISCIPLINE,

1950-1962

Although the plasma-related specialties fostered the experimental and theoretical
study of plasmas, founded conferences, and established research schools before the mid1950s, they did not constitute disciplines. This chapter shows

how

a

new

specialty,

controlled thermonuclear fusion, provided the institutional, conceptual, and instrumental

core of the discipline of plasma physics. There are two major themes. The
the development of a

new

first

concerns

type of plasma experiment and theory around research on

The fusion researchers of the

controlled thermonuclear energy production.

and early 1950s designed the

first

late

1940s

fusion machines by considering only basic questions

involving energy production and particle trajectories. After the machines were built, they

were found

to

demonstrate exceedingly poor plasma confinement. In an effort to

interpret the results, the

members of the

plasma

their control, especially after 1954. After

instabilities

work, investigators

and

felt that

fusion

they had defined a

community developed

new

theories regarding

two years of such

research field: the study of fully-

ionized gases.

The second theme concerns
and the interrelafion of the plasma
1958 occurred

the effect of secrecy on the identity of

specialties.

in the secret laboratories of the

the Soviet Union.

Most

United Kingdom, the United States, and

The makeup of the fusion community and

were strongly affected by the conditions of secrecy. The
adoption of the term "plasma physics"

came

rise

their scientific

concerns

of fusion research and

as a surprise to the

members of which stayed out of or were not included
this result

plasma physics

fusion research between 1950 and

plasma

its

specialties, the

in the fusion effort.

In large part,

occurred because the established specialties such as gaseous electronics and the
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•

.

.
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developing specialty of space physics had different sources of funding.
the

plasma

specialties discussed in the previous chapter

Many

aspects of

were recognized as part of the

foundation of plasma physics, while other aspects were judged to be part of the assumed

and uncelebrated background knowledge.

The
the

same

institutional separations

between these areas of plasma research

time, this chapter finds examples of research that

specialties.

persisted.

drew together the

At

different

This tension introduces a persistent theme of the present study, that plasma

physics remained poised between institutional fragmentation and cognitive
interconnectedness

Fusion Machines

The

first

fusion machines were designed in the secret, national laboratories as

"cut-and-try research," in the

hope

that the building of a

success, without a great deal of theoretical work.
first

fusion researchers

was

simply by what was then

that of

new gadget would

lead to quick

The primary problem addressed by

the

plasma confinement. Machine design was guided

known concerning

the confinement of plasmas, the rate of

fusion reactions, energy losses due to radiation and conducfion, and plasma heating.

As

the historians of the British fusion effort point out, the possibility of controlled

thermonuclear fusion was

known

to the scientific

community by

1945.'

Two

developments were of particular importance: Hans Bethe's theoretical model of fusion as
the source of stellar energy, published in 1938;

and work on plasma effects such as

Langmuir's plasma oscillations and Bennett's pinch

effect.^

These developments drew

attention to fusion reactions as a promising source of energy,

and led

scientists to search

for promising approaches for the confinement a hot plasma.

'J. Hendry and J.D. Lawson. Fusion Research
Atomic Energy Authority, 1 993), p.

in the

UK. 1945-1960

(Oxfordshire: United

Kingdom

1

2john Hendry, "The Scientific Origins of Controlled Fusion Technology," Annals of Science vol. 44
,

(1987), pp. 154, 156, 157.
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The

earliest

known

Eastman Jacobs and Arthur Kantrowitz
Laboratory. Kantrowitz and Jacobs

Langley Memorial Aeronautical

at the

became

interested in the possibility of creating fusion

on

reactions in a hot, ionized gas after reading Bethe's paper
the early fusion-machine designers, they chose radio

magnetic

field to confine the resulting

were forced

which was

to

two aerodynamicists,

fusion experiments were done by

choose hydrogen as the

waves

stellar fusion.

Like

to heat the fuel

and a

of

plasma. However, unlike later designers, they
fuel, rather

than the more promising deuterium,

In 1938, they built a toroidal

difficult to procure.

many

chamber about two

feet in

diameter to contain the plasma. After a few months of experimentation, in the evenings
after their

day jobs, Kantrowitz and Jacobs found

that the

hydrogen fuel was not well

confined and found no evidence of fusion reactions. After hearing this news, the director
of Langley, George Lewis, refused to support the project further.^
This early work was not connected in any

way with

later

American

mainstream U.S. fusion program began as speculations made shortly
physicists connected with the U.S. fission
the fusion

bomb

at

Los Alamos,

bomb

in April, 1946,

efforts.

after the

The

war by

program. In a report of the meeting on

one section was devoted to a brief

discussion of ideas for controlled thermonuclear fusion. After outlining

two general

ideas and not specific machines, the report suggested using magnetic fields to confine a

plasma but noted
feasibility

that "the theory is not

could be made."'* Writing

investigations are associated in

worked out

in 1953,

to the point

Edward

my mind with the names

Konopinski, R. Landshoff, E.M. McMillan,

J.

where a prediction about

Teller noted that "these

of L.W. Alvarez, E. Fermi, E.

von Neumann,

J.L.

Tuck, and R.R.

Wilson," and then implied that the Los Alamos work formed a continuity with later
fusion efforts: "In 1946,

^T.A. Heppenheimer, The

Company,

when many of the

Man-Made

participants in the original discussion left

Sun: The Quest for Fusion Power (Boston:

1984), pp. 286-291; J.R. Hansen, "Secretly

Little,

Going Nuclear," Invention and Technology (Spring,

1992), pp. 60-63.

'^E.

Bretscher, et al, "Report of Conference

Los

Brown and

on the Super," February

16, 1950, p. 43,

AR47/AIP.
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Alamos, progress was halted

at that place.

It is

virtually certain that

the United States and elsewhere continued to think and in

possible schemes to extract useful

many

some ways

power from thermonuclear

physicists in

to experiment with

reactions."^ In 1958, at the

second Atoms for Peace conference. Teller made a similar claim. Hendry and Lawson

seem

to

be correct to question Teller's priority claim and to suggest that "contrary

to the

impression given, controlled fusion was not apparently the subject of any systematic

This

investigation, but only of Teller's 'wild ideas' seminars.

remark, in a

memorandum written
was

Teller and R.R. Wilson [that]

is

borne out by Tuck's

during the late 1940s, about a "scheme put up by
quite a nebulous

one and never got very

Wilson

far."''

himself recalls that he attempted a "rudimentary experiment" with a simple magnetic-

confinement approach during 1945.*
Rather than

split hairs

over the value of the early Los Alamos

efforts,

it

is

more

informative to note that a great deal can be said about research done in the United

Kingdom, before 195 1

,

at the

Imperial College in

London and

Laboratory in Oxford University. At Imperial College, G.P.
to think about

at the

plasma-confmement schemes, having worked with

externally-applied magnetic
to confine the plasma.^ In

the early fusion

Thomson proposed

field directed

choosing a

well-prepared

his father J.J.

on gas-discharge devices. Towards the end of 1945, Thomson did
design work on a fusion machine.

Clarendon

Thomson was

a toroidal device that used an

around the "donut shape" of the torus

fuel,

Thomson

his first conceptual-

Thomson favored

in order

deuterium, as did most of

machine designers. Using cross-section data then available

for the

deuterium-deuterium fusion reaction, he determined that temperatures of about 100

-''Edward Teller, "Preface," June

^Hendry and Lawson,

1 1

,

1

953, folder

COTB-

1

,

LASL-RC,

^James L. Tuck, document written

at

Clarendon Laboratory, no

*R. R. Wilson, Letter to Joan Bromberg, dated August, 1980,

^Hendry and Lawson,

p. 2.

AR47/AIP

p. 2.

p. 3. J.J.

Thomson had

title,

no date AR47/AIP.

,

AR47/AIP.

studied toroidal tubes during the 1920s; see Hendry, p. 159.

million degrees Kelvin were required to produce adequate thermonuclear power.

Minimally, this level had to be above the power loss due to electron Bremsstrahlung, or
the radiation emitted

by the electrons as they

Thomson showed

the torus.

Thomson's approach, the

spiral

around the applied

the resultants to Rudolf Peirels,

internal

field,

who pointed

and around

out that, in

motions of the plasma would cancel the externally-

Thomson

applied field confining the plasma. Based on this criticism,

realized that, rather

than rely purely on an external field, producing a current in the plasma itself would lead
to

improved confinement via the pinch

field in the "poloidal" direction, that

(The toroidal current produces a magnetic

effect.

is,

circling the plasma.)

Working with

mathematician Moses Blackman, Thomson filed for a patent on

One of Thomson's

greatest difficulties

May

8,

1946.'°

was choosing a means of heating

the

plasma. His patent suggested using radio-frequency radiation, applied to waveguides

mounted inside
a

German

British occupation. This

had been

Thomson

the torus.

also considered another heating

accelerator called the Wirberohr,

built

by

Max

Thomson gave two

which came

was not a fusion device but a

Steenbeck

students,

at the

mechanism based on

to his attention as a result of the

toroidal electron accelerator that

Siemens Schukert laboratories

Alan Ware and

S.

in Berlin.

Cousins the task of constructing a

Wirberohr from reports confiscated by the British Control Commission. Ware and
Cousins' experiments did not lead Imperial College to adopt the Wirberohr

a heating mechanism. However, they did yield the

first

mechanism

as

experimental confirmations of

Bennett's pinch effect, which were published in the open scientific literature in 1949."

Thomson searched

for solutions to the

problem of plasma heating by considering

other methods developed by accelerator physicists. After an unsuccessful attempt using
the principle of the cyclotron,

Thomson

settled

on a variation of the betatron, a device

'^Hendry and Lawson, p. 5. Although Thomson does not use the term "pinch effect" in the patent, this
clearly is what he is referring to, as he does explicitly in later writings, e.g., G.P. Thomson, "Note on the
Torus Project," (circa February, 1948), AB6/350 CAC, AR47/AIP.

"Hendry and Lawson,

pp. 6-7.
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that acted as a sort of transformer, using a coil as the

secondary. '2 Although

Thomson had some

Research Establishment (AERE), and especially
fusion research, he

Peter

was granted funding

Thonemann founded

primary and the plasma

difficulty in

its

itself as the

convincing the Atomic Energy

chairman John Cockcroft,

to

fund

in late 1948.

a second British fusion effort at Oxford University in

1947, but claimed to have

worked out

the conception of a toroidal pinch device as early

work

in this area

was delayed by

as 1939. '3 After his

Oxford
first

in October,

the war,

Thonemann came

to

1946 and immediately returned to his fusion speculations, making

notes during January, 1947.''' In that year, he started a

with the modest funds

at his disposal.

use the betatron effect to

his

number of small experiments

Independently of Thomson,

Thonemann chose

accelerate the deuterium plasma confined by a magnetic

to

field.

During the next two years, he made numerous improvements to the machine. For
example, to lessen the tendency of the plasma to

move

to the walls of the

used conductors inside the torus carrying currents opposite

Such currents created a magnetic force

current.

that

machine, he

in direction to the

prodded the plasma back

plasma
to the

middle of the torus. As an improved means of accelerating the plasma, Thonemann used
a radio frequency signal, applied across a solenoid

wound around

the torus. Unlike

Thomson's radio-frequency approach, Thonemann's used a resonant, standing wave

that

propagated through the plasma and around the torus. Perhaps due to such technical
innovations,
to

Thonemann's

Thomson's.

By

project at

October, 1949,

Oxford was perceived by the

Thonemann was on

'^Hendry and Lawson, pp. 9-10. The cyclotron attempt
Project,"

AB6/350 CAC, AR47/AIP.

'^Hendry,

p. 159.

'"^Hendry and Lawson, p. 12.

'^Hendry and Lawson, pp. 15-16.

is

the

AERE to be superior

AERE payroll.

described in Thomson, "Note on the Torus
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was done by James Tuck

In the United States, the first significant fusion research

at

Los Alamos

Oxford,

first

in late 1950.

Tuck began

his career at the

Clarendon Laboratory

physics experiments.

He came

to

Los Alamos

to help with the

1943, but returned to Oxford University in 1946. There he

Thonemann on

fusion.

'

in 1950,

Manhattan project

to accept a

Tuck took

in

worked extensively with Peter

The hardships of the post-war years and

Los Alamos brought Tuck
Los Alamos

at

as a physical chemist, but later as a designer of accelerators for nuclear

nostalgia for his career at

reappointment there in 1949.

Before arriving

at

a one-year position at the University of Chicago,

apparently as a sort of buffer between his British and American work, both of which were
secret.'^ Shortly after returning to

Los Alamos, Tuck reawakened

research. His program was small during

late

involved any experiments. According to Tuck, "interest

Los Alamos and the

authorities decided to

to

first

(

have

to

pinch effect developed

at

the

1/1 1/52)."

Los Alamos pinch machines were

produce a confining magnetic

in the

support a modest program of study. For

experimental side, a small group was set up

The

his interest in fusion

1950 and 1951 and does not appear

field as well as

toroidal

two

and used one

set

of windings

large primary coils to induce

currents within the torus in order to ionize, accelerate, and pinch the fuel. Because the

induced currents had to be extremely large (on the order of hundreds of thousands of

Amperes)

to achieve the temperatures

needed for fusion reactions, the pinch was a

"pulsed" machine and could not be operated continuously. Construction of the
toroidal

Los Alamos pinch, the

first

of the "Perhapsatron"

series,

began

in

first

September,

'^Ferenc M. Szasz, "James L. Tuck: Scientific Polymath and Eternal Optimist of the Atomic West," in
Bruce Hevley and John M. Findlay, eds.. The Atomic West (Seattle: University of Washington, 1998),
p. 140.

'^J.L.

This reappointment

made

Bromberg, Fusion: Science.

Press, 1982) p. 18; Szasz, p. 141.

Peter

Lindemann

Politics,

furious.

and the Invention of a
;

^.^

New

Energy Source (Cambridge:
•
.

MIT
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1953.

The following

year, a second series of pinch

machines was begun

that featured a

linear geometry, designated "Columbus."'*

The

likely cause of the

expansion of Tuck's program was the claim, on March 24,

1951, by the president of Argentina, Juan Peron, that a successful controlled

thermonuclear experiment had been conducted in a laboratory funded by him and
operated by a displaced

German

scientist

named Ronald

Germany, Richter had developed a furnace

in

Richter. During the

war

in

which high temperatures were created

through the collision of plasma shock waves, as a means of doing research on the high
temperature properties of various materials. According to Richter, this became a

thermonuclear experiment "by accident rather than design."'^
attracted the attention of Peron,

who was

After the war, Richter

pursuing a general policy designed to prove that

Argentina could be on par with the major world powers. In

tests

conducted during early

1951, Richter concluded that his experiment had produced thermonuclear reactions. His

approach used a spark gap and a loud-speaker system to generate shock waves which,
Richter hoped, would increase the temperature of the plasma formed by the spark.^o

Richter described the system in operation as "emitting an almost unbearable intensity of

sound and ultra-sound, the whole reactor structure oscillating under the impact of the
feed-back-controlled plasma-shock-waves. "2'

The Peron-Richter announcement soon proved
was unable

to substantiate

and reproduce

have a strong effect on the U.K. fusion

'*J.L.

effort,

Tuck, "Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions,"

Reactors Held

at

Denver June 28, 1952,
.

WASH-

to

have been premature, as Richter

his experiments.

1

The announcement did not

where two programs had already been

in Classified

15, p. 62,

Conference on Thermo-Nuclear

AR47/AIP.

'^Ronald Richter, "Industrial Projects, Project B: Thermonuclear Exponential Experiments," February 15,
1956,

LASL-RC TR-1956, AR47/AIP.

Frank Close, Too Hot

to

Handle: The Race for Cold Fusion (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

1991), pp. 36-37.
^' Richter, "Industrial Projects."

.
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started, but

it

working

Spitzer, an astrophysicist

H-bomb

Lyman

did encourage the genesis of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. programs.

effort,

named

Matterhom

the

Although he did not have

in Princeton University's contribution to the

Project,

was strongly affected by

interest in Richter's particular approach,

it

American

the news.

led

him

to think of a

novel and promising magnetic -confinement scheme.

The

basic concept of the "stellarator," as Spitzer

simple, involving a tube closed in on
is

run around a tube, and the tube

continuous

circuit, the

is

itself, in

the

dubbed

manner of a

was

his device,

fairly

torus. "If a strong current

bent around so that the two ends are joined to form a

magnetic lines of force will stay inside the tube, and charged

particles will tend to follow these lines of force, without encountering the walls." 22

However,

Spitzer's idea entailed the complication that, in the

the charged particles

would be subject

would experience

drift

would eventually

hit the

motion perpendicular

novel idea that "the tube

way, the

drift

to a non-constant

tube walls.

may be

To

curved portions of the tube,

magnetic

field

and therefore

to the field. Therefore, their trajectories

solve this problem, Spitzer

came up with

the

bent into the shape of a figure eight or pretzel."^^ In this

motions would cancel out, as the plasma particles drifted one way and then
•

the other.

By

-

the

end of July, 1951, Spitzer had submitted a proposal

to the

program was funded

year, construcfion

at

Atomic Energy

Princeton and the

began on a scaled-up version of the machine, designated "Model

For Model B, Spitzer suggested the use of additional

for confinement.

22Lyman
23

thereafter, a small

'?

experiments began during 1953 on a machine called simply, the "Model A." That

same

B"

.
.

Commission (AEC). Soon
first

•

Lyman

Spitzer,

Spitzer,

The added

"A Proposed
"A Proposed

coils generated small

Stellarator," dated July 23, 1951,

Stellarator," p.

1

1.

coils, in addition to those

magnetic

fields that

NYO-993,

p. 4,

used

induced currents

AR47/AIP.

in the

plasma and thereby heated

it.

in pinch machines, but arose from

The
it

third initiative in the

was code-named,

started

This heating was not accompUshed dynamically, as

ohmic processes (Figure

3-1)2'*

United States fusion program, or "Project Sherwood" as

under the guidance of Richard F. Post

Lawrence

at the

Livermore National Laboratory. Post's early career was characteristic of many of the

wave of fusion

researchers in that he had

electronics communities.

He

no previous

took his doctorate

at

ties to the

first

space or gaseous-

Stanford University in accelerator

physics and, after finishing his degree in 1950, worked on the synchrotron at the Berkeley

Radiation Laboratory. However, in early 1952, Post redirected his career after attending
a seminar on fusion research, given by Herbert York, of the Berkeley physics department

and the

first

director of

In early 1952,

was

different

Alamos and

Lawrence Livermore.

York was searching

from the machines

for a magnetic-confinement fusion concept that

pinch at Los

at the other national laboratories-the

the stellarator at Princeton~and

became

interested in a

new machine

geometry. In contrast to toroidal geometry, straight-geometry machines had not seemed

promising as a potential reactor since they were hampered by the problem of fuel loss out
of the open ends. Nevertheless, York's interest in the idea was strengthened after
discussions at the 1952 Berkeley seminar. In York's recollection, after he reviewed the

problem of containment
early version of what

whose name
particles in

remember
add coils

is

in a

open-geometry machine, one of the attendees suggested an

became known

Kenneth MacKenzie

.

.

.

said something like 'Well,

cosmic rays are reflected by the

is

immediately

at the

.

.

.

concluding that the

M.A. Heald, A.Z. Kranz, and

and Confinement of Plasma

in a Stellarator," in

Nuclear Physics Series XI,

vol.

.

1

you know, the

field at the Earth's poles

end which would strengthen the

2^T. Coor, R.A. Ellis,

"One of the group

as the magnetic mirror concept.

S.P.

way

field.

to

do

this in

.

.

.

What

I

our geometry was to

"^^

Cunningham, "Experiments on the Ohmic Heating
W.B. Thomson, eds., Progress in

C. Longmire, J.L. Tuck,

(New York: Pergamon,

1959).

25Herbert F. York, Interview with Joan Bromberg, August 20, 1978, AR47/AIP.
MacKenzie's name has been corrected here.

The

spelling of
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a)

Figure 3-1. Princeton University's stellarator.
a) the confining field circuitry; b) ohmic heating circuitry.
C. Longmire, J.L. Tuck, and W.B. Thompson, eds.. Plasma Physics and
Thermonuclear Research vol. 1 (New York: Pergamon, 1959), pp. 126-127.
,
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Shortly after York's seminar, Richard Post accepted a position as head of an
•
!

experimental program on controlled thermonuclear fusion
first

at

Lawrence Livermore.

assignment was to evaluate various novel ideas for plasma confinement.

these,

was York's own idea of using radio-frequency

geometry machine.26 However,

after

fields to

Post's

Among

"dam" the ends of an open-

over a year of study of different confinement

schemes. Post concluded that the magnetic mirror concept was the most promising
option.

On August

29, 1953, he submitted a successful grant proposal to the

three years of experiments, costing about

first

fuel into their confining fields.

was increased

field

in

magnitude

At the same time

in order to

experimental results were presented

1954.28

By

dollars.^''

Top and Toy Top, were pulsed machines

mirror devices. Table

plasma

two million

that time, other

groups

at

at

The

first

AEC for

Livermore

that injected bursts

that the fuel

of

was introduced, the

compress the trapped plasma. Livermore's

a secret

Sherwood meeting

in October,

Livermore submitted other proposals, using other

confinement concepts, including the pinch and a novel device designed by Nicholas
Christofilos called the Astron.

Of the

three nations to initiate research

U.S.S.R. was the

last.

member of the bomb

The

first

effort but

grids to

fusion, the

from a young army soldier named Oleg Lavrentiev.

While on duty, Lavrentiev found time
electrostatic confinement.

on controlled thermonuclear

concept proposed in the U.S.S.R. came, not from a

to

develop a rough idea for a fusion device, using

Rather than using magnetic

which were applied both positive and negative

fields, his idea

used a system of

electric potentials in order to

confine the plasma. In 1950, Lavrentiev wrote about his idea in a letter to Stalin. The
letter

was

sent to Lavrenti Beria, chief of the

KGB

and coordinator of the Soviet nuclear

2^R.F. Post, "Possible applications of microwaves to the generation of thermonuclear power," April 22,

1952,

AR47/AIP.

^^W.B. Reynolds, Letter to J.J. Flaherty, August 29, 1953, with the attachment R.F. Post, "Controlled
Thermonuclear Reaction Research (Arc Research)," August, 27, 1953, AR47/AIP.
^^ Conference

on Thermonuclear Reactions October 26-27,
.

1

954,

WASH-

1

84, pp. 8-9,

AR47/AIP.
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program,

who showed

at the Institute

it

to

Andrei Sakharov, then

of Atomic Energy, in

at

work on

Moscow, headed by

the Soviet

Sakharov was favorably impressed by the general problem posed
suggestion, though he immediately
the electric field intensities

saw

that the

would have had

to

H-bomb

project

Igor Kurchatov.^'
in Lavrentiev's

concept could not work. In particular,

be prohibitively high;

in absorbing high-

energy particles, the grids would be destroyed.^" However, Lavrentiev's idea of
electrostatic

confinement made Sakharov realize what had been equally clear

Thomson, Thonemann, Tuck,

and Post: magnetic

Spitzer,

fields

means of confining a plasma. Sakharov, now working with Igor

to

were the most promising

Tamm (once his thesis

supervisor), proposed a toroidal device using a longitudinal magnetic field for

confinement. Sakharov solved the

drift

problem differently than Lyman

Spitzer. Rather

than twist the torus into a pretzel, Sakharov introduced a second magnetic field by
creating a small current in the plasma

pinch effect, but

it

did produce a

itself.

weak

This current was not enough to produce a

poloidal field

(i.e.,

a magnetic field around the

plasma). The combination of the longitudinal and poloidal magnetic fields produced a
helical shape. In following this shape, the

plasma

particles' drift

mofion was averaged

out in different direcfions.^' In a series of four classified papers, Sakharov and
referred to their idea as the

Kurchatov had a meeting with Sakharov,

In January, 1951,
scientists at the Institute

Stalin to Star

Tamm, and other

of Atomic Energy. After the meeting, Kurchatov

^^Roald Z. Sagdeev, The Making of a Soviet Scientists:

Wars (New York: John Wiley and Sons,

Atomic Energy

Tamm

Magnetic Thermonuclear Reactor (MTR).

My

Adventures

1994), p. 34.

in

made

the

Nuclear Fusion and Space from

Sagdeev

refers to the Institute of

Measuring Instruments, though in its early years, it usually was known
See I.N. Golovin, I.V. Kurchatov. A Socialist-Realist Biography of the

as the Laboratory of

simply as Laboratory

Number

2.

Soviet Nuclear Scientist (Bloomington: Selbstverlag, 1968), p. 45. After Kurchatov's death, in 1960,

renamed

the

Kurchatov

Institute

it

was

of Atomic Energy.

%.N. Golovin and V.D.
S.P. Kapitza, eds.,
Institute

^'

Shafranov, "The Origin of Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion," in S.D. Drell and
Sakharov Remembered: A Tribute by Friends and Colleagues (New York: American

of Physics, 1991),

p.

156.

Harold P. Furth, "Controlled Fusion Research," D. ter Haar, D.V. Chudnovsky, and G.V. Chudnovsky,
eds., A.D. Sakharow: Collected Scientific Works (New York: Marcel Dekker, 1982), pp. 49-50.
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.

decision to begin a Soviet fusion program. Nothing happened for a few months,

however,

until the

Peron-Richter announcement of March. After Kurchatov sent a

to Beria regarding this

signature on

May

5,

development, Kurchatov's decision was backed up by

195

1,

making controlled thermonuclear fusion "one of the most

important government programs. "^^
Institute

letter

Stalin's

jhe U.S.S.R.'s

of Atomic Energy by the middle of 195

the pinch effect, the details of

1

fusion program

.33

The

first

was underway

at the

experiments were done on

which may have become known via Klaus Fuchs.^^

Shortly thereafter, experimental

work began on

Golovin and Yavlinsky renamed "tokamak"

the

Sakharov-Tamm

in 1957.

MTR idea, which

Rounding off the Soviet Union's

program, G.I. Budker independently developed the idea of the magnetic mirror during
1953 and began an experimental program. 35

Two observations can be made
many of the
during the

first

the Institute of

new

decade after World

Atomic Energy

science" and that

the older,

about the

first

designers of fusion machines. First,

fusion researchers were young, having received their advanced degrees

"it

in

was we,

more experienced

had research backgrounds

War II. Roald Sagdeev

1956 he realized
the

recalls that while

that "high-temperature

young people, who were

scientists. "3^

working

the experts in plasma, not

Furthermore, the young fusion scientists often

in areas other than the established

plasma

specialties in

geophysics, astrophysics, or gaseous electronics. Prominent fusion scientists like
Spitzer and Roald Sagdeev were the exceptions to this rule, having both
astrophysical problems involving plasmas.

32

Golovin and Shafranov,

p. 166.

33Golovin, p. 71.
3'*Artzimovich, p. 162;

Hendry and Lawson,

35Golovin and Shafranov, pp. 164, 158.
3^Sagdeev,

p. 68.

p. 17.

at

plasma was a

However, many others

like

Lyman

worked on

Richard Post and

'

'

"

',

•

,

'<>"

'
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Marshall Rosenbluth had spent their early careers in newer, developing areas such as
nuclear, high energy, and accelerator physics.^''

Second, the designers harbored what proved to be

realistic

doubts about their

machines. Part of these doubts came from awareness of David Bohm's work

The

fact that

Bohm had been

helped this knowledge spread. In April, 1948, H.W.B. Skinner, of the
the potential

at

Berkeley.

aided by English coworkers, especially H.S.W. Massey,

problem of plasma conduction

to the

AERE, warned of

containment walls implied by Bohm's

experiments: "they do certainly suggest a serious doubt about the degree of insulation

which

will actually

one which

we must

be obtained

in practice

try to resolve

by the use of magnetic

project for a thermonuclear experiment. "^s In an early study

Spitzer sketched an experimental
oscillations

may

Stellarator."^^

James Tuck

program designed

on

is

This doubt

instabilities,

to determine

is

given to a major

Lyman

"whether or not plasma

provide an essential barrier to the practical functioning of a

At the

listed

first

secret fusion conference in the United States, in June, 1952,

Bohm diffusion first among

In 1948, after

concluded

fields.

before any serious consideration

three "serious unsolved problems."'**^

two years of conceptual work on the fusion problem, Thomson had

that "further progress

can only be made by experiment."'*' Thomson proved

to

be correct. The experimental results of the early 1950s made researchers realize that the
fusion problem

was more

difficult than they

had originally imagined, and brought them

identify areas requiring greater theoretical effort.

to

Below, we consider the development of

^^These qualitative remarks must be supported by some form of quantitative measure. One possibility is to
use lists of U.S. fusion scientists of the 1950s--such as the one in A.S. Bishop. Project Shervyood: The U.S.

Program

in

Controlled Fusion (Reading: Addison-Wesley, 1958)— to generate

scientist's early research interests

3*H.W.B. Skinner, "Thermonuclear Reactions by Electrical Means," April

^^Lyman
3

1

,

1

Spitzer,

Jr.,

statistical

8,

1948, p.

3,

AR47/AIP.

"Survey of Possible Plasma Oscillations in the Stellarator," Project Matterhom, July

95 1 NYO-994, PPPL/PU.
,

Tuck, "Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions,"
^'G.P. Thomson, "Note on the Torus Project."
'"'J.L.

data concerning the

and dale of advanced degree.

WASH-

1

15, p. 51,

AR47/AIP.
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plasma theory, inspired by the

we

failure of the first fusion machines.

However, before

that,

investigate the political context of fusion research of the 1950s, which, at one and the

same time

as the

development of fusion machines and theory, was a central element

the formation of the discipline of

and Cultural Context

Political

From 1950

to

1958 most aspects of fusion research were kept behind closed doors

and remained unknown to the general

However,

in the

industrialists

Sherwood a

in

plasma physics.

scientific

United States, a number of

community

or the general public.

scientists, science administrators,

opposed the policy of the Atomic Energy Commission

classified secret. Opposition to

that

and

made

Project

AEC policy was voiced in different ways,

involving beliefs about pure versus applied science, the importance of international
cooperation, and the dangers of secrecy to fusion research and to scientific development
generally. Therefore, secrecy

is

an ideal nexus through which to see the political and

cultural context of fusion research, clarifying not only

why

such an important and exciting issue to scientists but also

the fusion

why

it

program became

had long-term

consequences for the formation of the discipline of plasma physics.
In a recent study, Jessica

Wang

suggests that a Cold

clearances and loyalty checks affected the U.S. scientific
1940s.'''

There

is little

doubt

that a

War climate

of security

community from

number of events during

the late

the early 1950s greatly

magnified the American concern for secrecy. In the wake of the detonation of the
Soviet atomic test in August, 1949 a
the Soviets

were identified and

as well as Julius and Ethel

"^^Jessica

(Chapel

first

had leaked nuclear secrets

to

These included Klaus Fuchs and Thomas Gold,

in

an

Age

of Anxiety: Scientists. Anticomniunism. and the Cold

War

University of North Carolina, 1999).

"•^Richard Rhodes,
pp. 412-432.

arrested.

that

Rosenberg and David Greenglass.'*^ During 1950 the U.S.

Wang, American Science

Hill,

number of spies

Dark Sun: The Making of the Hydrogen Bomb. (New York: Simon

& Schuster,

1995),
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effort to build a

thermonuclear fusion

"Mike" and "Bravo"

tests

bomb began

in earnest,

culminating in the famous

of November, 1952 and March, 1954, respectively.

The U.S. science administrator Lewis Strauss maintained a concern

for security

which, though exaggerated, nevertheless exemplifies attitudes that affected the

development of American science and the fusion program
beginning of his service as

AEC commissioner in April,

From

in particular.

the

1947, Strauss held that U.S.

policy concerning scientific information should be strict and err on the side of caution.

Throughout the 1950s, Strauss maintained a position expressed
security

is

found

to

be excessive,

it

in his

can always be cured by relaxing

memoirs: "When

it,

cure for inadequate security."'*^ In 1953, after a panel on disarmament
policy of "candor" toward the

American people, Strauss opposed

the

[but] there is

no

recommended

a

recommendation

vehemently. His efforts to persuade President Eisenhower were successful after the
Soviet Union announced the successful test of

its

own

thermonuclear fusion

bomb

in

August, 1953.45

When
drawn

to the

research.

Strauss

AEC's

During

became

AEC chairman in July of that same year, his attention was

relatively small

program on controlled thermonuclear fusion

his tenure as chairman, he sought to

expand the U.S. fusion

a generous increase of funding and also to shore up the
Strauss, the decisive reason

why

potential military applications.

Project

Sherwood had

effort with

AEC classification policy. To
to

be classified secret was

its

A successful fusion reactor would produce a strong flux

of neutrons that could be used to transmute uranium ore into plutonium fuel for the

production of fission bombs. Strauss concluded that this would "alter the weapons

balance between countries having access to uranium supplies and those having no access

''^Lewis L. Strauss,

Men

and Decisions (New York: Doubleday and Company, 1962),

p.

262; Rhodes, pp.

310-311.
"^^R.G. Hewlett

and J.M. Holl, Atoms for Peace and War: Eisenhower and the Atomic Energy Commission

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), pp. 55-59.
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or limited access to such supplies."'*^ Strauss gave this rationale in a letter of October,

1955, to the Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, also
the

McKinney

Panel. Using the terminology of the

identified Project

Sherwood

known

as

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, he

as a producer of "special nuclear material" (a category that

included uranium and plutonium), which brought Sherwood under the rubric of
"restricted data.

"^'^

Both the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union had adopted a policy of secrecy
for similar reasons.

Although Thomson and Thonemann's programs had begun on an

unclassified basis, after the arrest of Klaus Fuchs, fusion research

general reassessment of U.K. policy. At an
classification of the Imperial College

was caught up

AERE meeting in November,

in a

1950, the

and Clarendon Laboratory fusion projects was

supported on the basis that they might provide a copious neutron source. These programs

were therefore moved

to

more secure

Aldermaston Court and the
research

was done side-by-side with both

I.N. Golovin, Russia

Associated Electrical Industries

fission

and fusion

bomb

at

fusion

work. According to

adopted a policy of secrecy for similar reasons: because the program

"could be used not only to generate

was

facilities, at

AERE at Harwell.'** From the beginning, Russian

power but

also to produce weapons,"

and because

it

"closely related to the hydrogen bomb.""*^

The

AEC

research besides

had additional reasons for maintaining the secret classification of fusion
its

diplomatic historian
"^^Lewis Strauss, draft

concern that a fusion reactor would have military applications. The

Melvyn

Leffler uses an

memorandum, May

1,

1956,

expanded conception of national security

AR47/AIP. The

scientists

themselves

to

initially sold

first proposal for the stellarator, Lyman Spitzer
could be used as a neutron producer to transmute lithium into

fusion research, in part, with a similar argument. In his

pointed out
tritium

23,

that, if successful, the stellarator

which could then be used as

fuel for fusion

bombs. Lyman

Spitzer,

"A Proposed

Stellarator," July

1951,NYO-993, AR47/AIP.

'*'Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy, Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy volume
,

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1956),
"^^Hendry and Lawson, pp.

8,

16-18.

'*^Golovin and Shafranov, pp. 156, 165.

p. 129.

2,

January, 1956

Ill

.

understand the motivations of policy makers during the

Truman

Administration. Going

beyond a narrowly military conception, Leffler sees national security as including a

commitment

general

to the values

and

institutions of the

Such an expanded sense of national

security

Sherwood policymakers. Lewis Strauss saw
weapons

as something that

is

American way of life.^o

easy to find in the writings of the

the development of nuclear energy and

America was uniquely capable of accomplishing and by

which America would be strengthened.^' In

typical

opening remarks to the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE), Strauss said "The Commission's program
directed toward encouraging development of the uses of atomic energy in the

is

framework

of the American free enterprise system, thereby deriving profit from the initiative and
competitive resourcefulness which

is

characteristic of that system. "^2 Strauss's

enthusiasm for thermonuclear fusion research was tied both to his desire to prove the
superiority of free enterprise

and to

his earlier policy decisions regarding the

thermonuclear bomb. In 1949 Strauss had been angered by the fact that research into the
fusion
that

bomb had been resisted by

the

AEC's General Advisory Council on

the grounds

thermonuclear reactions would never have peaceful applications. Strauss sought to

prove his

critics

wrong; he hoped Project Sherwood would not only prove

thermonuclear fusion reaction would be a great boon to humanity, but that
strengthen and spread the

From

that the

it

would

American way of life.^^

the beginning of the fusion program, scientists

had varied and sometimes

confused reactions to classification. Three general positions were voiced: support of

P. Leffler, "The American Conception of National Security and the Beginnings of the Cold War,
1945-48." American Historical Review, vol. 89 (April 1984), pp. 346-400.

5'

See Chapter XII of Richard Pfau,

No

Sacrifice too Great:

The Life of Lewis

L. Strauss (Charlottesville:

University Press of Virginia, 1984).

.

Committee on Atomic Energy, Development. Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy Industry
February 7-23, 1956 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1956), p. 2.
52joint

^^Strauss,

Men

and Decisions

,

p.

339, and Bromberg, Fusion

.

,

p. 36.

.
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complete secrecy, an insistence on complete openness, and a number of intermediate
positions, holding that pure science could

be published but that technical

At Princeton University, the Department of Physics had been slow

not.

presence of classified research. After

much

debate during the

first

details

could

to accept the

half of 1951, the

department permitted the commencement of work on John Wheeler's "Matterhom
Project,"

which was devoted

Spitzer's

work on

the

new

development of the thermonuclear bomb, and Lyman

to the

which was

controlled thermonuclear fusion,

to

be done off campus

at

Forrestal Research Center.^'*

On November 23,

1951 Spitzer wrote a

letter to the

AEC enunciating a variant of

the intermediate position on secrecy, requesting that aspects of his research be

To

declassified "primarily to help us in attracting additional personnel to the Project."

help this process along, he asked to "publish in the physics journals basic articles dealing

with the problems of physics in which

we were

working." However, Spitzer did not

request declassification of the technical details of his program.^^

One month

later

he

received a response from the Director of the Division of Research, T.H. Johnson,
rejecting his request.

Johnson warned

that "it is not proper to consider

your project on an

unclassified basis" and that "the release of the fundamental idea and fundamental

research information related to your project might

weaken

the future security of this

country. "56

At the

first

secret

Sherwood Conference

assembled fusion researchers voted on the
present,

at

Denver, Colorado, in June, 1952, the

AEC policy of secrecy;

of the 98 physicists

97 voted for declassification.^^ The main concern of the physicists was the

Amy Sue Bix, '"Backing into Sponsored Research': Physics and Engineering at Princeton University,"
History of Higher Education Annual 1993 vol. 13 (1 993), pp. 26-27.
.

^^Lyman

Spitzer,

memorandum,

56T.H. Johnson, Letter to

Lyman

April 20, 1955,
Spitzer,

AR47/AIP.

December 2 1

,

1

95 1 AR47/AIP.
,

Committee on Atomic Energy, Phvsical Research Program February 3-14, 1958 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1958), p. 398.
^''Joint

.
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difficulty

of attracting

However,
the

new

talent to a project

whose very purpose could not be divulged.

after discussions at the meeting, the attendees

AEC's

decided to provisionally accept

more was known concerning

classification policy until

the research

and

its

likelihood of success.
In order to alleviate the

problem of recruitment, the

AEC acknowledged the

existence of the project at the First International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of

Atomic Energy
recruitment, but

in

it

Geneva,

in

August, 1955. This announcement helped with

also increased the resolve of those in favor of full declassification. In

October, 1955, Henry Smyth, a professor of physics at Princeton University, and once a
supporter of classification, spoke in favor of

Conference Board meeting, saying:
...

"I for

full declassification at

one

feel that the veil

a National Industrial

of secrecy should be

my impression that the work on controlled thermonuclear reactions has

It is

significant military importance.

working

in the field agree.

I

may be wrong,

but

I

lifted

no

believe most of the people

"^^

After August, 1955, the

AEC

allowed limited open discussion of general plasma

theory, but maintained a strict control of technical information regarding fusion

machines. Five months before,

Lyman

Spitzer complained

when

a report by Hartland

Snyder, of Brookhaven National Laboratory, was given a secret classification. In a
to Snyder, Spitzer

no

argued that his work

details of anything that is classified"

book
of his

that

went over closely-related

letter to the

Steering

"is entirely

and noted

ideas.^^

To

that he himself

had begun work on a

register his concern, Spitzer sent a

Sherwood Steering Committee. By February, 1956,

Committee allowed Richard Post

letter

confined to basic physics and reveals

to write a general article

the

copy

Sherwood

on fusion research

for

5«R.F. Post, Interview with Joan Bromberg, June 27-28, 1978, AR47/AIP; R.F. Post, "Plasma Physics in
the Twentieth Century," in L.M. Brown, A. Pais, and Sir B. Pippard, eds.. Twentieth Century Physics vol.
,

Ill

(New York: American

Institute

of Physics Press, 1995),

^^Quoted

in

^OLyman

Spitzer, Letter to Hartland Snyder,

Nucleonics vol. 13 (November 1955),
,

March

p.

1633.

10, 1955.

Box

p. 19.

34, folder 20,

LSP/PU.

.
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Nucleonics magazine. A.M. Bishop wrote:

was generally agreed

"It

that, to the

extent

permitted by the classification guide, articles of this type should be encouraged."^'

The AEC's policy of releasing
out the technical details perplexed

1956, James

Tuck wondered

[Declassification]

certain information regarding theory but blacking

some

scientists.

Edward

In a letter to

Guide gets

its

example from

fission reactors,

Teller in early

Sherwood

that "in all probability, the present

where the ideas

obvious, and the technology everything. But in Sherwood there

is

are

much more room

going wrong in principle and, therefore, more value in knowing the successful ideas
So, you see

why

I

think the present Declassification Guide will leave the

for

.

.

Commission

holding the bag—but not the cat."^^

Speaking to the

JCAE

in February, 1956,

of Classification, criticized the logic of the

gesture towards greater scientific openness by
limitations

James Beckerley, former

McKinney

Report.

recommending

satisfied, as

To

AEC,

that the

which national security considerations impose, permit the

of scientific and engineering ideas."

AEC Director

The Report had made a
"within the

maximum

interplay

Beckerley, these two goals could not be mutually

exemplified by the fact that even fusion research was caught under the

secrecy umbrella. "This

is, I

believe, the first time in the United States

when, during

peacetime, a pioneering fundamental research project has been labeled as having 'national
security considerations.'" Beckerley also noted the contradictory nature of the

Panel's

McKinney

recommendations on the production of special nuclear materials. The panel,

following Strauss' lead, supported the classification of Project Sherwood on the basis that
its

machines might prove

to

be neutron producers. However, the report also

°'A.M. Bishop, "Minutes of the Sherwood Steering Committee Meeting," February
AR47/AIP.
62james Tuck, Letter

to

Edward

Teller,

February 16, 1956, AR47/AIP.

7,

1956, p. 4,
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recommended
was a

far

the release of information concerning fission reactor technology,

which

more promising source of neutrons.

In testimony to the U.S.

Committee on Government Operation

in 1957, Clifford

Furnas, chancellor of the University of Buffalo, suggested that fusion research did not

have direct military applications but should be considered as research on the "general
laws of nature." Furnas claimed that "basic scientific information should hardly ever be
classified"

and suggested

that greater progress

would be made

if

the project

were

declassified.^ Representative Clare Hoffman, a supporter of Strauss' policies,

perplexed by Furnas' testimony and noted the

Hoffman suggested

After

many

was

military uses of nuclear research.

that the release of information concerning "basic science"

might become helpful to an enemy of the United States during wartime, Furnas insisted
"But

it

know

helps us

more than

it

helps them."

To

this,

Hoffman

shot back

"You mean we

less than they do?"^^

As one might
The diplomatic

expect, such discussions seldom reached satisfying conclusions.

historian

Aaron Friedberg points out a

particularly important

contradiction in post-war science policy that casts light
external threat during the early

on

this.

The perception of

Cold War encouraged policymakers

to

expand

state

power. This had the unfortunate side effect of threatening the traditional American
strengths of

economic and

political pluralism.^^

It

also entailed a further contradiction

since any state restriction of the free play of ideas in science

endanger

scientific progress

was

also perceived to

and therefore nafional security. As early as 1951, James

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Development. Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy Industry
February 7-23, 1956 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1956), pp. 463-9.

^Committee on Government Operations, Availability of Information From Federal Departments and
A gencies November 18-9, 1957 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1957), p. 3166.
.

^^Committee on Government Operations, pp. 3172-3173.

Aaron L. Friedberg, "Review Essay: Science, the Cold
History vol. 20 (Winter 1996), pp. 107-18.
,

War and

the

American

State," Diplomatic

.

Beckerley saw this tension as one between "security through secrecy" and "security
through achievement. "^'^

Some

and policymakers

scientists

felt that

would have been made on controlled thermonuclear research,
security, if the project

complained

to the

had been declassified

JCAE

earlier.

fear that our country's progress in this field has

delay

.

.

.

The

Secrecy in scientific fields

is,

in

M.

physicist

in 1958: "I regret that this action has

greater progress

resulting in greater national

Stanley Livingston

been delayed so long, and

been significantly handicapped by the

almost

all

cases, a handicap and results in a

decrease in our long-range security. "^^

Such debates became even more complex and worrisome when American
industry expressed interest in Project Sherwood.

A number of research laboratories had

already been involved in ionized gas research for

many

these, General Electric,

companies became involved
construction of

years.

The most

significant of

had become heavily involved in fusion research. Other

Sherwood

in fusion

facilities or

work

as subcontractors

by supporting the

by maintaining experiments. By June, 1956, 35

firms had been granted access permits; less than

two years

later, this

number had

doubled.69

Some

of industry interest was due to their concern that investment into fission

energy might prove premature
In a July, 1957 article

secrecy

"is that

it

on

if

wave of fusion technology was not

the next

fusion. Fortune

magazine suggested

that

far behind.

one objection to

gives U.S. businessmen— who must ultimately invest in the atom, either

through fission or fusion—an inadequate view of what

is

going on."

''°

At a session of the

^^ Nucleonics vol.
8 (January, 1951), pp. 13-5.
.

Committee on Atomic Energy, Physical Research Program February 3-14, 1958 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1958), pp. 399-4(X).
Joint

.

^^

Nucleonics vol. 14 (June, 1956), p. 20B, and Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, DevelopmentGrowth, and State of the Atomic Energy Industry February 19-March 4, 1958 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
.

.

Government Printing

Office, 1958), pp. 28-30.

'^'Francis Bello, "Fusion

Power: The Trail Gets Hotter," Fortune July, 1957,
.

p.

176.
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JCAE

in 1958, the

General Electric Corporation asked that the

AEC to reduce the time

required to release technical reports concerning Project Sherwood, asserting that such

information exchange

"is essential to

establishing in the field of thermonuclear processes

the atmosphere of free scientific interchange characteristic of other areas of industrial

technology in which the United States has led the world.

Even sharper

criticisms

came from

the nuclear press.

of the influential magazine. Nucleonics became a vocal
,

the control of information

on both

fission

""^^

Jerome B. Luntz, the editor

critic

of

AEC policy regarding

and fusion. Appearing before the preliminary

hearings on the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, Luntz objected to provisions in the Act

which imposed

fines

on anyone who, intentionally or unintentionally, released

classified

information: "The effect of [these provisions] will be to inhibit rather than foster the
desired dissemination of information.

They

will tend to

make

scientists

and publishers

over-conservative in discharging their obligation to provide that free interchange. "'^

Throughout the 1950's, Luntz wrote
policy."

He found and

published as

much

editorials calling for "a bold declassification

information as he could on

AEC policies and

research, as well as unclassified industry and university research. Shortly after the 1955

announcement of the existence of Project Sherwood, Luntz commissioned an
controlled thermonuclear fusion from the Austrian physicist

Hans

article

introduction to the article, Luntz noted that "because of the potentially major

economic

significance of fusion power. Nucleonics has been trying (unsuccessfully) for
get knowledgeable U.S. scientists to write

published a second

article,

developed outside of the

""Joint

on the

subject."^^

on

Thirring. In his

Three months

months

later

which discussed two unclassified fusion experiments

to

Luntz
that

had

AEC effort at Tufts University and the University of Southern

Committee on Atomic Energy, Development. Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy Industry
4, 1958 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1958), pp. 434-5.

.

February 19-March
'2joint

May

Committee on Atomic Energy,

10-9,

S. 3323 and H.R. 8862. To Amend the Atomic Energv Act of 1946.
1954 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1954), pp. 50-3.

''^Nucleonics, vol. 13

(November, 1955),

p. 62.
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California.^'*

a review

By that

time, he had secured a verbal agreement from Richard Post to write

article.

As we have

seen, domestic pressure against

during and after 1956. However,

it

was not enough

AEC policy became significant
to

change the thinking of the

AEC

policymakers. For the proximate causes of the declassification of Project Sherwood

we

must investigate the tension between the national and international implications of policy
regarding secrecy.''^

The attempt

scientific information

to ensure national security

was contradicted by two tendencies

international dissemination of scientific data. First,

by controlling the flow of

that

encouraged the

American policymakers became

concerned that the stoppage of information to and from other nations might cripple

American

scientific

development and therefore national

sought to extend U.S. scientific prestige in the Cold
to the intemational

community. In a report of March

Council warned that

"If the

United States

security.

War by

Second, policymakers

releasing certain information

12, 1955, the

fails to exploit its

National Security

atomic potential, politically

and psychologically, the U.S.S.R. could gain an important advantage

in

what

is

becoming

a critical sector of the cold war struggle. "^^

During the 1950s, relations between the United States and the Soviet Union were
understandably
fission

difficult,

but tension

was

also evident in U.S. -U.K. relations concerning

and fusion research. Diplomatic historians have shown that the United States was

never strongly committed to post-war nuclear collaboration with the United Kingdom, an
attitude that

was reinforced by

the spy scandals.

The Quebec Agreement

for cooperation

^'^

Nucleonics vol. 14 (February, 1956), pp. 42-4. In 1956, Luntz also intended to publish a major review
of the basic theoretical principles of controlled thermonuclear fusion, by Sherwood researcher, Richard
The Sherwood Steering Committee convinced Post to publish his article in "a more suitable
.

Post.

medium," the Review of Modern Physics.
^^Suggestive interactions between the national and international contexts of scientific research are
discussed by Elisabeth Crawford, Terry Shinn, and Sverker Sorlin, eds.. Denationalizing Science: The

Contexts of International Scientific Practice (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1993).
^^National Security Council Report

NSC

5507/2, Foreign Relations of the United States vol.
,

XX,

p. 51.
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in

postwar nuclear research, made between Churchill and Roosevelt

rejected after the

supremacy

in

war by

Truman Administration so

the

both nuclear weapons and nuclear power.

in

August, 1943, was

as to insure United States
'''^

Just as the

Atomic Energy Act

of 1946 had precluded information exchange with Britain regarding fission energy
technology, so

it

cut off information concerning Project Sherwood.

During the 1950s American observers displayed great concern regarding British
capabilities in both fission

and fusion. At a symposium marking the opening of Calder

Hall in 1956, Sir Christopher Hinton of the United

Kingdom Atomic Energy

(UKAEA)

giving us the

claimed that "the Calder Hall reactor

nuclear power and

we

Americans were not

shall

is

be able to retain that advantage for

entirely

initial

Authority

lead in the use of

The

at least a decade."''*

convinced by Hinton's rhetoric but

it

made them

nervous.

Already, in 1955, the National Security Council had warned that "world acceptance of
U.S. leadership in the peaceful use of atomic power

may be endangered by

U.S.S.R. and

possibly by U.K. activities in the near future."''^ Because the British experimental effort

began before

that of the

accomplishments

energy research as

Thomson and Blackman's

discovered

worried that the United

AEC became concerned about British

United States, the

in fusion

much

as in fission.

During 1952, the

AEC

patent application for a toroidal fusion device, and

Kingdom had begun

a significant experimental program.^o

'^See Martin Sherwin, A World Destroyed: Hiroshima and the Origins of the Arms Race (New York:
Vintage Booics, 1987); Greg Herken. The Winning Weapon: The Atomic Bomb in the Cold War. 1945-

1950 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981).
^^

Nucleonics vol. 14 (December 1956), p. S2. For more on American worries about the British atomic
energy program see David Lowry, "Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear Power: Bias and Mythology in the
Making of the British Magnox Nuclear Reactor Program," in Margaret Blunden and Owen Greene, eds..
Science and Mythology in the Making of Defense Policy (London Brassey's Defense Publishers, 1989),
.

pp. 127-66.

''^National Security Council Report

NSC 5507/2, Foreign

Relations of the United States volume
,

XX,

p. 47.

*^.H. Johnson, Letter to James Tuck, November 20, 1953, AR47/AIP. For a reproduction of the
Thomson-Blackman patent, see Post, "Plasma Physics in the Twentieth Century," pp. 1634-5.
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There

is

a

common

pattern to

"economy of information." The
companies, or nations

The

valuable.

first

if it

AEC information exchange that might be called an

AEC only gave out information to individuals,

expected to receive information back that was equally or more

agreement for cooperation on nuclear energy research between the

U.K. and the U.S. was signed into law
Steering

In February, 1956 the

in June, 1955.*'

Committee considered information exchange with the

They made an

Sherwood

British for the first time.

affirmative recommendation, concluding that "exchange of technical

information in this field with the U.K. would be profitable to the AEC."*^
Nevertheless, this recommendation did not

months. In April, 1956, the
secrecy

United

at

come

to fruition for another eight

UKAEA chairman John Cockcroft pushed for a removal of

a declassification meeting in Washington between the United States, the

Kingdom and

Canada.*^

^

memorandum

recording a lunch engagement with

Cockcroft on April 25, W.C. Johnson noted that "the United

downgraded

their Controlled

Thermonuclear Program

Kingdom has

to confidential

already

and would favor

complete declassification. "*"* Nevertheless, Lewis Strauss did not take action, either
towards declassification or towards cooperation with the U.K.

Almost

at the

same moment

that Strauss rebuffed Cockcroft's request, the Soviet

physicist Igor Kurchatov scored a propaganda triumph. During a visit to Harwell,

Kurchatov delivered an unscheduled

was

significant because

talk

on controlled thermonuclear fusion. The

talk

Kurchatov went beyond discussing the general properties of hot

plasmas, and included results on pinch experiments.

Many

observers judged the talk to

contain significant disclosures. Luntz devoted nine pages to the event in the June, 1956

United States Senate, Proposed Agreements for Cooperation Concerning Civil Uses of Atomic Energy
Between U.S. and Belgium, etc. 84th congress, 1st session, Senate Report 1051 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1955).
.

^^Minutes of the Sherwood Steering Committee Meeting, February

^^Guy Hartcup and T.E. Allibone, Cockcroft and the Atom
8'*W.C. Johnson to W.F. Libby, April 26, 1956,

AR47/AIP.

(Bristol:

7, 8,

and

Adam

9,

1955,

AR47/AIP.

Hilger, 1984).
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issue of Nucleonics including a full text of Kurchatov's talk, with official reactions
,

and

Chairman of the JCAE, and Democratic

technical evaluations. Clinton Anderson,

opponent of Strauss' policies, took the opportunity to assert that "classification of this

program merely proves
search for
fusion."

new

ideas,

that

we

when we

lose our

main

James Beckerley noted the irony
were given a public

free nation

strength, in our traditional

try to classify basic scientific

lecture,

work such

freedom

that "at Harwell, the scientists of a

by a representative of a

to

as controlled

nominally

totalitarian nation,

on

fusion for peace."*^ Arguing against such sentiments, Lewis Strauss claimed that

Kurchatov's paper did not reveal anything to American scientists that they did not
already: "I can only

assume

The Sherwood Steering Committee recommended

further revelations."*^

releasing information: not only

was concern

that

know

Harwell speech was designed to bait us into some

that the

were American experimental

against

results uncertain, but there

any significant release of information "might be interpreted simply as

propaganda and a 'me-too'

attitude."

Despite such doubts, Kurchatov's talk reinforced a small shift in

AEC policy.

After April, 1956, articles appeared in the open literature which discussed controlled

thermonuclear fusion explicitly, though giving virtually no technical information.
given by Edward Teller, on June
in

6, to the

American Nuclear Society, and

later

A talk

published

Nuclear Science and Engineering discussed general considerations of the competing
,

processes of energy gain and loss, as well as the problem of confining a plasma with a

magnetic
in the

field.**

more

The

article that

prestigious

Richard Post originally wrote for Nucleonics came out

Reviews of Modem Physics Like
.

Teller's article. Post's

contained general considerations of energy balance and plasma containment, but offered
*^

Nucleonics vol. 14 (June, 1956), pp. 37, 43.
.

*^Lewis Strauss, draft memorandum,

May

1,

1956,

AR47/AIP.

*^Minutes of the Sherwood Steering Committee, June
**E. Teller, Nuclear Science and Engineering

.

6,

1956,

AR47/AIP.
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few technical

details.

Post only discussed the pinch effect, which had already been

disclosed in Kurchatov's talk. Although Post explained this limited treatment

gamut of possibilities here

the "the

scope of

he was, in

this article,"

The Kurchatov
exchange with the
Kurchatov

amended

talk,

to

British.

when

the

The

later,

by the

large

and

fact, restrained

encouraged an

in

by

AEC policy.^^

AEC policy shift regarding information
was

laid a

month before

for Cooperation with the United

both the

by saying

their discussion is clearly outside the

basis for this change

Agreement

broaden cooperation

Four months
initiated

talk also

is

civil

the

Kingdom was

and military uses of nuclear energy.

a series of meetings on controlled thermonuclear reactions were

AEC and the UKAEA.

Between October, 1956 and the complete

declassification of controlled thermonuclear fusion research, in August, 1958, the

two

nations engaged in six such meetings.
Attitudes about declassification and cooperation in fusion research were affected

by the perceived likelihood of success

for the program. In February, 1952, J.R.

Oppenheimer, then chairman of the General Advisory Committee, suggested
research "proceed on a totally unclassified basis," in light of the fact that

chance of a quick success: "There
secret,

the

and

Uttle prospect

American fusion

effort experimental results

its

we have

optimism as the

instabilities (discussed in the

"it

seems a

little

first

to

However,

result of

in the

keep

four years of

were disappointing and so pressure

built

course of 1956 the fusion

promising research on plasma

following section). James Tuck wrote to Willard Libby that

particularly unsuitable time to take a hasty action like

*^R.F. Post, "Controlled Fusion Research

Reviews of Modern Physics,
27, 1978,

seen.

that fusion

had

no points of technical information

of early practical development."^*' During the

for full declassification, as

community renewed

are, in fact,

it

--

An

complete

Application of the Physics of High Temperature Plasmas,"

vol. 28, no. 3 (1956), p. 345; R.F. Post, interview

by Joan Bromberg, June 26-

AR47/AIP.

Commission Research Program on Controlled Thermonuclear Processes, Report by
Directors of Research and Classification (1952), pp. 7-8, AR47/AIP.
^''Atomic Energy

?

the
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declassification just

now, since we surely ought

and see whether the very new

to wait

stabilization constitute a breakthrough. "^^

ideas

on

1956

to 1958, a strong sense of

Therefore, despite the cooperative interchanges between the U.S. and U.K. from

competition lingered. This was particularly evident in the

circumstances surrounding the flagship project of the

UKAEA fusion effort: the Zeta

experiment, based around a large toroidal pinch machine. Harwell had started
construction of the Zeta machine in mid- 1956 and had begun experiments in August,

By

1957.

the

end of the year, the British

scientists

were extremely optimistic: they

believed that their machine had achieved high temperatures and, the sine qua non of a
successful fusion experiment, the production of neutrons via genuine thermonuclear
processes.
In the

months leading up

to the

Zeta announcement rumors circulated concerning

the success of the British experiments.
States

not

was

seem

intentionally holding

to

up

be evidence to substantiate

American policy makers had

The

British press speculated that the United

release of the Zeta information. Although there does
this claim,

it is

important to note the concern

for the impression created

by the news

stories: that the

United States lagged behind the United Kingdom in the field of controlled thermonuclear
fusion.

To

help combat

joint statement

this,

Strauss and Sir

Edwin Plowden of the

UKAEA released a

on November 22, 1957, disavowing any implication of competition

between the two countries.

response to British requests, the

AEC agreed to a limited

release of information, regarding pinch machines in both countries.

The joint U.S. -U.K.

announcement was made on January 24, 1958 and the next day, seven
in the journal Nature

^'

James

L.

appeared

Tuck, Letter to Willard F. Libby, March 27, 1956, AR47/AIP.

^^Strauss supplemented the Plowden-Strauss statement with his

1957. For a

articles

.

full text

own AEC

press release on

December

of both, see Atomic Energy Commission, 23rd Semi-Annual Report to Congress.

July -December. 1957 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Government

Printing Office, 1958), pp. 246-7.

18,
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The American and

and politicians reacted with varying degrees

British scientists

of nationalist sentiment. During

late

1957 and early 1958, a number of news

appeared in which British scientists seemed to put the U.S. program in a bad

Washington Post

article

claimed that the Harwell

scientist J.V.

stories

light.

One

Dunworth was of the

opinion that both Britain and the Soviet Union were ahead of the United States in fusion

Hugh

research.^3 In January, 1958,

announcement "gave universal

Gaitskill said to the

satisfaction to the

House of Commons

that the

Zeta

whole country, and a feeling of great

pride in the achievement of our scientists."^'*

On January

27, 1958, Everett Holies of the

AEC wrote an angry letter to Lewis

Strauss complaining that "the British cannot go blithely on, blaming

which they have no
scientists

himself

over

his

These

do have

stories are being fed to the

control.

JCAE

hearings, Clinton

his audience that "while there

mouth which sounds

as if he

Britain—we have made him over

To many

I

know,

it

on the press over

newspapers by the Harwell

for example, that

a strongly anti- American story to Charles

later, at the

by reminding

from

whom they

who gave

few days

control.

it

was Cockcroft

CoUingswood of CBS."^^

^

Anderson jokingly introduced James Tuck

may be

an occasional word or two that

falls

might be a Britisher— he came over here from

in the

West and we regard him

as a hometowner."^^

observers, the U.S. -U.K. exchange of information had resulted in an

unconstructive, competitive relationship and had demonstrated that the bilateral
declassification of fusion research

was a

failure.

In February, 1958,

"One thing

for full international declassification in an editorial:

Jerome Luntz called

that is clear is that the

spectacle that both teams have just gone through— the scientists, the administrators and

^^Hendry and Lawson,
^'"Zeta,"

p. 50.

Atom. Monthly Information

Bulletin of the

^^Everett Holies to Lewis Strauss, January 27, 1958,

UKAEA

.

no. 17 (1958), p. 9.

AR47/AIP.

^Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Physical Research Program February 3-14, 1958 (Washington:
.

Government Printing

Office, 1958), p. 425.

„
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the policymakers-was a humiliating and disconcerting one, one that needn't have been

except for the secrecy that covered the work."^"^ This became

two months
for Zeta

later, it

was discovered by a

were incorrect and

that the

all

American team

visiting

the

more

when,

clear

that the British claims

machine was not producing neutrons via

thermonuclear processes. Instead, the British scientists had detected neutrons arising

from other processes

that

could not lead to a practical reactor.^*

In addition to the Zeta debacle, other factors contributed to the

of multilateral declassification.

By

AEC's acceptance

1958, the optimism of 1956 had dwindled, as

researchers found that their fusion machines demonstrated further plasma instabilities that

they could not control. There

was

still

hope among the

especially Strauss that the scientists might

hope was not shared by the
the

JCAE, and

and,

especially

by mid- 1958,

it

make

scientists themselves.

its

became

AEC administrators and

a sudden breakthrough.

However,

this

In addition, Strauss' relationship with

chairman Clinton Anderson, had become extremely tense
clear that he

would not accept reappointment by President

Eisenhower.

There was also considerable sentiment in favor of multilateral declassification.

The Atoms

for Peace policy

was both a cause and a

result of

such sentiments. Scholars

have noted that Eisenhower's famous speech to the United Nations, on December

8,

1953, had complex motivations. Eisenhower wanted to enunciate a policy that not only

reduced the risk of a nuclear holocaust but also bolstered American prestige and

economic

influence."^'

^^Nudeonics,

Eisenhower's

first set

of motivations became widely influential

vol. 17 (February, 1958), p. 92.

^^Hendry and Lawson, pp. 54-55.
^^Bromberg, Fusion

,

.

p. 78.

•'^.G. Hewlett and J.M. Holl, Atoms for Peace and War: Eisenhower and
Commission (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), pp. 489-90.

the

Atomic Energy

'"'Lawrence Scheinman. The International Atomic Energy Agency and World Nuclear Power
(Washington: Resources for the Future, 1987),

p. 62;

Hewlett and Holl,

p. 72.

.
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and contributed to the founding of the International Atomic Energy Agency as well the
declassification of Project

fusion research, led by
effort in

Sherwood. Within the

Amasa Bishop

AEC

itself,

one

,

effort to declassify

during 1956, argued that "a truly international

an important scientific endeavor such as Sherwood could

make

a significant

contribution toward peace by restoring a degree of trust and understanding between
nations of the world."'"^ Echoing similar sentiments, Igor Kurchatov, in an article in the

February 28, 1958 issue of Pravda pressed not only for the declassification of fusion
.

research, but for atomic

disarmament as well: "Complete frankness among

the various countries occupied with research

scientists

on controlled thermonuclear reactions

of

is

hardly to be expected so long as atomic and hydrogen weapons are not banned." '^^

During

example of the

this time, the International

possibilities

Geophysical Year provided an impressive

of international cooperation. At the same time, the Soviet

Union's launch of Sputnik renewed American anxieties about falling behind
international competition. Sputnik affected the

Sherwood

its

declassification decision

by

heightening the United States' need for national and international prestige. The outcry of
the

American public put pressure on

the

Eisenhower Administration

to demonstrate the

general health of U.S. science and national security. 'O"* Jerome Wiesner, in a talk to the

Committee

for

Economic Development

in June, 1957,

warned of the consequences of

Soviet superiority in science and technology generally, but also in fusion research

"The

specifically:

real political

thermonuclear power
this is really

first

and psychological advantage of

would

their

developing

greatly exceed the recent effects of Sputnik, because

a source of vast and unlimited energy for mankind. "'^^ In addition to

•''^A.S. Bishop, Classification of the Controlled Thermonuclear Program, Report by the Directors of
Research and Classification, Draft, dated March 6, 1956, AR47/AIP.

'°^I.N.

Golovin, I.V. Kurchatov.

A Socialist-Realist Biography of the

(Bloomington: Selbstverlag, 1968),
'O^R.A. Divine,

Soviet Nuclear Scientist

p. 77.

The Sputnik Challenge (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1993).

'"^Jerome Wiesner, "Are Research and Technology the Soviets' Secret Weapon?,"

American Enterprise (Nevy York: Doubleday and Company, 1958),

p. 77.

in

Soviet Progress vs.
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sharing such concerns, the
the international

AEC also wished to reinforce the general perception within

community of U.S. supremacy

in nuclear technology.

general crisis of prestige brought about by Sputnik, the

Sherwood prominently
Atomic Energy,

was put

in

at the

AEC

In response to the

decided to feature Project

Second International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of

Geneva, Switzerland, during September, 1958.'^ Declassification

off until the last possible

moment,

until

August 30, 1958, two days before the

opening of the conference.

Between 1952 and 1958, U.S.

classification policy entailed a

complex tension

within the thinking of the policy makers, scientists, congressmen, and industry
representatives.

superiority led

On

the

some

one hand, military and economic concerns for American

to protect national

knowledge; on the other, ideals concerning the

nature of scientific and economic development as well as international cooperation, spok(
for declassification.

The

fact that fusion research

remained secret for a significant period

of time affected the later development of plasma physics, in ways that

The

declassification of fusion research led to

instauration" of 1958

what

and 1959. However, the

I

we explore

below.

characterize as "the great

political context

and social relations of

fusion research, described in this section, contributed to the lack of contact between the

plasma

specialties which, in turn, led to

what

I

characterize as "the great separation"

between them.
Fusion Theory

During the years of secrecy, the

new machines and conducted
interpret the results, they

scientists of

developed plasma theory which, along with the fusion

machines, redirected fusion research from
event of a successful reactor), into a

new

pressing problem of plasma confinement
'^^Bromberg, Fusion pp. 71, 83.
,

each nation's fusion program built

increasingly sophisticated experiments. In their effort to

its

original goal, as an applied science (in the

scientific field of inquiry.

was

the identification

After 1954, the most

and analysis of plasma
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The

instabilities.

of

all

theoretical analysis of

three general types of

plasma

instabilities

encouraged the development

plasma models: the analysis of individual

fluid description (following Alfven)

particle orbits, the

and the kinetic-theory description (following

Landau). Although the technical details of the fusion machines had been kept secret,
aspects of the theory of high-temperature, fusion plasmas already had appeared in the

open

By

literature since 1955.

1958, plasma theory had

become a

central legitimation for

the nascent discipline.

The

first

developments regarding the theory of plasma

instabilities in fusion

machines were presented at the secret Sherwood meetings. The
1952, featured only seven

talks.

contained a brief discussion of

Schwarzschild discussed two
perspective.

The

first,

One

"Two

talk,

Instabilities in a

instabilities

Magnetically Confined Plasma."

the Rayleigh-Taylor instability,

confining magnetic
resulted

from

field.

lateral

instability

(MHD)

had been suggested to

bomb developed

between the high-explosive shock wave and the

machine might develop an

meeting, on June 28,

from a magnetohydrodynamic

Schwarzschild by Edward Teller. Just as an implosion
the interface

first

given by Martin Schwarzschild of Princeton,

bomb

instabilities at

tamper, so the fusion

between the interface of the plasma and the

Second, Schwarzschild considered the kink

displacements of the plasma (Figure

instability,

which

3-2).'°''

Schwarzschild and the other fusion researchers tried to acknowledge the
seriousness of questions regarding plasma instabilities and at the

same time

to reassure

themselves that the problems could be solved. For example, after reviewing the Los

Alamos' pinch program, Tuck considered the kink

instability.

Tuck acknowledged

Schwarzschild's analysis showing the pinch to be unstable but he hoped that the kink
instability

might be eliminated with an externally-applied

'^^Martin Schwarzschild,

"Two

Instabilities in a

on Thermo-Nuclear Reactors Held

at

"So

far the case

Magnetically Confined Plasma," in Classified Conference

Denver June 28, 1952,
.

electric field:

WASH-1

15, p. 5,

AR47/AIP.
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a)

III

Plasma

+,-

Electric Charge,

>

»

•

,

Motion of

•

Magnetic Field
Electric Field

Plasnria.

Figure 3-2. Two simple plasma instabilities.
a) Rayleigh-Taylor instability; b) Kink instability.
M. Schwarzschild, "Two Instabilities in a Magnetically Confined Plasma," in
Atomic Energy Commission, Classified Conference on Thermo-nuclear Reactors

Held

at

Denver on June

28. 1952

.

WASH-1 15

(1952), pp. 10-1

1.

'
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with electric field has not been studied. Superficially, the electric field seems to have a
stabilizing effect.

Some
off

"'^^

of the earliest work on plasma instabilities in the United States was touched

by inter-laboratory

the beginning, the

two

rivalry

between Los Alamos and Princeton. Spitzer agrees

other." i*^^ This process

began

Los Alamos and described

after a Princeton

Spitzer's

about the stellarator concept in

met

at

an

that, in

labs "were sort of each pointing out the motes in the eyes of the

work

to

graduate student, Kenneth Ford, visited

James Tuck. Tuck then expressed

letters written to Spitzer.'"^

On May

his doubts

11, 1951, the

two

AEC meeting in Washington, DC.

Upon

his return to Princeton, Spitzer discussed Tuck's

work on

the pinch

with the Princeton theorist Martin Kruskal. This, in turn, touched off a
collaboration between

Tuck and Kruskal. After working during 1953 on an

analysis of the pinch, the

two concluded

that the

machine

fruitful

MHD

machine was indeed unstable. In an

attempt to identify a remedy, they found that an externally-applied longitudinal magnetic
field

might suppress the

instabilities.

However, by February, 1954, Kruskal realized

that,

while the longitudinal field would eliminate high-frequency plasma vibrations, the long-

wavelength disturbances would remain unstable. Experiments

954 confirmed these poor

1

By

the fourth

results.

'

at

Los Alamos during

'

Sherwood meeting,

in

October 1954, the

stability

problem was

considered to be a serious problem. Edward Teller called attention to this in a brief
in

which he gave a simple prescription

'08J.L.

for determining

Tuck, Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions,"

'*^^Lyman Spitzer, Interview with Joan Bromberg,
Astrophysics,

p. 5,

"Ojames Tuck,

"M.

WASH-1 15,
15, 1978,

p.

61,

"

AR47/AIP.

.

Sources for History of Modem

AIP.

Letter to

Kruskal and

in

March

talk,

whether a magnetically-confined

Lyman

Spitzer,

May

3,

1951,

AR47/AIP, and Bromberg, Fusion

L. Tuck, "Instability of a Pinched Fluid with a Longitudinal

,

p. 21.

Magnetic Field," (written
November, 1953, distributed March 13, 1956), Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, LA-1716; M. Kruskal,
Letter to J.L. Tuck, February 11, 1954, AR47/AIP; Tanner, pp. 7-8; and Amasa Bishop, Project Sherwood:
The U.S. Program in Controlled Fusion (Reading: Addison- Wesley Publishing Company, 1958), p. 29.
'

J.

•
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plasma was stable or unstable. The method was based
classical mechanics. Teller suggested that, in order to

in the variational

be

approach of

movement of the

stable, the

plasma, through compression, expansion, or displacement, "should not cause a first-order

change
its

in the total

energy of the system. ""^ In other words,

if

the

plasma deviated from

equilibrium position and the energy of the system went down, then the plasma was

unstable.

Opinions vary on the importance of Teller's intervention. Recalling the event
years

Lyman

later,

Spitzer suggested that Teller

community

alerting the

to the

made an important

contribution by

He pointed

importance of energy changes.

out that Kruskai

and Schwarzschild's published paper of 1954 (based on the Schwarzschild work
discussed above), analyzed the Rayleigh-Taylor and kink instabilities without the

On

variational approach.

University

(NYU) had

the other hand, Harold

already

worked on

Grad pointed out

the approach

that

recommended by

New York
Teller.'"* In

NYU group presented a paper at the very same meeting, applying the variational

fact, the

principle for a

few specific plasma-confinement geometries.

true that the fusion

It is

instabilities.

By

late 1954,

it

community was already concerned with plasma

was evident

that the

confinement results of the early fusion

machines were poor, especially on the Los Alamos pinch machine and Princeton's
stellarator.

To make

If anything,

Bohm's grim empirical

relation

seemed optimistic

in hindsight.

matters worse, the poor results were not understood theoretically. Therefore,

after late 1954, fusion researchers

expended increasing

effort

on the analysis of plasma

"-Edward Teller, "Comments on Plasma Stability, and on a Constant-pressure Thermonuclear Reactor,"
Conference on Thermonuclear Reactions. Princeton University October 26-27, 1954, WASH- 184,
pp. 5-6,
.

AR47/AIP.
'
'

^Lyman

Spitzer, Interview with Joan

Bromberg, March 15,1 978, pp. 8-9, Sources for History of Modem

Astrophysics, AIP.

'

''Harold Grad, Interview with Joan Bromberg, April

9,

1979,

AR47/AIP.

"^Harold Grad, "Report from New York University," Conference on Thermonuclear Reactions. Princeton
University October 26-27, 1954, WASH- 184, pp. 144-147, AR47/AIP.
.

'
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instabilities.

In pursuing this work, the

models, using

all

trajectories in a

community was

led to develop a

wide array of

three general approaches to plasmas: the analysis of charged-particle

magnetic

motions of a

field (e.g., Alfven's adiabatic invariants), the

conducting fluid in a magnetic field (Alfven's

MHD model), and the kinetic theory (the

Boltzmann, Fokker-Planck, and Vlasov equations).

Many

of these studies were triggered by concerns with particular instabilities on

During 1955, the Los Alamos theorist Marshall Rosenbluth

particular machines.

produced one of the most important early analyses by generalizing Tuck and Kruskal's
analysis of the pinch. Rosenbluth had

come

plasma physics via

to

his association with

the laboratory. Originally trained in nuclear physics at the University of Chicago,

Rosenbluth received his Ph.D.
returned to Los

Alamos

in 1949.

After a brief

in 1950, motivated

designs.

He

"Castle" series."^

also participated in a

By

1955, he

1956, he

mechanics, but Rosenbluth

left

Los Alamos

he was "eager

to get

to

work

away from

Stanford University, he

Soviet atomic -bomb

effort to theoretically

number of tests, from 1952 "Mike"

test.

Over

model fusion
shot to the

was working on both fusion research and weapons work.

Both areas required an extensive background
statistical

stint at

first

Los Alamos

the next five years, Rosenbluth aided the

bomb

by the

felt

at the

the

in

there

hydrodynamics, kinetic theory, and

was

littie

connection between the two. In

General Atomic fusion program because, in

part,

weapons program.""''

In his 1955 analysis of the pinch, Rosenbluth applied a variational approach to the
orbits of individual particles, rather than to a

magnetohydrodynamic picture

and Kruskal. Rosenbluth found a specific prescription for the
First,

he suggested applying a longitudinal magnetic

outside the plasma. In addition, he found that

it

around the plasma (and the longitudinal

and

field)

stability

field, featuring

was necessary
to

to

'''M.N. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan

Tuck

a sharp cutoff, just

add a conducting tube

maintain a certain ratio between the

"^Rhodes, pp. 417, 457, 503, 541.
'

as did

of the pinch.

Bromberg, September 21, 1979, AR47/AIP.
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diameter of the plasma and the diameter of the tube.

Initial

Alamos during 1956, on a modified Perhapsatron, seemed
prescription

improved

experiments conducted

to

at

Los

confirm that Rosenbluth's

stability."^

Rosenbluth's work on the stabilization of the pinch remained secret for a year and

appeared during 1957 in the Annals of Physics without reference to the pinch device
,

itself"^ In that paper Rosenbluth and co-author

was an unreliable approximation. On
the

numerous

collisions

among

Conrad Longmire stressed

the one hand, a normal fluid

its particles.

On

is

a fluid

that

by

MHD

virtue of

the other hand, the particles in high-

temperature plasma had such large mean-free paths that they did not collide with one
another. (Recall, for example, that Vlasov and
the

Boltzmann equation,

in their analysis

to a particle picture in order to "calculate the

correctly rather than

set the collision

term

to zero in

MHD perspective, Rosenbluth and Longmire moved

Rayleigh-Taylor instability from a

on

Landau

of plasma oscillations.) After reviewing the

change

in internal

energy of the plasma

by the magnetohydrodynamic approximation." '^o Their analysis

confirmed the earlier

MHD results, but also enabled Rosenbluth to make specific

recommendations for the Los Alamos pinch program (which,

in

compliance with security

requirements, could not appear in the published paper of 1957).

Work on plasma instabilities

took different paths on different machines. The

Princeton group excelled in the use of the fluid,
1955, at the

first

presented the

Sherwood meeting

first

MHD model of plasmas.

after Teller's brief talk of late 1954,

By

February,

Edward Frieman

version of an "energy principle" to test for plasma stabihty. This

picked up on Teller's suggestion to use a variational technique. Stability could be

"^Rosenbluth, Interview; M.R. Rosenbluth, "Theory of the Stability of a Pinch with a Longitudinal
Magnetic Field and Conducting Walls," in Conference on Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions. June 4-7,
1956, TID-7520, AR47/AIP; and Bishop, Project Sherwood pp. 94-96.
,

"^M.N. Rosenbluth and C.L. Longmire,
Physics vol.
,

1

(1957), p. 120.

'2*^osenbluth and Longmire,

p.

134.

"Stability of

Plasmas Confined by Magnetic Fields," Annals of
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checked by calculating the energy changes
particular

plasma from

the plasma

put

it,

was

its

The

unstable.

that "the usual

equilibrium

energy changes were negative, then

If the

was motivated by

variational approach

normal mode analysis turns out

other words, solution of the

from small deviations of a

that result

state.

to

the fact, as Frieman

be quite complicated." '^i In

MHD equations for the detailed time evolution of a particular

equilibrium situation often was an intractable problem. Instead, the simpler variational

approach merely tested for energy changes, but gave no information concerning the
detailed time evolution. Three years after

appearance

its initial

at the

Sherwood

meetings, the energy principle appeared in the open literature, authored by the Princeton
theorist Ira Bernstein along with Frieman, Kruskal,

credited Teller for motivating their

credited the

work "on

and Kulsrud. There the authors

intuitive grounds," but,

more importantly,

Swedish physicist Stig Lundquist for developing the original energy

principle in a paper of 1951.' 22

The energy

principle

became

a standard analytical technique of the fusion

community. The Princeton group quickly applied

Lyman

it

to the stellarator itself.

By

late

1954

Spitzer suspected that plasma confinement could be improved in the stellarator

adding a further transverse magnetic field that would
longitudinal field.

Such a

field

shape would introduce a "shear" magnetic

the original field lines. Spitzer's

additional forces on the plasma
theoretical

that this shear field

which would help

'-'E. Frieman,

"The Energy Principle
.

'^^I.B. Bernstein,

Hydromagnetic

in

WASH-289,

p.

Stability Problems,"

field,

across

rise to

The Princeton

new

field

Conference on

343, AR47/AIP.

E.A. Frieman, M.D. Kruskal, and R.M. Kulsrud, "An Energy Principle for

Stability Problems," Proceedings of the

Jeffrey and T. Taniuti, eds.,

Magnetohydrodynamic

Press, 1966).

'^^Bishop. Project

to analyze Spitzer's

Magnetohydrodynamic

7-9, 1955,

would give

restrain instabilities. '^^

team used the energy-principle approach

Thermonuclear Reactions February

Academic

hope was

by

literally "twist" the original, purely-

Sherwood

,

pp. 110-112.

Royal Society

Stability

,

vol.

244 (1958); reprinted

in

A.

and Thermonuclear Containment (New York:
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configuration and found

the stellarator

tliat

the additional transverse field

for roughly

two

efforts raised the

years, these efforts at

Stabilized pinch machines soon revealed
related to the

problem of

stable for certain "critical values" of

(depending on other machine parameters). '^^

Although the above theoretical

community

became

optimism of the fusion

plasma

stabilization ran aground.

new problems. Some of these were

instabilities; rather,

as impurities or inadequate heating of the confined plasma.

found

scientists also

that

it

was

not directly

they involved experimental difficulties such

However, the Los Alamos

difficult to establish the conditions stipulated in

Rosenbluth's theory for plasma stabilization, especially the maintenance of a sharp

boundary between the plasma and the added longitudinal
entirely

unknown

sources of energy loss

became

field.

evident. '^5

found by the Princeton team. The addition of a twist in the

seemed

to

improve the confinement of plasmas on a

was constructed during 1957. However,
the

Model B-3

stellarator

later

the

stellarator's

test device, the

experiments on the

new and

same thing was
magnetic

field

Model B-65, which

test

device Etude and

confirmed the presence of an entirely unknown loss

mechanism, which was dubbed "pumpout." '^6 Reviewing

this last

informal talk in March, 1960, Spitzer concluded "If this were

program would be

In addition,

Much

!

in trouble

"

•

it,

problem

the

in

an

whole thermonuclear

^7

Fusion researchers made routine use of
evaluation of the earlier plasma

MHD theory but they varied in their

work by Alfven and

On

other astrophysicists.

the

one

hand, Richard Post recalls Alfven's Cosmical Electrodynamics as one of the two "bibles"
,

'^''R.

Kulsrud, E. Frieman, and

J.

Johnson, "On the StabiHzation of a Confined Plasma,"

in

Conference on

Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions. October 17-20, 1955, TID-7503, AR47/AIP.
'25Bishop, pp. 99-101.

'26Tanner, pp. 36, 48.
'^'L. Spitzer,

Memorandum

"A

Theorists

101,

View of the Matterhom Experimental Program," May

PPPL/PU.

4, 1960,

Technical
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of the early fusion researchers,

Lyman

and recalled Alfven's 1948

Princeton as later having aided his development of the

On

stellarator concept. '29

visit to

the other hand,

Spitzer often cited Alfven's

some of the

work

fusion physicists

in his articles

coming from

non-plasma specialties saw Alfven's contribution as being of relatively minor importance.
Marshall Rosenbluth, claimed that he and his coworkers were unaware of Alfven's work.

Rosenbluth says
took

me

with

this

about a

given the problem of plasma confinement in fusion research,

that,

week

to reinvent

MHD"

and also put

in astrophysics," there

was "nothing

felt that

to discover of

of "the

little bit

Institute of

Sherwood

Mathematical Sciences

in

March, 1954

the beginning of

background

plasma theory. Grad and

at

NYU's

effort,

in electromagnetic

his

coworkers

New York University (NYU)

to provide the

program with

Grad sought

to

theoretical

conclusion that the Sherwood community had not

made

was

in their

at the

entered Project

and computing help.

make use of the

and hydrodynamic theory.

that

mathematical theory." '3'

Rosenbluth and Grad took somewhat different paths during the 1950s
effort to establish the foundations of

From

line

view, the mathematical physicist Harold Grad claimed that neither he nor the

Sherwood community were aware of Alfven's work. He

known

"it

on a firmer foundation. '^o In

it

group's strong

He soon came

to the

use of what was already

in the mathematically well-developed field of fluid dynamics.

He

known

therefore steered the

NYU effort toward taking advantage of this knowledge, describing the early NYU work
as an effort to "discover mathematical structures analogous to those of classical fluid

dynamics" and

'28post,

to "translate a raft

"Plasma Physics

'^^Lyman

Spitzer, Jr.

and

in the

of fluid-dynamics books into

Twentieth Century,"

J.P. Ostriker, eds.,

p.

Dreams.

MHD." '32

1637.

Stars,

and Electrons: Selected Writings of Lyman

Spitzer. Jr. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), p. 444.

'30M.N. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg, September 21, 1979, AR47/AIP.
Grad, Interview with Joan Bromberg, April 9, 1979, AR47/AIP.
•32h. Grad,

Sherwood Progress Report, No.

1,

October

1,

Interview with Joan Bromberg, April 9, 1979, AR47/AIP.

1957,

NYO-7968, AR47/AIP; and H. Grad,
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One of Grad's most
develop and analyze a

significant contributions to fusion research

new magnetic

This idea had been developed
called the "picket fence."

at

field configuration called a

Sherwood meeting. He suggested
(i.e.,

the field

was concave toward

However, when

unstable.

By

magnetic

away from

in a

by Teller

instabilities at the

the plasma), then the

the field curved

plasma) then the plasma would be

in simple terms

that if the confining

to help

"cusped" geometry.

Los Alamos during the summer of 1954,

The idea was discussed

opening remarks for a special session on plasma

plasma

was

geometry

in his

February, 1955

field

curved toward the

plasma would be

the plasma (convex toward the

stable. '33

the time of Teller's speech, the

Los Alamos Pickett Fence approach had

yielded disappointing theoretical results. Nevertheless, Grad and his coworkers at

explored a general class of cusped geometries during 1955.
that they

developed the year before, those

at

Using the

NYU

stability theory

NYU found a number of "absolutely stable

cusped configuraUons."'^'* During the 1960s, these geometries were used in a number of
fusion machines to improve plasma confinement.

Rather than concentrate on the fluid picture, Marshall Rosenbluth developed the
statistical-mechanical perspective of plasmas,

Chapman and Landau.
between a

fluid

Rosenbluth's

first

which

objective

built

was

on the foundation

model (which, as mentioned above, required

analysis of a highly-ionized gas (which, at most, experiences
kinetic theory. In pursuing this he also
exists in the

equations."

'33e. Teller.

WASH-289,
'3'*H.

plasma equations
In the years to

found

that "a

[the kinetic theory]

laid

collisions)

weak

and a

full

collisions) with the

huge range of phenomena which

do not

come, Rosenbluth came

exist in the

to rely

hydromagnetic

on the Boltzmann equation

"Opening Remarks." Conference on Thermonuclear Reactions February 1-9. 1955.
p. 34 1 AR47/AIP.
.

,

Grad, Sherwood Progress Report,

by

to understand the relationship

p. 11.

'35M.N. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg, September 21, 1979, AR47/AIP.
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"which, of course,

knows

the answers,"

all

and

to

view

it

as being at the conceptual core

of plasma physics.

Some

of Rosenbluth's earliest work on the kinetic theory of plasmas was done

during the 1954-55 school year, while he was visiting Berkeley. There he was asked to
address the theoretical interpretation of the mirror machine. Because the mirror

"open" system and not of toroidal shape like the stellarator,

much plasma was

lost out the ends,

question, Rosenbluth, along with
the

Coulomb

collisions occurring

even

it

was important

absence of instabilities. '^^

in the

WiUiam MacDonald and David
between plasma

them

the particle orbits and frequently reorient

in

particles.

to

was an

know how

To answer this

Judd, had to consider

These collisions would

alter

such a way that they would not remain

trapped but would be "scattered out" of the machine. Instead of using the collisionless

Vlasov equation, Rosenbluth turned to another variant of the Boltzmann equation, the
Fokker-Planck equation. '^^

known

in

By

plasma physics. As was mentioned

been used by Chandrasekhar

and by

the mid-1950s, the Fokker-Planck formalism

Lyman Spitzer to

MacDonald-Judd paper

1943

to

in the previous chapter, this

model

the other

in kinetic theory

Chandrasekhar and Spitzer

plasma

were those

understood with a fluid model. Equivalently,
in a kinetic-theory analysis

made

'^^Rosenbluth and Longmire,

121.

p.

it

approach had

modeled plasma

it

was important

depart from an

The Rosenbluth-

studies.

theorists of the 1950s, the

that

well-

the collective motion of star clusters

calculate the conductivity of interstellar gases.

cited both the

To Rosenbluth and
developments

in

was

most important

effects that could not

to

be

know what assumptions

MHD calculation.

The

earliest

work

'^'M.N. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg.

W.M. MacDonald, and D.L. Judd, "Fokker-Planck Equation
The Physical Review vol. 107, no. 1, (1957), p. 1.

'^*M.N. Rosenbluth,
Force,"

'^^Chandrasekhar was well
stability

for an Inverse-Square

,

known

to the fusion

community, having done work on

MHD stability and the

of the pinch fusion machine. See S. Chandrasekhar, Hvdrodynamic and Hydromagnetic Stability

(New York: Dover

Publications, 1981).

-

,

•

«
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of this sort was done in 1956 by Geoffrey Chew, Marvin Goldberger, and Francis Low,
of Los Alamos. In the

all

scalar quantity,

meaning

Goldberger, and

MHD approach, the plasma pressure is modeled as a simple

that the pressure is the

Low assumed

same

in all directions.

instead that the pressure

was a tensor

though a non-scalar pressure might be expected to contradict
theorists

found conditions

equations.''*'^ In

produced an

in

which the Vlasov equation

1958, Rosenbluth, working with

influential study that

Goldberger, and

Low

Rostoker's paper

was able

still

MHD,

more general

the

yielded the

Norman Rostoker

compared and contrasted the

analyses from a

Chew,

quantity.

at

Even

Los Alamos

MHD

General Atomic

MHD and the Chew,

perspective. Rosenbluth and

to provide a convincing analysis of the interrelation

between

MHD and kinetic theory and give justification for using MHD in more routine stability
analyses.

At

the first International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) conference, Marshall

Rosenbluth noted that considering the study of plasmas "on the most fundamental level
.

.

.

there appears to be almost universal acceptance of the

Boltzmann equation

as an

adequate description of a plasma."''*^ Indeed, the development of the kinetic theory was
of crucial importance to plasma physics in the analysis of further instabilities and
especially the so-called "microinstabilities" discussed below, in Chapter 4.

During the early years of the fusion program,
achieving a

scientists often

had

.

difficulty

mesh between theory and experiment. One of the most important examples

of this regards the mirror program.

Initially,

no evidence of

instabilities

were found on

''^^G.F. Chew, M.L. Goldberger, and F.E. Low, "The Boltzmann Equation and the One-fluid
Hydromagnetic Equations in the Absence of Collisions," Proceeds of the Royal Society vol. A236 (1956),
,

p. 112.

''^'M.N. Rosenbluth and N. Rostoker, "Theoretical Structure of Plasma Equations," in C. Longmire, J.L.
Tuck, W.B. Thomson, eds., Progress in Nuclear Physics Series XI, vol. 1 (New York: Pergamon, 1959);
.

M.N. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg.
''*2M.N. Rosenbluth, "Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research,

Results," Nuclear Fusion. 1962 Supplement, Part

1

September 1961: Review of Theoretical

(1962), p. 21.
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Livermore's "Toy Top" and "Table Top" mirror machines. This remained the case even
after the

plasma pressure was increased. This

which predicted

analyses,

that the mirror

result directly contradicted theoretical

machine should be susceptible

Taylor

instability, also called the "fluting instability."'"*^

results

were

explained

correct, the

why

Livermore team attempted

was

the mirror

One of these

attempts

Convinced

to the Rayleigh-

that the experimental

to find a theoretical

model

that

stable.

was made by a group

at

General Atomic, headed by

Rosenbluth, working with Rostoker and N.A. Krall. Rosenbluth's idea was to relax one
aspect of the "ideal

MHD approximation" whereby

particle spirals very closely to

each magnetic

Instead, Rosenbluth allowed the
this

plasma

it is

field line,

particles to

assumed

that

each charged

with a radius of effectively zero.

have a

"finite

Larmor

radius."

With

modified assumption, and using the Vlasov equation, Rosenbluth concluded that the

mirror was significantly more stable than one would conclude from an
perspective. This

seemed

to

be one example of

how

an

misleading conclusions. Rosenbluth presented these results
conference, in 1961.'''^

loffe.

machine was susceptible

which

it.

to the flute instability,

Based on an

the magnetic field

fusion

„v

at the

Kurchatov

Institute

loffe presented a paper that demonstrated that the mirror

Russian mirror machines demonstrated
of eliminating

IAEA

original mystery of the mirror-machine's

experimental results was solved by a Russian team working

and headed by Mikhail

at the first

v

,

_

At the same conference, the

ideal-MHD

MHD analysis could give

and gave experimental evidence

this instability.

that the

Furthermore, he presented a

had a convex shape toward the plasma and increased

in

magnitude as one moved away from the center of the machine. In order to make a

'^Bishop,

p.

way

MHD analysis, he adopted a cusped-mirror geometry, in

120.

Larmor Radius Stabilitzation of 'Weakly'
Unstable Confined Plasmas," Nuclear Fusion. 1962 Supplement, Part 1 (1962), p. 143.
'"^^M-N. Rosenbluth, N.A. Krall, and N. Rostoker, "Finite
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mirror-cusp shape, the mirror field coils had to be supplemented by additional conducting

When

bars.

these were installed into the Russian machine, the flute instability

Because the

suppressed.

plasma,

added

it

became known

field configuration created a

as the

"minimum B

became known

to the mirror

minimum

was

center of the

at the

configuration," while the conducting bars

as "loffe bars."

Although the American team was

deeply embarrassed by the Russian accomplishment, Richard Post came to acknowledge
its

importance in establishing a mesh between theory and experiment, and referred to

work

loffe's

Two

as "a classic experiment in

things

may be noted

plasma physics. ""^^

about the loffe experiment.

First,

according to Harold

Grad, the American team had experimental results before 1961 that would have saved

them embarrassment

at the

interested in a small series

IAEA

meeting. During the late 1950s, Grad became

of experiments done by William Baker and a postdoctoral

student, Jean Paul Watteau, at the University of California Radiation Laboratory at

Berkeley. Baker and Watteau did a simple experiment that applied a
configuration to

Grad

felt that

minimum-B

a highly unstable pinch machine and greatly improved

the

American community "fumbled the

Watteau's small experiment.''*^

It is

noticing a single result that contradicted a

field

performance.

and ignored Baker and

ball"

likely that the U.S.

its

community had

number of larger, and more

difficulty

flattering,

experimental efforts.

However,
Krall,

should also be stressed that the line of research that Rosenbluth,

it

and Rostoker began with finite-Larmor radius stabilization did not end because

their analysis

of the mirror turned out to be flawed.

radius analysis

was

the beginning of a

On

the contrary, their finite-Larmor

number of analyses

and aided the identification and control of further plasma
''*^R.F. Post,

that

extended plasma theory,

instabilities.

"Controlled Fusion Research and High-Temperature Plasmas," Annual

Science vol. 20 (1970),
,

(New York: Academic

p.

535;

Edward

Teller, ed., Fusion.

Volume

1

Press, 1981), pp. 46, 305, 367.

•'^H. Grad, Interview with Joan Bromberg, April 9, 1979,

AR47/AIP.

.

As we

discuss in

Review of Nuclear

Magnetic Confinement. Part

A
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the next chapter, these analyses departed
the confined

plasma was considered

to

from the

The consolidation of plasma theory around
at least

two consequences

"ideal

MHD approximation," in which

be a perfect conductor with a
the

resistivity

of

zero.''*''

problem of fusion confinement had
plasma physics.

for the formation of the discipline of

First,

it

redefined an applied project, originally seen as an offshoot of national laboratories, into
the core of a
identity of

new fundamental

science.

plasma physics can be seen

The

crucial contribution of

Lyman

in the reception of

published in 1956, enfitled The Physics of Fully-Ionized Gases

much-needed unified discussion of the
plasmas. Writing

many years

later,

particle, fluid,

is

bome

to the

The book presented a

.

and kinetic-theory models of

Richard Post recalled Spitzer's book as one of the

"bibles" of the early fusion researchers (the other being Alfven's

Electrodynamics ). '^^ This

plasma theory

Spitzer's book,

Cosmical

out by the fact that Spitzer's book

is

cited in a

.

majority of the articles and books of the period.

Second, plasma theory provided a conceptual
during a confusing time. Harold Grad

felt that there

map
was

for fusion experimentalists

a poor

experiment during the 1950s and 1960s. Experimental effects

mesh between theory and

were hard

unambiguously and were often unreproducible.'''^ At times, the plasma

to identify

theorists

established a provisional conceptual core that gave hints to the experimentalists and
directed their

work towards

experimentalists

potentially fruitful problems.

more resembled two construction teams

dug from opposite ends but

rarely meeting

''*'M.N. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan

''**Post,

"Plasma Physics

in the

one another

At other times,
at

work on a

theorists

tunnel; each

and

team

at the center.

Bromberg, September 21, 1979, AR47/AIP.

Twentieth Century," pp. 1631, 1637.

'^^Grad, Interview. The situation contrasts with the "instrumental life" analyzed by the philosopher Ian
Hacking and the historian Peter Galison. The early fusion physicists were not apt to say "I can not make
this effect go away," but rather "I can not tell if I have an effect, or many effects, or just noise." See Peter
Galison, How Experiments End (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987).
.
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The Great

The
central

institutional

Instauration

and cognitive base surrounding fusion research served as the

hub around which plasma physics formed as a

discipline.

During the time that the

fusion laboratories were off limits to the general scientific community, they built up a

kind of institutional
nurturing the

new

critical

was accompanied by an
the foundation of

mass, not only in terms of

facilities

and funding but also by

physics of fully-ionized gases. The declassification of fusion research

new

research programs.

institutional reconfiguration

between 1956 and 1960, involving

professional organizations, meetings, journals, and industrial

The

"great instauration" of

plasma physics shows

secrecy followed by the U.S., U.K. and U.S.S.R. during the Cold

that the policies

War did

constrain an otherwise natural process of disciplinary development, but helped to

and shape the national and international

of

not simply

form

institutions of a scientific discipline.'^o

The Primacy of Fusion Research
In

its

effort to gain acceptance

by the general

plasma community encouraged two perceptions

that

scientific

community, the new

were somewhat contradictory: one

stressed the interconnectedness of fusion research with other

plasma

specialties;

and the

other stressed the importance of the practical goal of fusion energy.

The concern

cognitive interconnectedness and the general nature of plasma study

is

bylaws adopted by the Division of Plasma Physics, shortly
the

American Physical Society

in April, 1959.

The bylaws

for

reflected in the

after its incorporation within

stated the division's objectives

without any specific reference to fusion research: "The object of the Division shall be the

advancement and diffusion of knowledge regarding the physics of highly ionized gases of
natural or laboratory origin—including their creation, containment, heating,

and

ISO^y
of the term "great instauration" is in rough analogy with A. Hunter Dupree's description of the
mobihzation of science for World War II. Stretching the analogy somewhat, one might say that fusion
research was mobilized for the Cold War. A.H. Dupree, "The Great Instauration of 1940: The Organization
of Scientific Research for War," in G. Holton, ed., The Twentieth-Century Sciences: Studies in the
Biography of Ideas (New York: Norton, 1972),

p.

443.
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acceleration; their radiations, oscillations,

wave

properties.

perceived an interconnectedness

seems

likely,

changes

it

and

among

the specialties

making up plasma

physics.

It

however, that the new discipline achieved a partial identity from the

produced

and review

stability; their transport, collective

degree to which the general scientific community

difficult to estimate the

It is

and

"'5'

in publication patterns

and meeting attendance.

articles called attention to the overlap

and gaseous electronics. When,

in 1956,

Lyman

Many new books

between fusion research, astrophysics,
Spitzer's

book became an

instant classic,

he was already well-known as an astrophysicist. Spitzer avoided mentioning fusion
research in the

first edition,

but said that interest in completely-ionized gases originated

"both in gaseous electronics and in theoretical astrophysics." '^^

When

Sanborn Brown,

of MIT's Research Laboratory of Electronics, published notes from his graduate class on

gaseous electronics, the volume was given the general
Physics. '53 Similarly,

title

of Basic Data of Plasma

Donald Menzel's work of the 1930s, on gaseous nebulae, was

published in an edited collection entitled Selected Papers on Physical Processes in
Ionized Plasmas

.

In the introduction to that volume,

terminology refers to such ionized media as plasmas,

Menzel noted
I

that "since

have altered the

title

modem

to indicate

the general applicability of the developed theory to problems other than those of gaseous

nebulae. "'54
In the

months surrounding

declassification, scientists

produced an outpouring of conference talks and published
the interconnectedness of the

'^'"Revised

By-Laws of the

plasma

specialties

D.P.P.," June 12, 1959.

'^^Spitzer. Physics of Fully Ionized

Gases

,

Box

drew

attention to

and the entry of plasma physics into the

14, folder 7,

'^^Donald H. Menzel, Selected Papers on Physical Processes

"

RAPS/AIP.

p. v.

.

'^^Sanbom C. Brown. Basic Data of Plasma Physics (Cambridge:

Publications, 1962).

from the fusion laboratories

articles that

in

MIT Press,

1959).

Ionized Plasmas

(New York, Dover
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scientific

mainstream. Before the

first

American Physical Society (APS),

in

meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics of the

December, 1959, a sharing of meetings occurred

between the fusion community and the established
Electronics Conference
registrants,

(GEC)

in October, 1958,

up from 297 the previous

year.

As

The

specialties.

found

itself

1th

1

Annual Gaseous

having to cope with 441

the secretary of the

GEC, David

J.

Rose,

noted, "this circumstance arose from the interest in the recently declassified fusion

physics and technology." '^^ The November, 1958 annual meeting of the Division of
Fluid Dynamics featured an invited talk by Marshall Rosenbluth on plasma instabilities;

Rosenbluth also chaired a session featuring a number of fusion papers. '^6 Other
meetings during 1958 and 1959, especially the Annual Meeting

(in

APS

January) and the

Spring Meeting (in April), added special sessions on plasma physics, which included
papers regarding fusion research

To provide
the fluid dynamics

a

forum

at all

of the major Sherwood laboratories.

for their articles, fusion researchers joined with

community

to

members of

found a new journal. The Physics of Fluids

.

The

journal's statement of scope included "original contributions covering kinetic theory,
statistical

mechanics, structure and general physics of gases, liquids, and other

The scope of these

fields

fluids.

of physics includes magneto-fluid dynamics, ionized fluid and

plasma physics, shock and detonation phenomena, hypersonic physics, rarefied gases and
upper atmosphere phenomena." '^7 After the
Fluids

became

the premier journal in

which

:

:

International meetings also demonstrated overlaps
in 1956, the

'^^

The Physics of

of plasma theory and

.

among

the plasma specialties.

Russian fusion community sought for an outlet for results of their

pinch-machine experiments, they presented three papers
'^^

January, 1959,

'

experiment.

When,

first issue, in

to publish the results

at the International

Bulletin of the

American Physical Society Series

II,

vol. 4, no.

Bulletin of the

American Physical Society Series

II,

vol. 4, no. 3, (1959), p. 193.

.

.

2 (1959),

•5^F.N. Frenkiel, "Scope of The Physics of Fluids." Physics of Fluids vol.
,

1,

p.

Astronomical

109.

no.

1,

(Jan.-Feb., 1958), p.

1.
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Union's symposium, "Electromagnetic

The Third

International Conference

"overrun by the

Phenomena

in

on Ionization Phenomena

new breed of researchers working on

reactions," with about

Cosmical Physics. "i^s In 1957,
in Gases, in Venice,

was

the control of thermonuclear

one third of the conference papers devoted to fusion research.^^^

series of three

plasma physics seminars covering both fusion research and astrophysics

were given

1958 and 1959 by the International School of Physics, under the auspices

in

a

of the Italian Society of Physics. In the introduction to the course, Hannes Alfven
stressed that the "very rapid increase in the interest in

areas of research,

plasma physics" came from three

which he weighted equally: astrophysics, fusion research, and space

research.'^

was any

If there

significant perception of the unity of

of such overlaps of publication and meeting attendance,

it

plasma physics, as a

was

offset

perception encouraged by the fusion community: that fusion research

peace, and the development of plasma physics

Roald Sagdeev suggests

was of central

pertinence to energy needs, international

importance to the discipline because of its

scientist

result

by a second

In his memoirs, the Russian fusion

itself.

that his supervisor, Igor Kurchatov,

underwent a

profound psychological change after the successful completion of the fission and fusion

bomb

programs: "In the

last

years of his

life,

Kurchatov was completely absorbed and

even obsessed with the idea of developing something very different— something peaceful
perhaps—for which he could be remembered.

complex from

his

one of his review

many

years of

articles,

work on

I

believe that he had a kind of guilt

the nuclear program."'^' In the introduction of

Richard Post approvingly quoted Russian physicist Lev

''*B. Lehnert, ed., Electromagnetic

Phenomena

in

Cosmical Physics (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1958).
'^^

Nucleonics vol. 15 (August 1957),
.

'^Ojhe

thij-(j

course

is

p. 88.

Societa Italiana di Fisica, Rendiconti dela Scuola Internazionale di Fisica Enrico

Fermi. Corso XIII: Fisica del Plasma: Esperimenti e Techniche (Bologna, 1960).
.

'^'Sagdeev, p. 66.
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Artzimovich: "This problem seems to have been created especially for the purpose of

developing close cooperation between the scientists and engineers of various
countries.
In

"'^2

March, 1954, Amasa Bishop noted

that

Bradbury "clearly has his eye on the possibility

Los Alamos

somewhat away from weapons and concentrate on other

may

turn

its

goals, such as Project

be a number of people returning from the Pacific

In addition, there will shortly

"Castle" tests] to

director Nicholas

that the laboratory

LASL who will be

efforts

Sherwood.
[the

accorded the right to leave weapons work for awhile

and do basic research." '^^ Reflecting on his part in the Manhattan project. Tuck said
he was glad he worked on
that could kill people

make energy

it,

but added a qualification: "after a time

and so now

I

work on controlled fusion which

I

is

of course trying to

for mankind's extravagant needs of the future."'^ Other scientists left

Alamos altogether. Marshall Rosenbluth recalls that he

moved

to

that

got tired of things

Los

General Atomic during

1956, in part, to leave weapons research. '^^

The fusion

scientists

would lead eventually
that this

and

their supporters

maintained a certain faith that research

to a solution of the controlled

would bring an improvement

to the

human

of the 1954 Geneva conference, the Indian physicist

thermonuclear fusion that "there
to

show

that

it is

In remarks

'^^R.F. Post, "High-Temperature

Science vol. 9 (1959),
'63 Amasa

no basic

Homi Bhabha

scientific

knowledge

in

said of controlled

our possession today

impossible" and predicted that success would be achieved "within the

next two decades."

,

is

thermonuclear fusion problem and

condition. In his speech as president

p.

made

after the speech,

Bhabha

surprised businessmen

Plasma Research and Controlled Fusion" Annual Review of Nuclear

367.

Bishop, Letter to T.H. Johnson, March 23, 1954, AR47/AIP.

'^'^James Tuck, Interview, [unidentified photocopy in Bromberg's files]

AR47/AIP.

'^^M.N. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg, September 21, 1979, AR47/AIP.
'^^"Opening Session," Proceedings of the First International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic

Energy

,

vol. 16

(New York: United

Nations, 1955), p. 35.
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by suggesting

that

one day the success of fusion would bring the present era of fission

energy to "be regarded as the primitive period of the atomic age."'^^ John Cockcroft's
speech

Geneva

at

regarding

its

also

remarked on fusion research but explicitly avoided any prediction

success. Nevertheless, he vowed:

scientists is so great that I

am

"My

faith in the creative ability

sure that this will be achieved long before

man's needs." '^^ In his widely-read Reviews of Modem Physics
Post underlined the importance of fusion research to the
the continued growth of civilization as
practical fusion

ended the
success:

power within a period

article

"It is

we know

it

will

demand

substantially less than

article

of the

essential for

of 1956, Richard

condition:

"It

appears that

the achievement of

one hundred years."

He

with an especially optimistic prediction regarding fusion's chances of

the firm belief of

many of the

fusion research in this country that

all

physicists actively

Two years

later,

engaged

in controlled

of the scientific and technological problems of

controlled fusion will be mastered—perhaps in the next
predictions were

more

few

years. "'^^

restrained but maintained the hope for a

breakthrough and a better future. Francis Perrin, the president of the second

scientific

Geneva conference, suggested
fission

human

it is

that,

because fusion would take some time to develop,

energy would continue to be important. However, he added that the promise of

fusion energy "can calm our fears about the future of humanity, and free us from remorse
at the

thought of exhausting the easily exploitable uranium deposits in a few thousand

years."'™

Amasa

Bishop, in the book he wrote for the second Geneva conference,

intoned that "starting with

fire,

the harnessing of each

energy has resulted in significant advances

'^'Quoted

•6¥ermi,

in

new and improved

technology and has opened

source of

new

Laura Fermi, Atoms for the World (Chicago; University of Chicago, 1957),

vistas

p. 86.

p. 88.

•^9Post, "Controlled Fusion

Research

--

An

Application" (1956), pp. 339, 362.

'^"Opening Session," Proceedings of the Second
Energy (Geneva: United Nations, 1958), p. 44.
.

in

International Conference

on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
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toward the

Bishop suggested

future."

that "a vast

new source of energy looms on

horizon" and that "with ingenuity, hard work, and sprinkling of good luck,
reasonable to hope that a full-scale power-producing thermonuclear device
within the next decade or two."'^'

"God would

instauration:

the

even seems

it

may

be built

As Charles Webster characterized another great

not permit

man

to attain his goals without tribulation, but a

successful outcome need not be long delayed.

"'"'^

Against this optimistic and hopeful background, fusion research was also
considered to be of central importance to the research program of plasma physics

This

fell into

tension with the idea that the

new

discipline

was cognitively

itself.

interconnected.

Because the fusion experiments necessitated high-temperatures, the discipline of plasma
physics

came

to concentrate

on the physics of fully-ionized gases. Although Lyman

Spitzer acknowledged gaseous electronics as having encouraged the study of high-

temperature gases in preface of his book The Physics of Fully Ionized Gases he added
,

that in analyzing a fully-ionized gas

"most of the phenomena important

in

normal

gaseous electronic disappear; electron attachment, dissociative recombination, exitation

and deexitation of atoms and molecules,

electrical

breakdown,

etc."^''^

Furthermore,

because the fusion scientists were privy to the machines capable of generating these high
temperatures, they dominated the research program of the discipline. Richard Post

expressed the hopes of

many when he wrote

and theoretical physics

is

arising.

From

that "a

new and

fertile field

of experimental

a thorough understanding of the physics of ultra-

high temperature plasmas and their interaction with electromagnetic

fields,

one can hope

not only for the achievement of controlled fusion power, but also, as a result of this

'""Bishop, pp.

vii,

170.
'1-

'^-Webster

is

speaking of Puritan scientists after the English Civil War. Charles Webster, The Great

Medicine and Reform. 1626-1660 (London: Duckworth, 1975),
rough connection here, perhaps reflecting general continuities in Western culture.
Instauration: Science.

'^^Lyman
p. V,

my

Spitzer,

emphasis.

Jr.,

.

p. 7.

I

only imply a

The Physics of Fully Ionized Gases (New York: Interscience Publishers,
.

1956),
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increased knowledge of nature, there will no doubt arise
to other fields of science

the question of

how

and technology."

the discipline's focus

new and

what follows,

In

important applications

we return

periodically to

on fully-ionized gases and fusion research

tended to marginalize the other plasma specialties.

Plasma Communities
During 1959, the plasma physics community was formed mainly out of the fusion

community working

Scientists unaffiliated with the early

at the secret laboratories.

fusion program could enter the nascent discipline but their late entry

basis and carefully

weighed the knowledge

cost of further diffusing

his pinch research brought

work

will not

to

rejected

on the

be capable of making a significant

when Winston Bostick of Tufts

under

AEC classification, T.H.

application saying that "the scope of his
that his

be gained from an applicant against the

to

was perceived

contribution. In August, 1953,

me

a handicap.

Sherwood information. Clearance was granted or

basis of whether the applicant

to

was

AEC granted security clearances on a "need to know"

During the years of secrecy, the

work and

have a significant role

University applied to have

Johnson rejected the

the general level of his ability indicate
in the over-all effort.

I

have been

careful not to display particular interest in his experiments." '"'^ In this way, information

regarding Project Sherwood was closely controlled: of the 233 applications received for
security clearance, as of February, 1958,

As

the

the scientific

JCAE became

community and

1

14 had been denied.'''^

aware of this policy,
industry. Clinton

shut out "the plain ordinary college professor

.

.

it

objected to effects that

Anderson noted
.

How

that

it

had on both

AEC policy would

would you decide whether he was

going to come up with a remarkable invention and whether he will be a Thomas Edison

'^^Post "Controlled Fusion Research
'

''^T.H.

'^^ Joint

Johnson, Letter to

M.W.

-

An

Application" (1956),

p.

362.

Boyer, August 25, 1953, AR47/AIP.

Committee on Atomic Energy, Development. Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy Industry
4, 1958 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1958), p. 28.

February 19-March

.
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or a large

flop?"'"'''

JCAE concern

approval favored those

who were committed

invested significant amounts of

money

out smaller companies that could not
insisted that industrial

companies but

also interested in the

they have

involvement

to smaller

some

to large fission-power

in fusion research.

make

large

in fusion research

ones as well:

petition

made

existing

APS

to the

APS

should extend not only to large

that

might not get your ear

I

am

... I think

'^^

early operation of the Division of

American Physical Society also was not without

was submitted

This had the effect of freezing

only want to say, Mr. Chairman, that ...

"I

rights too, in this matter."

AEC

programs or had

commitments. Clinton Anderson

mute and inglorious millions

The founding and

were

also extended to industrial applicants,

Plasma Physics (DPP) of the
In April 29, 1959, a petition

difficulty.

in favor of a separate division

and bearing 272 signatures. The

the case that plasma physics could not and should not be included in the

Division of Electron Physics.

The

secretary of the

APS, Karl Darrow,

agreed that the case "appeared convincing" and the division was authorized.''''
Nevertheless, seven months later both the Division of Electron Physics and Division of
Fluid

Dynamics expressed "some

feeling of grievance because of the formation of the

Division of Plasma Physics." Darrow recorded his surprise at

this,

since he had

concluded after conversations with a number of electron physicists that "they would

welcome a segregation of the plasma group." Darrow was

also perplexed that the

Division of Fluid Dynamics would lay claim to the field of gaseous discharges, which

was not even mentioned

In the early years of the

in its by-laws.

DPP,

the three

divisions sometimes had difficulty in scheduling their annual meetings and participating
at

established meetings. For example, one

'^^Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy,

p. 16.

'^^Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy,

p. 27.

APS

council meeting of November, 1959 dealt

•^'Council of the APS, Minutes of April 29, 1959 meeting, pp. 5-6.
'^^Council of the APS, Preliminary

Agenda

for

November

Box

49,

RAPS/AIP.

28, 1959 meeting, p. 4.

Box

49,

RAPS/AIP.
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with the problem of "how to induce

all

of these divisions to share in the 1960 June

meeting."'^'
Initially, the

DPP was

dominated by the

Bishop recorded
that

in his

were admitted

into fusion

S.

book, published on the occasion of the second Geneva conference,

289 individuals were involved

scientists

scientists that

moment of declassification, Amasa

research during the years of secrecy. At the

in fusion research. '^^ /^^ q{ October, 1959,

Many

had joined the DPP.'^^

scientists

became important

247

figures in the

division due to their earlier involvement with Project Sherwood. For example, the
six

chairmen of the

division meeting in
If

then this

number
is

had received

made

it

were

all

all

68%

suggested above,

Constitution of the

of the

first

many of the

DPP to

APS. Being

appoint

fusion scientists were relatively

its

own

at the start

of the

form a strong executive committee

DPP

if

of their careers, few of the plasma physicists
all

division officers.

for 1962, pointed out:

it

'"K.
'^"^

Sherwood

,

ofNovember

established. "'^^

continued to be a

DPP elected G.G.

28, 1959 meeting, p. 4.

American Physical Society. Series

Phillips, Letter to

it

is

Box

49,

Kelley to be

RAPS/AIP.

pp. 201-205.

Setze, Letter to A.C. Kolb, October 21, 1959.

Bulletin of the

As James

"With the large influx

will prove difficult if not impossible

the requirement of fellow

Karl Darrow relaxed this requirement for two years, but

'^'Council of the APS, Minutes

young and

officers within the rules specified in the

problem beyond the grace period. In April, 1965 the

'^^Bishop. Project

AEC fusion funding,

decade or so before declassification. This

in the

of young people into the field of plasma physics,
to

first

annual

authors were individuals listed by

had become fellows of the APS, which was required of
Phillips, the secretary-treasurer

first

(85 papers out of 125).'^

advanced degrees

difficult for the

42%

by Bishop. At the

authors listed by Bishop or connected to

increases to

their

individuals listed

December, 1959,

one includes

Bishop.

As

DPP

K.K. Darrow,

May

2,

Box
II,

1962.

14,

folder?,

RAPS/AIP.

vol. 5, no. 4, (1960), pp.

Box

14, folder 7,

306-328.

RAPS/AIP.

*

^

'

-
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secretary-treasurer and E.G. Harris chairman, even though neither of

them was a fellow

APS

of the APS. Kelley's candidacy as fellow was rushed through the

Council and

approved, making his position legitimate. However, Harris's candidacy was delayed and
so he withdrew from the chairmanship. This touched off a series of complications

beginning with the appointment of David Rose as interim chairman. Shortly thereafter,
Harris

became

a fellow of the

possibility that there

the

APS. Karl Darrow,

half-seriously perhaps, raised the

were two legitimate chairmen of the

DPP

and warned of a "War of

Plasma Succession." '^^ Furthermore, because Rose already had been elected

to serve

as chairman for 1966, he decided to relinquish the chairmanship for that year, requiring

Darrow suggested

'^'^
the division to rush to find another candidate.

was

that their "imbroglio"

to the

[APS] Council

getting worse and worse:

to dissolve

"How would

it

to the

DPP officers

be for you to appeal

your Division, and then make a fresh

start?"'^*

Despite the "growing pains" of the U.S. plasma community, the international

plasma community was sustained by the excitement following the
fusion research. There
different national

was a

particularly strong

push

to

communities regarding machine design and experimental

IAEA offered two

forums

in

which

to present the results of fusion research.

volume of the IAEA's journal. Nuclear Fusion appeared
,

Beckerley as the scientific editor. The Foreword of the
the journal "will contribute to the
difficult task

full declassification

of

exchange information among
results.

The

The

first

September, 1960, with James

in

first

issue expressed the hope that

improvement of cooperation between nations

in the

of finding ways to extract energy from controlled nuclear fusion. "'^^ The

following year, the

IAEA

organized the

first

annual Conference on Plasma Physics and

Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, in Salzburg, Austria. Despite the fact that "plasma

'S^K.K. Darrow, Letter to D.J. Rose,
'S'd.J. Rose, Letter to S.J.

May

18, 1965.

Box

14, folder 7,

Buchsbaum, May 24, 1965. Box

'S^K.K. Darrow, Letter to Allis, Buchsbaum, and Rose, June 10, 1965.
'^^Sterling Cole, "Foreword," Nuclear Fusion, vol.1, no.

1

RAPS/AIP.

14, folder 7,

RAPS/AIP.

Box

14, folder 7,

(September, 1960),

p. 1.

RAPS/AIP.
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•

physics" appears

first in

the

title,

the

IAEA conferences

were dominated by fusion

research, as discussed below.

After declassification, exchange of information between the fusion programs of

Union was of particular

the United States and the Soviet

organize, due to Cold
first

War tensions.

suggested allowing Russian scientists to

"special scientific advantage accrues

Lyman

field."

visit

The

first

though

this

took time to

Sherwood Steering Committee

U.S. fusion laboratories, noting that

from exchange with certain Russians

Spitzer visited three different institutions, in

during October, 1959.'^'

May

interest,

In August, 1959, the

in this

Moscow and Leningrad,

U.S.-U.S.S.R. group exchanges took place during

and July, 1960.'92

While the U.S. and U.S.S.R. shared a number of fusion concepts, such as
pinch and magnetic mirror, their programs showed

at least

the

one significant difference: the

Russian program did not include a stellarator and the U.S. program did not include a

tokamak. This has been interpreted differently by different

scientists.

The Russian

physicist Roald Sagdeev stresses the impact of the stellarator, which, as of the late 1950s,

was

further developed than the

tokamak concept.

Lev Artsimovich was embarrassed

after returning

In his memoirs,

Sagdeev writes

from the 1958 Atoms

that

for Peace

conference that the Russian program did not have anything like the stellarator. In a

review of the conference, given

at the Institute

of Atomic Energy, he sought to create the

impression that the Russian program was on par with the American. However, after
Artsimovich's

talk,

Mikhail Leontovich denied that the Russian program contained

anything that could match the stellarator, an event that Sagdeev recalls as "a remarkable
lesson in scientific integrity."

190J.H. Williams,

Memorandum

'^'Lyman

Spitzer,

Memo no.

89,

Jr.,

PPPL/PU.

'^^Bromberg, Fusion
'^^Sagdeev,

p.

76.

,

to

Alvin R. Luedecke, August 12, 1959.

"Thermonuclear

p.

95.

Work

in

Moscow and

Box 5673,

folder 11,

HO/DOE.

Leningrad," Project Matterhorn, Technical

In an essay
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commemorating Sakharov's contributions

American physicist H.P. Furth evaluates
after declassification in 1958,

the

was evident

it

to fusion research, the

two machines more evenly. He
that "all three

recalls that,

programs had developed

tokamak-like toroidal magnetic bottles, but there were significant divergences of insight

and emphasis."'^"*

By "tokamak

and poloidal magnetic
pinch

at

Los Alamos,

fields.

like,"

Furth meant machines that combined longitudinal

In 1958, this characteristic

was shared by

the stabilized

the stellarator at Princeton, and the Russian tokamak.

was

The

"significant divergence"

between the tokamak and the

imposed a poloidal

on the plasma externally, while the former generated the

field

poloidal field with a toroidal current in the plasma

stellarator

that the latter

itself.

Although, in retrospect, Furth recognized the importance of the tokamak concept,
this

importance was not seen clearly during the

late 1950s. After visiting a

few of the

Soviet fusion centers in 1959, Spitzer referred to the tokamak as a "stellarator-type
system," commenting only that "Yavlinsky and Artsimovitch contend that forohmic
heating alone their device

is

superior to the Princeton

for other purposes their type of
effort

system

is less

on controlled fusion-power," prepared

Model

well suited."

for the

C

'^^

JCAE by

[stellarator],

but agree that

^ review of "the world
the

McKinney Panel

in

February, 1960, discussed the Russian programs on the Ogra mirror machine and the

Alpha pinch, but did not mention

the tokamak. '^^ Despite a steady trade of information

during the 1960s, the U.S. community did not take
third

IAEA

much

interest in the

tokamak

until the

meeting, in 1968.

•

Fusion Research," in D. ter Haar, D.V. Chudnovsky, and G.V. Chudnovsky,
A.D. Sakharov: Collected Scientific Works (New York: Marcel Dekker, 1982), p. 50.

'^'*H.P. Furth, "Controlled

eds..

'^^Spitzer,

December

"Thermonuclear
4,

1959, pp. 8-9,

Work

in

Moscow and

PPPL/PU.

Leningrad," Project Matterhom Technical

Memo 89,
-

,

''^"The World-Effort on Controlled Fusion-Power: Background Material for the McKinney Review of
International Atomic Policies and Programs," February 5, 1960, pp. 15-16. Box 3841, folder 4, HO/DOE.
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The potent

political

atmosphere characterizing the years of secrecy, of

mixed with competition, led many other countries besides

international cooperation

U.S., U.K., and U.S.S.R. to begin fusion programs.

1956, following the
(April, 1956),

first

and the

Geneva conference (August,

trickle

the

A number of programs began during
1955), Kurchatov's talk at Harwell

of tantalizing information that followed. In Sweden, one

research group, headed by Kai Siegbahn at the Institute of Physics at Uppsala, did
unclassified

work on a

machine, using deuterium as

linear pinch-discharge

fuel.

At the

Third International Conference on Ionized Phenomena in Gasses, in 1957, Siegbahn's

group became one of the
related experiments.

first

When

outside of the U.S., U.K., and U.S.S.R. to report on fusion-

Siegbahn published the

first

issue of a

new journal

edited by

him. Nuclear Instruments he included an article on the Uppsala experiments.
,

editorial introduction, dated July 27, 1957, exemplifies the

information regarding fusion research:

"It is

very

much

His

European hunger for

the Editor's hope that this

declassification policy will be shaped as liberal as possible. Nuclear Instruments will

give a certain priority for papers related to the field of controlled fusion reactions."'^''

Alfven and his coworkers
research.

However,

space questions,

at the

Royal

Institute did not

work extensively on

commanded

a wide interest. Both the Uppsala and Stockholm programs

were funded by the Swedish State Power board and the Swedish
In

West Germany,

Ludwig Biermann

industrial firm

ASEA.'^*

the earliest fusion research did not develop in the context of

gaseous electron work, such as Rudolf Seeliger's group
Griefswald,!^^ but rather

fusion

motivated by astrophysical and

their laboratory experiments, often

at the

University of

grew out of astrophysical work. However, the astrophysicist

recalls that

he realized the importance of plasma physics to

astrophysical problems after reading the

work of gaseous

'^^Kai Siegbahn, "Editor's Note," Nuclear Instruments vol.
,

'98"The World-Effort on Controlled Fusion-Power,"

1,

no.

1

electronics researchers like

(1957), p. 233.

p. 14.

'^^Johannes Paul Wilhelm, Rudolf Seeliger und die Plasmaphysik (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1987).
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Seeliger and Steenbeck, as well as geophysicists like

Biermann was asked by Werner Heisenberg
Institute

of Physics

at the

Chapman and

Cowling.^oo in 1948,

head an astrophysics section

to

University of Gottingen. During his

first

in the

three years at

Gottingen, Biermann did his most famous work, developing the hypothesis that the gas
tails

of comets always point away from the sun because of a constant flow of solar

material.201

Biermann did a great deal of his research

who had developed

in collaboration

with

Amulf Schliiter,

Chapman

a kinetic-theory approach to plasma analysis, building on

and Cowling's approach, independently of Lyman
Schliiter turned to the

problem

that

Biermann and

Spitzer.202 in 1956,

Biermann had considered before the war: the

generation of magnetic fields in the sun. In pursuing this work, they recognized

connection with the problem of confining plasmas with magnetic

problem of controlled
soon involved other

well as experimental
the University of
Spitzer, to clear

fusion.203

theorists,

work on

him

Liist,

working on

toroidal discharges at Gottingen

visit

and linear discharges

Princeton, to speak on fusion or

"we could say very

that

Biermann, Interview with

Owen

little

about

problem

MHD stability, as

up the misleading reports regarding the German program

Biermann

its

well as the

Schliiter's interest in the fusion

such as K. Hain and R.

Munich. At the end of February, 1957, Biermann sent a

Spitzer offered to have

but warned

Biermann and

fields, as

letter to

in the press.

some

our own experimental

at

Lyman

other topic,

work-''^^'*

Gingerich, June 23 and July 6, 1978, pp. 26-27. Sources for History

of Astrophysics, AIP.
Karl Hufbauer, Exploring the Sun: Solar Science Since Galileo (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University,
1991), p. 215.

^^^Biermann, Interview, pp. 27-28.
2°^L. Biermann, "Recent

Work

in the Field of Controlled

Republic)," in C. Longmire, J.L. Tuck,

(New York: Pergamon,
204Lyman

W.B. Thomson,

Thermonuclear Fusion in Germany (Federal
Nuclear Physics Series XI, vol.

eds., Progress in

.

1959), pp. 34-35; and Biermann, Interview, pp. 27.

Spitzer, Letter to

Ludwig Biermann, March

12, 1957.

Box

29, folder 10,

LSP/PU.
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By

the

end of 1957,

six university fusion

programs existed

in the Federal

Republic, of varying size.^os During this time, Heisenberg became convinced of the need
for a

German

center for fusion research. His opinion

was reinforced by developments

concerning the foundation of EURATOM and the attempted foundation of a fusion center
at

CERN.

months leading up

In the

administrators connected with both

Group on Fusion"

to the

second Geneva conference,

CERN and EURATOM formed a

to consider the possibility that the

scientists

high-energy physics laboratory

might do work on plasma physics. Their main objective was to enable Europe

up

to the U.S., U.K.,

at the

Geneva

and U.S.S.R.

and perhaps

to

make

to catch

presentations

convention.^o^ Eventually, three meetings were held between September,

1958 and March, 1959 (too
that

in fusion research

and

"European Study

late for the

Geneva convention). The study group concluded

an international effort in fusion was not needed. One of the reasons for the failure of

this idea

may be

related to the tensions, regarding cooperation vs. competition, that

had

plagued England and the United States. As D. Pestre points out, the uneven development
of the European nations after the war, combined with the awareness that fusion research

might bring economic and financial benefits, led many Europeans to pull away from an
international effort.^o?

This seems especially true when put in the context of the difficulties surrounding
the formation of

EURATOM,

from

its

conception in 1956, to

its

eventual approval in

June, 1958. In particular, France opposed the U.S. stipulation that the development of

nuclear power should require a "no weapons pledge" from the six participating nations.^os

^^^Biermann, "Recent

Work

in the Field

of Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion," pp. 33-34.

"Another Aspect of CERN's European Dimension: the 'European Study Group on
Fusion,' 1958-1964," in A. Hermann, J. Krige, U. Mersits, D. Pestre. History of CERN vol. II (Amsterdam:

^'^Dominique

Pestre,

.

North-Holland, 1990), pp. 418-419.
^O'^Pestre, p.

425.

208Hewlett and Holl,

p.

323.

-
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The French also wanted to check German resurgence
any advantages

that

news

its

that the

own

Plasma Physics

at

CERN and EURATOM experiences, and partly

French were beginning

to

their

own

as the

fusion programs at Fontenay-

Republic of Germany

feel that the Federal

fusion center. Acting on this decision, he helped found the Institute of

Garching (near Munich)

the institute as a limited liability
as the

to sacrifice

.

aux-Roses and Saclay, Heisenberg came to

must have

war and not

France might have.209

Partly as a result of the
result of

after the

two stockholders, but

in

March, 1960.2io He not only established

company, with himself and the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft

also convinced Schliiter to

move from Gottingen

to

Garching

be the project head.2i'

Japan has been the most significant non-Western nation, besides the U.S.S.R., to

engage

in fusion research.

process

was

set in

According

motion by a

Satio Hayakawa.2'2 In October, 1955,
reactions in stellar interiors at his

Physics (RIFP)

at

to a short article in Historia Scientiarum this
.

letter sent to

Hideki

Hayakawa

home

Yukawa by

participated in a

institute, the

Kyoto University. After

the cosmic-ray physicist

Research

workshop on nuclear
Fundamental

Institute for

initiating a discussion at the

conference

regarding the possibility of controlling nuclear fusion reactions in the laboratory,

Hayakawa wrote

to

Yukawa, then head of the RIFP, suggesting

of fusion reaction[s] now,

we would

a result of this letter, meetings

209Hewlett and Holl,
2 "Michael Eckert

Mikroelektronik
^'

in

p.

easily catch

that "if

up with the developed

on high-temperature plasmas were held

355.

•

we

start the

study

countries. "2' ^

at the

RIFP

As

in

'

.

.

and Maria Osietzki, Wissenschaft fur Macht und Markt: Kernforschung und
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Munchen, C.H. Beck, 1989), p. 124.

'Susan Boenke, Entstehung und Entwicklung des Max-Planck-Instituts fur Plasmaphysik. 1955-1971

(Frankfurt:

Campus

Verlag, 1991); E.N. Shaw, Europe's Experiment in Fusion:

(Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1990),

The JET

Joint Undertaking

p. 6.

A

Yukawa (19 Sept. 1955) — Trigger for
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research in Japan," Historia Scientiarum vol. 1-3 (1992) p. 221.
^'^Sigeko Nisio "Forum: Satio Hayakawa's Letter to Hideki

2l3Nisio,p. 221.
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March and April of 1956. Between

these meetings and late 1957, theoretical and

experimental programs were started

at the

The charged

political

RIFP

as well as four other universities.^'^

atmosphere surrounding fusion work, during and

immediately following declassification, made fusion seem to be a necessary means of

By

maintaining prestige and scientific parity on the international stage.

February, 1960,

eighteen different nations had begun research on controlled fusion.2'
Industrial

"

Research

•

General Electric's involvement with fusion research began with

its

consultant for Princeton University's fusion program. K.H. Kingdon of

Princeton meeting as early as November, 1951
theoretical considerations that

at

role as a

GE attended

which Lyman Spitzer reviewed

an

the

might guide the design of fusion machines. After the

meeting, Kingdon wrote a letter to Spitzer, suggesting that experimental work be begun
as soon as possible,

on "a small model of the pretzel"

and Cousins experiments" (the toroidal pinch).

"I

(Spitzer's stellarator) or "the

do not believe

.

.

approach should be the only one since the problems are so complex
given the opportunity to explain and correlate

Between 1951 and 1956,
program. For example,

in

Ware

that the theoretical

.

.

.

.

some new experimental

Theory should be

data."2i6

GE periodically lent personnel to Princeton's fusion

February, 1954, Lewi Tonks and Willem Westendorp

participated in a Princeton study group to design the

"Model D"

stellarator,

have been a reactor prototype. The eventual design, more than 500
estimated to cost one billion dollars, "gave

some pause"

which was

feet long

to

and

to the design team.^i^

2l4Nisio, p. 222.

^'^"The World-Effort on Controlled Fusion-Power,"
216K.H. Kingdon, Letter to

Lyman

2'^Earl Tanner, Project Matterhorn:

1977), p. 18,

PPPL/PU.

Spitzer,

An

p. 2.

November

14, 1951,

,

AR47/AIP.

-^^

Informal History (Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory,
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Whereas most companies, such

as

loaning personnel to Project Sherwood,
the spring of 1955 at

its

Westinghouse and RCA, did not go beyond

GE pursued its own fusion program, beginning in

research laboratory in Schnectady,

number of fusion approaches but concentrated on ones

that

New

York.

used

its

GE investigated a

own

technical

expertise in the study of gaseous electronics.

In April, 1955,

a fusion concept.

Guy

Suits,

GE's director of research,

The machine was

to generate a

filed a patent application for

plasma with a technique

that

Kingdon

had devised before the war. His approach produced plasmas with a device related
mercury-arc

rectifier, in

which a pool of mercury served as a cathode

that

to the

was excited by

a pulsed applied voltage. In adopting this idea for fusion research, a means of

confinement was needed. Rather than use magnetic confinement. Suits proposed the
introduction of a heavy-metal vapor around the perimeter of the plasma to act as a
tamper.218

The

GE team soon revised this concept.

introduced unwanted impurities into the plasma, a

Because the pool of mercury

new means of exciting

the plasma

was

proposed, which used the same principle as the Penning ion gauge. Also, rather than use
a metal-vapor as a tamper, the

GE team decided to rely on electrostatic confinement by

introducing heavy negative ions into the plasma chamber.^'^*

The

early history of GE's involvement with fusion research highlights the fact that

the industrial tradition of gaseous electronics

contributions to the
at

developing

that

its

were closer

1956,

AEC-dominated fusion

own

was not usually successful

effort.

fusion concepts, to disappointing results,

to those in the

AEC program.

GE announced that it was starting

at

making

After two years of small-scale efforts

GE turned to approaches

After the partial loosening of secrecy in

"a substantial research program"

on June

17,

2'*C.G. Suits, "Patent Disclosure: Method for Production of a High Temperature Plasma, "April 21, 1955,

AR47/AIP.
Kingdon, "Memorandum: Project 43-561
1955, AR47/AIP.

- Fusion Group,"

General Electric Company,

May

4,
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1957, with Henry Hurwitz,

Jr.

as project head.220

"theta pinch" machine. This approach also

as

Los Alamos and

The

the

GE concentrated its efforts on the

was investigated

at other

AEC locations,

such

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), as we discuss below .221

history of General

Dynamic Corporation's involvement with

offers an informative contrast to the

GE case.

fusion research

Roughly one month before GE's

announcement, General Dynamics announced the formation of a new division. General

Atomic (GA), focusing on controlled thermonuclear fusion
million dollars needed for the venture

came

partly

from a consortium of utility companies, calling

research.

The roughly

from General Dynamics and

itself the

ten

partly

Texas Atomic Energy Research

Foundation. 222

The

GA effort proved to be the largest fusion project ever funded with private

money. In addition
for Pure

to building a large research center, the

and Applied Science,

most impressive teams of

Edward
range of

in

John Hay Hopkins Laboratory

San Diego, CA, General Atomic boasted one of the

scientists ever

assembled for fusion work. GA's president,

Creutz, once president of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, hired a wide
talent.

From

the universities he hired

Creutz's ex students) and

D.W. Kerst and Norman Rostoker (one of

from industry, people

like

N.A. Krall of RCA Corporation.

Most important. General Dynamics hired Sherwood personnel,

especially

Alamos. The nuclear physicist Frederic de Hoffmann was brought on
president. Creutz then hired Marshall Rosenbluth to

F.R. Scott,

who had done some

shock waves

of the earliest work

to

from Los

be GA's

head GA's theoretical

at

effort

and

Los Alamos on the generation of

in plasmas.

220"Fusion Research Program

Announced by General

Electric,"

GE Press Release, June

17, 1957,

AR47/AIP.
22

'H. Hurwitz,

Jr.,

"Notes on the General Electric Research Laboratory Privately Financed Program

Controlled Fusion Research," Draft, February
222Francis Bello, "Fusion Power:

The

2,

1960,

AR47/AIP.

Trail Gets Hotter," Fortune July, 1957, p. 137.
.
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'

De Hoffmann
continuities

sought to

make

between applied and basic research and between research done

national laboratories and research

modem
it

GA an industrial research center that would form

done

industrial production center to

does not

at the

in the private sector.

be good

"It is

in the true sense of the

word," he said

same time do enough research-and-development work so

continuity of techniques and information

all

the

way form

of an item."223 In order to foster such continuity,

in the

impossible for a
"if

that there is a

the invention to the production

GA maintained a work environment

consistent with an academic atmosphere, allowing freedom of inquiry, fostering close

connections between

company personnel and

local universities (such as the University of

California at San Diego), and giving staff scientists a voice in setting the goals of the

company.

In

De Hoffmann's

view,

if

not for companies like

GA,

v

the nuclear

technologies developed in the government laboratories could not be transferred to the

American private

sector:

would not produce

"These government

facilities, in

our free enterprise society,

the actual nuclear reactors, and therefore the essential link

research and development on the one side and production on the other

between

would be

broken."224
In addition to having greater funding and a larger and

GE, General Atomic developed
were closely related
line of

to

a larger

programs

more impressive

research program. GA's

that originally

first

had been developed

staff than

research efforts

at

Los Alamos. One

experiments concerned a series of small pinch devices, of linear and toroidal

geometry, which used high stabilizing fields and a magnetic probe technique (originally

developed

at

Los Alamos)

as a diagnostic tool.

GA's second main

line of

experimentation developed F.R. Scott's work using plasma guns to create shock waves.

The plasma shocks were then projected

into the cusp-shaped magnetic fields prescribed

"Advanced Technology and American Business: Friends or Foes?" in "A.W.
Warner, D. Morse, and A.S. Eichner, eds.. The Impact of Science on Technology (New York: Columbia
223Frederic de Hoffmann,

University, 1965), p. 85.

224de Hoffmann, p. 89.

by Harold Grad for confinement.
that the

some

In a letter to Arthur

Ruark of the AEC, Creutz stressed

GA contacts with Sherwood benefited both groups: "We have been able to make

serious contributions in aiding our colleagues in these projects, in both the

mathematical aspects of plasma work and some of the more physical and strategic
questions of thermonuclear research. 225
interrelation with

helped

it

Sherwood increased

As discussed below,

its

in

Chapter

prestige in the plasma physics

4,

GA's close

community and

maintain financial support, even after private funding weakened in the course of

the 1960s.

The Great Segregation
Despite the fact that plasma physics was introduced to the general scientific

community,

in part as the study of "the fourth state

space, this impression did not have

1962 various institutional and

of matter" in the laboratory and in

much of a chance

to catch on.

Between 1959 and

political pressures served to segregate the

fusion research, gaseous electronics, and space physics.

One of the

communities of

pressures that

brought this about was funding. In the United States, gaseous electronics continued to be
supported by industrial and military patrons. However, space science was funded by the

newly-formed National Aeronautics and Space Administration, while fusion research
continued to be funded by the Atomic Energy Commission. This segregation of
patronage underlined and reinforced differences of research program and personnel.
'

Gaseous Electronics
Because researchers

in

gaseous electronics did not study fully-ionized gases, but

concentrated instead on quantum-atomic effects, they did not have a strong interest in the
fully-ionized gases studied

by the fusion community. For

largely ignored the gaseous electronics

community

after

their part, fusion researchers

making use of its meetings

during the period 1957 to 1959. After 1959, the two communities remained largely
segregated, except for occasional cross fertilization in areas such as plasma diagnostics.
225D.W. Kerst, Letter to Arthur E. Ruark, January 27, 1961, AR47/AIP.
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This can be seen in meeting attendance With the foundation of the Division of

Plasma Physics (DPP) of the APS,

far

fewer members of the fusion community attended

meetings of the Gaseous Electronics Conference.
fusion researchers]

would continue with us but

and they soon established

their

own

In addition to the fact that

GEC after

1959, few

meetings or had
at

Allis

low-temperature plasmas. In an

planned to

start projects

work

is

[the

mostly too specialized

conference. "^26

electronics

interest in fusion research.

MIT, founded by William

"We hoped

Allis noted:

few members of the fusion community attended the

members of the gaseous

much

As W.P.

in fact their

community attended DPP

For example, the plasma physics

and Sanborn Brown, maintained

article

published in 1961,

"which would be of interest

effort

study of relatively

its

Brown suggested

that

MIT

in the thermonuclear-fusion field,"

but only by remaining true to their established research; "we are attempting to go from

what we know about gas discharge physics

to the regions that

understand, without taking jumps over what

we have some

we do

we would

like to

not understand or what

we do

not feel

idea about. "^27

In addition, the Conference

Research, sponsored by the
information announcing the
"several conferences and

IAEA,
first

on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion
catered to the fusion

community by

design. In

conference of September 4-9, 1961, the

symposia have dealt with plasma physics

however, that an international conference entirely devoted to work

IAEA

in general.

in

noted that
It is felt,

plasma physics

directed specifically to fusion research and

showing the progress achieved since the

Geneva Conference of 1958 would be very

useful." Topics concerning "fundamental

processes in gas discharges" were "excluded" from the

IAEA meeting. Gaseous

22o"Notes and Reflections of Will Allis on Forty Years of Progress in Gaseous Electronics Conferences,"
included in a letter from Robert Piejak (OSRAM Sylvania, Inc.) to G.J. Weisel, June 28, 1999.

227Sanbom C. Brown, "Plasma Physics
Hill, 1961), p. 354.

at

MIT,"

in J.E.

Drummond, Plasma Physics (New York: McGraw-
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electronics researchers

were asked instead

to

submit their work to the Fifth International

Conference on Ionization Phenomena in Gases, would meet the week before.228

Even Lewi Tonks,
trouble participating in the
Electric,

in

some sense one of the founders of plasma

first

IAEA

fusion meeting. Tonks,

still

had been contracted by Lawrence Livermore during the

late

for General

1950s to develop

Tonks requested

the plasma theory of Nicholas Christofilos' Astron machine. After
the

physics, had

working

AEC give him money to attend the IAEA meeting, A.E. Ruark responded that

international conference

that

"any

on plasma physics and controlled thermonuclear research

without Lewi Tonks present would be something like Hamlet without the ghost, and
without Hamlet. "229 Nevertheless, Ruark pointed out that Tonks had to get funding
directly

CM. Van Atta warned him that

from Livermore. After Tonks wrote Livermore,

the laboratory had a strict quota for the

could not guarantee support. 23o

committee for the
suggested that

it

IAEA

number of representatives

that

could send, and

it

A few months later, after an American planning

meeting rejected Tonks paper for oral presentation. Van Atta

was unlikely

A month later, on June

that he could get his funding.23i

19,

1961, Tonks withdrew his paper. 232
In addition to having limited interest or success in presenting papers at fusion

meetings,

members of the gaseous

electronics

community had

trouble publishing their

work. At the fourteenth Gaseous Electronics Conference (GEC), held in Schenectady,

NY,

in 1961, the

GEC Committee on Publications, chaired by Tonks, expressed concern

that the publication

of their work was "somewhat hampered

228Bronislaw Buras, Letter to Lewi Tonks, January 25, 196L Series
229 Arthur E. Ruark, Letter to

Lewi Tonks, February

19, 1961.

230C.M. Van Atta, Letter to Lewi Tonks, February 20, 1961. Series
231C.M. Van Atta, Letter to Lewi Tonks,

232Lewi Tonks, Letter

to

233Lewi Tonks, Letter

to J.H.

May 4,

1961. Series

A.E. Ruark, June 19, 1961. Series

Crawford,

Jr.,

II,

II,

II,

11,

box

box

box

II,

Series

1,

October 27, 1961. Series

in this country. "233 in

box

1,

folder

folder

1,

Box

1,

AR155/AIP.

I,

folder

1,

1,

folder

II,

folder

I,

box

1,

1,

AR155/AIP.

AR155/AIP.

AR155/AIP.

AR155/AIP.

1,

folder 3,

AR155/AIP.
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addition to the fact that the Physical

Review had

recently altered

its

editorial policy

and

accepted less gaseous electronics papers, other journals were perceived as subjecting
papers produced by the community to a slow review process or to incompetent reviewers.

Tonks

sent out a questionnaire to participants of the previous

as the editors of the major journals.

The

results

two

GEC meetings,

as well

-

.

of the questionnaire were mixed, with

1 1

out of 7 1 replies

complaining of publishing problems. Leonard Loeb objected to the fact that the Physical

Review
in that

rejected one of his papers because

it

"it

was more

did not have any mathematical theory. "^^^

qualitative

instead submit his paper to the Journal of Applied Physics

were

complained

that their papers

Review and

the Physics of Fluids

Applied Physics
result

,

.

.

in that its reviewers

quantitative,

that

Loeb

Other respondents

rejected, for similar reasons,

They

and not

The journal suggested

from both Physical

also shared complaints about the Journal of

were often

late

and raised objections

from a lack of understanding. Tonks concluded

that

seemed

to

that the survey results did not

demonstrate any special discrimination against gaseous electronics, but that members of
the

community should make

efforts to

review papers promptly and that journal editors

should exercise greater judgment regarding the competence of their referees and to insure
that editorial decision

It

were made promptly .235

would be an oversimplification

to

conclude from the above considerations

that

gaseous electronics had insignificant interactions with the fusion community, especially
in the early years.

Although Richard

Post's

own

history of

plasma physics concentrates

on fusion research, he does acknowledge certain contributions of gaseous electronics: "In
the

development of plasma diagnostic measurements, and in the important atomic-

physics issues that accompany

2-^'*Lewi

Series

all

plasma experimentation, even

at

high temperatures, the

Tonks, Letter to Members of the Gaseous-Electronics Committee on Publication,

II,

box

1,

folder 3,

23^Lewi Tonks, Letter

to

AR155/AIP.

Members of the Gaseous-Electronics Committee on

Publication.

May

4,

1962.
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contributions of workers in the older field of gas discharges to fusion research should not

be ignored. "236

:

As Post goes on

to suggest, the

gaseous electronics group that had the most

significant interaction with the fusion effort

Brown and William

was

During the 1950s, the

Allis.

the

program

MIT

at

scientists

MIT headed by Sanborn
sought to

of their research relevant to the fusion community and both Allis and

make

Brown

aspects

presented

papers at the secret Sherwood meetings. Nevertheless, they limited their participation, in
part,

because they objected to the circumstances of secrecy. In addition, the

program maintained a

traditional gaseous-electronics focus

MIT

on basic atomic processes,

such as collisions, ionization, and recombination. In contrast to the fusion program, most
of MIT's measurements were carried out on well-behaved, steady-state plasmas. In a talk

given at a 1957 Sherwood meeting.

Brown

stressed this point: "All our previous

work on

the fundamentals of gas discharge behavior has convinced us that fundamental

measurements should always be made from steady-state plasmas where any
conditions which

may

To improve

exist

have died out before

their description

of steady-state plasmas, the

MIT

phase

shift

in the

try to

transient

make measurements. "^^^

of basic atomic processes through the measurement

group concentrated much effort on diagnostic

techniques, and in particular, on those

microwave diagnostics

we

making use of microwaves. Established

mid-1950s used an interferometry approach, whereby the

of high-frequency radiation was measured as

it

passed through the plasma

being studied. This technique was limited by the fact that measurements could not be

made when

frequencies were used as high as Langmuir's plasma frequency; then, the

measuring device resonated with that which

it

was measuring. The

MIT group got

236post, "Plasma Physics in the Twentieth Century," p. 1644.

^^''Sanborn C. Brown, "MIT's Contribution to the

Reactions:

A Conference Held at Berkeley.

Sherwood

Project," in Controlled

Thermonuclear

California February 20-23, 1957, TID-7536,
.

AR47/AIP.
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around

problem by developing interferometry techniques

this

that

used novel

field

geometries, in relation to the plasma, such that resonance did not occur.^^s

Brown expressed hope

densities.

However,

that the

group would eventually make larger

in the course of the 1960s,

The smaller MIT machines did not
fusion machines.

MIT

Sherwood by extending

contributions to Project

its

work

MIT

create the severe

MIT also had a different

style

to higher temperatures

plasma conditions found

and careful measurement, "without taking jumps." In a popular

front,

when

into

the

new

need

is

in the

of research, which stressed methodical
article written in 1960,

William Allis reflected on the development of plasma physics, noting

money flowed

and

never caught up to fusion research.

that

government

areas of research during periods he characterized as the "steep

obvious." However, the plasma physics community's arrival

the steep front of government-funded fusion research

was made

possible

by the

at

earlier

and more meticulous "long approach" of the gaseous electronics researchers; "the long
approach has to be done by the universities on their
this are 'the

are trained

fuddy-duddies

who

will

who don't see what

spend the big money

is

own

funds, because the

important.' Yet this is

men who do

when

the people

_

later. "239

Space Science

At the same time

that fusion research entered the scientific mainstream, the

interdisciplinary field of space physics formed, causing large institutional shifts to the

Many

ionospheric community.

space scientists later stressed that E.O. Storey's work on

whistlers during the early 1950s identified the first hints of magnetospheric physics.

Twenty years

before,

Thomas Eskersley had shown

that whistler data

fit

the

magneto-

ionic theory as a pulse that propagated through the Earth's upper atmosphere.

he was unable to specify the path of propagation.
Ratcliffe's at

However,

Storey, a student of Jack

Cambridge, took more data with radio-sounding equipment and determined

238Brown, "Plasma Physics
239Allis,

Owen

at

"Plasma Research,"

MIT,"

p. 28.

pp. 365-366.
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that whistlers probably followed the Earth's

radii

magnetic

field lines

km to 26,000 km).

from the surface (roughly 19,000

some

three to four Earth

Colin Hines recalls that

Storey's results, published in 1953, revolutionized his thinking of the ionosphere. Before
Storey's work, the region
virtual

above the F-layer (about 300 km) was thought, he

said, to

vacuum: "Suddenly the region was populated by interesting plasma and

processes, and

was

itself susceptible to scientific investigation.

work was one of the background causes

If Storey's

physics, then the development of rocket technology to
Earth's upper atmosphere

was

the

its

However,

after his

military funding,

is

Van Allen was

measurements of the

The

career of

plasma research. As was mentioned

originally trained as a nuclear physicist.

work of the war years put him

Van

in situ

cause.^^i

especially instructive in tracing the roots of

interactions with other areas of

in the previous chapter.

for the shift in ionospheric

make

most important proximate

James Van Allen, of the University of Iowa
space science and

be a

interesting

in contact with rocket research

and

Allen shifted his career towards the study of cosmic rays with

rocket-borne instrumentation.

During the 1953-54 academic year. Van Allen's career took an interesting
he became a

member

of the Princeton fusion project.

Spitzer's contact with the
stellarator idea but

AEC,

was nervous

From

during the spring of 195
that neither Spitzer

experimentalists. Therefore, the

AEC

1,

the beginning of

the

turn, as

Lyman

AEC had an interest in his

nor his colleagues were strong

stipulated that the Princeton

experimentalist in order to get funding.242 Spitzer quickly chose

program must

Van

Allen. In

hire

an

all

probabihty the two had met a few years before, during the period of Spitzer's interest in
the rocket program. Spitzer's second attempt at an

AEC proposal, of May

13, 1952,

O. Hines, "The Magnetosphere is Brought to Life," in C.S.Gillmor and J.R. Spreiter, eds.,
Discovery of the Magnetosphere History of Geophysics, Volume 7 (American Geophysical Union, 1997).
2'^'^Colin

.

"Geospace and its Uses: The Restructuring of lonosphereic Physics Following World War
II," in M. De Maria, M. Grilli, and F. Sebastiani, eds., The Restructuring of Physical Science in Europe and
the United States. 1945-1960 (Singapore: World Scientific, 1989).
^'^'C.S. Gilimor,

^'^^Tanner, p. 4.
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promised Van Allen's involvement and

-

-

that of a graduate student

from the University of

Iowa.243

At Princeton Van Allen worked on constructing the Model B-1
conducted the

first

stellarator

assignment. In addition to mechanical problems of assembly

of the glass discharge tube), the

first

(e.g.,

the persistent cracking

discharge and confinement results were

disappointing, eventually showing the "pumpout" result discussed above.^''^

beginning of his stay
Princeton

work

and

experiments with that machine. This proved to be a difficult

Van Allen seems

into his research

have had

interest in incorporating

program when he returned home

"A

In September, 1953, he wrote:

to

line

at the

At

the

some of the

end of the

year.

of thought with respect to Iowa's role in future of

thermo-nuclear work: conduct of physical experiments

—conductive and other properties of ionized plasmas— checking of proposed astrophysical
energy sources by laboratory tests— or

at least

measurement of relevant cross sections-

ionospheric type measurements-checking ionospheric theoretical expressions— using

microwave techniques,

etc."^'*^

After the 1953-54 school year.

Van

Allen's interest in fusion research dropped off.

After being a consultant to the program during the 1954-55 school year and attending one

of the secret Sherwood conferences, in February, 1955, his participation ended.
Nevertheless,
for his later

introduced

^'^^L. Spitzer,

Van Allen

work

me

to

in

later

acknowledged

space physics:

"My

plasma physics and especially

Letter to Director, Division of Research,

Program on confinement of a Plasma by a Magnetic
2^J.A. Van Allen, "Construction and

August

13, 1954,

NYO-6CM8. Box

.

.

.

to the notion of electrically

May

Field."

13,

him

with an early stellarator

charged

1952, including "Proposed Research

Box

193, folder

1,

JAVA/UI.

Operation of Model B-1 Stellarator," Project Matterhorn,
193, folder 5, JAVA/UI; also Tanner, p. 15.
Initial

Van Allen Holography Log Book, September
1953. Box 193, folder 7, JAVA/UI.

245j.

that the Princeton experience prepared

Princeton work

17,

1953

-

April

1,

1954, #1, entry dated September 18,
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particles in

work

inhomogeneous magnetic

in

Van

own home by

Allen's

Lloyd Berkner.^^? As Allan Needell points

out,

new

federal

and military funding but

and acceptance of the

Van

Allen's

scientific

The rocket program within

the

the ionospheric

at the

was able

IGY, planned

to investigate conditions in the

rays.^'*^

upper

in the course

many measurements were

taken of

However, none of these measurements had the public

impact of the Soviet Union's launch of the Sputnik

no instrumentation

the

community.

of the project, from mid- 1957 until the end of 1958,
the Earth's upper atmosphere.

to take

same time maintain

atmosphere, the aurora, the ionosphere, solar radiation, and cosmic

carried

later

Berkner was a consummate

statesman-scientist. In the context of post-war America, Berkner

advantage of the

my

on preparations for the International Geophysical Year (IGY), which

had been proposed four years before

interest

helpful in

his return to the University of Iowa, in the spring of 1954,

attention centered

scientist

The experience was very

and magnetospheric physics. "^'^^

in radiation belt

Upon

fields.

at all,

satellite,

on October

4, 1957,

which

save for a simple radio transmitter which identified

its

presence to observers below.

The launch of Sputnik
response, just as

it

sent the

American space

did the fusion scientists.

The U.S.

scientists

satellite

scrambling for a

program. Project

Vanguard, had been run by the Navy since 1955. However, Vanguard was beset by a

number of launch problems during 1957.
American government gave approval

In the rush following the launch of Sputnik, the

to the

Army

Ballistic Missile

Agency and

the Jet

^^^James Van Allen, Letter to G.J. Weisel, September 25, 2000; and J.A. Van Allen, The Origins of

Magnetospheric Physics. (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1983),
2'*''Elliott

Science

B. Roberts, "The

IGY

(New York: Simon and

in Retrospect," in

W.P. True,

ed.,

p.

49.

Smithsonian Treasury of 20th-century

Schuster, 1966), p. 297; and Hufbauer, p. 154.

Allan A. Needell, "Lloyd Berkner and Science-Statesmanship," in Peter Galison and Bruce Hevly, eds..
Big Science: The Growth of Large-Scale Research (Stanford. Stanford University Press, 1992).
2'*^James

Van

Hugh Adishaw, February 18,
Box 193, folder 1, JAVA/UI.

Allen, Letter to

of the Upper Atmosphere."

1954, including "Program: Rocket Exploration
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Propulsion Laboratory to place an American

The most promising payload was a
team

at the

University of Iowa.

set

I

its

Jupiter

C missile.

designed by Van

of cosmic-ray detectors

Two successful

followed, sending the satellites Explorer

March

using

satellite into orbit

Allen's

launches (and a couple of failures)

and Explorer in into

orbit,

on January 3 1 and

.250
26, 1958, respectively

Van

Allen, along with a team of students at the University of Iowa, including Carl

Mcllwain, George Ludwig, and Ernest Ray, analyzed the Explorer data. Their work

produced the single most significant
clear

what the Explorer

scientific finding

results meant.

of the IGY. At

The Iowa team found

detectors experienced surprisingly erratic count rates

and

that the

first, it

was not

cosmic-ray

appeared to became

that they

saturated during certain periods of the flight. Although initially doubting that the

instrumentation had functioned properly.

Van

data indicated the presence of a belt of high-energy radiation that
Earth's magnetic field. In his

memoirs. Van Allen attributed

knowledge of space physics and

.

Allen's group eventually concluded that the

to his fusion experience:

was trapped

in the

this realization to his

"By

virtue of

my

familiarity

with an early paper of Stoermer and with magnetic field confinement of charged particles
in the laboratory during
stellarator at Princeton,

my
I

1953-54 work building and operating an early version of a

further concluded that the causative particles

trapped orbits in the geomagnetic

field,

moving

were present

in

back and forth between the

in spiral paths

northern and southern hemispheres and drifting slowly around the Earth."25i During

1958 and 1959, data from further U.S. satellites-Explorer IV and the Pioneer series— led
the

Iowa team

first

to

conclude that there was a second belt of trapped radiation beyond the

(Figure 3-3).

:

250 IRE Transactions
on Military Electronics vol.
,

Ma gnetospheric

.

v

^

MIL-4, no. 2-3 (1960); Van Allen, The Origins of

Physics, pp. 55-57.

25'Van Allen, The Origins of Magnetospheric Physics,

p. 67.

Figure 3-3. Cross-sectional view showing the intensity of trapped radiation
in the two Van Allen Belts.
J.A. Van Allen, Origins of Magnetospheric Physics (Washington, D.C.

Smithsonian

Institution, 1983), p. 89.
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After

Van

Allen's great success, the ionospheric

community sought

to

fill

community and

the nascent space

in the details of the large-scale structure of the Earth's

atmosphere. In a famous article published in 1959,

Thomas Gold proposed

"magnetosphere" for "the region above the ionosphere in which the magnetic
Earth has a dominant control over the

moUons of gas and

charged

fast

upper

name

the

field

of the

particles. "^52

The

space physics community soon found that the magnetosphere included more than one

Van

Allen belt of high-energy plasma and also regions of lower-energy plasma that had

been detected

The

in whistler studies.

single

most important determinant of the large-scale shape of the

magnetosphere was due to

its

"solar wind." This concept

interaction with the

Cambridge University when he became

how

this

The work of two

in

magnetic

fields.

between the sun and

might cause phenomena such as

scientists

encouraged his

Gold admired Alfven's simplified picture of plasmas. Alfven's

headway

from the

a lecturer in physics at

interested in the interrelation

disturbances of the Earth's magnetic field and
the aurora and poor radio reception.

the 1950s, independently

Thomas Gold was

rocket research described above. In 1950,

First,

plasma stream given off by the sun, or

was developed during

interest.

MHD could make

an "otherwise quite impenetrable subject," the interaction of plasmas with

Gold welcomed Alfven's

simplifications,

especially those with a puritanical mindset like Sidney
hand."253 Second,

Gold become

even though "many

Chapman,

others,

rejected these out of

interested in Arthur Kantrowitz's shock

wave

research.

Kantrowitz had shown that the presence of a magnetic field narrowed the thickness of a

shock wave, and

this

sun and the Earth.

made Gold wonder

if

such an effect might be occurring between the

A shock produced by a sudden eruption of material from the sun

might interact with the magnetic

field

of the sun to produce an

"MHD shock"

which,

Times in the Understanding of the Earth's Magnetosphere," in Gillmor and Spreiter,
Discovery of the Magnetosphere and quoted in Van Allen, The Origins of Magnetospheric Physics,

252t. Gold, "Early
eds..

:

72.

253Gold,

p. 78.

p.
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when

it

would cause

arrived at the Earth,

geomagnetic

significant disturbances to the Earth's

field.254

The problem

Gold became

that

interested in

was solved

of the University of Chicago. Parker's earliest work in

From 1953

than astrophysics.

Earth's geomagnetism.

by Eugene Parker,

was

the research associate of Walter

who developed

a theory of the generation of the

to 1955, Parker

Elsasser of the University of Utah,

largely

MHD came from a different place

Work by T.G. Cowling

in 1933,

had led most

M.

scientists in the

geophysical community to believe that the geomagnetic field could not be caused by
currents within the Earth's core, since there

developed a

was no path

that resulted in a set-regenerating

However, during the 1940s and 1950s, Elsasser

current (and, hence, a magnetic field).

MHD model featuring fluid motions that did create a self-regenerating
v
:

current.255

«

/

.

Upon moving

to the University of

Chicago to work with John Simpson on

cosmic-ray research, Parker had to translate his knowledge of

MHD in the context of the

dense, conducting liquids at the Earth's core to that of the tenuous plasmas of the upper
atmosphere.256 Because

it

was well known

that the intensity of cosmic-rays varied

during magnetic storms, Parker was led to speculate about the nature of the sun's
interconnection with the geomagnetic field. His attention
solar, corpuscular radiation,

one due

to

was caught by two

Sydney Chapman and

the other to

theories of

Ludwig

Biermann. In his work on the aurora. Chapman had suggested that the sun had a plasma
corona

that

extended beyond the orbit of the Earth and was

magnetic storms occurred during periods of sun-spot
clouds of plasmas. Biermann had

come up with

static.

activity,

In

when

Chapman's model,

the sun emitted

a very different conclusion. His

254Gold, p. 78.

2^%.G. Brush and C.S. Gillmor, "Geophysics,"
Century Physics vol.
,

Ill,

(New York: American

in

L.M. Brown, A.

Institute

Pais,

and Sir B. Pippard,

eds.,

Twentieth

of Physics Press, 1995), pp. 1958-1959.

25^E.N. Parker, "Adventures With the Geomagnetic Field," in Gillmor and Spreiter, eds., Discovery of the

Magnetosphere

,

p. 146.
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observation that the

tails

emitted a flow of plasma
at first

of comets always point away from the sun implied that the sun

To

at all times.

Parker,

Chapman and Biermann's

seemed "mutually exclusive." However, he soon concluded

coronal plasma was not static but would be subject to
it

from the Sun's

that

conclusions

Chapman's

MHD forces that would accelerate

surface.257

Parker submitted a short paper on the "solar wind" to the Physical Review in

November, 1957. However, he had greater
published.

The

referees but

article

difficulty getting his longer articles

he submitted to the Astrophysical Joumal was rejected by the

was published

after Parker

appealed directly to the editor, his colleague

University of Chicago, S. Chandrasekhar.^^^ Although the astrophysical
not receive Parker's hypothesis warmly, the solar wind

Russian Lunik

2, the first satellite to orbit

beyond the

at the

community did

was confirmed during 1959 by

Earth's magnetic field.

the

The

Russians announced that their detectors had registered a steady plasma stream beyond the
Earth's field.

However, the Western

Russian findings

and a half years

scientific

until the U.S. satellite

community did not take

notice of the

Explorer 10 received similar results, nearly one

later.^^^

The problem remained how
to cause the aurora.

The

the solar

wind penetrated the

British space physicist

Earth's magnetosphere

James Dungey made one of the most

important contributions to this problem, one which had consequences for general plasma
theory.

Dungey

did his graduate study with Fred Hoyle at Cambridge University on

identifying likely plasma-acceleration

Dungey look

into

mechanisms

in the aurora.

Hoyle suggested

one promising candidate: an acceleration mechanism

that

that the

Australian astrophysicist Ronald Giovanelli had suggested as an explanation for solar
flares.

Giovanelli had hypothesized that, in the regions of sunspots, the Sun's magnetic

257parker, p. 149.

258Hufbauer,

p.

2 1 8-200; and Parker,

259Hufbauer, pp. 225,231.

p.

1

49.
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fields

might cancel, creating regions of zero

field,

or "neutral points." Such a neutral

point would allow high currents of plasma that might drive a solar flare,

.

Dungey developed

.

that

might occur

at

Giovanelli's idea and identified a

As

physical

phenomenon

MHD

a neutral point. Because of the high current densities, the "ideal

approximation," that the plasma
neutral point.

new

is

perfectly conducting, could

no longer be correct

at

a

a result, the magnetic field lines near the neutral point might break and

then reconnect in an altered pattern. This

was an

exciting suggestion in the geophysical

context, since such a "reconnection" of field lines could not only establish linkages

between the magnetic

field

of the Earth and the solar magnetic

field,

but might also be a

source of energy that could accelerate the plasma.^^i

Dungey published

a paper on reconnection in 1953. Although he had

begun

developing the implications of the reconnection mechanism for the aurora, he did not

He

publish this work.

recalls that his visual explanation

of the reconnection mechanism,

explained in terms of diagrams in the 1953 paper, was not well received, making him
hesitant to develop the

work

further. In

Electrodynamics which summarized
,

physics. Dungey's

book had a

1958 he published an elegant book. Cosmic

much plasma

similar

title

theory in astrophysics and space

as Alfven's, published eight years earlier, but

took a different formal route, stressing both kinetic theory (which Alfven did not use) and
his

own

reconnection mechanism.^^^

It

was not

until

1960

that

Dungey developed

a convincing geometry

whereby the

neutral points in the Earth's magnetic field could reconnect to the interplanetary magnetic
field

from the sun. After reconnection some of the Earth's

^^'^J.W.

Dungey, "Memories, Maxims, and Motives,"

Ma gnetosphere

,

p.

63; and D.P. Stem,

in

field lines

would no longer

Gillmor and Spreiter, Discovery of the

"A Conversation with Jim Dungey," Eos

,

vol. 67, no. 51, (1986), p.

1394.

2^'Dungey, "Memories, Maxims, and Motives," p. 63; and D.P. Stern, "A Brief History of Magnetospheric
Physics During the Spaceflight Era," Reviews of Geophysics, vol. 34 (1996), p. 9.

Dungey, Cosmic Electrodynamics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958).
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have to complete

their usual circuit

interplanetary field.

the solar

wind

from north pole

to south pole, but

Such an "open magnetosphere" could

to the auroral

be tied

plasma

transfer

to the

directly

from

zones around the Earth's poles.^^s That same year, Ian

Axford and Colin Hines proposed an alternative mechanism involving the convective
flow of plasma within the Earth's magnetosphere, due to a kind of viscous interaction that
transferred plasma

from the solar wind

opened up magnetospheric science

to the aurora.

The work of Parker and Dungey

to the broader stage of space science,

investigation of plasma processes in the entire solar system.

As we

and the

see in Chapter 4,

reconnection was to play an important role in the future development of both fusion
research and space physics.

„

The expansion of scientific research regarding

the solar

wind and

its

interaction

with the Earth's magnetosphere was mirrored by the founding and expansion of the
institutions of space science. In the

months following the IGY and Sputnik,

policymakers, scientists, and the general public shared a concern that the United States

maintain

its

leadership in science generally and in space science particularly.

By

the

end

of 1959, the President's Science Advisory Conmiittee and the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration had been formed. To insure

that the federal

government stayed

abreast of developments in space science, the National Research Council

Space Science Board, with Lloyd Berkner as

its

formed the

head.^^^

In order to preserve the IGY's precedent of international cooperation in space
research, scientists and statesman-scientists like Berkner,

the International Council of Scientific Unions.

(COSPAR) drew up by-laws
later.

in

The Committee on Space Research

November, 1959 and had

its first

meeting three months

COSPAR did much the same job for space research that the IAEA did for fusion

"Memories, Maxims, and Motives,"
p.

formed a new committee within

1395.

264Hufbauer, pp. 162-163.

p. 64; Stern,

"A Conversation with Jim Dungey,"
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research, seeking to enable an exchange of information between nations regarding

Composed of three working

"fundamental research/'^^s

groups, on tracking and

COSPAR soon made

telemetering, scientific experiments, and data and publications,

significant contributions to the organization of international meetings

As with

and symposia.266

fusion research, the motivations of scientists and policymakers

was a mix of

sentiments, combining national pride with international peace.

The foundation of a
States took

One

professional organization for space science in the United

somewhat longer but eventually

reason for this

with geophysics.

is

that the ionospheric

As of

physicists published in

fell

within the American Geophysical Union.

community already associated

common journals

1962, the two most

in

itself closely

which ionospheric

were the Journal of Geophysical Research and the Journal of

Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (accounting for nearly a third of

all

ionospheric

papers).
In addition,

the 1940s

came

many

of the physicists that entered upper-atmosphere research during

to identify themselves with geophysics.^^s

influence to bring the space physics

community

into the

American Geophysical Union (AGU). Part of the reason
do with the APS's reception of his research
I

recall)

field at

I

in the

Van Allen

APS, but

did not use his

rather into the

for his shift of allegiance

had

to

course of the 1950s. "In about 1956 (as

submitted a paper with L.J. Cahill on the measurement of the Earth's magnetic

high altitude to Phys. Rev. This paper was rejected by the editor as an unsuitable

subject for that journal ...

I

then switched

my

allegiance to the Journal of Geophysical

Research. "269 During 1959, the Journal improved

265charter and By-Laws,

COSPAR, November,

266Report of First Meeting of The

1959.

COSPAR Bureau,

Box

its

331, folder

1,

Stockholm, August

JAVA/UI.
26'Gillmor and Terman,

operations,

p. 91.

268DeVorkin, pp. 261-262.
269james Van Allen, Letter to G.J. Weisel, September 25, 2000.

1

by subsuming the older

JAVA/UI.
1-13, 1960.

Box

331, folder 10,

Transactions of the American Geophysical Union and by gaining a grant from the
,

National Science Foundation.
Allen: "I hope that

As Vice

President of the

you and your associates

manuscripts to this periodical.

I

am

AGU,

Berkner assured Van

will submit a substantial fraction of your

sure that such

work would enjoy a most expeditions

processing. "270

During 1960 and 1961, Van Allen worked, with Homer Newell of the Naval
Research Laboratory, to incorporate the space physics community within the American
Geophysical Union. After two special committees of the
section

was

AGU determined that a new

desirable, the Planetary Sciences section of the

AGU was created in April,

1962.271

The end
that

result

two of the most

of the professionalization of fusion research and space science was

significant scientific

communities concerned with the study of

plasmas became associated with entirely different professional organizations. While
fusion researchers often spoke of plasma physics as a
field

of physics,

Van Allen gave

a

new

discipline or, at least, as a

new

more modest estimation of space physics. To Van

Allen, space physics "is not a professional discipline" but rather a "loosely defined

mixture" of areas of astronomy, geology, physics, chemistry, and biology .2^2
In addition, the scientific

context

came

community

after the formation of the Planetary

its

effort to

Van

plasmas

in

an astrophysical

Three years

Sciences section, the solar physics community began

found a Solar Physics section within the American Astronomical Society

270L.V. Berkner, Letter to
2'"J.A.

that studied

to associate itself with yet a third professional organization.

Allen,

(August, 1994),

p.

J. A.

Van

Allen, April 13, 1959.

"Van Allen Receives

Box

325, folder

1,

JAVA/UI.

NASA Award at Symposium in His Honor," Eos

,

vol. 75, no.

34

397.

272james Van Allen, "What

and Planetary Sciences

is

a Space Scientist?

An

Autobiographical Example," Annual Review of Earth

vol. 18 (1990). This opinion is corroborated by the conclusions of the National
Research Council report of 1972, which categorized "earth and planetary physics" as an "interface area"
between physics and other disciplines. Physics Survey Committee, Phvsics in Perspective. Volume 1
,

(Washington, DC, National Research Council, 1972),

p. 5.
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(AAS). Leo Goldberg,

who had been

rockets during the late 1940s,

disappointed by solar research using balloons and

now saw such work

rapid increase of interest in solar physics.

as one of the prime reasons for the

While he was aware

might be incorporated as part of the space-physics community
should instead be included in the

AAS:

"If the

that

much

in the

of this research

AGU,

he

felt that it

AAS takes the lead at this time in bringing

together the varied aspects of solar research, the traditional and valuable connection of
solar studies to the rest of

advocacy did not

AAS.
was

result

astronomy will be symbolized and encouraged. "^''^ Goldberg's

immediately

in the

foundation of a solar physics section of the

This took until 1970, partly because the

AAS,

like the

APS

twenty years before,

leery of allowing the formation of subdisciplinary groups.

Despite the significant institutional segregations between fusion research, gaseous
electronics, space physics,
in the later history

for

many

and solar physics, frequent opportunities for overlap occurred

of plasma physics. Overlaps

Some

reasons.

the

plasma

specialties occurred

centered on the broader ambitions of the discipline to link

plasma phenomena on many scale regimes, due
as well as a

among

means of arguing

to the curiosity

of individual researchers

for funding.

Military Patronage

Many examples

of overlaps

among

context of military applications. For
research

was

that

it

many

the

plasma

scientists,

specialties

may be found

in the

one of the attractions of fusion

presented an alternative to military research. Nevertheless,

much

of

the technology related to fusion research attracted the attention of military sponsors. This
also

worked

concepts.

the other

The

way

around: military research sometimes suggested

history of such research

program became

identified with

is interesting,

one or the other application depending on

circumstances involving funding, research trends, and geopolitics.

'Quoted

in

Hufbauer, pp. 182-183.

new

fusion

since any particular scientific
institutional
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Plasma Dynamics
.

Plasma dynamics became a popular term

moving plasmas, both

study of

Scientists

often

working

worked on

dynamics as a
it

was a

in the

plasmas from a fluid perspective and therefore

the extension of magnetohydrodynamics.

specialty, since

i

1950s and 1960s to describe the

form of sudden shock waves and continuous jets.

in this subfield studied

I

do not

refer to

plasma

did not have a tradition leading up to the 1950s. Instead,

it

topic of research that, for a time,

specialties

in the

formed a connection between many plasma

and aspects of aerodynamics. However, plasma dynamics never established

an independent institutional existence in the manner of fusion research or space science.

The

military developed an interest in

plasma dynamics as a means of testing

materials and electronics used in key parts of military systems. In studying

concepts using high-powered

was developed

research

laser,

to study

interested in developing related

weapon

microwaves, and charged-particle beams, plasma

plasma-matter interactions. The military also became

beam technology

for use as defensive

weapons

against

ballistic missiles.

Arthur Kantrowitz did some of the earliest work in the field of shock waves, after

moving,

in 1946,

from the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory

to Cornell University, as a

Professor of Aeronautical Engineering and Engineering Physics. Initially, Kantrowitz

developed shock tubes as a means of conducting aerodynamical

renewed

tests.

his interest in creating high-temperature plasmas, with an

One year later, he

eye towards fusion.

His shock-tube design created cylindrical shock waves with a rapidly increasing, axial

magnetic

field.

The converging shock wave served

the tube (Figure 3-4).

274jeff Hecht,

to heat

Kantrowitz soon found that

Beam Weapons: The Next Arms Race (New

this

Initiative, to

York, Plenum Press,

fell

1

275Arthur Kantrowitz, Letter to G.J. Weisel,

December

15,

984); Robert

Hendry and Lawson,

De Witt,

in the Strategic

2000.

^^^Ben Bova, The Fourth State of Matter: Plasma Dynamics and Tomorrow's Technology
Martin's Press, 1971), pp. 99-100, and

in

well short of the

May, 2000. Later versions of these devices became important
be discussed in Chapter 5.

personal communication,

Defense

and compress the plasma

approach

p. 26.

(New York:

St.
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AVCO

Figure 3-4. Shock-tube device used at
Everett Research Laboratory.
H.E. Petschek, "Aerodynamic Dissipation," Reviews of Modem Physics vol. 30,
no. 3 (1958), p. 971.
,
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temperatures required for fusion (he got on the order of thousands of degrees Kelvin

As

rather than the millions required for fusion).

number of practical

research towards a

t

below.

The

first

a result, Kantrowitz redirected his

applications in plasma dynamics, discussed

f'f

;,

T ,.

r U

shock-wave approach to heating plasma

AEC was proposed in a letter from R.R.

Wilson,

that caught the attention of the

who had

left

Los Alamos

director of the Laboratory of Nuclear Studies at Cornell University.

become

to

the

Wilson also

maintained an interest in fusion after the war. In 1952, he designed a shock-tube concept
that

was

Wilson says

similar to Kantrowitz's.^^^

shock tube

after hearing a talk

the Earth's upper atmosphere. After the talk,

would

create plasmas hot

plasma

in a cylinder that

that he got the first idea for a cylindrical

by GA's Frederic de Hoffmann on

enough

to

MHD shock waves in

Wilson designed a shock tube

that

he hoped

produce fusion energy. His idea was to heat the

was surrounded by

a solenoid coil.

current through the coil produced an axial field,

The sudden passage a

which was opposed by the plasma (by

Lenz's Law). In this way, a poloidal current was induced in the plasma that, in turn,
resulted in a magnetic force that pushed against the plasma, "crushing

machine]

if

the field

imploded the plasma

were large enough. "^-'^ Wilson hoped
to the axis

with more energy than was put

it

that after the

to the axis [of the

shock wave

and fusion reactions occurred, the plasma would explode

in.

Because the device was meant

to oscillate

between

implosion and explosion, Wilson's "somewhat lurid description" of the device to the

was a

"reciprocating internal combustion engine. "^^^ After mailing the idea to the

Wilson was asked
1953, the

to visit

Los Alamos

to discuss the idea. After meeting, of

AEC

AEC,

August

9,

AEC expressed interest in the idea but Wilson declined to involve himself in

^^''Wilson seems to arrived at his ideas independently from Kantrowitz. Despite the fact that the two were
at

Cornell together, they did not collaborate. Arthur Kantrowitz, Letter to G.J. Weisel,

27^R.R. Wilson, Letter to Joan Bromberg, August, 1980, AR47/AIP.

^'^R.R. Wilson, Letter to Joan Bromberg, August, 1980, AR47/AIP.

December

15,

2000.
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classified research.

Wilson's idea.280

A

However, the

AEC asked Tuck's Los Alamos group to investigate

small experimental effort

abandoned, having given disappointing

was begun by J.W. Mather, but was soon

results.^*!

Rather than rely on shock tubes to produce pulses of dense plasma, Mather turned

So-named because

to a simpler concept called the Z-pinch.

current along

its

axis, the

faster discharges than those

research

was

the

machine directed a

Z-pinch used large capacitor banks that were capable of much
used on standard pinch machines. The objective of such

to "beat" the various

plasma

instabilities

by forcing the plasma

to constrict

so quickly that the instability did not have time to grow. 282

The

first

extensive development of Wilson's original idea

Colgate and coworkers

at

was made by

Sterling

Lawrence Livermore. During 1954, Colgate constructed a

device called "Collapse" which used a cylindrical-sheet conductor, wrapped around the
discharge tube, instead of a solenoid.
cylinder, an axial field

was induced

When

in the

current

was suddenly

sent around the

plasma, starting the process of implosion.283

Because the device used a current running around the axis of the cylinder, and because
such a direction

is

described in polar coordinates by the variable theta, this family of

machine became known as a "theta pinch."

Los Alamos returned

to Wilson's idea in

1957 and did more extensive work than

Livermore. The Los Alamos "Scylla" machine was similar to Collapse but was capable

of initiating faster changes of magnetic

field,

and therefore produced greater ionization

and compression of the deuterium plasma. While

it

was determined

that Scylla achieved

temperatures on the order of one hundred million degrees Kelvin, the machine suffered

from a similar problem as
280T.H. Johnson, Letter to

Britain's Zeta

M.W.

Boyer, September

2*'Bishop, Project Sherwood p. 73.
,

282Bishop. Project Sherwood, p. 102.

2*33jshop, Project Sherwood

,

machine. Partly as a result of the speed of

p. 70.

9, 1953,

AR47/AIP.
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Scylla's compression,

thermonuclear

in

produced as being of

Kolb introduced

from the

initial

shock tube. This

Kolb used standard T-

the clever modification of using the surge of

discharge to also create a large magnetic field in the

field

was positioned such

that

it

applied an added force to

more powerful shock.

the plasma, producing a

The shock machines
to the fusion

was done by Alan Kolb and

his research,

which a sudden arc-discharge across two arms of the tube heated a

in the third arm.

dynamics

excitation of plasmas

Naval Research Laboratory. For

the current resulting
vicinity of the

difficult to identify the neutrons

work on shock

at the

shaped shock tubes,

plasma

was

origin.^*'*

Further

coworkers

it

at

Los Alamos and

NRL introduced the topic of plasma

community. While work on machines

and tokamak involved plasma densities on the order of lO^^
machines produced densities

that

like the stellarator, mirror,

particles /

cm^, the shock

were roughly one thousand times higher. In addition,

the sudden changes of magnetic field and high

plasma velocities

modified plasma theory that accounted for non-adiabatic effects,

which Alfven's adiabatic invariants did not hold

As of

true.^^^

in

shocks required a

i.e.,

circumstances in

1959, the Los

Alamos and

NRL shock programs were relatively small, funded at about $400,000 apiece, but they
were important for
During

late

of unique plasma conditions.

1954 Harwell Laboratory

Alamos

in the

United

which had appeared

in the

open

counterpart to Los
tubes,

their production

in the

States.,

literature

United Kingdom, the British

became

interested in Kantrowitz's shock

two years before. To develop the idea

as

Tuck, ""Review of Controlled Thermonuclear Research at Los Alamos for Mid- 1958," in C.
Longmire, J.L. Tuck, and W.B. Thompson, eds.. Progress in Nuclear Energy. Series XI. Plasma Physics
2*'*J.L.

and Thermonuclear Research

,

vol.

1,

p. 86; J.L.

Tuck, Letter to J.M.B. Kellogg, February 27, 1961,

AR47/AIP.
^^^Bishop. Project Sherwood, pp. 145-146.

Kolb, "Review of the

7536

(Pt. 2), p.

287A.E. Ruark,

NRL Program,"

in

Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions. (AEC, 1957), TtD-

390, AR47/AIP.

Memorandum

to

A.R. Luedecke, August 24, 1959.

HO/DOE, box

1416, folder 10.
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a fusion concept, Harwell scientists called on the help of weapons researchers at the

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment
difficulty agreeing

research program

on a

(AWRE)

classification policy

was begun during

the

at

Aldermaston Court. After some

(AWRE required stricter secrecy), a joint

summer of 1954?^^ The U.K.

effort in shocks

followed a trajectory similar to the American program. This occurred, in

AWRE tended to look to the United States for trends in military research.

part,

because

After

initial

experiments with Kantrowitz's approach were not promising, the U.K. program turned to
the Z-pinch and then the theta pinch.

In addition to helping both fusion and

researchers investigate shock waves, the program also helped the
to

weapons research by promising

that

weapons

AWRE attract scientists

some percent of their time would be devoted

to

non-military work.^^^
In addition to shocks, the general rubric of

plasma jets.

When

Arthur Kantrowitz

left

Corporation, in Everett, Massachusetts, this
received

its first

plasma dynamics included the study of

Cornell, in 1955, to

became

form the AVCO-Everett

his first research project.

AVCO

contract form the Air Force to study the physics of missile reentry.

development of the intercontinental

ballistic missile required materials research

The

on the

conditions that would be faced by bombcasings as they reentered the Earth's atmosphere.
In order to test materials in the laboratory, continuous sources of hot ionized gasses, or

plasma jets, were developed
rely

on

single,

to simulate conditions in the

discharge. In connection with this work,
that

upper atmosphere. Rather than

powerful discharges of capacitor banks, the jet used a continuous arc-

AVCO also investigated the

"plasma sheath"

formed around a missile or any other reentering space vehicle, which interfered with

radio communications.-^'

As another possible

2*^Hendry and Lawson, pp. 26-27.
289Hendry and Lawson, pp. 27, 35, 69.
^9*^Hendry and Lawson, p. 34.

29lBova, pp. 121-123.

application of this line of research,

•
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Kantrowitz speculated that a magnetic

would

interact with the

•

could be generated in a space vehicle which

field

plasma of the upper atmosphere

in

such a way that the vehicle

could be slowed down.^^z

Kantrowitz shared, with

GA president Frederick de Hoffmann and other scientist-

entrepreneurs of the period, a desire to bridge the gap between pure and applied research
in an

environment

'

that featured a close knit

of industrial, government, and university

Committee on Science and Astronautics of the U.S.

influences. In a contribution to the

House of Representatives, Kantrowitz cautioned
between the

stature of basic science

and the

that there

was

"a vast difference

stature of applied science at the universities"

which might be a discouraging influence on applied

science.^^^

As

a remedy to this

problem, Kantrowitz suggested that federal agencies act to insure that centers of applied
science be integrated

recommend

more

closely with the

American educational system:

"I

would

legislation enabling these agencies to fund educational efforts in applied

science to be conducted outside the universities with university cooperation. "2^'* This

would balance

the stress

on basic science

applications at centers such as

AVCO.

at the universities

In this

with a concern for

way, the United States could maintain

its

leadership in both pure and applied science.

Kantrowitz's vision of a meshing of interests between the government, industry,

and academia bears a strong resemblance to what Stuart Leslie describes as the "militaryindustrial-academic complex. "295 Although Kantrowitz

MIT

while

at

AVCO,

the

company

became a

visiting professor at

did not develop strong university connections.

292r. Landshoff, "Plasma Dynamics," Physics

Today

,

vol.

1

1,

no. 12 (1958), p. 22.

^^^Arthtur Kantrowitz, "Leadership in Applied Physical Science," in Basic Research and National Goals:

Report to the Committee on Science and Astronautics. U.S. House of Representatives, by the National
of Sciences (Washington. D.C.: U S. rmvernment Printing Offire 1Q<SS) p 14^

Academy

^^''Kantrowitz, Leadership in Applied Physical Science," p. 145.

2^5stuart

W.

MIT and

Stanford

The Cold War and American Science: The Militarv-Industrial-Academic Complex
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1993).

Leslie,

at

A

However, Kantrowitz's

Company,

in

Leslie recounts,
relied

ideal

was well exemplified by Lockheed Missiles and Space

Palo Alto, California, which worked in the field of plasma dynamics.

on close

Lockheed

started a research

and development

As

effort in aeronautics that

Stanford University's engineering program, as well as U.S. military

ties to

funding.

The development of ballistic
the sagging post-war

American

missiles during the 1950s opened

aircraft industry.

up new markets

to

In an effort to gain scientific expertise

needed for such work, Lockheed entered into a partnership with the Stanford University
Aeronautics Department in February, 1957.296 In order to attract the interest of Nicholas
Hoff, then head of aeronautical engineering at Brooklyn Polytechnical Institute,

Lockheed offered him a professorship
Personnel also

moved

the other way.

at

Stanford and a consultantship with the company.

Lockheed loaned

its

head of high-temperature gas

dynamics, Daniel Bershader, to the university and eventually Bershader became a

member

full

of the faculty .2^7 Lockheed also hired Walter Vincenti, another aeronautics

expert, at nearby

Ames

Research Center, the National Advisory Committee on

Aeronautics' West-coast counterpart to Langley.

After gaining large contracts from the
missile system and the

Navy and Air Force,

Advanced Reconnaissance

[satellite]

Lockheed began a research, development, and manufacturing
and bounds.

Much

initially for the Polaris

System, respectively,
effort that

grew by leaps

of this work involved plasma dynamics, including materials research

for the design of reentry vehicles

and the design of a "wind tunnel"

that attained

temperatures of around eight thousand degrees Kelvin, around the temperature of the
Earth's ionosphere.^^*

296Leslie, pp. 114-115.

29''Leslie, p. 118.

298Leslie, pp. 121-123.
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To

help foster a university-friendly atmosphere, Lockheed sponsored annual

symposia on magnetohydrodynamics
These featured

talks

In the introduction to the

starting in 1956.

specialties.

symposium of 1958, Francis Clauser expressed

regret for the

work and welcomed developments

that reversed

increasing specialization of scientific
this process:

were held for seven years,

that

by researchers from a surprisingly wide array of plasma

"At present, the great upsurge of interest in magnetohydrodynamics

is

serving to accomplish this by bringing together scientists from the fields of astrophysics,

geophysics, gaseous discharges, electron tube and electron

beam

research, statistical

mechanics, thermonuclear fusion, aerodynamics, and fluid mechanics. "^^^

Another plasma dynamics meeting
sponsored by the U.S. Air Force and met
1958.

The attendees read

like a

who's

that

at

was

Woods

particularly noteworthy

was

Hole, Massachusetts during June,

who of the plasma

specialties.

These included

Marshall Rosenbluth and Richard Post, from the fusion program, the space physicists

E.N. Parker and Sydney Chapman, William Allis from MIT's gaseous electronics

program, the astrophysicist Ludwig Biermann, and R.K.M. Landshoff and Arthur
Kantrowitz, from Lockheed and

While
plasma

the

AVCO,

specialties, others attracted a

specific topics.

respectively.

plasma dynamics conferences mentioned above featured most of the

more

limited mix, since they were directed to

One example of this can be found

in the six

more

Cosmical Gas Symposia

that

were organized, from 1949 to 1969, by the International Union of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics and the International Astronomical Union. Thomas Gold recalls that
the second
setting

symposium,

was taken

in 1953,

seriously. "^oi

was
The

"the first

meeting

editors of the third

Clauser, "Introduction," in Daniel Bershader, ed.,
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1959), p.

^•^.H. Clauser,

ed..

in

which

MHD in an astronomical

symposium saw cosmical gas

The Magnetodynamics of Conducting Fluids

vii.

Symposium of Plasma Dynamics (Reading: Addison- Wesley

Publishing, 1960); and

Landshoff, "Plasma Dynamics." Note that Landshoff had participated in the earliest Los
work, as noted above.
30lGold, p. 78.

Alamos

fusion
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dynamics as an

one

"interfield discipline,"

that resulted

from new topics

in

both

aerodynamics and astronomy: "The most useful product of these symposia has been to

home

bring

both astronomers and aerodynamicists a realization that in the

to

astronomical domain a whole

new range of aerodynamic phenomena

has been

opened. "^"2 Especially important shared research topics included turbulence and

magnetohydrodynamics. Of the 60 American

25%

scientists attending the third

symposium,

were from the aeronautics industry, the Air Force, or the Navy.

The Division of Fluid Dynamics (DFD) of the American Physical Society
yet another cut through the matrix of

researchers

plasma topics and

made use of The Physics of Fluids

did not frequent the

DFD

specialties.

steadily since

its

inception in 1958, they

meetings, except for the years 1956-1958

declassification of fusion research

offers

Although the fusion

and before the founding of their

(after the partial

own

division).

On

other hand, researchers interested in plasma dynamics used both the journal and the

meetings steadily. At the 1959 and 1960
fusion scientists), 28 papers out of

1

DFD meetings (both after the departure of the

wave

This

is

true

from the very

The

13 concerned plasma dynamics (about 25%).

Division of Plasma Physics also hosted work on plasma dynamics, though
level.

first

the

DFD

DPP meeting,

at

a lower

which featured a session on shock-

research of fourteen-papers, half of which were accomplished with military

patronage.^*^

During the

late

1950s and 1960s, research in plasma dynamics showed a

remarkable overlap among the plasma specialties. Until further technical and theoretical

developments dispersed

this

nexus of research

interest, the topic

of plasma dynamics

demonstrated the sort of interconnections that could appear across different areas of

^''^J.M.

3"3

Burgers and R.N. Thomas, "Preface," Reviews of Modem Physics vol. 30, no. 3 (1958),

Bulletin of the

,

American Physical Society Series
.

American Physical Society. Series
^'^ Bulletin of the

II,

vol. 6, no.

vol. 5, no.

II,

vol. 5, no.

p.

910.

2 (1960), pp. 126-135: Bulletin of the

2 (1961), pp. 206-215.

American Physical Society Series
.

II,

4 (1960), pp. 315-317.
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plasma research, an interconnectedness
gestured

to,

that the Division of

Plasma Physics often

but rarely achieved.

High-Altitude Nuclear Tests

Another early example of interconnectedness

in

plasma research concerns work

associated with the study of nuclear explosions in space.

proposed by one of Post's colleagues

we have

at

The

first

such experiment was

Lawrence Livermore, Nicholas

Christofilos.

As

seen, the original inspiration for the Livermore mirror program, came, in part,

from Stoermer's work on the

orbits of

charged particles in the Earth's magnetic

Since 1953, Christofilos worked on his

own

was

was

related to the magnetic mirror, but

different

separate laboratory. In October, 1957, he argued,

concept, that a

man-made

belt of radiation

by exploding an atomic weapon

in

enough

he had been given a

that

analogy with the mirror machine

might be created

in the Earth's

launched to study the degree to which the

field.

fusion concept, the "Astron" machine, which

in the Earth's

upper atmosphere.

magnetic

Satellites

bomb plasma had been

field

could then be

trapped.^os

In addition to the scientist's interest in the study of trapped radiation, the U.S.
military

was

also interested in such a test. First, there

and consequent trapping of radiation, might

result in

was concern

that

such explosions,

an interruption of radio

communications. This was an interesting possibility, both from a defensive and an
offensive perspective. In addition, the military hoped that the detection and
characterization of the trapped radiafion of nuclear

of detecting Soviet

On May
at

1,

a meeting of the

Projects

bomb explosions would give

a means

tests.

1958, James

Van Allen

presented the results of the Explorer satellites

AGU and received informal word that the Advanced Research

Agency (ARPA) would organize

the high-altitude tests,

which now went by

^^^James C. Hagerty, "A Report Prepared Under the Direction of the President's Science Advisory
Committee and the IGY Committee of the National Academy of Sciences," n.d. (but probably May,
Box 199, folder 4, JAVA/UI.

3^S. Fred Singer, "Nuclear Explosions

in

the

1959).

Space," Missiles and Rockets (March 30, 1959), pp. 33-34.

,
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.

code name of "Project Argus. "^•^'^ The

September

1958

6,

small fission

(just

bombs

satellite,

weeks before the

were conducted between August 27 and

declassification of fusion research). Three

>

(with yields of about 1.5 kilotons) were exploded near the Earth's

south pole, about 300

IV

tests

km above the surface,

followed by measurements by the Explorer

which had been launched on August 24.

Argus was a large program and involved personnel

at

a

number of locations,

including Livermore, Lockheed, the University of Iowa, and the University of Maryland.

During the

fall

of 1958,

Van

Allen's group at

found that the three atomic bursts had created
interpret the results, a ten-day

Iowa analyzed

IV data and

the Explorer

three, well-defined radiation belts.

workshop was convened

at

To

Livermore during February,

1959.308

In Cosmical Electrodynamics Alfven had found that the magnetic
.

charged particle spiraling in a slowly-varying field

Argus

results,

Livermore

scientists

moment of a

remained constant. In analyzing the

T.G. Northrop and Edward Teller generalized

Alfven's analysis into a theory of "adiabatic invariants." Their analysis of the Explorer

IV data showed
"first

that the trapped

bomb products remained

adiabatic invariant of Alfven" (the magnetic

longitudinal drift across the magnetic field lines.

stable not only according to the

moment), but also had

stable

Drawing on Rosenbluth and Longmire's

analysis of magnetic confinement in terms of particle orbits, Northrop and Teller

confirmed that the longitudinal

stability resulted

from the existence of a second and

>

third

adiabatic invariant.^*^

Project Argus and Northrop and Teller's analysis benefited the Livermore mirror

program

in a

number of ways. By 1962,

^O^Van Allen, Origins of Magnetospheric Physics

all

,

three adiabatic invariants were confirmed in

p. 74.

308Van Allen, Origins of Magnetospheric Physics, pp. 78-80.
^O^Van Allen, Origins of Magnetospheric Physics,
Physics During the Spaceflight Era," pp. 3-4.

p.

80; Stem,

"A

Brief History of Magnetospheric
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a series of Livermore experiments.^'^ In designing future mirror machines, Livermore
scientists

used machine dimensions that insured adiabatic invariance.^'

'

In later years,

Richard Post used the Argus results to support his claim that the magnetic mirror was a
promising confinement concept. In 1970, he wrote that "any doubt as to the potency of
the mirror invariants should be dispelled
the audacious

Argus experiment

some of these

particles are

still

that

by the observation

that

over a decade following

seeded the Van Allen belts with energetic particles

in evidence. "3'2

High-altitude nuclear tests continued to interest the military during the early
1960s.

Such work was not of great

community continued
thirteen tests

to benefit

interest to the fusion

the space

A total of

scientifically.

were conducted by the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.3'3 In 1957, the U.S., U.K.,

and U.S.S.R began long discussions on a
Partial Test

community but

from them, both financially and

Ban

Treaty. Before

its

test

ban and

in August,

ratification, a rash

conducted, including the United States' famous Starfish
so efficient in trapping charged particles that

it

1962 agreed

of last-minute
test,

of

May

tests

to adopt the

were

28, 1962,

which was

knocked a number of satellites out of

service^'"*

During the period of the Test Ban debate, the military became concerned with the

problem of

treaty verification

and the detection of nuclear detonations. This concern

provided further research and funding opportunities for the scientists that had participated

^"'R.F. Post, "Experimental Base of Mirror-Confinement Physics," in

A (New York:

1:

Magnetic Confinement. Part

3'

'R.F. Post, Interview with T.A.

Academic

Edward

Teller, ed., Fusion.

Volume

Press, 1981), pp. 365-366.

Heppenheimer, October

19, 1982,

AIP.

3'2post, "Controlled Fusion Research and High-Temperature Plasmas" (1970), p. 544; Post, "High

Temperature Plasma Research" (1959),
3'3j.A.

Van

Falthammar,

^'

p.

396.

Allen, "Active Experiments in Magnetospheric Physics," in B. Hultqvist and C.-G.
eds.,

"^Martin Walt,

Magnetospheric Physics: Achievements and Prospects (New York: Plenum Press, 1990),

"From Nuclear Physics

Gillmor and Spreiter,

eds..

to Space Physics by
Discovery of the Magnetosphere

,

Way
p.

of High Altitude Nuclear Tests," in

258.
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Since the Fall of 1959,

in the high-altitude tests.

comprehensive program with three

parts. ^'^

ARPA had developed Project Vela, a

One was concerned

.:

with the detection of

underground detonations, and the other two with two different methods of detecting
space explosions, with ground-based equipment and with

Van Allen

satellites.

maintained a close connection with the third of these projects.3'^

Space-plasma physicists often reported
the

their military-related

work

at

meetings of

AGU and in the Journal of Geophysical Research but special meetings and symposia

also

became

One of the most famous

available.

series

was organized by

McCormac, of the Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA). The

Billy

symposia

earliest

concerned the testing and verification applications for the military. Such meetings

When Van

required a balance between military and scientific interests.

symposium sponsored by DASA, McCormac,

to participate in a

number of military

analysts and planners

would be

Allen was invited

advised him that a

"Some of these

present:

representatives will be from quite important offices. Therefore,

it

is

military

important that each

speaker briefly emphasize in the introduction to his paper the military significance of

what he

is

about to talk about and in the

summary

at the

end of his paper

emphasize the military significance of what he has just talked

McCormac soon

briefly

about."^'''

organized symposia that addressed the general interests of space-

plasma physicists, including the large-scale structure of the magnetosphere, the bow
shock caused by the solar wind, and the trapping of charged
these, at Bergen,

Norway

years, sponsored

by

particles.

After the

first

of

in August, 1965, the series continued annually for thirteen

DASA,

the

Army Research

Office,

and the Office of Naval

Research. Martin Walt, of the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory and Stanford

^'-''Walter

A. McDougall,

Basic Books, 1985),

p.

.

..the

Heavens and

the Earth:

A Political History of the Space Age (New York:

338.

3'6c.M. Beyer, Letter to James Van Allen, September 1960. Box 63, folder

3''B.M. McCormac, Letter to James A. Van Allen, October

11, 1963.

Box

3,

JAVA/UI.

198, folder 4,

JAVA/UI.
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'

;

University, recalls these as "a legendary series of international space physics

symposia. "3 '8

Conclusions
In a statement circulated within the

AEC during January,

1961,

suggested that the fusion program was significant, not only because
for a

new energy

source, but also because

study that promised to yield

it

its

Edward

Teller

held out the hope

encouraged the general study of plasmas, a

new and unknown

United States should maintain

it

applications. Teller argued that the

leadership in plasma physics, claiming that "the

multiplicity of possible applications is indeed characteristic of a vigorously developing

and hopeful

scientific discipline."

His pitch for plasma physics mentioned the

significance of astrophysical problems involving plasmas as well as plasma dynamics.^'^

That same month,

Lyman

suggesting that the

money

Spitzer expressed similar opinions at an

spent on fusion research

was not only

AEC review,

to pursue the practical

goal of fusion power but also to pursue the fundamental study of plasmas: "Plasma

physics was a

new and

However,
reality facing the

science,

as

exciting field comparable to other major fields of physics. "^^o

we have

seen. Teller and Spitzer's rhetoric glazed over a complicated

young disciphne. Although fusion research, gaseous

part, isolated

from one another

institutionally.

The

birth of magnetic-confinement fusion

research in the secret laboratories of the major national powers

bringing about this isolation. Political pressures of the Cold

community segregated from

the general scientific

declassification, the scientific

3'8walt,

p.

and

political

was an important

War kept

community

factor in

the world fusion

for seven years. After

excitement generated by fusion research

260.

^'^E. Teller,

folder 10,

electronics, space

and astrophysics had significant cognitive overlaps, they remained, for the most

"Comments by Edward

Teller on Thermonuclear Programs," January 5, 1961.

Box

205,

HO/DOE.

^^'^"Summary Notes on Review of Controlled Thermonuclear Research Program, Tuesday, January
1961," AEC, January 18, 1961, AR47/AIP.
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dominated the foundation of plasma physics as a discipline. The Division of Plasma
Physics (DPP) of the American Physical Society did not seek to establish or maintain
contact with the established plasma specialties. After the

first six

meetings, the

DPP

introduced cross-specialty sessions, concerning gaseous electronics, space physics, and
astrophysics.

However, these sessions

rarely

numbered more than one or two, and fusion

research continued to dominate the meetings.

The segregation of the plasma

specialties

was

reflected

by the

fact that the

communities of researchers worked on different applications, maintained different
funding agencies, and joined different professional societies. Fusion researchers relied

on the

DPP as their professional organization

agency; the space community relied on the

and the

AEC as their primary funding

AGU and funding agencies such as NASA

and the DoD; the solar physics community became part of the AAS; and the gaseouselectronics

community maintained

its

loosely-organized Gaseous Electronics conference

under the auspices of the APS.

These

institutional segregations

research programs of

the specialties.

were reflected and reinforced by the

Soon

different

after the construction of the first fusion

machines, during the 1950s, the fusion community embarked on a large program of

A

analyzing plasma instabilities.

sophisticated set of interpretive tools were developed,

seeing plasmas from three basic perspectives: the orbits of individual particles, the

movement of undifferentiated

fluids (in

particles (in the kinetic theory).

MHD), and the

cooperative

movement of all

Although many of these tools had been developed

other contexts, the fusion program quickly adopted

them and came

in

to see itself as

defining the frontier of plasma research.

Nevertheless, there were persistent opportunities and efforts to

among

the specialties, of

make connections

which we have seen a number, already. Connections existed

between gaseous electronics and the design of the
the plasma effects and diagnostic tools used

first

fusion machines, since

by the early fusion researchers

many

of

originally

had

199

been discovered

in

low-temperature plasma research. The design of the mirror fusion

machine was enabled by analogy with the magnetic mirror created by the Earth's
turn,

work on mirror fusion machines gave

geophysical experiments such as the Argus

scientists

tests.

testing of materials in military applications led to

and

The study of plasma dynamics

new

field.

their sponsors ideas for

for the

fusion concepts and overlapped

with important developments in space and astrophysical research. Despite the
segregations between plasma specialties, the persistent connections

and research programs would be a recurring theme.

made by

scientists

In

CHAPTER 4
CRISIS

By

AND RECOVERY,

1959-1980

1960, the declassification of fusion research and the breakthroughs in

geophysics had brought plasma physics to the attention of the general scientific

Many

community.

of the foundations of a

new

discipline

were

form of

in place, in the

funding, journals, and meetings. However, plasma physics had not yet established itself
in

terms of significant successes in controlled fusion, a clear identity that linked the

different

plasma

specialties, or a

experiment. In the course of

its first

position as a discipline, though

The
flagship

first

.

convincing nexus between plasma theory and

this

twenty years, plasma physics consolidated

development was not assured or clear

its

at the outset.

decade after declassification was marked by uncertainty regarding the

program of plasma physics, as fusion research met with great experimental and

theoretical difficulties.

During the early 1960s, none of the fusion machines were able

demonstrate better confinement times than those found by David

team during

the war. In an effort to establish

to

Bohm and his calutron

and maintain the cognitive and

institutional

foundations of the discipline, the plasma community adopted a somewhat contradictory
strategy.

Some

emphasized

placed the practical goal of fusion power in the spotlight while others

that the complexities encountered in fusion research

had led

to

fundamental

research on the "fourth state of matter."

This position resulted in cognitive and institutional tensions. Fusion resccirch

encouraged the further development of plasma theory and nurtured a small but significant
experimental program concentrating on "fundamental" plasma physics. However, the
diversity of

plasma theories and fusion machines created during the 1960s led

200

to a

201
questioning of the research program and
specialties

came

of two institutional

shifts

funding. In addition, the other plasma

preponderate influence of the fusion

to question the

The maturing of the

its

effort.

discipline occurred during the decade after 1968, in the

concerning fusion research. The

scientists reported surprising experimental results

first

wake

came when Russian

with their magnetic-fusion machine,

the tokamak. This led to a sudden reorientation of priorities in magnetic-fusion research.

The second

shift arose

the inclusion of that

from the declassification of portions of laser-plasma research and

community

into the discipline.

Both

shifts furthered the

acceptance

of plasma physics by establishing stronger lines of funding, as well as stabilizing
identity

many of the

around the fusion program. Although

fusion and other plasma specialties

some connections remained

weakened

in the first

stronger than others.

between fusion, space, and astrophysical research;
found that

their research benefited

its

overall connections between

twenty years of the discipline,

The most important

linking

was

.

that

scientists in these areas occasionally

by consulting other areas of plasma research.

A Decade of Difficulties
The poor experimental
research at the 1958

results that contributed to the declassification

of fusion

Geneva conference eventually brought funding problems

for the

American community during the 1960s. Doubts about fusion research led Congress

make

to

persistent attempts at cutbacks. This resulted in falling, or stagnating, funding; the

peak of $33.7 million

in

1960 was reduced

to

$2 1 .0 million by 1964.' Congressional

evaluation of fusion research declined, in part because the field featured a confusing
diversity of experiments, each of
difficulties.

In a

which seemed

memo sent out to prepare

to bring great technical

for a project director's

and theoretical

meeting

in

May, 1964,

Arthur Ruark, the Atomic Energy Commission's (AEC) Assistant Director of Controlled

Thermonuclear Research (CTR), broke the bad news
'Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy,

that the fiscal year

AEC Authorizing Legislation Fiscal

8-15, 1966, Part 3 (Washington, D.C., U.S.

Government

1965 might bring

Year 1967 February
.

Printing Office, 1966), p. 1307.

2,

March
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weakened fusion funding. After noting

was building
paring

down

in

the "considerable reaction against research" that

Congress, Ruark suggested that the AEC's costs might be reduced by

or eliminating certain fusion efforts: "The total cost of

getting to be a conspicuous item.

Sherwood was

We were getting complaints that there were too many

lines of attack. "^ In addition he suggested that

other agencies, such as the Air Force,

some research could be funded through

NASA, and

the

Advanced Research

Projects

Agency (ARPA).
The

AEC made appeals to the popular press and Congress to stop the erosion of

funding for fusion research. For example, in July, 1966, the Atlanta Journal placed an
Associated Press

The

release.

that

it

was

the world

program
effect,

falling

is

article

article

on

its

warned

front page,

that the

which repeated the concerns of an

behind the Soviet Union:

allowed to continue,

in this nation will

AEC press

United States suffered from weakening support and

it is

"If this decline in stature relative to the rest of

obvious that the controlled thermonuclear research

soon deteriorate to a secondary

Such

role."^

efforts

had

little

probably due to the fact that newspaper headlines in the 1960s did not feature

By

breakthroughs in fusion research to entice the imaginations of the public or Congress.
1969, the U.S. fusion budget had only recovered to $26.7 million.'*

On

the whole, interest in fusion research also stagnated internationally.

fourteen nations maintained fusion programs,

country to increase

its

down from

sixteen in 1960.^

By

1970,

The only

support of fusion research significantly during the 1960s was the

^A.E. Ruark, "Discussions of Administrative Questions and Items of Current News," April 28, 1964,

AR47/AIP.
^David Rosenzweig, "U.S. Thermonuclear Research For Peace Lags, AEC Reports," Atlanta Journal.
Sunday, July 10, 1966, p. 1 with Nat Welch, Letter to Glenn Seaborg, July 14, 1966. Box 205, folder
;

10,

HO/DOE.
''Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy,

1969, Part
^

1

AEC Authorizing Legislation,

Fiscal

(Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969),

Year 1970 April 17 and

World Survey of Major Facilities in Controlled Fusion Research. Supplement
Atomic Energy Agency, 1970).

(International

.

p. 191.

to

Nuclear Fusion

18,
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Soviet Union. This, at

least,

was

reviews of fusion research for both the National

Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE), the

V

.

the perception

by U.S.

scientists

and administrators. In

Academy of Sciences and

scientists

the Joint

and administrators claimed

that in

1959 the U.S. and U.S.S.R. programs were on parity with one another but that during the
1960s U.S. support had dropped to one quarter that of the Soviet Union. ^ Nevertheless,
the United States only increased

its

support of fusion after 1969, the year in which the

Russian tokamak machine produced "breakthrough"
Industrial

results.

Funding

As discussed

in the previous chapter,

Dynamics) and General

Electric started

General Atomic (a division of General

two of the

first

and largest fusion programs

funded privately, the former through a consortium of Texas
latter entirely

utility

companies and the

with internal company funds. However, in the course of the 1960s,

became increasingly

clear that fusion

became more and more

would be a long-range

project

hesitant to foot the bill.

General Electric, after five years of doing contract work for the
maintaining a small experimental fusion program of

program

in 1957, featuring

One

factor in this decision

Another reason was

its

AEC and

own, had begun an extensive

both magnetic mirror experiments and studies of a theta-pinch

machine. During the early 1960s,
pinch.

it

and so the companies

GE dropped the mirror and concentrated on the theta
was

that, despite the

the great size of the Livermore mirror program.

experiments

Los Alamos and NRL, the

at

theta

pinch was a unique fusion concept, one that produced especially high values for both the

plasma density and the
that

was often

ratio of the

referred to

by

its

plasma pressure

to the

magnetic pressure (a quantity

designation "beta"). In GE's opinion, the machine would

produce unique contributions to basic plasma physics: "Regardless of the question of

^Physics Survey Committee, Physics in Perspective, vol.

(Washington, D.C.: National

Academy

II. pt.

A. The Core SubFields of Physics

of Sciences, 1972), pp. 722-724.

"
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.

long-term practical applicability, the theta pinch will undoubtedly play an important role

plasma research for many years to come."^

in high-temperature

General Electric also remained optimistic that practical fusion power might be

Guy

attainable in a reasonable period of time.

the company's gaseous electronic

Suits,

who began

program during the 1930s and

as a staff researcher in
later

Research, wrote an editorial in 1964 to accompany an article on the
tried to

make

became Director of

GE theta pinch.

Suits

a case for fusion research by pointing out that, years before, few people had

realized that television or the atomic

bomb would become

as important or successful as

they had. Similarly, few people had been sure that fission energy could have been a

And yet

success.
project in

a nuclear power plant

GE played a large part.

which

likely that fusion

Dresden,

Illinois

had just been completed, a

Suits suggested that, in a similar manner,

energy would become a

we may think— now— to

as long as

at

reality: "I

venture to predict that

it

it

was

will not take

achieve fusion power.

During the winter and spring of 1967,

GE tried to convince the AEC to fund part

of its fusion program, feeling, as did most companies in the face of the disappointments
of the 1960s, that the United States government should help with the costs: "Fusion
research tends to be relatively expensive by industrial standards and the willingness of
the

government

to sponsor part of the

programs but also provides assurance
really considered to

work not only makes possible
to

be a worthwhile part of the national

the construction of a

new

better nucleated

upper management that the investigations are
effort."^

theta pinch experiment but asked the

GE offered to bankroll

AEC for matching money

'"General Electric Fusion Research," Research Laboratory Bulletin. General Electric (Summer, 1964),
p. 15i

^Guy

Suits,

"Sooner Than

We Think,"

Research Laboratory Bulletin. General Electric (Summer, 1964),

p. 17.

^H. Hurwitz,

Jr.,

Letter to A.S. Bishop,

May

"

16, 1967,

AR47/AIP.
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(about a quarter of a million dollars) to fund related stability experiments in high-beta

plasmas,
After about five months of consideration of the
in July, 1967.

One reason was

unique plasma conditions, the

AEC rejected

the

it

pinch device produced

AEC felt that the Los Alamos Scyllac program already

constituted "a rather major intensification of the
addition, the style of

GE proposal,

that, despite the fact that the theta

AEC's

GE's theta pinch was no longer

effort in high-beta plasmas."

In

keeping with the AEC's plans; the

in

GE device was to be relatively short, whereas the AEC had decided to attempt only
relatively long (and

more expensive)

devices.

'
'

In response,

manager of Nucleonics and Radiation, complained

that the

contradict the impression given at earlier meetings,

where

"would constitute a major contribution." In addition, the

Henry Hurwitz, GE's

AEC's decision seemed

AEC

action

seemed

something of a hurdle in the path of industrial participation. "'^ Shortly
decision,

nevertheless survived.

wondered what

to

Foundation ended

By

do with the
its

from the funding crunch, but

also suffered

late 1965, the

AEC's head of fusion

that there

were rumors

to the University of Texas.''

would end

their support

10a.m. Bueche, Letter
•
'

AEC

He

noted that a number of

Jr.,

•3a.E. Ruark,

Memorandum

later,

it

was

March

24, 1967,

1967, AR47/AIP.

Letter to A.S. Bishop, July

to

1 1,

GA

University of California,

clear that the

AEC

July

3,

at the

La

GA experimental group might transfer en masse

Nine months

A.M. Bueche,

12h. Hurwitz,

that the

of GA in April, 1967. The

to A.S. Bishop,

A.S. Bishop, Letter to

it

research, Arthur Ruark,

GA program when and if the Texas Atomic Energy

support of fusion research.

personnel had already accepted part-time appointments

and

to "place

after the

GE canceled its fusion program.

The General Atomic program

Jolla,

to

GE was told that its work

AR47/AIP.

Texas

utilities

Standing Committee considered

'

t

'

-

1967, AR47/AIP.

P.W. McDaniel and D.R. Miller, November 24, 1965, AR47/AIP.
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a

number of possible outcomes, including

California,

AEC funding of the $1.2 million project,

GA program to a proposed plasma physics program at the University of

relocating the

La Jolla,

transferring the 17

GA personnel to Livermore, or spUtting up the

GA group up and sending its personnel to various U.S. fusion programs.''*
In a letter to the

Development, objected

AEC, Edward

Creutz,

GA's Vice President of Research and
program be broken up: "The existence

to the suggestion that the

of this group as a unit has been very valuable to the country's program in the past and
should continue to be so in the future."

He

noted three of the great successes of the

program during the 1960s: the control of an interchange-type
machine by F.R.

minimum-B
by

J.H.

Scott; a toroidal multipole experiment that explored

field configurations;

and the

AEC but at only at half of the level that

GA scientists left.

in Princeton

The

types of

it

GA program received funding from the

needed

to

remain "a

For example, Rosenbluth went to the

and Rostoker to Cornell University. One year

seventeen scientists remained.
the

new

experimental isolation of Landau damping

Malmberg and C.B. Wharton.'^
Creutz's efforts did not succeed.

the

first

GA

instability in a mirror

Many

scientists,

unit."

Institute

later,

As

a result,

many of

of Advanced Study

nine of the original

Norman Rostoker particularly,

felt that

AEC had made an error in breaking up one of the fusion program's most successful

research teams outside the national laboratories.

By

the

evaporated.

tokamak and

end of the decade, the

The

interest

inertial

first

wave of private

interest in fusion

confinement fusion, machine concepts

optimism about the practical

attainability of fusion

•'W.C. Gough, "Minutes for the Meeting of August 5 and
'•''Edward Creutz, Letter to

had

of private investors would not recover until the age of the

W.A. Fowler, September

Science. Politics, and the Invention of a

New

6,

that,

once again, raised

power.

1966," August 24, 1966,

19, 1966,

AR47/AIP; and

Energy Source (Cambridge:

J.L.

MIT Press,

'^Bruno Coppi, Interview with Joan Bromberg, April 30, 1980, AR47/AIP.

AR47/AIP.

Bromberg, Fusion:
1983), p. 147.
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University Plasma Physics Programs

One
programs

important objective of the young discipHne was to establish viable graduate

that could train

new

To some

recruits.

small

number of plasma physics programs were

being

at

degree, this effort

was

successful.

Princeton University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

doctorates were awarded immediately,

plasma projects before

that time.

no doubt

According

to those

to 1961

by the Ford Foundation,

A number of graduate textbooks in plasma physics also appeared, written

and important study of plasma waves and

laboratories.'*

The

the subject of a

number of monographs,

its

way

difficult

AEC's fusion program during

physics not identified with the

was so

was

discuss below. Finally, plasma physics

factors stood in the

plasma physics. One problem was

the Princeton

we

.

However, two major

the

as

at the national

instabilities

into standard graduate textbooks, such as J.D. Jackson's Classical

Electrodynamics

in

^

and during the next two

by members of the university plasma programs and of the fusion programs

made

Some

who had been working on

to a survey taken

59 plasma-physics Ph.D.'s were produced from 1959
years, 155.'^

A

established quickly, the most important

that

many

of forming

universities

university programs

work

in areas

of plasma

James Van Allen's involvement

discipline. Despite
his later

new

had not been involved with

the 1950s and continued to

new

program during the early 1950s,

fruitful that

way

work

in

in

space plasma research

he never looked back to fusion. The University of Iowa's Department

'^Physics Survey Committee, National Research Council. Physics: Survey and Outlook (Washington D.C.:

Academy Press, 1966) p. 133. These numbers contradict National Science Foundation data,
which indicates that zero Ph.D.'s were produced during the years 1960 to 1964. Science and Engineering
Doctorates: 1960-1990 Surveys of Science Resources Series, NSF91-310, p. 21. Evidently, a different
National

.

counting procedure

is

used.

M. Clark, Plasmas and Controlled Fusion (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1961),
members of the MIT program and C.L. Longmire. Elementary Plasma Physics (New York:
by a member of the Los Alamos fusion effort.

'*For example, D.J. Rose and
written by

.

Interscience, 1963), written

'^J.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics

(New York: John Wiley

& Sons,

1962).
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of Physics

the Department of Physics and

(later,

NASA and the Office of Naval Research, that

successful research program, funded by

concentrated

on

first

satellite

measurements of the magnetosphere and

planetary exploration. Although the

study of plasmas,
1983,

it

Astronomy) developed a highly-

Iowa program was

did not identify itself as a plasma physics program.

Van Allen himself produced 59 M.S. and Ph.D.

later

on unmanned

centrally concerned with the

From 1952 and

students.20

A closely-related reason for the limited development of university plasma-physics
programs was the
1962, an

terrific

expense of the high-temperature fusion experiments. During

AEC internal review of fusion research,
One of its

problem.

findings

was

that the

the

Abelson Committee, addressed

AEC did not have

this

sufficient funds to support

university programs at the frontier of plasma physics, since high-temperature plasma

experiments were prohibitively expensive: "Broadly speaking, existing University
research on plasmas has been chosen under a limiting condition, that such research must

be done with relatively cold plasma. Otherwise, the expense and manpower-drain

rise to

values unacceptable to

AEC, and

recommended

AEC request an additional budget item, of half of a million dollars,

that the

to

most Universities." Therefore, the committee

to "expand support of high-quality plasma research

hoped

that the

university programs.2'

However, during
increase

its

at universities."

The committee

AEC might eventually contribute as much as one quarter of its budget to
^

the 1960s, the

.

AEC never attained a large enough budget to

support of university research and concentrated on maintaining fusion

research at the four major labs (Los Alamos, Livermore, Princeton, and a relatively

program

at the

Oak Ridge

^^James A. Van Allen, "What

is

a Space Scientist?

Earth and Planetary Sciences, vol. 18 (1990),
2'

"The 1962

November

new

National Laboratory). Concerns over plasma physics

An Autobiographical

Example," Annual Review of

p. 1.

GAC Review of the Sherwood Program," with P.W. McDaniel, Letter to A.R. Luedecke,

16, 1962,

Hendry and Lawson,

AR47/AIP. The
p. 37.

British universities experienced similar difficulties, as noted

by

c
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education were repeated during 1966 in the

community
(the

(the

first

national review of the physics

Pake Committee, discussed below) and a further

AEC internal review

Herb Panel). The AEC's new head of fusion research, Amasa Bishop, warned

that

plasma-physics education in the United States needed greater support in order to maintain
fusion research. Bishop pointed out that

come from

many of the members of plasma

physics had

other disciplines (he himself had been trained in nuclear physics) but that this

should not be the case for the young physicists that he hoped would enter the
is

a new, young field, and

if

we

are going to

move ahead

in

it,

we will need

"This

field:

a

considerable expansion in the university program." 22

The Research Laboratory of Electronics (RLE)

at the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) was one example of a university plasma program
relatively low-temperature plasmas. In 1959, the

that did research in

RLE plasma effort comprised two

groups, in "microwave gaseous discharges" and "plasma dynamics," involving twelve
research staff and eighteen students. Gaseous discharges

was

the larger of the

programs and was funded by the AEC. The group was engaged

two

in the theoretical study

of plasma waves, an experimental program concerning guided plasma waves, and
established

program on microwave diagnostics (discussed

During the

first

its

in the previous chapter).^^

decade following the declassification of fusion research, the

RLE

took advantage of the increasing interest in plasmas and applied for a number of grants

from the AEC, the Joint Services Electronics Program, the National Science Foundation,
and the U.S. Air Force. By 1966, the plasma program comprised 30 research
students and

with

its

was organized

into six research teams. In

work of the 1950s, on

22A.S. Bishop,

many

staff

and 61

respects, the lab continued

the basic physical processes of relatively low-temperature

"Amasa Bishop Assesses US

Effort in Controlled Fusion," Physics

Today

,

vol. 19, no. 5

(1966), p. 74.
23J.B. Wiesner,

G.G. Harvey, and H.J. Zimmerman,

eds..

Quarterly Progress Report No. 54 July 15, 1959

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Research Laboratory of Electronics, 1959), p.

.

5.
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plasmas.
this

Of the

general Plasma Physics group, Sanborn

Brown wrote

that "the

aim of

group continues to be the study of the fundamental properties of plasmas." Similarly,

he said of the Gaseous Electronics group that "a great deal of effort continues to be spent

on the fundamental interaction of the
six groups.

plasma physics. "24 The largest of the

particles of

Plasmas and Controlled Nuclear Fusion, did not include any large fusion

machines but rather a number of projects related

to fusion research,

plasmas by beams and the general study of plasma
Nuclear Engineering also participated

in the

RLE. This

effort

such as the heating of

The Department of

instabilities.

was headed by David

Rose, once a student of Allis and Brown, and included work on identifying materials for
use in building fusion machines, feasibility studies of hypothetical fusion systems from

an engineering perspective, and experimental studies of the

minimum-B confinement

geometry and plasma turbulence.^s

The MIT plasma program nearly
on par with the major

place

it

when

the rise of the Russian

tripled in size during the

AEC laboratories.

This came

at the

tokamak fusion concept redirected

1960s but

this did not

end of the decade,

the

MIT

program and the

career of Bruno Coppi, discussed below.
In contrast with

fusion program from
to establish a

its

MIT, Princeton University had been

intimately tied to the

beginning. Therefore, Princeton was one of the

plasma physics graduate program

that

first

AEC

universities

combined fusion research with

established plasma research in astrophysics. During 1959, the Princeton team applied for

a grant for $205,000 from the Ford Foundation to help with expenses. In addition,
Spitzer wrote a proposal to the school, arguing that "Princeton University establish a

program of graduate and postgraduate education
Spitzer stressed the need for a

2'*H.J.

new

Zimmerman and G.G. Harvey,

in the

broad

field

of plasma physics."

generation of researchers that had a balanced

eds., Quarterly Progress

Report No. 80 January 15, 1966
.

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Research Laboratory of Electronics, 1966), pp. 83, 99.

^^Zimmerman and Harvey,

pp. 137-138;

Bromberg. Fusion,

p. 99.

T

;

,^

;

-

'

\
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background

in plasmas:

"At the present time very few scientists receive broad training

plasma physics or hydromagnetics. In looking for

Matterhom we have found
area. "26

virtually

work

scientists trained for

no people with any general background

The Princeton team received both

in

at Project

in this

the Ford Foundation grant and the university's

approval and began operation of the plasma physics program in January, 1960.

To

help recruit students, the program organized a

Summer Institute

Plasma

for

Physics. Melvin Gottlieb submitted a proposal to the National Science Foundation (NSF)
to support twenty visiting students, arguing that

"plasma physics, a rare specialty five

years ago, has rapidly assumed major importance both as a discipline and as an applied
science. "^'^ Princeton ran the institute for the

but discontinued the practice after
established.

By

the

summers of 1962 and 1963 with NSF funds

that, since the

main plasma program was well

end of 1963, the program had

attracted

25 full-time graduate

students.2*

During the 1960s, the Princeton Physics Department sought,
departments of the time, to stress high-energy physics; hence,

appointments for plasma-related
to help the Princeton

plasma

fields.

effort.

He

it

Spitzer appealed to the

like

many

physics

stopped offering

new

Astronomy Department

pointed out that the Physics Department, in

its

enthusiasm for high-energy physics, was not giving enough attention to plasma physics

and atomic and molecular physics: "Evidently these various auxiliary
such a

vital role in astrophysics,

pushed by the astronomers

^^L. Spitzer,
folder 7,

Jr.,

if

fields,

and may well be termed 'astrophysical

which play

sciences,'

must be

they are to develop here in the directions which astronomy

"Proposed Plasma Physics Program

at

Princeton University," April 13, 1959,

Box

29,

LSP/PU.

2^M.B. Gottlieb, "Proposal for Support of Twenty Students
Plasma Physics, 1962," October 25, 1961, AR47/AIP.

at the

Princeton University

^^Annual Report and Budget Summary, Plasma Physics Program, 1962-63, December

Summer

6, 1963,

Institute in

AR47/AIP.
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'

requires."29 Spitzer's appeal resulted in the reorganization of the

Astronomy Department.

The new Department of Astrophysical Sciences consisted of three

be highly successful

in training

people for the

new

Astronomy,

sections:

The Princeton program went on

Plasma Physics, and Atomic and Molecular Physics.

discipline.

However,

to

success was

its

not typical of universities during this period, but was due, in large part, to the steady line

of funding that

it

AEC fusion program.

received from the

Basic Plasma Physics

'
.

During the 1960s, fusion experiments continued

to

demonstrate disappointingly

short confinement times, as the result of a bewildering variety of collective

and

instabilities.

plasma

instabilities

Norman

plasma

effects

Therefore, the experimental identification and theoretical analysis of

came

to define the frontier of

Rostoker, recalls that plasma physicists

controlling instabilities in

much

the

same way

plasma research. One fusion veteran,

made

their reputations identifying

that high-energy physicists

made

and

their

reputations by identifying elementary particles. 3'

From 1956
that

to 1970, Livermore's

both gauged and influenced the

Richard Post wrote a series of review

mood

of the plasma physics community.

articles

One

sentiment expressed in Post's articles that was characteristic of the rest of the community

was a sense of contrast

in fusion research before

enthusiasm of the 1950s had given

way

to a

and

The

after declassification.

more cautious and thorough study of the

physics of plasmas. Post suggested that, during the 1950s, "the lure of the final objective

was so

great that

some of the

traditional scientific precautions

were by-passed

in

hopes of

leapfrogging into an early solution." However, the difficulty of the fusion problem led

Spitzer,

Jr.,

Correspondence,

Letter to

Dean

Brown, May 28, 1962, revised June 23, 1962.
Princeton University.
*
,^

J.D.

Mudd Library,

Box
;

^^Annual Report and Budget Summary, Plasma Physics Program, 1962-63, December
3

'Norman Rostoker,

lecture at the University of Florida, April, 1996, notes

1,

Lyman

Spitzer

.

6,

1963, AR47/AIP.

by G.J. WeiseL.
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the

community

to

"now see

that a

'

more fundamental

probably have put us farther along the

attack

1964 by another Livermore

on the problem

.

.

.

would

way of understanding. "32

This stress on fundamental studies also appeared
in

^

•

in a internal

AEC review

written

Harold Furth, with Post. Furth and Post

scientist,

criticized the course of ftision research in the

1950s as having been dependent on "short-

term technological pressure." As a

community

result, the

failed to allow sufficient time

to interpret its

experimental results theoretically and so "the importance of stability

considerations

was poorly understood. "33 They suggested

"technology-oriented research effort" of the 1950s, a
effort"

of the

be followed.

Such an approach,
fusion problem but also
the

that, instead

more "physics-oriented research

whole

scientific

instabilities not

to Furth

and Post, would not only pave the road

would have

to solving the

the benefit of producing "basic results of interest to

community. "3"* The

effort to characterize

and eliminate plasma

only promised to solve a practical problem that was "profoundly relevant

to the welfare of mankind," but also presented "the opportunity to solve a series of basic

problems

in the physics

of matter. "3^ In a review

article.

Post identified the most

important problem as the study of instabilities: "Because the problem of confinement
the central

experimental work of this field has gone into a study of the problem of

To

is

one of high-temperature plasma research, the most intensive theoretical and

community of the 1960s,

the fusion

the

plasma

instabilities.

instabihties that stood in the

"3^

way of

32Richard F. Post, "High-Temperature Plasma Research and Controlled Fusion," Annual Review of

Nuclear Science

,

vol.

9 (1959)

p.

429.

33Harold P. Furth and Richard F. Post, "Advanced Research in Controlled Fusion," December 10, 1964,
UCRL- 12234, p. 2, AR47/AIP.
3'*Furth

and Post, "Advanced Research

in

Controlled Fusion,"

p. 5.

35Furth and Post "Advanced Research in Controlled Fusion," p. 15.
36post, "High-Temperature

Plasma Research,"

p. 409.
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the practical goal of fusion

power

also constituted a

problem

for fundamental scientific

research.

One of the most important

functions of textbooks and review articles

was

to

provide an overview of the bewildering number of plasma waves and instabilities found
during the 1950s and 1960s. The identification and characterization of the different

waves and
these

was one

oscillations (also considered "waves")

waves were unstable was a

on waves was written

at

further question.

One

question; determining whether

of the most important textbooks

MIT by William Allis, Solomon Buchsbaum,

in 1963. In the introduction to the book, the authors

and Abraham Bers

gave a brief history of the

development of plasma physics, including Heaviside, magneto-ionic theory, Langmuir
and Tonks, Alfven waves, microwave research, and fusion research. The authors then
pointed out that this complex development entailed the identification of a large number of

plasma waves, resulting

in contradictory

and confusing terminology and involving a wide

range of different physical assumptions. Therefore, the authors saw their job as

summarizing what was known and
this

monograph, we
Starting

at the

same time

to

adopt consistent terminology: "In

try to bring order into this diversity."^'

from

this motivation, Allis

interrelation of a large

^,

,

.

developed a means of visualizing the

number of plasma waves

in a graphical display that

he called the

"(a^, p2) plane." This diagram plotted the different regions of allowed plasma waves,

determined by "dispersion relations," in terms of two variables, the

first

of which

increased with plasma density and the second of which increased with the externallyapplied magnetic field. Allis's diagram

was

helpful to the discipline as a pedagogical tool

but had the limitation of being valid only for "cold" plasmas (in which the thermal

motions of the plasma particles were of secondary importance). In addition,

Allis's

treatment did not include plasma effects such as collisions and Landau damping since
^^William

Allis,

MIT Press,

Solomon Buchsbaum, and Abraham

1963), p. 4.

Bers,

Waves

in Anisotropic

Plasmas (Cambridge:
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they "mask

many

details of the

wave

structure

understanding the entire scheme of waves.
of the

MIT program than to the

which

are interesting and helpful in

Such plasmas were closer

to the interests

fusion program.

•
=

A second important textbook on plasma waves was written by Thomas Stix and
was based on
more widely
instabilities

a graduate class that he taught at Princeton University. Stix's

influential than Allis's since

and

warm plasmas.

(CMA)

However, he

Allis

and

Stix's

made use of Allis's

(a^, p2)

identified the graph as "the

diagram," thus acknowledging that

by the British ionospheric physicists P.C.

book was

incorporated extensive discussions of plasma

Nevertheless, Stix

in his discussion of cold plasmas.

Mullaly, and AUis

it

Clemmow

it

diagram

Clemmow,

had been developed

and R.F. Mullaly

first

in 1955.^^

textbooks were written for graduate students in plasma physics as

well as workers in the discipline. Review articles such as Richard Post's included
discussions of the difficult topic of plasma instabilities for the general scientific

community. Following the accepted terminology of the 1960s, Post grouped collective
plasma effects into two broad categories: "gross
Gross
the

instabilities

instabilities"

were low-frequency disturbances

plasma with the

fluid, or

that

and

"microinstabilities."'**'

could be analyzed by viewing

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD),

picture.

Such work had

been central to some of the most important theoretical work of the 1950s. As discussed
in the previous chapter,

one of the crowning glories of that period was the paper by

Bernstein, Frieman, Kruskal, and Kulsrud

The

stability.

3^ Allis,

Buchsbaum, and Bers,

^^Thomas

Stix,

on an energy principle used

to determine

p. 4.

The Theory of Plasma Waves (New York: McGraw-Hill,

1962), pp. 8, 30.

Lyman

Spitzer

also used these diagrams in the second edition of his book, though he referred to

diagrams."

Lyman

Spitzer, Physics of Fullv-Ionized

them simply as "Allis
Gases second edition (New York: John Wiley and
,

Sons, 1962), pp. 73, 74.

^Richard

F. Post, "Controlled

Nuclear Science,

MHD

MHD picture continued to motivate the earliest successes of the fusion

vol.

Fusion Research and High-Temperature Plasmas," Annual Review of

20 (1970)

p.

552.
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program

Mikhail

after declassification.

mirror machine and his use of the

loffe's analysis

minimum B

of the "flute instability" on the

field configuration to suppress

saw

celebrated by the plasma community.'*' Livermore's Kenneth Fowler
resulting in "quite a revival of

hope

and that the fusion

in the field,"

it,

loffe's

became

work

as

effort "survived off

"'^^
that success for several years.

Research on gross

instabilities

continued to be significant, but Post's second

category, microinstabilities, proved to be a
visibility.

Compared

more

difficult

problem and achieved greater

to gross instabilities, microinstabilities involved relatively high-

frequency plasma waves; whereas gross instabilities often involved the vibration of the
relatively-massive ions, the microinstabilities often involved the vibration of electrons.

The two types of collective

effects also contrasted in the tools used to analyze them;

whereas kinetic theory had been helpful as a supplement to understanding gross
instabilities,

it

was

essential for the analysis of microinstabilities.

microinstabilities encouraged the further

which had been pioneered by Lev Landau and by
Rostoker during the
microinstabilities

late 1950s.

came

to

The study of

development of the kinetic theory of plasmas,
theorists such as

The fusion community's

Rosenbluth and

turn to the study of

be seen as one of the most important frontiers of plasma

physics as a whole.

Theory Leading Experiment
During the early years of the discipline, the

plasma behavior, combined with the

made

for a

relations

'*'Post,

difficulty of

modeling complex

difficulty of isolating individual

plasma

effects,

complex relationship between theory and experiment, and sometimes tense

between plasma

theorists

and experimentalists. In many instances, theory

"Controlled Fusion Research," p. 535. See also E. Teller, ed.. Fusion.

Confinement. Part
''^T.K. Fowler,

A (New

Volume

1

.

Magnetic

York: Academic Press, 1981), pp. 46, 305, 367, and Bromberg, Fusion,

"Ken Fowler discusses

CTR -

Laboratory, vol. 2, no. 9 (October, 1971).

Past, Present,

p.

1

10.

and Future," Newsline Lawrence Livermore
.
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guided the choice of fusion experiments and gave clues to the experimentalists about

where

improvements

to look for

seemed

to

to lead the experimentalists

One example of the

latter,

plasma confinement. At other times, however, theory

on a wild goose chase.

occurring shortly after declassification, involved

Britain's plans to build a large pinch machine.

(Intermediate Current Stability Experiment),

The new machine, designated ICSE

was

to

be a new approach to toroidal Z-

pinch research, one that took account of the drawbacks of the Zeta experiment. The

Harwell

scientists

had become interested

by Marshall Rosenbluth

new

at the

stabilized pinch involved an

outside the plasma. This

in a

pinch configuration that had been suggested

1958 Geneva Conference. Rosenbluth's prescription for a

added longitudinal magnetic

became known within

the British

"Rosenbluth distribution" and formed the basis of the

At

first,

preparations went smoothly.

the location for a

new

distribution" required

ICSE

An unused

field with sharp cutoff just

community

as the

design.'*^

airfield at

Culham was chosen

as

laboratory to house the ICSE. Because the "Rosenbluth

sudden changes

in

plasma current, a new power supply was

designed and constructed. The supply featured large capacitors built by the British

company BICC

that

were able

to deliver quick bursts of energy.

beginning of 1960 a number of problems had developed.
escalated,

of the

the

ICSE had

which disturbed members of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

(UKAEA). More
would

However, by

First, the cost

important, the U.K. theorists began to doubt whether the machine

attain the parameters stipulated

experimental results to back

it

by Rosenbluth. Very

British scientists.'*^ In the face of these doubts, the

Hendry and J.D. Lawson. Fusion Research
Atomic Energy Authority, 1993), p. 79.
'^^Hendry and Lawson, pp. 82-84.

little

of the configuration had

up. Rosenbluth himself expressed uncertainty to the

in the

ICSE was canceled

UK. 1945-1960

in August, 1960.

(Oxford.shire: United

Kingdom

The

large

BICC

projects in the

capacitors,

coming

which had already been delivered, were parceled out

to other

years.''^

Plasma theory fared

when

better

a particular

model was perceived

to have an

experimental track record. During the 1960s, this consideration led the fusion

community

to look favorably

on magnetic mirror machines. In

his

review

articles.

Post

stressed the mirror's great successes at experimentally confirming the existence of

adiabatic invariants in 1959 and the stability of the

To

Post, progress

was made on

minimum-B

the mirror because theoretical

configuration in 1961.

models of its behavior

could be confirmed or refuted by experiment: "Mirror systems have turned out to be
sufficiently tractable to analysis that the interaction

and agreement between theory and

experiment has been unusually marked. ""^^ Shortly after

loffe's talk at the

1961

IAEA

meeting, Livermore built an experiment featuring the minimum-B, cusped geometry.

The machine, designated "2X" because
began construction

The mirror was

was twice

as big as the

Toy Top experiment,

also popular in Britain. After the failure of the

experiments and the cancellation of the

new and

it

in January, 1962.

ICSE

project, the

first

Zeta

UKAEA wanted to develop a

successful fusion program at Culham. Theorists at the

Atomic Weapons

Research Establishment (AWRE), Aldermaston, including Keith Roberts and J.B. Taylor,

now

pressured for the construction of a mirror machine because of

to theoretical analysis.

A mirror using the minimum-B

its

configuration

promising relation

was

built at

Culham

and named, perhaps appropriately, the "Phoenix." J.B. Taylor did influential work during
the 1960s that extended Harold Grad's analysis of the cusp-configuration as

"•^Hendry and Lawson, p. 86; and

Norman

it

Rostoker, Interview with G.J. Weisel, April, 1996.

''^Richard F. Post, "Prospects for Fusion Power," Physics

Today

,

vol. 26, no.

4 (1973),

p. 35.

applied to

•
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the

mirror.'*''

including a

Culham program included

In addition to the mirror, the

new

other experiments

version of Zeta machine, a theta pinch, and a shock-tube device .'^

The theory of mirror machines

also scored triumphs in

work concerning

second category of instabilities. Before the mid-1960s, microinstabilities had

Post's

little

chance of being detected experimentally because they were masked by the much larger

MHD instabilities.
Livermore's

During

late

2X machine by

1964 gross

virtue of

its

frequency instabilities were taken care

instabilities

minimum-B

of,

were largely suppressed

radio-frequency turbulence could be detected

in the 2X's plasma, indicating the presence of previously

This experimental result
high-frequency

made

Post

instabilities.

Post's

was

each end of the mirror machine

particles could not

(i.e.,

team search

unknown

instabilities."*^

for possible explanations for the

especially interested in developing theoretical

models of microinstabilities involving the
at

in

configuration. After the low

loss of

plasma through the velocity "loss-cone"

the range of velocities for which the plasma

remain confined). Working

in collaboration

with Marshall

Rosenbluth, Post analyzed instabilities based on a particular physical mechanism: the
interaction of plasma

waves and individual plasma electrons

Landau damping). Such
equilibrium conditions,

(the process underlying

effects necessitated kinetic theory since they involved non-

i.e.,

non-Maxwellian velocity-distribution functions. In 1965,

Rosenbluth and Post published a paper that predicted that the mirror had
microinstabilities causing the

"^^For

plasma

particles to

have non-equihbrium velocity

example, J.B. Taylor, "Some Stable Plasma Equilibria in Combined Mirror-Cusp Fields." The

Physics of Huids vol.
.

6, no.

1 1

(1963), p. 1529.

^Sir John Cockcroft, "Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion," in S.K. Runcorn,
(New York: Science Editions, 1964), p. 43; Hendry and Lawson, p. 87.

ed..

Physics in the Sixties

Coensgen, "Experiment Sequence Toy Top ~> 2XIIB -> Future," August 23, 1977, revised
September 2, 1977, p. 11, AR47/AIP; and R.F. Post, "Experimental Base of Mirror-Confinement Physics,"

'^^F.H.

in E. Teller, ed., Fusion.

369, 383.

Volume

1.

Magnetic Confinement. Part

A (New York:

Academic

Press, 1981), pp.
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When

distributions.

the

plasma

particles

ended up with velocities

had a high probability of escaping from the

in the loss cone, they

machine.-^''

In a second paper of 1966, Post and Rosenbluth identified one of the most

important of these so-called "loss-cone modes": the Drift Cyclotron Loss

mode. Part of
"scatter"

this

name comes from

the fact that

plasma

from a plasma wave and into the loss cone

cyclotron frequency of the plasma ions.

One year

if the

later.

particles

waves

Cone (DCLC)

were more

likely to

oscillated near the

Post proposed a solution to the

DCLC instability, involving the passage of a "warm" plasma (at a lower temperature than
the fusion plasma) through the machine.^'

Like Alfven waves and Landau damping before, the
years to isolate experimentally.

Some

DCLC

instability

took some

eight years after Post and Rosenbluth's work, the

DCLC was found on a variant of the 2X machine, designated 2XIIB.

During 1975, the

2XIIB's confinement results were poor, and radio-frequency plasma oscillations were

observed near the ion-cyclotron frequency. Suspecting the presence of Post and
Rosenbluth's

DCLC,

the

Livermore team

tried

"warm plasma

stabilization,"

which

improved the machine's confinement time by a factor of ten. This success motivated
Livermore

to

suppression.

mount

a large effort on the theoretical analysis of the

Among

DCLC mode had not been detected in earlier machines
the high temperatures of the 2XIIB).52

microinstability and

DCLC and its

other things, this analysis yielded an explanation as to

its

To

why

the

(which had not been capable of

Post, the theoretical prediction of the

DCLC

experimental confirmation ten years later was an example of the

50post also refers to microinstabilities as "wave-particle instabilities" or "velocity-space instabilities." See
Post, "High-Temperature

Plasma Research," (1959)
557, and Post, "Prospects for Fusion Power," p. 33.
^' Post,

p.

414; Post, "Controlled Fusion Research" (1970), p.

"Experimental Base of Mirror-Confinement Physics,"

p.

399.

Plasma Physics: A Story of Paradigms," in J.W. Van Dam, ed..
Plasmas (Reading: Addison Wesley, 1988) pp. 5-6; Post, "Experimental Base of Mirror-

-^-Richard F. Post, "Fusion Research and

From

Particles to

Confinement Physics," pp. 399-401; F.H. Coensgen, "Experiment Sequence Toy Top
August 23, 1977, revised September 2, 1977, p. 15, AR47/AIP.

Future,"

-> 2XIIB ->
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improving relationship between plasma theory and experiment, and of the mirror machine
as an exemplar of that improvement.

The Instrumental Tradition

One consequence of the swing toward

basic plasma physics

was

the birth of a

small but significant experimental tradition to isolate fundamental plasma effects.

Some

One of these developed

out of

of these projects grew directly out of fusion experiments.

Livermore's small pinch program (the major pinch program being

Livermore team including

new

interested in building a
effort to

its

Stirling Colgate,

at

Los Alamos). One

Harold Furth, and Dale Birdsall, became

type of toroidal machine, called a "hard-core" pinch. In an

develop Rosenbluth's idea of creating a sharp boundary between the plasma and

confining magnetic

field,

center of the torus, as a

way

Colgate had the idea of adding a conducting rod
to "overkill" the

hydromagnetic

instabilities.^^

down

the

As Colgate

designed the machine, the conducting rod was held in place by mechanical supports
start

ring.

at the

of an experiment. Then, the supports were withdrawn and used to catch the falling

The time

that

it

took the ring to

fall

a few millimeters was sufficient for stability

machine, which he called the

studies. In 1960, Colgate published the idea for the

"Levitron," in an article for

The Physics of Fluids .^"*

The Livermore team asked Marshall Rosenbluth of General Atomic
initial theoretical

analysis of the Levitron. Rosenbluth used the

plasma model, the

"ideal

MHD"

approximation, in which the plasma had zero

His analysis indicated that the new machine should be
Levitron was

^^"Report of

first

operated, during 1962,

it

stable.

do an

resistivity.

However, when the

demonstrated turbulent behavior and plasma

Ad-Hoc Panel on Low-Beta Toroidal Plasma Research," M. Rosenbluth, chairman.

Committee on Atomic Energy,

AEC Authorizing Legislation.

Fiscal

Government Printing Office, 1968),
Interview with Joan Bromberg, September 21,1 979, AR47/AIP.
Part 2 (Washington, D.C., U.S.

Norman

to

most straightforward

Joint

Year 1969 February 7 and 21, 1968,
1469; and M.R. Rosenbluth,
.

p.

Rostoker, "Containing Plasma Physics: Corrections and Minor Changes," personal
to G.J. Weisel, June 1 and 2, 2001
The Levitron became known informally as the

communication
"Dropatron."

.
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confinement that was no better than the disappointing
therefore encouraged

Two years earlier,
might develop

work

Furth had already considered the possibility that a hard-core pinch

instabilities

due

to small deviations

consulted James Dungey's related
first

"Bohm time." Rosenbluth

assumptions underlying his original analysis.^^

to revise the

work

in space

from zero

resistivity.

Furth had

and astrophysical plasmas

to

develop the

investigation of such instabilities in a fusion context.
Furth's early theoretical

work and

the experimental problems with the Levitron

led to a major study of finite-resistivity plasma instabiUties by Furth, John Killeen, and

Rosenbluth, appearing during 1963 in The Physics of Fluids .^^ The paper considered a

plasma

that departed

related instability
instability in

from the

ideal

MHD assumption of zero resistivity and found three

modes: an "interchange mode," resembling the Rayleigh-Taylor

appearance but having a different physical mechanism; a "rippling mode,"

due to

spatial variations in

mode"

that

was

plasma

resistivity;

and a

relatively low-frequency "tearing

closely related to the reconnection effects found

by Jim Dungey. In

addition to these general theoretical findings, the analysis produced important results for
the pinch program.

As of 1963

there

was

still

considerable hope for the "stabilized

pinch" featuring a sharp plasma boundary. However, Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth's

paper showed that "a stabilized pinch with a sharp current layer

is

essentially always

unstable against the tearing mode."^^ While this virtually sounded the death-knell for the

standard Z-pinch, Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth suggested that the hard-core pinch

might avoid the

instability

by modifying

its

field configuration.

Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg, September 2 1

,

1979,

AR47/AIP.

C

C

5^H.P. Furth, "Sheet Pinch Instabilities Caused by Finite Conductivity." Bulletin of the American Physical

Society vol 6, no. 2 (1961),
,

p. Furth,

J.

p. 193.

Killeen, and

Physics of Fluids vol.
,

6. no.

M.N. Rosenbluth,
4 (19631

^^Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth, p.

"Finite-Resistivity Instabilities of a Sheet Pinch,"

The

p. 4'S9.

47 1

.
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Rosenbluth's work on finite-resistivity effects with Furth and Killeen had two

major consequences.
doubts about

extend

it,

MHD.

work confirmed and

exempHfied

satisfied

some of Rosenbluth's

his effort to estabHsh the foundations of

MHD and to

an effort that had begun with the study of finite Larmor-radius effects with

Rostoker and Krall
ideal

First, the

It

in 1961.59

Although useful

in

many

physical circumstances, Alfven's

MHD approximation had shown certain limitations.

astrophysics)

community had extended

the

In response, the fusion (and

model beyond those

limitations.

Another consequence of the Rosenbluth, Furth, and Killeen work was

that

it

contributed to optimism regarding machines with internal conducting rings. Such

machines became popular and were
Princeton,

built

throughout the 1960s

at

locations including

Los Alamos, and General Atomic. Many of the devices featured two or four

internal rings

and for

this

reason they were called "multipoles."

these experiments gave hope to the fusion

multiple of the

By

1967, a

community by confining plasmas

Bohm confinement time. One

number of
for

some

of the AEC's "Ad-Hoc Panels" of the

late

1960s concluded that multipole research was one of the most promising of the AEC's
research programs.

The panel did not

see the multipole as itself a potential fusion reactor

but as a means to "demonstrate substantially improved confinement compared to

The panel reasoned

Bohm."^'^

Bohm time,

that if

any machine

at all

was found

then the knowledge gained might be parlayed into a

worthy fusion concept.

A few years later, the Russian

to

do

better than the

more promising,

reactor-

tokamak machine would

demonstrate improvements that were even greater than the multipoles and would quickly

renew the enthusiasm and optimism of both the fusion

Some
had

little

scientists

and

their administrators.

experimental programs centered on the isolation of basic plasma effects and

or nothing to do with the development of fusion concepts.

One

^^M.R. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg, September 21, 1979, AR47/AIP.
^'^"Report of

Ad- Hoc Panel on Low-Beta Toroidal Plasma Research," pp. 1492, 1506.

of the earliest

-
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pioneers of such

Chen came

work was Francis Chen of the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.

to Princeton in 1954, after receiving his

Ph.D

Harvard University. His early work centered on the B-1

in nuclear physics

stellarator

from

and especially the use

of Langmuir probes to determine the plasma temperature and density. After four years of

such work, Chen became convinced that the
difficult to isolate

Chen designed

named "L-1"

a

new plasma

arc (or thermionic) type of discharge, in

was

and four inches

built during

was twice

Commenting years
Chen

later

on

stellarator but at least

The plasma column

Chen received funding from the

the length of L-1,
his transition

said: "I believe that

1959 and featured a reflex-

Lyman

he listened to reason. "^^

itself

After gaining experience in the basic

in diameter.

construction and operation of the machine,
construct the L-2, which
1960.^'

was

which the cathode was heated through electron

(similar in principle to the Phillips Ion Gauge).

six feet long

experiments,

confinement problems were too

source featuring a simple, straight geometry. The machine,

(the "L" standing for "linear"),

bombardment

stellarator's

and analyze because of the machine's complex geometry. Therefore,

laboratory to

and began operations during

from the

stellarator to basic

Spitzer never forgave

...

.

me

plasma

for forsaking the

.

^

A number of successful experiments were conducted on the L-2, regarding
instabilities

due

to the rotation of the

the interaction of the

plasma around the central axis of the machine and

plasma with an externally-applied beam of electrons. However, one

experimental result of the L-2 was disappoinfing: the machine demonstrated an unusually
large

amount of low-frequency turbulence,

as

shown by high-speed

"streak camera"

photographs (one of the simplest forms of plasma diagnostics). In 1962, a theoretical
explanation for such turbulence had not been fully developed. In contrast to the

^'Earl Tanner, Project Matterhorn:

1977), p. 57,

An

Informal History (Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory,

PPPL/PU.

^^Francis F. Chen, "The 'Sources' of Plasma Physics,"
(1995), p. 33.

DCLC

IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science

,

vol.

23
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case, an experimental effect

noted years

later,

"theory

had been isolated before

came

too late."^^

part

its

due

theoretical explanation.

As Chen

to the turbulence problems, the L-

2 was rebuilt during 1965 as a different type of device, a "Q-machine."

Q machines were the paradigm case in the trend towards fundamental plasma

The

experiments. These plasma sources created fully-ionized, quiescent plasmas (hence the

"Q" prefix) confined

to a simple, linear geometry. Fully-ionized

plasmas were created by

bringing alkali metals, such as cesium and potassium (which have low ionization
potentials) in direct contact with a hot tungsten plate (Figure 4-1).

were not of

interest for fusion reactions (since the alkali ions

were of great use for identifying and analyzing plasma effects
been mixed together or swamped by larger

effects.

The

that

machines, the

instabilities

analysis of

what

is

going on. This

is

it

you want

at the

to

seashore."^

and turbulence of the Q-machine

plasmas were easier to measure and reproduce. As Chen put

have such complicated geometries that

but

either

inventors,

that "if

study water waves, drop a pebble into a quiet puddle— not into the surf
to the fusion

fuels),

had heretofore

One of the machine's

Nathan R^nn characterized the philosophy of such work by saying

Compared

resulting plasmas

were not fusion

it:

"Usually fusion reactors

would be almost impossible

to

make

careful

the rationale for having small, simple

experiments. "^5

The

first

Q machines were built during

different purposes.

1960 by two research teams for two

At Hughes Research Laboratories, R.C. Knechtli and

J.Y.

Wada

developed alkali-plasma machines in order to study the recombination of electrons and
ions in the thermionic tubes used in Hughes' power-system products.

At the Princeton

The Model C Decade. 1961-1969 (Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory,
PPPL/PU; and Chen, "The 'Sources' of Plasma Physics," p. 35.

^^Earl Tanner,
p. 116,

^Tanner, Project Matterhorn:

An

Informal History,

p. 59.

W.B. Pardo and H.S. Robertson, eds.. Plasma
Transport (Coral Gables: University of Miami Press, 1966), p. 219.
^-''F.F.

Chen, "Summary,"

in

1977),

Instabilities

and Anomalous
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Figure 4-1. The Q-machine.

N. Rynn, "Plasma Column End Effects," in W.B. Pardo and H.S. Robertson,
Plasma Instabilities and Anomalous Transport (Coral Gables: University of

Miami

Press, 1966), p. 107.
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Plasma Physics Laboratory, Rynn and Nick D'Angelo developed the Q-machine (and
gave

it its

name)

as a

means

to study

plasma waves and

instabilities.

In the decade that

followed, Q-machines had limited funding but were used to identify a wide range of

plasma effects

Germany.

United States, England, the Soviet Union, and West

in facilities in the

Earl Tanner, the official historian of the Princeton fusion program, noted

that their contribution

"was

far out

of proportion to the modest commitment of resources

that they represented.^''

After building an

initial

device, the

Q- 1 Rynn and D'Angelo planned a
,

machine, designated Q-3, and added Robert Motley to the team. In the
operation with Q-1 and then Q-3, the Princeton group isolated a

One

effects.

of the most important of these was a

1960, scientists

were reviewed
through the

books such as

in

medium

after

oscillations),

after

Wong,

Stix's): the

of the ions of a plasma

number of plasma

type of plasma wave.

Up

until

propagation of electromagnetic waves
(e.g.,

Alfven waves), the oscillation of

displacement from their equilibrium positions

(e.g.,

Langmuir's

and the propagation of electromagnetic waves through the medium

of the electrons of a plasma
Alfred

larger

years of

had already identified examples of three general types of waves (which

plasma electrons
plasma

new

first

isolated

(e.g.,

whistler waves). Motley and D'Angelo, working with

examples of a fourth general

class: the oscillation

of plasma ions

displacement from their equilibrium positions.^* In 1961, they identified the ion-

acoustic

wave

and, in 1962, the electrostatic ion-cyclotron wave.^^

^Robert W. Motley,

O Machines (New York, Academic Press,

^'Tanner, The Model

C

^^Stix,

Decade. 1961-1969

The Theory of Plasma Waves

,

.

p.

1975), pp. 2, 6.

90.

pp. 32, 38, 41.

^^Tanner, The Model

C Decade

found

graduate textbook F.F. Chen, Introduction to Plasma Physics

in the standard

Press, 1974), p. 130.

,

pp. 109, 115;

The simple

four- way classification of

plasma waves can be

(New York: Plenum
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Anomalous

diffusion

Bohm diffusion,

the

the calutron during the war,

plasma losses

Model C

stellarator

dependence quickly emerged"

Bohm diffusion only

David

Bohm and his team had found on

'

was one of the most important experimental problems facing

the fusion conmiunity during the 1960s

puzzles. After the

that

and also one of

its

most vexing

was completed during 1961,

in the first

"a

confinement experiments.

referred to a general empirical description of

theoretical

Bohm-like
Unfortunately,

plasma

losses.

There

were a host of unanswered questions regarding what plasma mechanisms might explain
the empirical effects, whether

Bohm diffusion could even be described with a small

number of mechanisms, and what plasma mechanisms were peculiar to
machines. For these reasons, Harold Grad rejected

because
natural

"Bohm diffusion

plasma time scale

Bohm diffusion

particular

as a "non-concept"

does not refer to a phenomenon or to a mechanism but to a
that

can arise

in

many

ways."'''

A number of other rubrics were relied on by the plasma community, that were
closely related to the grab-bag category of

Bohm diffusion

and nearly synonymous. For

example, "anomalous transport," referred to any mechanism or effect that caused a

plasma

to diffuse across the lines of

its

confining magnetic field

at

a faster rate than that

expected from classical diffusion theory. The term "universal instability" referred to the
fact that

any confined plasma would feature a density gradient and

this gradient

was

itself

a source of many non-classical loss mechanisms.

Some

of the earliest research in this area was done by

Bo Lehnert and

F.H.

Alfven's laboratory at the Royal Institute of Technology during 1958 and 1959.

Hoh

They

used linear plasma sources that created a "positive column" glow discharge, which was
confined in a longitudinal magnetic

^^anner, The Model

"H.

C

Decade

,

field.

In order to insure that they

p. 27.

Grad, "Plasmas," Phvsics Today vol. 22, no. 12 (1969),
,

p. 40.

were studying the

at
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radial diffusion of the

plasma across the magnetic

enough so

as to reduce the importance of

found that

at relatively

magnetic
field

field in the

low

fields, the

plasma

field lines, the device

was made long

loss out the ends. Lehnert

and

Hoh

plasma diffusion went down with increasing

manner expected from

However, above a

classical theory.

critical

,

(which depended on plasma pressure), the diffusion went up considerably. This was

a clear signature of anomalous transport, defined as "the net plasma transport arising in
addition to the coUisional diffusion, due to fluctuations of the electric field and the

density in the plasma. "^^

Because the plasma losses
between

classical

mechanism might account
analysis

was published by

the Institute of

in the

Lehnert-Hoh experiments gave a clear

and anomalous behavior, hopes were raised

that

transition

an isolated physical

for the behavior. In 1960, the first promising theoretical

the Soviet scientists Boris

Atomic Energy

in

Moscow

Kadomtsev and A.V. Nedospasov of

(soon renamed the Kurchatov

Institute).''^

Their analysis introduced a perturbation in plasma density that was screw-shaped along
the length of the machine. Using the

MHD formalism, they found that the perturbation

oscillated if the longitudinal magnetic field

went above certain values

that agreed well

with those found in the Lehnert-Hoh experiments.

Kadomtsev and Nedospasov's work was considered

to

be important because

it

was

the first to analyze a plasma behavior that could be "identified with the turbulent state of
the plasma

first

problems that

mentioned by Bohm."'''* However, there were

their analysis left

unanswered:

temperature, partially-ionized plasmas; and

it

it

at least

two outstanding

applied only to relatively low-

had not entirely

clarified the physical

Reviews of Modem Physics,

'^F.C. Hoh, "Low-Temperature Plasma Diffusion in a Magnetic Field,"

vol.

34, no. 2 (1962), pp. 267, 275.

^^B.B. Kadomtsev and A.V. Nedospasov, "Instability of the Positive

'Anomalous' Diffusion Effect," Journal of Nuclear Energy Part C,
.

^'^Kadomtsev and Nedospasov,

p.

235.

Column

vol.

1

in a

Magnetic Field and the

(1960), p. 230.
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mechanism responsible

for the instability.

The second question was answered

degree by the 1963 paper of Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth discussed above.

assuming a

finite-resistivity

the "rippling

plasma, the study identified three

mode"-bore a close resemblance

to the

instabilities,

to

some

By

one of which—

Kadomtsev and Nedospasov

instability.

The work of Lehnert-Hoh and

its

theoretical interpretations motivated a great deal

of work in the coming decade. "^^ Because such experimental work could be done on
relatively small machines,

it

flowered in the university setting. For example, in 1966, the

AEC supported a conference at the University of Miami that included work concerning
Of the 39

positive columns, Q-machines, and arc discharges.

came from smaller plasma programs

at

participants, about half

schools such as the University of South Florida,

the University of Maryland, Stevens Institute of Technology, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute,

and the University of Miami. ''^

The extension of such work
research
the

was more

difficult.

to the fully-ionized

plasmas characteristic of fusion

During the 1960s, the most promising theoretical models of

anomalous diffusion of fully-ionized plasmas developed around a family of

microinstabilities that
instabilities

were based on

"drift

motions." Early investigations of drift-wave

concentrated on systems featuring crossed electric and magnetic fields, while

later studies investigated the

(characteristic of the
theorists led the

more complex case of inhomogeneous magnetic

fields

tokamak machine, discussed below). Once again, the Russian

way. Leonid Rudakov and Roald Sagdeev developed the

first

theory of

work of General Atomic's Albert Simon, who developed an explanation for
like Francis Chen's L-2. Simon analyzed the system in terms of
Kadomtsev and Nedospasov approach. F.F. Chen,
"Centrifugal Instabilities," Bulletin of the American Physical Society vol 11, no. 4 (1966), p. 544; Chen,
"The 'Sources' of Plasma Physics," p. 35; A. Simon, "Instability of a Plasma with Crossed Electric and
Magnetic Fields," Bulletin of the American Physical Society vol 8, no. 4 (1963), p. 166.
'^One important example

is

the turbulence demonstrated

the

by reflex arcs

individual-particle motions and also with the

,

,

^^W.B. Pardo and H.S. Robertson,
University of

Miami

Press, 1966).

eds..

Plasma

Instabilities

and Anomalous Transport (Coral Gables:
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"drift-wave instabilities" in 1961 and this

Kadomtsev and

Marshall Rosenbluth
period.^^

By

work was developed

fiiither

by Boris

others during the mid-1960s.'''' In the United States, Nicholas Krall and
at

1969, drift

General Atomic did some important work during the same

wave

two sessions were devoted

to

instabilities

it

had become an important enough topic

that

annual Division of Plasma Physics (DPP)

at the

meeting.''^

The most important finding
drift instabilities.

renamed the L-2Q. Soon
run in a

mode where

they did

work

the electric

that

in

it

thereafter Chen's research

was

proved

and magnetic

team found

free of low-frequency disturbances.

that drift

fields

waves could be

stabilized

that the

Over

L-2Q could be

the next five years,

and destabilized by varying

surrounding the plasma. This began with preliminary

tests altering the electric fields at the

and

Q-machine research concerned the suppression of

During 1965 Chen's L-2 reflex-arc was remodeled as a Q-machine and

edge of the plasma, which turned the turbulence on

off.

Suspecting that the interaction between the plasma and the electric and magnetic
fields

caused "anomalous diffusion" due to

drift

waves, Chen, working with his

first

.

graduate student David Mosher, added a magnetic field in the axial direction, a so-called

"magnetic shear." This was accomplished by installing a water-cooled aluminum hard
core in the

L-2Q machine, which was

able to carry high currents.

Chen and Mosher, working with K.C. Rodgers, showed
shear altered the turbulent behavior of the plasma.

From 1966

that increasing the

They concluded

to 1969,

magnetic

that small

Rudakov and R.Z. Sagdeev, Soviet Physics Doklady. vol. 6 (1961), p. 415; R.Z. Sagdeev, The
Making of a Soviet Scientist: My Adventures in Nuclear Fusion and Space from Stalin to Star Wars (New
York, John Wiley & Sons, 1994), p. 126; B.B. Kadomtsev, Plasma Turbulence (London: Academic Press,
^^L.I.

1965); Fowler, p. 81.
''^N.A. Krall

and M.N. Rosenbluth, Phvsics of Fluids

Universal Instabilities," in

Van Dam, From

,

vol. 5 (1962), p. 1435;

Particles to

N.A.

Krall,

"Not Quite

Plasmas pp. 5-6.
,

^^"Epitome of the 1969 Annual Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics," Bulletin of the American
Physical Society, vol. 14, no. 11 (1969), pp. 1028, 1055.
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asymmetries

in the

temperature of the cathodes of the

electric fields in the

plasma and

that this, in turn,

behavior. Variation of the magnetic shear

L-2Q brought about asymmetric

brought about the worsened drift-wave

was able

to alter

and control these

drift

waves. ^'^ Such "shear stabilization" was not only regarded as an important finding

in

basic plasma physics but also became, in later years, an important result for mainstream

fusion research.

A Precarious

Identity

During the 1960s, the identity of plasma physics foundered on the contradiction

between having fusion research as

aimed

discipline as

at the

its

most highly funded specialty and representing the

broader study of plasmas. Plasma physics was not entirely

accepted as an established discipline by the general physics community.

plasma physicists themselves able to agree on
that the concentration

specialties.

on fusion research resulted

There was also

fact that different research

One

their identity.

in friction

friction within the fusion

Nor were

the

source of tension was

between fusion and the other

community

itself,

as a result of the

teams maintained different instrumental and theoretical

concerns.

The Pake Committee

Some

of the inter-specialty tensions in the identity of the young discipline are

evident in the report of the Pake Committee, which

of the

first set

the National

was published

in

1966 and was part

of physics review panels assembled by the National Research Council of

Academy of Sciences. At

committee stressed the
although plasma

scientific nature

its

outset, the report of the

plasma physics

of plasma research. The panel claimed

phenomena were analyzed with well-known

that,

classical equations

(Maxwell's equations, the hydrodynamic equation, and the Boltzmann equation), the

new

Mosher, and K.C. Rodgers, "Effect of Shear and Connection Length on Drift Waves and
Plasma Confinement," in Internationa! Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion
^"F.F. Chen, D.

at Novisibirsk. August 1-7. 1968 vol.
(Vienna: IAEA, 1969), p. 625; Tanner, The Model
Decade pp. 116-119; Chen, "The 'Sources' of Plasma Physics," pp. 39-40.
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,

.
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collective effects

obvious that

were so complex and poorly understood

many plasma problems deserve

give an overview of the

many

that

"we

be considered as

to

feel

it

to

be quite

'pure' physics."*'

To

areas of plasma research, the report began with "the

famous Kantrowitz-Petschek map," developed by Arthur Kantrowitz and Harry Petschek
of the AVCO-Everett Research Laboratory. This was a graph picturing the different

plasma regimes
other. *2

in terms of varying density

on one axis and varying temperature on the

The Kantrowitz-Petschek map became

(especially for those outside the

plasma physics

in

a staple of future plasma reviews

community), giving a panoptic view of all of the areas of

one diagram (Figure 4-2).

However, the

panel's

judgment of the

different areas of

plasma physics varied,

especially in terms of their contribution to basic science. In a letter to Arthur

Ruark

(Chief of the AEC's Controlled Thermonuclear Branch), the chairman of the panel,

Marshall Rosenbluth, defended the rationale underlying the report. Rosenbluth noted that
the panel had been concerned that plasma physics had "not yet attained respectability in
the eyes of those

report

was

working outside the

field."

As

a result, "the primary objective of this

to stress the interesting scientific questions in the field."

However,

Rosenbluth warned Ruark that this effort had created tension within the committee:

was

also a

little

"I

perturbed to notice a sharp difference of opinion within the Panel

between the fusion and non-fusion members.

I

am sure

that

you

will

have no difficulty

in

noticing various evidences of this dichotomy in the report."*^

Indeed,

it

is

not difficult to find tensions in the finished report. Although the

plasma physics panel included representatives from nearly every plasma-related study
(fusion research, space physics, astrophysics, gaseous electronics,

plasma dynamics, and

^'Physics Survey Committee, National Research Council. Physics: Survey and Outlook (Washington:

National

Academy

Press, 1966) p. 127.

^^Physics Survey Committee, Physics: Survey and Outlook pp. 127-128.
,

^^Marshall N. Rosenbluth, Letter to Arthur Ruark,

May

18, 1964,

AR47/AIP.
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Figure 4-2. A variant of the "Kantrowitz-Petschek map" used in the next NRC
review after the Pake Report.
Physics Survey Committee, Physics in Perspective vol. 1 (Washington,
National Academy of Sciences, 1972), p. 219.
,

D.C
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military applications)

community. As a

it

was dominated by

the

result, the report stressed

members of the magnetic-fusion

research concerning high-temperature, fully-

ionized gases and the study of plasma instabilities. In comparison, other areas of plasma
research were given less value.

The two

areas that received the panel's highest evaluation were fusion research

and work on astrophysical and geophysical plasmas. Despite the
originated in applications,

fact that fusion research

work on magnetic -field configurations and plasma

had elevated plasma physics to the

status of a basic science.

instabilities

The panel argued

that,

fusion research had been "the greatest impetus to plasma physics in the last decade" and
that

new

it

was

"inherently a strongly physics-oriented program."

To

insure that "important

physics results" could be attained in fusion research, federal funding had to be

increased, since

it

was "inadequate

to

meet the competition" from other

countries.**

Astrophysical and geophysical plasma research represented a sort of scientific

trump card

for the panel.

Even though

the recent growth of plasma physics

had been

motivated by applied goals, astrophysical and geophysical research showed that plasma
physics "would nevertheless be an important branch of physics even
applications in sight." This

was because "such study

is

if

there

were no such

essential to a quantitative

and

even a qualitative understanding of a wide range of important natural phenomena."

plasma

topics,

such as turbulence, shock waves, and nonUnear

instabilities,

New

were

important to understanding solar flares, the solar wind, the magnetosphere, and

geomagnetic storms. The panel concluded that the importance of such work meant that
"a

much

greater research effort

is

warranted in coming years. "^^

This general attitude was evident in an article published two years later by one of
the

Pake conmiittee members, Melvin Gottlieb of the Princeton fusion program. Written

^'^Physics

Survey Committee, Physics: Survey and Outlook, pp. 130-131.

^•''Physics

Survey Committee, Physics: Survey and Outlook, pp. 127-129.
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for a special issue of Physics

Today

called

"Twenty Years of Physics,"

Gottlieb's review

of plasma physics highlighted general plasma theory, fusion research, and space research
equally, while giving scant attention to gaseous electronics, except
introduction, and

none

at all to

plasma dynamics. Gottlieb ended

by way of historical

his article

by stressing

the recent successes of plasma research and the ubiquity of the fourth state of matter: "If
the next

20 years are

as fruitful as the past 20,

we may

developed understanding of the plasma state—by

look forward to a highly

far the

dominant

state

of matter

in the

universe. "^^

The Pake Conmiittee panel gave comparatively mild evaluations
research that

was older or had narrow or well-understood

applications.

to

plasma

One popular area

of applied research was so-called "direct conversion," the effort to convert a flow of
ionized gases directly into electricity via electromagnetic induction. (The trick

more energy

out, via induction, than

was used

to get the

generators appeared to be approaching feasibility and because they
straightforward MHD theory, the panel judged
in

which

it

it

to

was

to get

plasma moving.) Because such

made use of relatively

be an "important

field

of technology

will perhaps not be necessary to increase the level of physics input."^^

The panel

felt

similarly about rocket propulsion, judging that very

rocketry or plasma propulsion involved questions of basic plasma physics.

were fundamental questions, these were made overly
plasma flows were not tractable

difficult

to theoretical analysis.

Both

little

of ion

Where

there

because the complex
direct conversion

and rocket

propulsion drew heavily from the field of plasma dynamics, which was studied by

companies such as AVCO-Everett. The
the Pake

Committee panel

is

fact that

intriguing.

^^Melvin B. Gottlieb, "Plasmas," Physics Today

It is

,

Arthur Kantrowitz was one

member

hard to square his warning that applied

vol. 21, no. 5 (1968), p. 46.

^'Physics Survey Committee, Physics: Survey and Outlook, pp. 129-130.
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research should not suffer as a resuh of the stature of basic science (as discussed in

Chapter

3),

The

with the panel's evaluation of plasma dynamics.
panel's lesser evaluation of older or less

was most noticeable concerning gaseous

was

"the oldest

electronics.

branch of plasma physics," but

the discipline's current advances.

The panel

it

glamorous

fields of

was not considered

felt that

plasma research

Low-temperature plasma research
to

be

at the

center of

"such familiar things as light sources

and vacuum-arc processing constitute a very large application that will presumably
benefit in a gradual and unspectacular

way from plasma

advances."

Compared

to the

dynamical behavior of high-temperature plasmas, the atomic effects highlighted by

,

.

gaseous electronics research were "somewhat incidental." Because of this, and because

"most of such acUvity

is

under industrial support," the panel did not recommend an

increase of funding.

This evaluation was in keeping with the panel's vision of the history of plasma
physics.

The

report features a graph

papers to the total

showing the

ratio of the

number of plasma-physics

number of physics papers for each year between 1900 and 1966. The

panel noted a large dip in the graph and

commented

that "gas discharges constituted

an

important sub-field of physics from 1900 to 1930, but by 1940 scientific interest in the
field

had waned considerably. "^^

reflection of the general physics

It is

likely that this evaluation

community.

was an accurate

A more strident version of the opinion

appeared in the introduction of a 1961 plasma physics textbook written by J.G. Linhart or

CERN.

After reviewing the early history of gaseous electronics and astrophysics, Linhart

reflected that fusion research

becoming

"was a new lease of

rather unfashionable and

charming subject,

full

.

.

.

life for

plasma physics which was

regarded by most other physicists as a rather

of small, colourful experiments, where there was

^^Physics Survey Committee, Physics: Survey and Outlook pp. 126, 129.
,

^^Physics Survey Committee, Phvsics: Survey and Outlook, pp. 126.

little left

to

-
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'

discover and whose only real justification was the

waste their time on

it.

amusement of those who bothered

to

"^0

Such sentiments were not shared by the gaseous electronics community. Leonard

Loeb of Berkeley believed

that

gaseous electronics had been renewed after the war.

Fusion research, on the other hand, held out

little

general physics." In his view, these "conceited

little

trouble to learn the basic atomic physics studied
his last classes during 1960, he

know

alls"

it

by gaseous

ill

trained in

refused to take the

While teaching

electronics.

found that the students drawn to fusion research were an

"unappreciative audience."^' In a letter to
interest in

promise to him. In his memoirs, he

"young nuclear physicists

recalled that he found the fusion scientists to be

Lewi Tonks, Loeb explained

his continued

gaseous electronics by citing the very reasons that the fusion community

lacked interest: a concern for relatively low temperatures and industrial applications.

"The physics of the very highly ionized gases quite frankly

is

something which

been keeping away from because there are already too many in
interested in basic atomic processes because

I

am

I

have

still

most of the time we deal with these and our

problems of every day industrial application are not
conditions.

this field.

all

related to the extreme

"^2

Despite the fact that the Pake committee gave a weaker evaluation to the older or

more well-understood areas of plasma physics,

it

also

warned

that the different

plasma

specialties were segregated from one another because they relied on different sources of

funding: "Since the practical objectives of the various agencies
there has tended to be too

little

there has been too great a fragmentation within

^^J.G. Linhart.

may be

quite different,

A few pages later the panel

coordination."

plasma physics with

added

Plasma Physics second edition (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing, 1961),
,

^'Leonard B. Loeb, Autobiography of Leonard B. Loeb pp. 278, 276, AIP.
.

^^Leonard B. Loeb

to

Lewi Tonks, January

16, 1961.

Box

1,

folder 3,

"that

insufficient contact

AR155/AIP.

p. 4.
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among
made

those interested in different plasma applications. "^^ Such fragmentation also
difficult for the panel to

it

As

applied.

judge

how much

research

was basic and how much was

a step toward coordinating and interconnecting plasma research, the panel

suggested that laboratories be encouraged to work on more than one area of plasma

To

research.

this

end the panel suggested

that certain areas

of research then funded by

only one agency (for example, fusion research), be funded by more than one agency.
also

made

It

a plea for "increased coordination and consultation between the supporting

agencies" to insure the support of "plasma-physics studies of general interest which do
not correspond precisely to the missions of a particular agency." In particular, the panel

recommended an increased

role for the National Science Foundation in funding

plasma

research.^''

However,

in the

decade following the Pake report, the lines of funding were to

remain unchanged regarding the connections between funding sources and certain

The

applications.

of its

total

NSF did

Of this,

million into physics.

This

is

not take a significant role in funding plasma physics. In 1973,

budget for scientific research projects, $268. 1 million, the
only

1.1 million,

projects.

small compared to the total federal outlay for magnetic and inertial-confinement

fusion, of about

$80

Within the Atmospheric Sciences, the rubric of Solar-

million.^^

Terrestrial research received $3.3 million,
If this is

5%

NSF put $34.9

went towards plasma physics

included as part of the total

of the

total fusion

budget. The

much of which was probably plasma related.'^

NSF plasma budget,

it still

NSF figure seemed even

accounts for only about

smaller in the coming

^^Physics Survey Committee. Physics: Survey and Outlook, pp. 127. 135.
^"^Physics

Survey Committee, Physics: Survey and Outlook,

p.

1

36.

on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, Physics Through the 1990s: Plasmas and Fluids
(Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1986) p. 239.

^-^Panel

^^

NSF Factbook:

Guide

to National

Science Foundation Programs and Activities second edition,

1976 (Chicago: Marquis Who's Who,

,

Inc., 1975), pp. 4,

140-146.
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decade,

when an

instrumental shift in fusion research sent

AEC funding up by an order of

magnitude.

Facing Complexity
In addition to the differences

between the

discipline's specialties, fusion research

itself

included a wide range of machine concepts and theories of plasma behavior.

some

extent this diversity that

effort.

was celebrated

One of the purposes of Richard

Post's review articles

was

to provide an

of the different fusion machine concepts. Because fusion experiments were
relatively small during the 1960s

particular concept, the

To

as indicating the health of the research

and because the

results did not point

overview

still

toward any

AEC funded a wide range of initiatives. As discussed above, this

gave Congress cause for complaint, as

it

seemed

that a great deal of

money was being

spent on a program that lacked a focus.
In a long review article, written in 1970, Post provided a

taxonomy of machines,

characterized by their being open-ended or closed, symmetric or non-symmetric, or
featuring currents inside the plasma or not. Rather than

bemoan

this state

of

affairs.

Post

celebrated the diversity of fusion concepts and suggested what might be called an

evolutionary model of fusion technology. Post affirmed that "there

is

no such thing as

the way to controlled fusion power; there are instead approachesseweral of them—and

new ones have tended

to

be proposed with every advance in understanding (or every

roadblock that seemed to frustrate a given line of attack)."^'
In speculating

on the future of fusion research. Post

listed three technical

requirements to define the success of any magnetic-fusion concept: adopting a magnetic
field configuration that

could contain the plasma pressure (such as the minimum-B);

analyzing individual particle motion and finding ways that the plasma will never

encounter the machine walls (such as the theory of adiabatic invariants); and the analysis

^^Post, "Controlled Fusion Research

and High-Temperature Plasmas," (1970),

p.

512.
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and suppression of all plasma

instabilities.

the three conditions Post suggested that

of the

fittest"

His discussion of plasma

In order to determine

which machines

satisfy

"there must be carried out a Darwinian survival
instabilities, the third technical

condition of

success, also slipped into a biological analogy. After listing the wide variety of gross and
microinstabilities. Post suggested that the objective of fusion research

origin and

anatomy of these

Post's

Darwinian metaphors might have reflected the

community during

was

to study "the

beasts."^*

the 1960s, in the face of difficulty.

mood

However,

of gloom

in the fusion

Post's article

gave

upbeat conclusions and chose to stress that the fusion community benefited from a
healthy competition of

many machines. He suggested

concentrated on one machine concept but spread to

that available funds should not

many

concepts.

Above

all.

be

Post

reassured his readers that the fusion project would meet with eventual success. Referring
to his three technical requirements for successful fusion, Post

claimed that "there are

systems, perhaps several, that give high promise of coming through,
least

if

not unscathed, at

unconquered." With the improved understanding of magnetic confinement and

plasma

question

instabilities, "the

are instead:

How

soon can

it

is

no longer: Can fusion be achieved? The questions

be accomplished— and by which approach?"

He closed his

review by suggesting that fusion research be given renewed priority and funding:

complete disagreement with those
should be avidly sought

for,

who

say. What's the rush?--! believe fusion

not waited for.

Does a permanent

"I

am in

power

solution to mankind's

energy need deserve any less?"^^
^

Another related view of plasma physics
Harold Grad,

who headed

of Mathematical Science

the Magneto-Fluid

at

in the

1960s

is

found

in the writings

Dynamics Division of the Courant

New York University.

During 1961,

his division

^*Post, "Controlled Fusion Research

and High-Temperature Plasmas," (1970), pp. 539, 566.

^^Post, "Controlled Fusion Research

and High-Temperature Plasmas," (1970), pp. 566, 586.

of

Institute

worked on a
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number of projects— the
trajectories,

theoretical interpretation

and calculation of charged-particle

cusped geometries, wave propagation

ionized, "collisionless,"

in

plasmas, and shock waves in highly-

plasmas—and comprised 16 equivalent

full-time research staff

and eight other graduate students and staff."*

As Joan Bromberg

points out, Grad's identity as an applied mathematician gave

him a unique view on plasma physics which,
division,

made him something of an

the fusion

community, he became

his unique identity
similarities

Whereas Post

to accepting the party line

and a conscience,

from

Despite

to the project."

Post's.

stressed the multiplicity of fusion machines,

plasma

Today by noting

Not prone

and perspective, Grad's view of plasma physics offers helpful

and contrasts with

multiplicity of

"a gadfly,

AEC funding received by his

despite the

outsider.

effects.

that "the

Grad focused on the

Grad opened a 1969 review of plasma physics

for Physics

wealth of physical phenomena encountered in the plasma

exceeds the variety spanned by substances as diverse as

air,

state

water, peanut butter, and

superfluid helium." In Grad's view, plasma physics shared, with disciplines such as

fundamental-particle physics, the need to "study
there.'"

However, due

to the

unknown

wide range of physical

territory

effects studied

simply 'because

it is

by plasma physics,

it

should not expect to attain the sort of unity sought by other disciplines: "No evident
single focus unites the subject other than our desire to discover

ionized and conducting matter.

Whether

particle physics will ever overtake

the conceptual unity

plasma physics

In Grad's opinion, one of the

is

what we can about

hoped

for in fundamental-

doubtful. "'^^

main problems confronting plasma physics, was

the

lack of contact between theory and experiment. Problems existed in both areas. In order

"'^'J.

Berkowitz, Sherwood Progress Report, no. 5 (January 1961

-

December 1961 ).

9191, AR47/AIP.

'O'Bromberg, Fusion,

p.

43.

•02h. Grad, "Plasmas," Physics

Today

,

vol. 22, no. 12 (1969), p. 34.

April 16, 1962,

NYO-
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to study a

plasma

effect,

it

had

to

be isolated experimentally. However, the complex

geometries of the fusion machines often entailed plasma conditions that

made

it

impossible to isolate single effects. Toroidal systems, with their complex magnetic-field
topologies, were difficult to study since they

seemed

to harbor

many

effects at once: "It

appears more than likely that the reason

we do not

toroidal confinement is that there are so

many comparable competing

yet understand the limitations of

single elusive effect remains to be discovered. "'"^ In addition,
theoretical

work of the 1960s had

individual plasma effects.
theorists for not

failed to maintain

effects, not that

felt that

a

the

proper objective of isolating

Grad's iconoclasm rise to the fore as he criticized the plasma

producing well-posed mathematical models: "The development of

sophisticated theoretical diagnostics has lagged

This lag

its

Grad

may be because

somewhat behind

that of experiment.

the tradition that valid experimental results require great care is

not quite so widespread in theoretical work."

One

theoretical

problem of particular concern

of plasma equilibria. Grad
the equilibrium question

felt that

to

Grad was proving

plasma theoreticians were

and rushing toward the study of plasma

before addressing instability, the theorist should

first

equilibrium solution for a particular plasma. This

theorists often

first

instabilities.

was required because

effects

Instead,

testing a

from equilibrium;

place, then the stability test

added further physical

the existence

of skipping by

prove the existence of an

for stability usually entailed allowing small perturbations

equilibrium did not exist in the

plasma

in the habit

Grad

if that

was bogus. Worse

when confronted with

existence of equilibria. Speaking of toroidal confinement,

plasma

yet,

the non-

said that "in this case,

very convincing arguments can be given to the effect that existence will not be recouped

by adding

resistivity, finite

Larmor

radius, fluid flow, etc.

and

in fact the

nonexistence of

'03h. Grad, Tlasmas," p. 38.

'^H. Grad, "Plasmas," p. 39. Even harsher words may be found
letters column of Physics Today during 1966.

Furth in a

in

an exchange between Grad and Harold
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steady states

is

a correct physical prediction. "'^^

j^,

general,

Grad

felt that the theorist

should aim for simple theories and not over encumber plasma models with

"The only chance of resolving the

crisis in

containment theory

lies in

new

effects:

using cruder rather

than more sophisticated models.""^ Grad's implicit criticism of efforts such as

Rosenbluth's explanation of the equilibrium and stability of the mirror machine
(discussed in Chapter 3) must have been clear to readers of the day.
In an interview with Joan

pains of plasma physics were

Bromberg

in 1979,

compounded by

Grad observed

that the

growing

the fact that the different fusion research

groups did not communicate well. Because the groups centered on different machines,
they were often preoccupied with different theoretical interpretations. For example, the

was

stellarator-dominated Princeton group

largely concerned with

MHD instabilities and

so concentrated on developing fluid models. However, the Livermore mirror group had
less

use for

MHD and greater concern for non-Maxwellian effects that could only be

analyzed with the kinetic theory. Grad also noted that the stellarator and the mirror
shared the fact that they were low-beta machines (they had a low plasma pressure). In
analyzing these machines, the theorist began by inquiring about the orbits of individual
particles.

On

the other hand, high-beta machines, such as the

Los Alamos

theta pinches,

usually were checked for equilibrium and stability before particle orbits were checked.

As

a result of such differences, the different fusion groups often talked past each other:

"even though the scientists attended the same meetings, there was essentially no

communication. "'0''
This

is

i

not to say that

Grad thought

that

plasma physics was, or should have been,

a loose confederation of sub-specialties that had

'*^-''H.

Grad, "Mathematical Problems Arising

Mathematiciens

.

Tome

3 (1970),

p. 110.

little

communication.

'"^H. Grad, "Plasmas," p. 42.

"^''H.

Grad, Interview with

J.

He applauded

Plasma Physics," Actes du Congres International des
The same point is made in H. Grad, "Plasmas," p. 42.
in

Bromberg, April

9,

1

979, AR47/AIP.
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Amasa

AEC panels in

Bishop's formation of ad-hoc

1967, which combined scientists

from different areas of the program to review developments not necessarily in their
areas.

This encouraged intercommunication between the different projects. At a 1970

meeting of the AEC's Standing Committee on fusion research, Grad contrasted two
approaches to fusion research, which he called "the vertical approach," and "the
horizontal approach." If a particular fusion approach promised quick success, then

Grad

agreed that the community could concentrate on developing a particular theoretical

model, or small group of models. This was the vertical approach. However,

development of fusion power proved
should commit

and

itself to the

instabilities,

to

if

the

be a long-term project, then the community

fundamental study of the entire range of known plasma waves

and the rigorous mathematical development of plasma physics. To

Grad, the community appeared to be in a situation that required this horizontal
approach. '09 This would not be a matter of bringing the different plasma behaviors under

one unifying theory;

rather,

Grad wanted

to

map and compare

the different areas of

plasmas and develop theories that were appropriate to each. As he said in the 1969
Physics Todav

very

many

article,

"our goal

is

not to find one theory of plasma behavior but to find

theories of the behavior of many different plasmas.""''

In 1970, the diversity of

plasma machines and plasma effects were seen as

indicating the health of fusion (Post) and of

plasma theory (Grad). Grad concluded

that

plasma physics was "developing into a recognized academic discipline"'" However,
the time that both Post and

Grad were

writing, changes

'08H.Grad,InterviewwithJ.Bromberg, April
'O^B-J. Eastlund,

9,

were already occurring

1979, AR47/AIP.

'
.

"Minutes for the Meeting," October 7-8, 1970 in Washington,

Grad, Interview with

J.

Bromberg, April

"Or. Grad, "Plasmas,"

p. 36.

"'H. Grad, "Plasmas,"

p. 44.

9,

1979,

AR47/AIP.

that

at

would

^

V

DC, AR47/AIP; and H.
„

.
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alter the discipline's instrumental

and theoretical commitments and place different

more competitive

research groups in an even

Instrumental Shift: the

By

the

mid 1960s,

the international fusion

American fusion concepts,
disappointing results

the mirror

when judged

power. Mirror machines

at

AEC funding.

relationship for

Tokamak

program was

machine and the

The major

in crisis.

stellarator,

gave extremely

against the practical goal of controlled thermonuclear

Livermore and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

demonstrated the high-frequency turbulence characteristic of microinstabilities. Not only

had microinstabilities appeared mixed together
been isolated

theoretically.

diffusion, with

The

stellarator

in the existing

1/B dependence, rather than the

its

Lyman

Bohm

more promising l/B^ dependence

predicted by classical diffusion theory. At the second

1965,

experiments but few had

demonstrated the highly disappointing

IAEA conference,

at

Culham in

Spitzer concluded his talk by suggesting that perhaps toroidal devices were

inherently unstable. Meanwhile, the pinch

program

at

Los Alamos was

stalled.

The Z-

pinch had been abandoned by the mid- 1960s but the large theta pinch that was planned,

named

Scyllac,

The

was not completed

until 1974.i'2

Russian "tokamak" concept, which originally had been developed by A.D.

Sakharov and Igor

Tamm in

1950, unexpectedly broke through this atmosphere of

during the late 1960s. Western scientists had been slow
claims. Already, in 1965 at the

Kurchatov

Institute,

to take interest in the

Culham IAEA meeting, a Russian team from

argued with Artsimovich

at length,

better than

Bohm diffusion.

,

"^Bromberg, Fusion.

pp. 128, 135, 143.

P- 135.

that

At the meeting, Spitzer

doubting the results and insisting that there could not

be any fundamental difference between the tokamak and the

"^Bromberg, Fusion

the

headed by Lev Artsimovich, gave a presentation claiming

tokamak confinement was ten times

gloom

Russian

stellarator.

Artsimovich
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Culham "was

recalled that his report at

received with remarkable suspicion.""'^ Within a

year, Spitzer left fusion research to return to astrophysical studies

and a Princeton

administrative position.

The AEC's Ad-Hoc Panel on Low Beta Toroidal Plasma Research of 1967 looked
at the

tokamak

results with suspicion.

The

panel's opinions demonstrated a degree of

allegiance to the basic-science paradigm of the 1960s;
results

were promising but recommended

that "the

aimed

detailed experimental-theoretical comparisons,

ground rules for toroidal confinement." To

it

acknowledged

that the

tokamak

major emphasis should be placed on
at establishing

more firmly

the

purpose, the panel suggested the study of

this

hard-core multipole machines or a variant of the stellarator, using "high-shear" magnetic
fields for stabilizafion."^ Reflecting

on the mid-1960s and the Ad-Hoc panel, Marshall

Rosenbluth recalled that there was a "theoretical superstition" against the tokamak; the

American fusion community
itself, as in

felt that if

the tokamak, then that

confining fields were generated by the plasma

would be a source of plasma

current-driven instabilities did prove to be an issue in

instability.

Though

tokamak systems, no one

in the

U.S. community had done calculations in the mid-1960s to realize that they were
controllable. "6

Not

until the third

IAEA conference

new Russian experimental
fusion programs.

in

Novosibirsk during August, 1968 did the

results receive significant interest

The team from

from the other national

the Kurchatov Institute reported

TM-3, which was about one meter

in diameter;

on two tokamaks: the

and the T-3, which was twice as

big.

Artsimovich ended his Novosibirsk report with numbers that were ten times better than

"^L.A. Artsimovich,

et al.,

"Experiments

in

Tokamak

Devices," Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear

Fusion Research. Special Supplement, Third International Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled

Nuclear Fusion Research, August

1-7,

1968 (1969),

p. 21.

Ad-Hoc Panel on Low-Beta Toroidal Plasma Research,"

'

'^"Report of

'

'^M.R. Rosenbluth, Interview with Joan Bromberg, September 21, 1979, AR47/AIP.

p.

1490.
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what the fusion community had found up

Tokamak program

it

will be possible to

to that point: "In the

framework of the

advance considerably farther and

to achieve ion

temperatures of the order of kilovolts [equivalent to tens of millions of degrees, Kelvin]

and even more,

for energy

confinement times measured in tenths of a second.""''

During 1969, a team of British

scientists

confirmed the Russian results and

reported this at an international meeting on toroidal magnetic confinement

Moscow,

in

Dubna, near

September, 1969. Speaking about a month before the Dubna conference,

A.S. Bishop predicted that

Tokamak

at

results

may be

measurements are

"if the British

fully confirmed, the Soviet

properly referred to as a 'major breakthrough' in the

CTR

program. The door would then be open to the rapid development of advanced

Tokamak

systems and to demonstrating the scientific feasibility of controlled fusion on a

much

shorter time scale than hitherto envisioned.""*

Between
interested in

the times of the Novosibirsk

two tokamak

attracted to the

initiatives.

tokamak concept,

and Dubna conferences, the

Oak Ridge

in part

AEC became

(ORNL) was

National Laboratory

because of the disappointing results of its

own

mirror-based program which, by the late 1960s, did not compare well to Livermore's.
After seeing the Soviet presentations

personnel was reinforced by a
1969. Artsimovich had not

visit

come

at the

Novosibirsk conference, the interest of ORNL

by Lev Artsimovich

to

MIT

to sell the

to

MIT during

tokamak; however,

the spring of
after the

excitement of Novosibirsk, the American community asked him to give a number of
lectures

on the machine. Michael Roberts, John Clarke, and Igor Alexeff of Oak Ridge

took the opportunity to

'

''Artsimovich, et

al.,

visit

MIT,

"Experiments

in

to see Artsimovich's lectures

Tokamak

Devices,"

'^A.S. Bishop, Letter to P.W. McDaniel, August 8, 1969,

p. 24.

AR47/AIP.

and

to

meet with him. In
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June, 1969, an

Oak Ridge team headed by

tokamak named Ormak and, one month

Roberts, submitted a proposal to the

later, the

The MIT tokamak program developed around
was

AEC for a

AEC funded the project."^
the leadership of

Bruno Coppi, who

hired by the Department of Physics during the spring of 1969. After receiving an

advanced degree from the Milan Polytechnic

Institute,

and pursuing fusion work

at

both

Princeton University and the University of California, San Diego (while working at

General Atomic), Coppi hoped to redirect his career

However, Artsimovich's

astrophysics.

visit

at

MIT

toward the study of plasma

changed Coppi's plans.

During the 1960s, Coppi did not share the bias against the tokamak demonstrated

by

American colleagues. Especially

his

Soviet idea

was based on sound

after the

program was looked down upon as having
developed a promising,

if

that

that he

inferior technology,

not superior, fusion concept. '^o

Russian news and Artsimovich's

tokamak idea

felt that the

visit in the spring

Coppi

felt that

it

The excitement over

had

the

of 1969, enabled Coppi to pursue a

had harbored since 1967. His idea was to build a small tokamak

used relatively a high toroidal magnetic

combination of high

1965 Culham meeting, he

theoretical reasoning. Despite the fact that the Soviet

field

field.

Theoretical studies indicated that the

and small size would allow the

internal

plasma current

to

be

increased to relatively large values before gross instabilities occurred. This, in turn,

would allow
since

it

the production of higher temperatures.

The idea was

attractive to the

held out the promise that the U.S. program might be able to

improvements over the Russian program. Coppi submitted

tokamak

to the

AEC in

September, 1969.

It

AEC

make some

his proposal for his "Alcator"

was soon funded

and, during 1970,

"^Michael Roberts, "The Birth of ORMAK: A Personal Recollection," Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Review Winter, 1974, p. 12; Bromberg, Fusion p. 158.
.

'^Oflruno Coppi, Interview with Joan

,

Bromberg, April 30, 1980, AR47/AIP.
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construction began. Rather than

Magnet

National

The

work

at the

RLE, Coppi worked with

the Francis Bitter

Laboratory, which had expertise in constructing high magnetic fields. i^'

fact that the

tokamak and

the stellarator

were similar

in concept presented a

special opportunity for Princeton University. Nevertheless, during the first half of 1969,

the Princeton

team argued

would ultimately make a

problems were being addressed and

that the stellarator's

better reactor than the

doubted the Russian claims. However, within two months

tokamak
into a

results at the

Dubna conference,

C was

tokamak. The Model

fact that

Though

shut

at the

its

stellarator

end of December, 1969, despite the

numerous experiments had not been completed. Princeton's move paid
it

was one of the

last laboratories to enter the

have a working machine. Princeton presented the
Stellarator" at a

tokamak

first

race,

data from

its

it

was

the

"Model

off.

to

first

C

AEC meeting, while Oak Ridge and MIT took until late

May, 1970

and early 1972, respectively, to produce their

first results.

aside funds for the Princeton Large Torus (PLT),

The PLT was an ambitious experiment

that

it

after confirmation of the

Princeton decided to transform

down

that

tokamak. '22 In addition, Princeton

As

a second step, the

1971

AEC

set

which began construction during 197L

was designed

to

produce higher plasma

currents than the Russian T-3 tokamak.i23

Excitement over the tokamak brought

One of the most important changes was

many changes

for the

a significant increase in the

magnetic-confinement research. The institutional and

political

plasma community.

AEC's budget

for

circumstances of the early

1970s favored the aggressive leadership style of CTR division head Robert Hirsch,

championed

the

tokamak as

the fusion concept

most

Hirsch insisted on greater centralized control than his predecessor

'^'Bromberg, Fusion

,

Amasa Bishop and

p. 163.

'^^Bromberg. Fusion pp. 165-166.
,

'23Tanner.

The Model C Decade

,

pp. 228-229;

who

likely to lead to a fusion reactor.

Bromberg, Fusion pp. 169, 193.
,

so
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individual laboratory directors enjoyed less

autonomy than they had

detailed and aggressive plan for fusion research specified

demonstration of scientific feasibility of a fusion concept and
reactor.

its

His

eventual use as a

Such thorough and optimistic planning helped renew the

AEC program to Congress.

in the past.

program steps between the

attractiveness of the

During Hirsch's stewardship, from 1972

AEC

to 1976, the

budget for magnetic-fusion research grew from $30 million to $200 million. '24

The tokamak

initiatives also

encouraged

scientists to migrate to

tokamak research.

Within a three-year period, from 1970 to 1973, the Princeton team had entirely shifted
concentration

Some
as

away from

the stellarator, as had the

of the scientists that had worked

at

Alcator, at

its

the mirror.

MIT's Research Laboratory of Electronics, such

George Bekefi and Ronald R. Parker, moved

work of the

Oak Ridge team from

to the relatively high-temperature

plasma

the Francis Bitter Laboratory. These shifts could be seen in the

Division of Plasma Physics meetings. Before 1970, there had been virtually no tokamak
papers presented. At the November, 1970

DPP

meeting, two out of 45 sessions

concerned the tokamak, accounting for only five per cent of the papers (24 out of 520). '^5

However, three years

later,

the

DPP

meeting devoted seven out of

its

54 sessions

to the

tokamak, accounting for twelve per cent of the papers (89 out of 7 1 5).

By

the

of the world as well.

Enthusiasm for the tokamak expanded throughout the

rest

end of 1971, four major experiments had been started

in France,

and England. The French tokamak

at

which, like Princeton's PLT, was larger than the Russian

'24panel on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, Phvsics

(Washington, D.C.: National

Academy

Germany,

Italy,

Fontenay-aux-Roses was especially impressive,

Through

T3 machine.'" During

the 1990s: Plasmas

1973,

and Fluids

Press, 1986) p. 239.

125"j97o Annual Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics," Bulletin of the American Physical Society

,

vol. 15, no. 11 (1970), p. 1392.

126"]

Annual Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics," Bulletin of the American Physical Society

vol. 18, no.

10(1973),

127shaw,pp. 14-18.

p. 1244.

,
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Japan also became interested. Shoichi Yoshikawa, of the Princeton University program,
took a two-year leave of absence to return to his native Japan, to argue in favor of

tokamak research. By the end of 1974, the Japanese government had accepted
on principle and had designated

it

as a "national project. "'^s

By

the project

the Seventh International

Atomic Energy Agency fusion meeting of 1978, tokamak experiment and theory
accounted for well over one third of the presentations. '^^

The tokamak

also

renewed the

possibility of a collaborative fusion project

European Community. As was mentioned
had been proposed

in

in the previous chapter, a

by the

CERN fusion effort

1959 but rejected. However, during the 1970s, the European

nations realized that the next-generation

tokamak would be too

large and expensive for

one nation to build. In March, 1973, a special study by the Joint European Torus

Working Group recommended

that the

European nations construct a large tokamak,

which they named the Joint European Torus (JET). Early design work began
1973. Negotiations to determine the JET
project.

became

site

difficult

in late

and threatened the

entire

In September, 1974, six possible sites were proposed: Cadarach in France,

Garching and Julich

in

Germany, Culham

in Britain,

Mol

in

Belgium, and Ispra

in Italy.

After two years of debate, no decision had been made. Paul Rebut, of the Fontenay-aux-

Roses program, wrote

letters to

European

politicians

warning of the dangers of falling

behind the United States and Japan. The world fusion community was relieved when,
the

end of 1977, Culham had been chosen as the home of JET.

announced

at

When

the agreement

at

was

an international fusion meeting, in Knoxville, Tennessee, the scientists

attending the meeting "rose to their feet and burst into emotional applause. "'^o

'-*R.

Herman, Fusion: The Search

for Endless

Energy (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1990),
.

p. 113.

'^^Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research 1978: Proceedings of the Seventh International

Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research,

Supplement 1979 (Vienna: IAEA, 1979).
'30shaw, pp. 22, 34, 55, 67, 154.

vol.

1

.
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,

;

;

V

•

.

Instrumental Shift: Inertial-Confinement Fusion

The demonstration of the

laser in

profound change for plasma physics.

AEC, and

the

It

1960 by Theodore Maiman brought a second

immediately became apparent— to physicists, the

DoD— that if high-power lasers could be developed,

then they might be

used to create high-temperature, high-density plasmas. Because such plasma conditions

were of

interest not only to

power research but

most laser-plasma research remained

also

had numerous military applications,

secret at a small

number of government-funded

laboratories until 1972.

The term

"laser fusion" is

somewhat misleading,

involving the use of lasers to produce fusion reactions.

From

thermonuclear energy was only one of these.

since

it

designates any

work

The production of controlled

the earUest years of laser-fusion

research, the U.S. military had great interest in creating miniature "nuclear explosions" in
the laboratory,
If

by

a laser could be

training

made

outer edges of the fuel

high-power lasers on small

to deposit

would

bum toward the

the pellet in so far as the burning layer

inertial-confinement fusion (ICF)

was

burning before the ablative layer was

targets, or pellets,

inside.

inertia.

to get the pellet to

The

objective of such

engage in thermonuclear

lost.

The physics of such experiments had

similarities with the

to create an

mechanism of an

X-ray radiation

ignited the fusion secondary. In addition to testing the physics of the

ICF experiments could be used

to

model

that

mimicked

Ban

bombs

themselves,

produced

in an

ambient

the behavior of the atmosphere. Military interest in such research

was increased by concern about what would replace atmospheric
Test

actual

field that, in turn,

the interaction of nuclear warheads with the

Earth's upper atmosphere. Miniature fusion explosions could be

plasma

fuel.

Such "ablation" would compress

had some small

bomb, which used a fission-bomb primary

the

of nuclear

energy in a fuel pellet quickly enough, then the

its

Treaty, which

was signed

countries besides the United States

in

testing after the Limited

August, 1962. In the course of the 1960s, other

became

interested in laser-fusion.

For

all

of the above
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military

and technical motivations, research was

Institute, in Britain at the

first

current

bomb

clean neutron

Such miniaturized

designs but also

that a laser-ignited

testing

new weapons

H-bomb would

bomb.

France

at the

effects

was

its

research around a

A second U.S. program

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), under

the early 1960s at the

John Emmett, and used a series of lasers designated

neodymium

bomb

The Livermore group, headed by Ray Kidder, based

glass. '^^

Kurchatov

Livermore and funded by the AEC's Division of Military

type of laser using glass doped with the element neodymium.'^'

was organized during

in

'

U.S. programs to use lasers to investigate

started during the fall of 1961 at

Applications.

at the

'

Lemeil Weapons Research Center.

One of the

Russia

initiated in

Atomic Weapons Nuclear Establishment, and

PHAROS, which were

also based on

and simulation was not only directed

applications. For example, the

at

DoD hoped

eliminate the need of a fission fuse and result in a

In addition, there

was hope

that smaller

H-bombs might be

developed, which would greatly extend the military usefulness of a fusion weapon. '^3

The

beams

military also

to destroy

enemy

became

interested in the possibility of using high-energy laser

missiles carrying nuclear warheads. This idea

was

attractive

even between 1958 and 1960, during which time the laser concept was known, through
the

Townes and Schawlow

spring of 1959,

paper, but had not yet been demonstrated.

ARPA granted a one

develop a laser for

million dollar contract to

ballistic missile defense.

called Project Seaside,

'3'joan Lisa Bromberg,

'^'^

In 1961,

As

early as the

TRG Incorporated, to

ARPA began a larger project

which worked on the development of a number of directed-energy

The Laser

in

America (Cambridge,

MIT Press,

1991), p. 215.

'^^B.H. Ripin, Interviews with G.J. Weisel, June 4 and August 14, 1998.

'^^W.A. Smit and P. Boskma, "Laser Fusion," The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, vol. 36, no. 10
(1980).

'-^'^Bromberg,

The Laser

in

America,

p. 82.
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weapons, including

lasers, particle-beam,

number of laser-weapons
Laboratories, and

projects

and microwave devices. '^^ By the

had been

started at

late 1960s, a

TRG, Hughes Research

AVCO-Everett Research Laboratory. '^^ All of this

military research-

miniaturized fusion explosions, simulations of explosions in the Earth's upper

atmosphere, and directed-energy weapons—involved the study of plasmas to some extent.

Each application involved the

interaction of the

high-powered lasers with various

and each interaction produced plasmas.

materials,

At the same time

weapons work was proceeding,

that

laboratories realized that lasers might be used to heat

and

the scientists of the national

bum

nuclear fuels to generate

power. During the 1950s, John Nuckolls, one of the members of Lawrence Livermore's

hydrogen

bomb

effort,

had been searching for a way

lasers provided a

new energy

source to accomplish

small laser-fusion experiments

at

amounts of

to ignite small

He

deuterium-tritium fuel that would not involve a fission primary.
this.

By

quickly realized that

1962, Nuckolls had begun a

Lawrence Livermore. Along with Lowell Wood,

Nuckolls submitted a proposal in 1970, which the

second major program was started

at

AEC funded.

'^'^

Two years later,

Los Alamos. Rather than use neodymium

a

lasers,

Los Alamos' "L-Division," headed by Keith Boyer, concentrated on the carbon-dioxide
(CO2)

laser,

which they

Because of

its

felt

was capable of greater power

output. '^^

close institutional and technical ties with military work, laser-

plasma research concerning power generation remained classified secret for over a
decade. However, a

'•^^Robert

W.

vol. 18, no.

1

Seidel,

number of domestic and

"From Glow

international political factors brought

to Flow," Historical Studies in the Physical

& Biological Sciences

,

(1987), p. 118.

'^^Bromberg, The Laser in America,

p.

21

1;

and Jeff Hecht, Laser Pioneers (Boston: Academic Press,

1992) pp. 41-42.
'^^T.

Kenneth Fowler, The Fusion Quest (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1997),

The Laser

in

America

p.

216.

'^^"Laser Fusion: Passing a Milestone,"

The Atom (January-February,

1974), p. 2.

p. 132,

Bromberg,
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renewed attention
First, a

to fusion research

and influenced the declassification of laser fusion.

number of political pressures acted

to

renew the enthusiasm

for both inertial-

confinement fusion and the tokamak. These pressures included the criticisms of science

made during

the 1960s as well as the energy concerns of the 1970s,

which we discuss

below.

A second important factor that influenced the declassification decision concerns
ICF research

As was

itself.

the scientists felt

hemmed

the case with magnetic-confinement fusion during the 1950s,

in

by security

restrictions.

American laser-plasma

scientists

could only watch as scientists of other countries with lesser security restrictions,
including Japan, France, and the Soviet Union, published their research and received
international recognition.

For example, as early as 1968, Nikolai Basov, one of the

Soviet pioneers of the laser, published a paper with his research team at the Lebedev

Moscow

Physical Institute in

power

lasers at a pellet of

disappointment

at

demonstrating the production of neutrons by aiming high-

deuterium fuel (Figure 4-3). '^^ In addition to their

being scooped by the Soviets, the American laser scientists were

concerned that classification had encouraged the perception within the general

community

that

ICF was behind work

As had been
restrict the

in

scientific

magnetic-confinement fusion. ''^

the case in the 1950s, excessive security eventually

development of fusion research

itself.

was seen

to

This was especially evident in

connection with university research. The AEC's most significant university program in
laser-fusion

Lubin.

was an

When,

unclassified

in 1970, the

program

at the

University of Rochester headed by

American government sought

the dissemination of information

to

impose further

on laser-fusion, Herman Postma of Oak Ridge

complained on behalf of the Rochester program, with which he had close
'39N.G. Basov, P.G. Kruikov, S.D. Zakharov, Yu.V. Senatsky, and S.V. Tchekalin,

Oantum

Electronics, vol.

QE-4 (19681

'"'"Herman, pp. 176-178: Bromberg.

Moshe

restrictions

p.

on
>•

ties.

IEEE Journal of

864.

The Laser

.

in

America,

p. 215.

^

^
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Figure 4-3. Laser amplifying system used by Basov and coworkers to heat a pellet
of deuterium fuel.
N.G. Basov, O.N. Krokhin, and G.V. Sklizkov, "Heating of Laser Plasmas,"
H.J. Schwarz and H. Hora, eds.. Laser Interaction and Related Plasma
Phenomena (New York, Plenum Press, 1972), p. 402.
.
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Postma expressed concern
confinement fusion
universities should

government

become

university
to

its

"Continued research by outstanding people in

in the universities:

remain active

The new

in order to

Postma

laboratories."

fusion research.
to

that classification limited the investigation of inertial-

also

maintain vigor and expertise within

warned

.

.

The

might hurt the perception of

work

charged campuses) separated from the

classified "and probably (in today's

.

that secrecy

security restrictions might require university laser-fusion

AEC might avoid unfortunate publicity in having 'secret' status applied

CTR work."
As

with magnetic fusion, industry also became interested in ICF, creating further

The

pressures in favor of declassification.

first

1964, at Westinghouse and United Aircraft.

team, headed by Alan Haught, had conducted
hydride.

By

programs were funded by the

By

the

summer of

its first

AEC during

1965, the United Aircraft

laser tests

on a

fuel pellet of lithium

1969, they were pursuing a unique approach to laser fusion that used both a

magnetic-confinement

field

and

inertial

confinement. '"^^ industries also had the option of

supporting outside programs, rather than begin in-house efforts. For example, in 1972,

General Electric and the
effort at the University

oil

company Esso

offered private funding to the laser-fusion

of Rochester, allowing the program to expand considerably. In

the agreement, the university held the patents to any discoveries

the companies shared in the

economic

made by

the team, but

benefits, i'*^

Legal problems surrounding the ICF program

at

KMS Industries were particularly

important in encouraging declassification. Whereas Westinghouse and United Aircraft

were both

in

tow of the AEC, the program

Brueckner, a physics professor

'iH. Postma, Letter

to C.E. Larson,

"•^RX. Hirsch, Letter to
''*^W.B.

J.T.

at the

at

KMS was independent.

June 29, 1970. Box 7846, folder

Conway, August

28, 1967.

Box

4,

folder 7,

HO/DOE.

HO/DOE.

8135, folder

McCool, "Combined University-Industrial Laboratory Program

Box 7846,

In 1969, Keith

University of California, San Diego, told the

in

5,

HO/DOE.

Laser-Fusion,"

May

18,

1972.
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chairman of

KMS Industries, Keeve M.

fusion. Siegel decided to hire

Siegel, about ideas he

had concerning

of the company's resources into the project. The main problem with

lion's share

arrangement was that Brueckner had spoken

major review of lasers and intense beams

still-classified information.

considered

its

The
it

that

had been sponsored by the

AEC

own, the

attempted to

as well as the

AEC allowed KMS

JCAE

file

AEC Standing
from

to benefit

for patents for ideas that

it

produced a firestorm of objections.

Industries to proceed with

its

laser-fusion project in 1971,

continued to oppose the company's efforts to apply for patents. In addition,

because the
private

When KMS

this

to Siegel shortly after participating in a

Committee. ''•^ The federal government therefore challenged KMS's right

though

laser-

Brueckner and support his work, eventually sinking the

AEC

program was not known

company would

from

was

great

concem

that the

investors. Indeed, after a "wild stock

JCAE complained to

market ride" Chet Holifield of the
Seaborg, that the

to the public, there

get special attention

the

chairman of the AEC, Glenn

AEC should take steps to insure that groups could not

"take private

advantage of classified information which has been developed from research funded by
the United States

Government." ''^^

Renewed enthusiasm
combined

for fusion research

research. During 1972, the

AEC decided to release information on the so-called

drive" concept,

whereby the driver

"indirect drive"

which was

bomb

On September

physics).

still

in

laser heated a target pellet directly, but not

p. 186,

M.

Siegel, Letter to

Bromberg, Laser

,

p.

''^^Chet Holifield, Letter to

"direct-

on

development (and which bore a closer resemblance to

15, 1972, inertial-confinement fusion

''*4Robert Hirsch, Letter dated February 11, 1969.

''^^Keeve

and problems concerning secrecy

to bring about the partial declassification of inertial-confinement fusion

Box 8135,

folder 5,

was announced by

a

HO/DOE.

Glenn T. Seaborg, dated November 25, 1969, AR47/AIP; Bromberg, Fusion.

217.

Glenn T. Seaborg, March

4,

1971.

Box 7846,

folder 5,

HO/DOE.
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paper written by the Livermore team headed by Nuckolls and
journal Nature

The
scientific

Wood and appearing in the

.

effect of the partial declassification of inertial-confinement fusion

community was

on the

similar to the declassification of magnetic-fusion research in

Nuckolls-Wood

1958. In the editorial introduction to the

article,

Edward

Teller

was

quoted as predicting that the impact of the declassification would be comparable to that
of Kurchatov's magnetic-fusion talk at Harwell, in

consequence of declassification was
the once-secret

To some

community

1956.''*''

The most immediate

scientists participated in

its

participation in

open

ICF research and

scientific meetings.

degree, declassification encouraged migration of personnel out of military-laser

government

power

research. This

interest in the simulation

Holzrichter

Livermore.

was

left to

significantly reduced

work on

was reinforced by

the fact that

of upper-atmosphere explosions weakened in the

atmosphere of detente and the signing of

simulation program
J.F.

new

greatly increased

research and into laser-fusion

political

that

SALT I.

''^^

The

NRL laser-plasma

when John Emmett, John Trenholme, and

the inertial confinement fusion

program

at

Lawrence

•'^^

Most laser-plasma

scientists

came

to identify themselves with the discipline of

plasma physics and joined the ranks of the Division of Plasma Physics (DPP) of the APS.

From 1965

to 1971, the annual

meetings of the

laser plasmas, sessions that included papers

DPP

had featured one or two sessions on

from smaller or unclassified

projects, such as

Westinghouse, Boeing, the University of Rochester, or the University of Texas. The few

NRL, Livermore,

or

Los Alamos papers

that did

appear did not report on technical details

'^^"News and Views: Lasers and Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion," Nature,

vol.

239 (September

15,

1972), p. 129.

"**Walter LaFeber, America. Russia, and the Cold War: 1945-1990. sixth edition
Hill, 1991), p.

271.

"*^B.H. Ripin, Interview with G.J. Weisel, June 4, 1998.

(New York: McGraw

-
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but only general physical effects and plasma theory. After 1972, the major programs at
the national laboratories released their scientific results

At the annual

DPP meeting

and these flooded into the DPP.

of November, 1973, nine sessions out of 54 were devoted

directly to laser-plasma physics, accounting for sixteen per cent of the papers (1 16 out of

715).>50

Concurrent Developments

During the 1970s, a number of cultural and
the rise of the

tokamak and

inertial

institutional

developments reinforced

confinement fusion. Funding for fusion research

increased over an order of magnitude, making the period from 1974 to 1982 a sort of

golden age of fusion. The annual funding for magnetic fusion began
million in 1972 but reached

$410 million

million in 1972, but peaked at

in 1981.

$210 million

at

around $30

Laser fusion was funded

at

$20

dollars in 1981.'5i Increased funding

was

interrelated with a general enthusiasm for fusion energy, the construction of ever-larger

fusion machines, and changes in the research program of the discipline.

Another general trend of the 1970s

overshadowed the

identity of general

is that

discipline's efforts to establish its legitimacy

Hannes Alfven

"for his contributions

hydrodynamics and

However,

the

award of the Nobel Prize

and fundamental discoveries

in

in

in the

1970

it

to

magneto-

plasma physics."'^^

plasma physics did not make strong inroads. This

evident in the equivocal manner in which

150"

was

their fruitful applications in different areas of

in other respects, general

institutions.

the great visibility of fusion research

plasma physics. One of the few bright spots

is

was categorized by various science

For example, the 1972 National Research Council (NRC) review of physics

1973 Annual Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics," Bulletin of the American Physical Society

vol. 18, no.

10 (1973),

p.

1244.

'5'Panel on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, p. 239.

'^^Quoted in C.-G. Falthammar, "Plasma Physics from Laboratory to Cosmos - The Life and
Achievements of Hannes Alfven," IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science vol. 25, no. 3 (1997),
,

p.

409.

,
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had the same committee review both plasma physics and
categorization

was repeated

in the

1986

NRC report,

at

fluid dynamics. This

which time the Panel on the

Physics of Plasmas and Fluids requested that the two areas be segregated for the next
report. '53 Physics Abstracts also

physics that did not recognize

it

maintained confusing categorizations for plasma

as a separate entity.

During most of the 1960s, plasma

topics including "electric discharges" and "plasma oscillations and stability,"
as subcategories of

plasma physics changed radically when
the fluids heading

its

were

listed

"Atomic and Molecular Physics." In 1969, the categorization of
it

was made a subcategory of

"Fluids." In 1973

was renamed "Gases, Fluid Dynamics and Plasmas," acknowledging

heterogeneous nature. '^^ Similarly, the treatment of plasma physics in the American

Institute

of Physics Handbook never became independent of other subjects. In the

edition of 1957,

first

plasma topics were considered in subsections of articles concerning

atomic and molecular physics as well as electricity and magnetism. However, in the third
edition of 1972, the discussion of

plasma physics did not appear as a separate

article, as

did that for solid-state physics, but had been reduced to a few subtopics under electricity

and magnetism. The

article

concerning gaseous electronics had shrunk to a mere page.'^s

A Renewed Enthusiasm
A number of domestic and international political events established a new context
for fusion research,

one

could welcome the

new

in

which the

policymakers, and the general public

scientists,

fusion machines with renewed enthusiasm.

One

of the most

important contextual changes was that the breakdown of the American postwar consensus
regarding science policy. In the course of the 1960s, the large outlays for education and

'^^Panel on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, Physics

(Washington, D.C.: National
'^'^

Academy

Through

the 1990s.

Plasmas and Fluids

Press, 1986), p. x.

Phvsics Abstracts Subject Classifications from 1965, 1969, and 1973.
.

'^^D.E. Gray, ed., American Institute of Physics

Handbook

,

first

,

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957);
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972).

edition

D.E. Gray, ed., American Institute of Physics Handbook third edition
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basic research, that had been so popular after Sputnik, were thrown into question.

Criticism of science and
It is

likely that the

which led
military.

and many

its

relation to

government arose from a wide variety of sources.

most important factor grew from public criticism of the Vietnam war,

to a general questioning of the

Major

connections between scientific research and the

protests occurred during the spring of 1966 at both

MIT professors in physics,

joined by seven

public criticism and debate encouraged
to look for alternative research.

It

MIT

The March 4 events

scientists participated in the public debate.

and Stanford

at

many

scientists

government

policymakers and the general public.

to seek

had played a crucial role

This expansion weakened significantly
Countries

(OPEC)

worsened

this state

Added

nations.

appealing since

it

in the global

when

new

became

A further contextual change

magnified the attractiveness of fusion research even more: the energy
oil prices

Such

science.

In these circumstances, non-military research such as fusion research

Low

were

working on military applications

also led the United States

ways of legitimating government spending on

attractive to scientists,

MIT

aeronautics, biology, and Unguistics.'"

crisis

of the 1970s.

economic expansion of the 1960s.

the Organization of Petroleum Exporting

increased prices after 1970.

The

Yom Kippur War of October,

1973

of affairs due to the political alliances between Israel and the Western
to this, environmental concerns

promised

to

made

fusion research even

more

be a (relatively) clean energy source.

These developments created an opportunity for policymakers and the

scientists, to

argue for renewed government support of fusion research. Already, in March, 1971,

United States Senator Mike Gravel of Alaska wrote to Hannes Alfven to ask the famous
'^^B.L.R. Smith, American Science Policy Since

World War

II

(Washington D.C., The Brookings

Institution, 1990), p. 73.

'-^^Stuart

W.

MIT and

Stanford

Leslie,

The Cold War and American Science: The Military-Industrial-Academic Complex
University, 1993), p. 233; Jonathan Allen, ed., March 4:

(New York: Columbia

Scientists. Students,

and Society (Cambridge:

MIT Press,

1970).

'58vaclav Smil, Energy in World History (Boulder: Westyiew Press, 1994),

p.

205.

at
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plasma physicist

on fusion

his opinion

research. Alfven's response

demand

long run fossil fuels cannot satisfy the rising energy

was

in the

warned

that "in the

word." Although he

a strong critic of fission energy, Alfven gave fusion research a ringing endorsement

and recommended a crash program
effort

in the

manner of the moon voyages:

"if

a national

of the same kind as the Apollo programme were made, the fusion energy would be

available in a comparable time." Gravel sent a

time had

come

The renewed optimism
showed up

in

copy

to the

AEC and suggested that the

for the scientists to lobby the U.S. govemment.'^^

many

in

both inertial-confinement fusion and the tokamak

Major policy statements could now

places.

tout the

renewed

importance of fusion research. In 1972, the Physics Survey Committee of the National

Research Council remarked on the "sharp increase in the cost of

fossil fuels"

and the

"present concern about the preservation of the world environment." For these reasons,
the committee

recommended

that fusion energy research

be pursued "with increasing

urgency."'^

Mike McCormack,
the

JCAE

in

legislation.

a

Congressman from Washington

became

a

member of

Throughout the 1970s, McCormack supported the program and came

fusion energy in grand terms, as a

human

state

1972 and saw fusion as a way of establishing a name for himself in energy

means of solving

the energy and political

to see

woes of the

family. His efforts for fusion reached fruition with his introduction of the

Magnetic Fusion Engineering Act of 1980, which proposed significant increases for
magnetic-confinement fusion. These were even more generous than the increases of the

25%

1970s, beginning with a

1984.

The

bill

increase

beyond

inflation for the fiscal years 1983

asserted that "the energy crisis can only be solved

'59W.B. McCool, Letter from Senator Gravel Regarding CTR, June 24, 1971. Box 7846, folder
Fusion p. 177.

HO/DOE; Bromberg,

6,

,

I60physics Survey Committee, Phvsics in Perspective, vol.

(Washington, D.C.: National

and

by firm and decisive

Academy

of Sciences, 1972),

II. pt.

p.

A. The Core Subfields of Physics

692.
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action

by the Federal Government."

It

also

made sweeping

predicting that fusion research, if successful, "initiate a
all

mankind

The

to

scientific

most expansive

energy abundance for

community

making

in

speculations about the future,
era of energy abundance for

and would "ultimately reduce the pressures for international

forever,"

by providing access

new

all

strife

nations."'^'

also nurtured optimism. Richard Post probably

was

the

optimistic gestures, at different times suggesting that fusion

energy might solve the world's energy problems, improve international relations, and

narrow the gap between the haves and the have nots. To Post, the motivations for the
fusion quest were "to seek freedom from slavery to the hoe, the shovel and the ax, and

freedom from a primal fear of death by freezing
Since the 1950s,

had been

it

fairly

in

dimly-remembered

common

ice ages. "'^2

to associate fusion research with fire

and the sun. In his memoirs, Lewis Strauss had enthused that "out of our laboratories

may come

a discovery as important as the Promethean taming of

redoubled during the golden age of fusion research. Post

number of talks delivered

in the late

fire."'^^

This tendency

made use of Strauss' image

1970s and early 1980s.

To

in a

Post, the story of

Prometheus was symbolic of "mankind's quest for sources of energy, a quest that goes

back as

far in time as

we humans have been on

this planet."

Fusion research was just the

most recent example of this quest, which held out the hope for "an energy source
fuel reserves sufficient to take care of

human needs

In addition, public support appears to

amount of popular

literature written

'^'T.A. Heppenheimer,

Company,

on

that has

for all time."

have been high, judging from the large

fusion.

The Man-Made Sun: The Quest

A popular pamphlet produced by the

for Fusion

Power (Boston:

Little,

Brown, and

1984), p. 220.

'^^R.F. Post, "Prometheus

Laboratory,

UCRL-85876,

'^^L.L. Strauss,

Men

Updated

- The Fusion

Quest," April 30, 1981, Lawrence Livermore National

p. 3.

and Decisions (New York: Doubleday, 1962),

'^R.F. Post, "Prometheus Updated

--

The Fusion Quest," April

p.

342.

30, 1981, pp. 3, 22.
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AEC noted that the world supply of deuterium represented

"a virtually inexhaustible

source of energy," and suggested that the scientific feasibility of fusion power "will

probably be established in the early IQSOs."^^^ Fusion became

power source, which magazine and newspaper
Spencer Weart notes

that,

'^^

A popular book

man-made sun about

published in 1982 offered that fusion energy was "a
its

as a sort of Utopian

during the 1970s, the only articles in Readers Guide that were

optimistic about nuclear energy were those concerning fusion.

reassured

known

articles likened to "catching the sun."

and

to rise"

readers that this rise "appears to be imminent."'^^

This enthusiasm was maintained despite the fact that fusion received varying

reviews from the numerous energy studies conducted by the U.S. government and private
think tanks. Because such studies were often interested in a wide range of energy
research, they

sometimes sounded doubtful notes about fusion. For example, the Energy

Policy Project of the Ford Foundation complained that "controlled fusion, which
yet a scientifically proved concept, will certainly not

end of this century— yet

its

make

share of the proposed budget

is

is

not

a large contribution before the

more than 14

percent."'^*

Nevertheless, the director of the Ford Foundation report, S. David Freeman, published his

own

study under the aegis of the Twentieth Century Fund, which

was

quite optimistic

about fusion. Citing fusion power's promise of unlimited fuel and less risk in terms of
accident or the production of radioactive waste.

power with

all

of

its

promise

is to

Freeman recommended

become a reality,

the federal

that "if fusion

government must face up

'^^Samuel Glasstone. Controlled Nuclear Fusion U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (Washington D.C.:
.

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974), pp.

l^S.R. Weart. Nuclear Fear:

7,

65.

A History of Images (Cambridge:

Harvard University, 1988), pp. 329, 387.

'^^Heppenheimer, pp. 322-323.
'^^Energy Policy Project,

A Time

to

Choose: America's Energy Future (Cambridge: Ballinger Publishing

Co., 1974), p. 312. Doubts about fusion also were voiced by

some opponents of fission energy, who were
alarmed by the fission-fusion hybrid championed by Hans Bethe. For example, see Amanda Spake, "The
Nuclear Frontier," in James Ridgeway, ed., Powering Civilization: The Complete Energv Reader (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1982), pp. 180-183.
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of dollars." Freeman's report also reflected the

to financial requirements totaling billions

high optimism about laser fusion during the early 1970s.

hope of being superior" to magnetic fusion, both
conception and

its

reliance

on

lesser

in

To him, ICF had

a "theoretical

terms of the relative simplicity of

its

amounts of tritium.

Big Science
Increased funding was closely tied to the AEC's renewed drive during the 1970s

machines. The AEC's tendency toward "big science" originally had

to build larger

demonstrated

itself

during the 1950s. International tensions and rivalries were reinforced

by the optimism of scientists and policymakers
problem might be solved by an

like

Lewis Strauss,

all-out technical effort.

Arguments

that the fusion
in favor of larger

machines often were made on the basis of so-called "scaling laws." These involved
calculations comparing the loss of energy, due to electromagnetic radiation

and the

diffusion of the plasma, with the gain of energy, due to thermonuclear fusion reactions.

Scaling arguments often

showed

that, as the

dimensions of a particular machine were

increased, the production of fusion energy increased
lost energy.

more than

large as to be impossible

from an engineering standpoint or

The combination of such

the late 1950s,

when news concerning

community had doubts about

David Freeman. Energy: The

F. Post,

uncritically

the British claims of 1957 but

New

Modern

that

were so
promise of

was

particularly true during

It

was concerned

did not help matters that Zeta

The U.S.

that the

was an

Era (New York: Vintage Books, 1974), pp. 277-283. Note that

some conclusions of Nuckolls and Wood.

"Controlled Fusion Research

Plasmas," Reviews of

that closed off the

the British Zeta experiment first broke.

claims might sway international opinion.

Freeman was repeating

that

technical considerations with political pressures often

resulted in concern about the size of fusion machines. This

'™Richard

mechanisms

''''

an economically-feasible reactor.

'6^8.

the other

At the same time, the machine could not require dimensions

--

An

Application of the Physics of High Temperature

Physics, vol. 28 (1956), p. 357.
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enormous machine and dwarfed many of the Sherwood

projects. In

March, Lewis

Strauss worried that Zeta created the impression that the British had been bolder in their

research program and had "built a

much

bigger device." However, he refuted this

concern by noting that although "their mechanical dimensions are larger" the U.S.

machines were capable of generating greater "amounts of mechanical energy."'^'
In February, 1958, immediately after the joint U.S.-U.K.

pinch experiments, the
British

JCAE

had taken a bold technological jump and come out ahead.

"Maybe we can

take a larger jump than science thus far

certain technical advantages to

Anderson asked

this

it is

asked Richard Post:

Are there not

James Tuck was asked the same question. Tuck often
this occasion,

was pressed

to

conclude "there

easier to keep the wall of the torus cool. There

make some

He

indicate.

be gained from experimenting with larger devices?" '^^

opposed such increases but, on

will

would

question two different times, both of which Post answered in the

affirmative. Later that day,

going big,

announcement of the

voiced similar concerns. Clinton Anderson worried that the

larger machines.

is

is

good

no doubt about

it,

in

we

"'"'^

Pessimism during the 1960s about reaching the practical goal of fusion power

weakened such

political

and technical pressures for larger machines but did not eliminate

them. Despite the fact that

many

researchers, such as Francis

Chen and Nathan Rynn,

preferred isolating plasma effects on relatively simple devices, the
laboratories

When,

still

relied

in 1962, the

AEC plasma

on large fusion machines as the centerpieces of their programs.

House Appropriations Committee attempted

to reduce the fusion

budget, the Livermore group saved the day by promising a "breakthrough," based on
recent

work on

the

minimum-B

I'^'Lewis Strauss, Letter to

mirror. Nevertheless, the

Libby and Vance, March

5, 1957,

its

AEC considered cutting the

AR47/AIP.

Committee on Atomic Energy, Physical Research Program February 3-14, 1958 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1958) p. 407.
'^2joint

'^^Joint

.

Committee on Atomic Energy, February 3-14, 1958,

p.

430.

.
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fusion budget;

if

the Livermore

minimum-B was

to

be supported then other approaches

such as the Los Alamos pinch program had to be cut. This led Tuck to complain that "to
those

who spend go the

There are those

spoils

who do things

and when

I

get back

we

shall consider closing

up shop

.

.

unscientifically-they get the support~we try to do things

modestly and on a small scale and get

In the end, the Livermore "breakthrough"

cut."'"'''

motivated the House Appropriations Committee to add back $2 million to the budget and
the

Los Alamos program was not

cut.'''^

The budget emergency of 1962 seems
later,

Los Alamos underwent a review by the

to

have changed Tuck's

AEC

attitude.

and Congress, regarding

its

Two years
plans to

build a large toroidal theta-pinch machine called the Scyllac. During this process.

Tuck

took the opposite position to the one he had taken in 1962 and accepted that Los Alamos

needed a large experiment to insure future funding. In March, 1964, he

JCAE that,

in years past,

hire large staffs. This

suicidal.

Los Alamos

"resisted the temptation to build

sounds very virtuous, but

I

have

now come

to realize that

The tokamak brought renewed confidence and reawakened

results, in part

AEC

because

its

and JCAE. The

JCAE

members read about

was

Hosmer was
Nucleonics

attracted to a statement

Week

:

we have

thermonuclear El Dorado of abundant energy. "''^^

'^-^Bromberg, Fusion

in

,

p.

1

tokamak breakthroughs

fiscal

no

date,

in the trade

year 1970, Representative Craig

made by Lev Artsimovich and

"In the logarithmic scale

'7'*James A. Phillips, "Flap in Washington,"

the big-science

took immediate note of the Russian

the

magazines and popular press. At the hearings for

'^^Quoted

it

"176

mentality of both the

'^^Joint

testified to the

huge machines or

reported in

traversed one-half of the road to the

As Bishop

explained, Artsimovich's

AR47/AIP.

17.

Bromberg, Fusion

,

p. 145.

Committee on Atomic Energy,

AEC Authorizing Legislation.

1969 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969),

Fiscal

p. 95.

Year 1970 April 17 and
.

18,
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remark referred

tokamaks had attained improvements

to the fact that the

"Bohm time,"

time that were a factor of 80 longer than the

in

confinement

the disappointingly short time

Bishop also noted more modest improvements

due to the anomalous plasma

losses.

confinement time

program, particularly with multipoles, which confirmed that

the

in the U.S.

Bohm time was not the upper limit that

factor of

1000 would be sufficient

shown themselves

to

it

had seemed

Because

to be.

to build a fusion reactor, the Soviets

it

was

in

felt that

had suddenly

be half way to the practical goal. This led Hosmer to remark on

"the sorry state of the escalation of our budget."'"^*

The JCAE responded well

such easy-to-understand discussions of

to

Hosmer referred

breakthroughs and competition. At the hearings for fiscal year 1971,

back

to the discussion of the previous year

Bishop) to speculate "how far along

we

are

and asked Robert Hirsch (now replacing

on the road

to the El

Dorado of limitless,

almost free electric energy." Hirsch defended the shifts that had occurred in the

program

as a result of the

tokamak breakthroughs

been made by Bishop. Whereas Bishop had suggested that the

much

sooner" after the improvements to

The

scientist's

Shortly after the

confinement time.'

Dubna conference of September,

1969, the

results

'^^Joint

it

"could be

AEC

Standing Committee

and began planning American

tokamak experiments. Nevertheless, Solomon Buchsbaum suggested

showed

that

''^

confidence in the tokamak took somewhat longer to develop.

acknowledged the excellence of the Russian

results only

that "over a very

Committee on Atomic Energy,

p.

narrow regime and

for reasons

that the

we do

Dubna

not fully

99.

Committee on Atomic Energy, AEC Authorizing Legislation. Fiscal Year 1971 March
1970 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 569.

'^^Joint

had

scientific feasibility of

power would be demonstrated by 1978, Hirsch now suggested

fusion

AEC

as well as earlier predictions that

.

3 and 5,

a
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understand, the Russians have achieved very interesting results. Scaling laws were

considered of

little

However,

value for extrapolation."'^"

tokamak

after the

results

were confirmed, the U.S.

scientists

and

policymakers investigated the scaling laws of the tokamak and found that confinement
time scaled roughly as the square of the plasma diameter. This technical point was used
to

make a

strong arguments in favor of increasing the size of experiments.

An AEC

review of 1972 chaired by Hirsch stressed the tokamak's promising scaling laws: "Theory
indicates that
the

tokamak plasma confinement time

minor plasma diameter

second

is

to increase the

about 150 cm."'^' In his
matter

how bad

.

.

.

directly proportional to the square of

is

The most economical path

confinement times of one

to

minor plasma diameter from the present values of 28-47

own

history of

the experimental results

plasma physics, Richard Post recalled

happened

to be, scientists

cm

that,

to

no

and policymakers

tended to suggest that making a tokamak machine bigger might beat whatever
instabilities

were limiting

its

As we

success. '^^

discuss in the closing chapter. Post had

reason for bitterness, since the Livermore mirror program
in part,

was canceled during

the 1980s,

because of the AEC's commitment to large tokamaks.

The tokamak and inertial-confinement programs renewed hopes
community might demonstrate

scientific feasibility

and

that the fusion

a practical reactor in the

foreseeable future. This encouraged engineering studies of possible fusion-reactor
designs.

Such studies had been pioneered during

the 1960s

by MIT's David Rose (of the

Department of Nuclear Engineering). In June, 1965, Rose had submitted a report

AEC's Allison

'^f^V.C.

panel, outlining a

Gough, "Minutes of the

CTR Standing Committee, October 29,

'*'R.L. Hirsch, chairman, "Fusion Power:

Development Requirements,"

(Bristol: Institute

An Assessment

July, 1972, p. 55,

'^^Richard F. Post, "Plasma Physics

to the

number of practical engineering problems and had

in the

AR47/AIP.

AR47/AIP.

Twentieth Century,"

of Physics Publishing, 1995),

1969,

of Uhimate Potential and Research and

p.

1647.

in

Twentieth Century Physics,

vol. Ill
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vacuum

considered topics such as the materials to be used for

walls and surrounding

blankets (to absorb the escaping neutrons and convert their energy into heat), the use of

superconducting magnets, and consideration of a fusion-fission hybrid machine.'

During the 1970s, such studies seemed even more promising and pertinent.

An AEC

review written in 1972, under the guidance of Robert Hirsch, specified a detailed
milestones for a number of fusion goals.

community "should be ready
and

plant should be constructed

set

of

that the fusion

to test fusion scientific feasibility in the

power

that a demonstration

The document offered

1980-1982 period,"

by the year 2000. In order

to

reach such milestones, Hirsch stressed the physics and engineering problems of fusion
research evenly.'^'*

'
»

rivalries.

By

.

,

The move toward

larger

machines and milestones soon

1973, after construction had begun on

Torus, and MIT's Alcator, plans were

tokamak experiment. Because
could be

built.

relatively high

the next

MIT's Alcator was a
magnetic

fields

made under

set off inter-laboratory

ORNL's Ormak, The

machine was

relatively small

to

be much more costly, only one

machine, investigating a regime of

and plasma density. Therefore, the two main contenders

for the mainline, next-generation

tokamak were Princeton and ORNL.

Joan Bromberg stresses the ensuing duel between Princeton and
separate study. '^^ This choice

is

Much

the question of whether the next

'*-^D.J.

'^'^R.L. Hirsch,

would make

for both fusion research

of the struggle between Princeton and

tokamak should

Van

Atta, Snell,

chairman, "Fusion Power:

Development Requirements,"
'^^J.L.

in a

bum

and plasma

ORNL turned on

only deuterium fuel (D) or include

Rose, "On the Engineering Problems of Controlled Fusion," June, 1965, attached to A.E. Ruark,

Letter to Tuck, Taschek, Ribe,

vol.

Oak Ridge

good one and since the incident was paradigmatic of

a

the choices that fusion researchers

physics in the years ahead.

Princeton Large

Hirsch's direction for the next major

and Gottlieb, June 25, 1965, AR47/AIP.

An Assessment of Ultimate

July, 1972, pp. 5, 53, 70,

Potential and Research and

AR47/AIP.

Bromberg, "TFTR: The Anatomy of a Programme Decision," Social Studies of Science.

12(1982),

p.

559.
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tritium (T),

which would render the machine

program, the

D-D

fusion reaction

was often

radioactive. In the early years of the fusion

stressed as being the

a reaction were possible in a fusion reactor, fuel

Alvin Weinberg famously dramatized

by 1973

it

was recognized

scientific feasibility

would be

this possibihty as

D-T

to rely the

D-T

fuel.

While

Hirsch's request, the Princeton team, and

D-T experiments

reaction,

which had a much
to

be a "scientific

Despite the fact that Hirsch

ORNL was willing to go along with

much

of the fusion community, wanted to avoid

initially

number of reasons.

the

means

machine

difficult.

First,

favored

Oak Ridge,

Princeton eventually

won

Princeton demonstrated a surprising success

with neutral-beam technology. Neutral beams had been developed
laboratories as a

larger energy
feasibility

as long as possible, since tritium contaminated the

with radiation, making research more

the contest for a

cost.

that the first steps to the goals of breakeven, ignition, or

would have

experiment," Hirsch favored

pursuing

desirable. If such

and of negligible

"burning the sea."'^^ However,

Because he wanted the next-generation tokamak

release.

most

plentiful

at a

number of AEC

of injecting fuel into the magnetic-confinement fields. Because

beams were composed of neutral atoms, they could pass through

the fields.

However,

once inside the machine, they underwent a charge-exchange reaction and become
confined.

Some

late 1950s, in

Ormak,
its

the

of the earliest work in this area was accomplished by

order to inject fuel into

ORNL team saw that

it

its

DCX mirror machine. '^^

ORNL during the

After building the

could use neutral beams as a heating mechanism on

next tokamak experiment and Hirsch shared their optimism. Unfortunately for

Princeton beat them to the punch by installing neutral

tokamak experiments and demonstrating

their use during the fall

'^^Alvin M. Weinberg, "Energy as an Ultimate Raw Material
Burning the Rocks," Physics Today vol. 12, no. 1 1 (1959), p.
,

'^^L.

ORNL,

beams on one of its smaller

or —

of 1973.

Problems of Burning the Sea and

18.

Johnson and D. Schaffer, Oak Ridge National Laboratory: The

First Fifty Years. (Knoxville:

University of Tennessee, 1994), pp. 93-94. Further work in this area was accomplished on the Livermore
"Alice" mirror during the early 1960s: C.C. Damm, September, 1977, no title, AR47/AIP.
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Oak Ridge
inherent in the
in.

also

new

made

a serious political misstep, one that highlights the dangers

institutional circumstances that the fusion scientists

found themselves

Hirsch had decided that a "scientific feasibility experiment" should be operational by

1976. However, at a December, 1973

AEC meeting, Herman

Postma of ORNL

expressed uncertainty that the laboratory could meet this milestone. This angered Hirsch

and added to

his doubts about the suitability of the laboratory.

favor of Princeton after the laboratory

regarding

D-T

few years

earlier called a

fuel.

removed

The decision swung

the one objection that Hirsch

Harold Furth of Princeton suggested an idea

"two-component

reactor,"

that

in

had

still

he had developed a

which used a cold background

deuterium plasma and a neutral beam of tritium. Rather than merely act to heat the
fusion plasma, the

beam would provide

make

the

D-T

AEC contract for

the

Tokamak

part of the energy

reaction occur. During 1974, Princeton

was granted

the

needed

to

fusion

Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR), as the machine came to be known.

There were two major reasons
with Hirsch's demands.

First,

why

the fusion scientists

were willing

high-temperature plasmas, defined the forefront of plasma physics.
forefront of fusion research required the use of ever larger

more extreme plasma
"wholly

conditions.

new phenomena might

essential for the

programme

soon as possible."

to

go along

they agreed with Richard Post that fusion research, with

Bromberg touches on

'^^

machines

this

when

In turn, the

to investigate ever

she points out that

manifest themselves, and the scientists

to discover these

its

phenomena, and learn

felt that it

to deal

was

with them, as

A second reason why the scientists went along with Hirsch is that they

feared a loss of funding.'*^ Concern about funding was,

if

not the determining factor,

then a highly significant factor, in training the fusion scientist's attention to certain

'^*R.F. Post, "Controlled Fusion Research and

High-Temperature Plasmas," Annual Review of Nuclear

Science vol. 9 (1959); R.F. Post, "Controlled Fusion Research and High-Temperature Plasmas," Annual
,

Review of Nuclear Science,

vol.

20 (1970).

'^^Bromberg, "TFTR: The Anatomy of a Programme Decision," pp. 571, 576.
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problems and goals. In

this

way, the funding process exerted a strong constraint on both

plasma physics and on fusion research

itself.

During the 1970s, large increases

An AEC

fusion program.

in

machine

size also

were evident

in the laser-

review of ICF in 1974 noted that reaching the goals of

breakeven or net energy gain, "will require the use of progressively larger laser systems

and

facilities

programs,
the

at

now

in the design

and planning

stages. "'^^ Initially, the

two

largest

Livermore and Los Alamos, developed independently. Livermore increased

power of its neodymium-laser

drivers at a fast pace. Beginning with the modest,

single-beam Cyclops system, in 1975, Livermore graduated to the 20-arm Shiva system
in 1977.

The corresponding energy delivered

from 100

J,

to 10,000 J.'^'

to target

went up two orders of magnitude,

During the same time period, Los Alamos concentrated on

its

carbon-dioxide laser approach. Starting from a single-beam system in 1973, the program

graduated to the two-beam Gemini machine, in 1976, and then the eight-beam Helios

machine

in 1978.

lasers to target
parallel

As was

the case at Livermore, the energy delivered

went up by two orders of magnitude, from 100

J to

by the Los Alamos

10,000

J.'^^

jhis

development brought about an eventual face-off between the two programs

during the 1980s (discussed in the next chapter).

Because

laser fusion

was maintained

as a separate budget item

not directly interfere with other fusion projects. This tendency
stronger military motivations for

ICF

research.

by the AEC,

was reinforced by

it

did

the

However, the promise of the tokamak,

and the attractiveness of building larger machines, created inexorable funding problems
for other magnetic-fusion approaches.

'^^"Draft Analysis of the
Giller,

May

Box 3826,

24, 1974, p. 20.

'"Heppenheimer, pp. 134,
Review (December, 1994),
'^^"Laser Fusion Program
pp. 3-6.

Over a twenty-year

AEC Laser/Electron Beam
folder 13,

period,

Fusion Program," with

from the

letter

late

1960s to

from F.C. Gilbert

to E.B.

HO/DOE.

142; and "The National Ignition Facility:

An

Overview," Energy

& Technology

pp. 2-3.

at

Los Alamos," Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory Report

.

LASL-79-29

(1979),
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the late 1980s, a

number of major U.S. programs were canceled. After Princeton
was

University's stellarator program, the second major effort to be eliminated

Alamos Scyllac machine.
the

In

summer of the following

December, 1976, the AEC'^^ decided
year.

The motives

to

number of technical problems concerning

stabilization" circuitry,

which was supposed

pinch, i^"* Eventually, the

physics and that

it

to

have helped

their

would not be promising

to increase

its

stabilize the

as a reactor concept.

March, 1974,

enormous

theta

However,

the head of

AEC administrators had been motivated

funding for other projects, especially the tokamak program: "In

compulsion to reduce the number of major concepts by one,

Dean chose

in

"feedback

AEC judged that the Scyllac involved excessively complex

the Scyllac program, Fred Ribe, believed that the

by a need

Los

for this decision appear to have been a

combination of technical and economic concerns. After being completed
the Scyllac ran into a

the

end the program by

I

believe Hirsch and

the reactor issue as a matter of convenience to this goal.""^

As we

see

below, Ribe's complaints appear quite plausible, in light of the further development, or
rather constriction, of the

The

American fusion program.

-

cancellation of the Scyllac had the consequence of eliminating the only major

"high-beta" experiment in the

American program. The Scyllac was capable of unique

plasma conditions, involving significantly higher plasma densities and therefore plasma
pressures. Robert Hirsch's successor,

beta program at Los

Edwin Kintner made an attempt

Alamos and suggested

that the laboratory

to maintain a high-

submit proposals for "a

broader program of research into high-beta alternate concepts for magnetic confinement

'^^I refer to the "AEC" even though it was restructured and renamed twice during the 1970s. In October,
1974, President Ford reorganized the Atomic Energy Commission into the Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA); in October, 1977, President Carter reorganized the ERDA into the
Department of Energy. T.R. Fehner and J.M. Holl, Department of Energy 1977-1994: A Summary History

(Oak Ridge: Office of
'^'^W.R. Ellis,

Scientific

Memorandum

and Technical Information, 1994).

to F.L. Ribe,

G.A. Sawyer, and W.E. Quinn, December

'^^Bromberg, Fusion, pp. 229-230; F.L. Ribe, Letter to J.L. Bromberg, January

9, 1974,

9, 1982,

AR47/AIP.

AR47/AIP.
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systems," including simpler linear theta pinches. '^^ Despite this gesture, the cancellation

of the Scyllac brought about a severe weakening of high-beta plasma research.
In the face of such contractions of the magnetic-fusion program, Richard Post

continued to argue that the U.S. government should support a diversity of fusion
experiments. In a talk given to the twentieth meeting of the DPP, in November, 1978 and

on the occasion of his

receipt of the prestigious

Maxwell

Prize, Post called for "a

broadly-based program, one that includes both a spectrum of different approaches to
fusion and a concern for fundamental plasma physics. "'^^ Six months later. Post repeated
this in

an editorial for Physics Today stressing "the need
,

program

to

maintain a broad-based

that supports a variety of approaches."'^* Post reused his

suggesting that "the law of
too. In fact

it

'the

survival of the

seems

fittest'

sometimes works too well, when some

trampled underfoot in the stampede toward the

Darwinian analogy by

to operate in fusion research,

fragile

new flower of an

idea gets

latest bull in the pasture."'^

to favor impressive milestones

The tendency exemplified by Robert Hirsch,

and

ever-larger machines, continued to assert itself in the fumre development of the program.

After Hirsch stepped down, in 1976, tokamak breakthroughs continued to be decisive
political interventions in establishing funding.

tokamak research

was faced with a double

For example, during the summer of 1978,

threat.

Energy (DOE), the Carter administration wanted
of a balanced energy policy. Furthermore, a

recommended

that the

to

the creation of the Department of

de-emphasize fusion research

around a number of

December 21,1 976, AR47/AIP.

'^^R.F. Post "The Philosophy of Fusion Research,"

September

13, 1978,

Lawrence Livermore

p. 3.

'^*R.F. Post, "The

Road

in favor

DOE review panel (the Foster panel)

AEC return to a policy of spreading funds

'96E.E. Kintner, Letter to R.F. Taschek,

UCRL-81652,

With

to Fusion," Physics

Today,

"'Post "The Philosophy of Fusion Research," pp.

vol. 32, no.

4-5.

5 (1979),

p. 136.

preprint
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different fusion concepts.

It

also suggested that alternate concepts, such as the Livermore

mirror, be given a chance to catch

up with the tokamak.^oo

This twin challenge to the existing fusion program was answered unexpectedly by
a technical breakthrough in the Princeton program. Princeton had just finished installing

four neutral

beams on

its

largest

tokamak, the Princeton Large Torus (PLT).

1978, Princeton's use of the neutral
attained

beams

by a fusion plasma. Despite the

set a

new world

fact that the

new PLT

the major

Whether by accident or design, news of the PLT

news

services and

made

July 24,

results constituted a

breakthrough, the Carter administration asked Princeton and the
information.

On

record for temperature

DOE to not release any

results leaked out through

headlines, nationally and internationally. After

PLT results

returning from the seventh

IAEA

strongly positive reception

from the international conmiunity, Edwin Kintner wrote a

memorandum

to

fusion conference, where the

DOE management.

Above

all,

the

PLT

results

received a

had established

promising scaling laws in the high-temperature, collisionless plasmas that would be
required for a reactor. Kintner enthused that "there

experimental evidence indicating that

man

create and control a burning plasma" and
results

and use them

is

no remaining

theoretical or

added

that the

DOE

"should be proud

Although the excitement over the

PLT

results

More and more,

200Bj-omberg, Fusion,

201E.E. Kintner,

p.

were learning

244.

Memorandum

202Heppenheimer,

the fusion scientists

to

R.D. Thome, August 31, 1978, AR47/AIP.

216, Herman,

p. 131;

Bromberg, Fusion

,

p.

246.

to

renew

DOE and

that the road to

was paved with breakthroughs and milestones.

p.

to

the

angered Carter's energy secretary,

support for fusion research, and tokamak research in particular, within the

successful funding

of

to "its overall advantage, "^oi

James Schlesinger, the longer-term consequences of the leaked news was

Congress.

way,

will not be able, in a straightforward
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Theory and Numerical Simulation

The mesh between plasma theory and experiment had been weak during

the 1950s

but improved in the course of the 1960s. In mainline fusion research, experiments on
mirror and multipole machines showed greater tractability to theory. In addition, the

AEC funded a small but significant program that used relatively small devices
Q-machine

to isolate individual

The

rise

plasma

such as the

effects.

of the tokamak and inertial-confmement fusion during the 1970s

redirected the research

program of the

The new machines

discipline.

shifted the attention

of plasma physicists somewhat away from fundamental plasma effects and more toward
the practical goal of fusion energy.
feel that the stress

To some

rejected.

Robert Hirsch,

Many members

on basic plasma physics

they were encouraged

extent,

who

felt that

of the plasma community came to

characteristic of the previous decade
to think this

fusion research should

way by

become more

practical: "Don't play

around with idealized systems any longer than you absolutely have
the real problems as fast as

with this evaluation.

you

proved no impediment
In

to

them

moving toward

small plasma experiments

was not

its

No

getting

to

work on

that the paper he

had written with Richard Post

in

was wrongheaded: "The

one yet understands how tokamaks work. This

on with the job. "2<^

the goal of practical fusion power, the
at national laboratories

original intention.

Get

physicist Harold Furth agreed

1964, that had argued in favor of fundamental plasma research,

Russians never learned the basics.

to.

The Princeton

can.' -03

He now claimed

had to be

administrators like

For example, an

and

AEC reduced support for

at the universities,

although this

AEC policy analysis written during

1971

considered two routes to expanding the national fusion effort. Both of these options, "a
significantly

'Quoted

in

expanded program" and "an

Heppenheimer,

^Quoted in Herman, p. 98.

p. 35.

all-out effort," included a

recommendation

for
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"an expansion of basic plasma physics research in the universities."^"^ However, fifteen
years

later,

the Panel on the Physics of Plasmas

and Fluids of the National Research

Council reported that "direct support for basic laboratory plasma-physics research has
practically vanished"

and

that "only a handful of universities receive support for basic

The panel pointed out

research in plasma physics."
that the large fusion

that,

although

it

had been expected

programs of the 1970s would support basic plasma physics,

"in fact,

the support has almost disappeared."^^^

Because the tokamak and ICF machines of the 1970s were more complicated than
the experiments of the 1960s, their behavior usually involved

could not be clearly distinguished. Therefore, the

many plasma effects

new machines

that

only served to

accelerate the general trend in plasma theory toward greater and greater complexity.

an early indication of this, in 1966

Lyman

Robin Herman

astrophysics. Speaking to science journalist

in the 1980s, Spitzer

explained that fusion research had threatened to overwhelm him.

become "more and more
that the

difficult to

new plasma physics

He

felt that

follow in one's mind what the plasma

I

can't

do such

it

had

doing" and

things.

The complexity of tokamak physics can be seen

in a

major review of tokamak

end of the 1970s, which discusses a reef of MHD,

modes), and drift-wave

is

required "a combination of applied mathematics and

numerical computations, and

stability written at the

As

Spitzer quit fusion research to return to

instabilities.-"^

"ballooning" instability, which

was

One

particularly important

resistive (tearing

MHD mode was the

similar to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability and

^"^P.W. McDaniel, "An Analysis of Two Possible Approaches to the Acceleration of the Controlled
Thermonuclear Research Program," May 25, 1971, p. 10. Box 7846, folder 5, HO/DOE.
^"^Panel on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, pp. 10, 97.

207Hennan,

p. 80.

Rosenbluth and P.H. Rutherford, "Tokamak Plasma Stability,"

Magnetic Confinement. Part

A (New York:

Academic

Press, 1981).

in E. Teller, ed.. Fusion, vol.

1.
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therefore highly sensitive to plasma pressure. Marshall Rosenbluth and

mode

Bruno Coppi's

during 1964 showed that there would be an upper

original

work on

limit for

plasma pressure, beyond which the tokamak would be unstable. This

the ballooning

"beta" (the ratio of

plasma pressure

tokamaks appeal as a practical

Coppi and others showed
relatively large

reactor.

However, during

was a "second

that there

on

the late 1970s

stability

and early 1980,

regime" for conditions of

plasma pressure.^o^ Drift-wave modes were another especially important

Because tokamaks were

class of instabilities.

toroidal, drift-wave effects

not only due to crossed electric and magnetic fields (as

was

were introduced

the case on the Q-machines)

but also due to nonhomogeneous magnetic fields. Drift waves

common

limit

magnetic pressure) might have limited the

to

became one of the most

mechiinisms used to explain anomalous transport in tokamaks.^io

Work on

the

tokamak

"neoclassical diffusion."

also encouraged the

The

Sagdeev and Alec Galeev

earliest version

development of the theory of

of this approach was developed by Roald

Novosibirsk in 1969. For closed-confinement machines,

at

such as the tokamak, Sagdeev and Galeev identified a new diffusion loss mechanism,

beyond the
analysis

"classical diffusion"

showed

that

plasma

magnetic-confinement

field

due

to collisions (hence the

particles

name

became trapped within

"neo-classical"). Their

local variations of the

of a tokamak, somewhat as they do in mirror machines. The

trapped particles formed banana-shaped orbits, which then became subject to drift-type

motions, causing them to be lost from the machine. 2'

One

important use of theory was to predict the behavior of next-generation

machines. During the

2^Bruno Coppi, "Plasma

late

1960s and early 1970s, Boris Kadomtsev and O.P. Pogutse

Collective

Modes and

Plasmas (Reading: Addison Wesley, 1988),
2

'ORosenbluth and Rutherford, pp. 94, 96,

2'

1

Transport," in J.W.

p. 15;

Wars (New York, John Wiley

Van Dam,

Rosenbluth and Rutherford,

ed..

From

Particles to

p. 70.

10.

'Roald Z. Sagdeev, The Making of a Soviet Scientist:

Stalin to Star

i

& Sons,

Mv

Adventures

in

Nuclear Fusion and Space from

1994), p. 130; Rosenbluth and Rutherford, p. 98.
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developed phenomenological analyses that combined a number of neoclassical, trapped-

modes and

particle

drift

the next-generation

anomalous

The PLT experiments of the summer of 1978 gave welcome

diffusion.

results: the neutral

Pogutse but

PLT

waves. They warned that the higher temperatures proposed for

tokamaks might lead the machines into a regime of greater

beams achieved

did not

show

IAEA

results at the seventh

the temperatures of concern to

signs of increased diffusion. In

Kadomtsev and

commemorating

these

meeting, the Soviet scientists presented the Princeton team

with a statue of the firebird, the Russian equivalent of the Prometheus myth.212
All closed, toroidal machines like the
In 1969,

Grad had warned

that "in

tokamak shared

topology enters significantly" and that this introduced

field

seems

that

the

problem of complexity.

even the simplest closed configuration (Tokamak), the

many competing

effects.^'^

most members of the plasma community accepted such complexity, as a

necessary price to be paid for the tokamak's promising empirical results. Not
surprisingly, Richard Post did not agree, noting in his

"the

tokamak has proved

... to

own

history of

plasma physics

that

be intractable to detailed theoretical analysis."2'4

Inertial-confinement experiments created plasmas of

much

higher density than the

magnetic-confinement experiments. Therefore, the laser-plasma community brought a

new

of theoretical and instrumental concerns to plasma physics.

set

interest

laser.

was

the study of the interaction

This interest

was a

laser light

reflected in a report prepared

is

Management and Budget
research

between

relatively

in 1974.

new

field,

The

report

1 1

"Plasma Physics

in the

that,

because laser-plasma

questions of fundamental physics had a high priority:

program

is

development of high power

1-112; Bromberg, Fusion pp. 206, 209; Heppenheimer, p. 215.

213Grad, "Plasmas," p. 38.
^'''Post,

AEC for the Office of

recommended

"Currently, the largest element of the laser-fusion

2'2Rosenbluth and Rutherford, pp.

by the

Of paramount

and the plasma formed by the

Twentieth Century," p. 1647.

,
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lasers for light-matter interaction study." In order for the practical goals of the

to

program

be realized, "basic light-plasma interaction measurements are needed to allow

advances

in theory

and the design of high energy experiments. "^'5

Because ICF had close

similarities to full-scale

bomb explosions, one

of the most

important aspects of laser-plasma interactions concerned Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.

An extended effort to

inhibit the

called "indirect drive" concept,

approach, the laser light was

encased the

fuel.

growth of such

whereby

first

was heated

directed within a small cavity, or "hohlraum,"

now became

that, in turn,

heated the fuel pellet with greater

which

the

incoming

electrons of the plasma that, in turn, heated the ions. In addition,

became important, involving processes such

scattering of light

by quantum

as

by thermal

Raman

scattering (the

at

a

low

instabihties, in

which the

2'5"Draft Analysis of the
Ciller,

May

laser

the beginning of the fusion effort during the 1950s, fusion researchers

recalls starting his career at

Oak Ridge

AEC Laser/Electron Beam

24, 1974, p. 8.

Box 3826,

folder 13,

and

time.^'''

interested in using computers to simulate the behavior of confined plasmas.

Fowler

densities;

fluctuations), at higher densities.

Another important class of interactions were parametric
coupled with more than one plasma wave

laser vibrated the

plasma-wave

fluctuations in the plasma), at relatively

Brillouin scattering (the scattering of light

From

in the

of central importance. These included the absorption of laser light by

the so-called "inverse bremsstrahlung" process, in

light

which

Other light-plasma interactions that had been part of plasma theory

uniformity

instabilities

adoption of the so-

indirectly. In this

A plasma was created from the interaction of the laser driver and the

hohlraum. This hot plasma emitted X-rays

past

instabilities led to the

the pellet of fuel

were

Kenneth

during 1957 by working on computer

Fusion Program," with

letter

from F.C. Gilbert

to E.B.

HO/DOE.

216Fowler, pp. 139-140

217a more thorough treatment of ICF phyiscs will not be attempted here. Panel on the Physics of Plasmas
and Fluids, p. 228; J.J. Duderstadt and C.A. Moses, Inertial Confinement Fusion (New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1982), especially Chapter 5.
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simulations of the

modeled

after

laboratory

DCX mirror machine.

The

ORNL

"Oracle" machine had been

John von Neumann's ideas of computer architecture but

staff.

Although representing the

calculations required

many

"state

of the

art"

of the

built

by the

late 1950s,

Oracle

overnight runs calculating the particle trajectories one by one.

Fowler's team displayed the results by using a simple pegboard on which washers were

hung

to represent

each trajectory calculation.^i^

The fusion community's dependence on
the next twenty years, encouraged

the

computer increased dramatically over

by the analysis of new plasma effects and the

development of new computing equipment.^i^ Computer simulation had a number of
motivations in fusion research.

One was

the use of computers to identify promising

experimental conditions, thus limiting the potentially huge number of possible
experiments. Another catalyst for the development of numerical modeling was the study

of non-linear plasma behavior.

The

theoretical study of non-linear effects22o

methods. The Soviet community of plasma theorists
contributions in this area.
Institute in

Two

began with the use of analytical

made

particularly strong

centers specialized in such work: one at the Kurchatov

Moscow, which included Boris Kadomtsev, Leonid Rudakov, A.B.

Mikhailovsky, and A.V. Nedospasov; and a second

at

which included Roald Sagdeev and Alec Galeev. The

Akademgorodok

in Novosibirsk,

earliest version of a non-linear

plasma theory was developed during the early 1960s by Galeev and Sagdeev. Rather
than allow the plasma eigenmodes to remain independent of one another, they considered
non-linearity as a

weak coupling among

the eigenmodes. This theory of

"weak

2'8Fowler, pp. 72-73; Johnson and Schaffer, pp. 70-72.
2

'^Though important, the development of computer-aided data collection

will not be discussed here.

220a review of experimental nonlinear studies has not been attempted here. See M. Prokolab and R.P.H.
Chang, "Nonli near Wave Effects in Laboratory Plasmas," Reviews of Modern Physics vol. 50, no. 4
,

(1978), p. 745.
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turbulence" considered interactions between different plasma waves as well as between

plasma waves and plasma

community

the U.S.

report written

to

Evidently,

particles.

become

fully

it

took some time (perhaps until 1965) for

aware of the developments

by a team of U.S. fusion

scientists

A

in Soviet theory.

(which included Post and Rosenbluth)

after a visit to various Soviet institutions during February, 1964, suggests that they

seen a great deal that was

new

had

to them.^^'

Calculations of stronger non linear behavior required the use of numerical

methods.

One of the

first

computer simulations of non-linear plasmas was accomplished

by Oscar Buneman. After
advanced degree

fleeing the Nazis during the 1930s,

in applied

mathematics

linear differential equations.

computer simulation

Buneman modeled

to help

While

him

at

at

Cambridge University

theoretically identify a

the inter-penetration of

examples of a class of instabilities

later

Buneman took his

Manchester University, working on nonafter the war,

new plasma

two ion beams and

known

he used a

instability.

his results

gave the

as "two-stream instabilities."

first

Buneman's

paper of 1959 "led to his acknowledgment as the founding father of the particle
simulation of plasmas. "^22

The American community made

particularly strong contributions to the further

development of numerical simulation. At Princeton University, John Dawson became
interested in
year, he

nonhnear problems and heard of Buneman's work of 1959. The following

began what proved to be a long and rewarding engagement with computer

22'The American team noted
that a presentation by Galeev

was not possible to assimilate much" of one of Kadomstsev's talks and
some confusion." CM. Van Atta, ed., "Visit of U.S. Controlled -Fusion
February 9-23, 1964," UC Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, TID-21 189, pp.
1 5, 20.
The years of secrecy may have left the two communities somewhat unaware of each other's more
pioneering efforts. Any retrospective judgement of the relative importance of the U.S. and Soviet
Research

Team

contributions

222r.

"left

may be complicated by

Buneman,

Buneman -

that "it

to the U.S.S.R.,

this fact.

R.J. Barker, A.L. Peratt, S.H. Brecht,

Pioneer of Plasma Simulation,"

(February, 1994), p. 23.

A.B. Langdon, and H.R. Lewis, "A Tribute

IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science

,

vol. 22, no.

1

to

Oscar
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simulations,

first

directing his attention toward two-stream instabilities

Dawson accomplished
known

these calculations with a computational

as the "particle in cell" (PIC) approach, in

later

became

earliest

is

codes were one

algorithms were extended to two and three dimensions. Also, as

PIC

researchers required greater detail from

between the grid

and ion waves.223
that

which the continuum of space

approximated by a grid of discrete points.224 Dawson's
dimensional but

method

points.

calculations, resolution

was required

in

During the early 1970s, one of Dawson's graduate students,

Bruce Langdon made important contributions
Livermore, collaborated with Buneman,
derivatives to calculate the value of the

at

to this effort.

Langdon, working

at

Stanford University, on the use of high-order

model functions

in

between the grid

points.225

The computer revolution of the 1960s, concerning both main frame systems such
as

PDP

IBM's System 360 and mini computers such as Digital Equipment Corporation's

series226,

made

it

easier to pursue

work

in the

numerical modeling of plasmas. In 1966,

the organizers of one of the earliest seminars devoted to non-linear
that "the arrival of high-speed
field. "227

The DPP had

annual meeting. 228

plasma theory noted

computers has led to a remarkable expansion

its first

One month

computer simulations session
later,

at its

an executive session of the

in this

AEC Standing

Committee discussed the question of rising computing

costs in the fusion

noted that these costs were highest

Keith Brueckner said that

223Earl Tanner, Project Matterhom:

224Fowler,

An

at the universities.

Informal History, pp. 61-63; Tanner, The Model

program and

C Decade

,

'

Peratt, Brecht,

226m. Campbell-Kelly and

Langdon, and Lewis,

W. Aspray, Computer:

:

p. 168.

'

p. 82.

225Buneman, Barker,

v^:

November, 1968

/

'

p. 24.

'

A History of the Information Machine (New York,

Basic Books, 1996).
227g.

Kalman and M.Feix,

"Preface," in G.

Proceedings of the Second Orsay

Summer

Kalman and M.

Institute

Feix, eds., Nonlinear Effects in Plasmas:

(New York: Gordon and

Breach, 1969),

p. vi.

228program of the 1968 Annual Meeting of the DPP," Bulletin of the American Physical Society
no. II (1968), p. 1554.

,

vol. 13,
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"simulation

a vital aspect of [the] program" and suggested that the

is

thorough survey of the fusion program's computing needs.229
the fourth annual Conference

The

laser-fusion

won

that "the field

the acceptance of the

Community. "23o
program

at

simulation. During the early 1970s,

program.

AEC carry out a

1970, the organizers of

on Numerical Simulation of Plasmas claimed

[had] reached a highly sophisticated degree of maturity and

general Plasma Physics

By

Livermore made especially strong use of computer

George Zimmermann wrote

the

LASNEX computer

LASNEX was based on previous efforts at Livermore regarding the computer

simulation of nuclear weapons, thus highlighting the close connection between the
areas of research. 221 Perhaps because

it

Livermore was chosen as the home of a

CTR research taking the responsibility

changed

its

rise

in

two

extensive use of computing,

CTR Computing

The center was opened

fusion program.

The

made such

Center, serving the entire U.S.

March, 1974, with the AEC's Division of

of doling out time to the various laboratories.232

of computer simulation in plasma physics, as in other areas of science,

style

of research. Peter Galison notes that the

somewhat effaced

the distinction

rise

of computer simulation has

between experimentation and theoretical modeling. 233

Indeed, as early as 1966, the French plasma physicist

Marc Feix spoke of "computer

experiments," and suggested that numerical methods were a sort of "bridge between

229R.L. Hirsch, Notes on Executive Session of Standing Committee,

December

12, 1968,

AR47/AIP.

Boris and R.A. Shanny, "Preface." Proceedings of the Fourth Conference on Numerical Simulation

of Plasmas

.

November

2-3,

^^'Heppenheimer,

p. 123;

232G.D. Dorough,

Jr.,

233peter Galison,

1970 (Naval Research Laboratory, 1971),

Fowler,

Letter to

p.

ii,

PPPL/PU.

p. 139.

A.W.

Image and Logic:

Trivelpiece,

March

5,

1974, AR47/AIP.

A Material Culture of Microphvsics (Chicago:

University of Chicago
wrong, however, to assume that the plasma physicists
"borrowed" or "traded" the tradition of image making from particle physics. The development of computer
simulation in plasma physics seems to be an instance of "parallel development" and not "diffusion."
Galison's predilection for Geertzian cultural anthropology appears to make him assume the latter.
Press, 1997), pp. 807, 810. Galison appears to be
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analytic theories

and experimental

studies. "^34

Galison also suggests that computer

simulation encouraged the use of visual displays to present scientific results. In a rough

way,

this

concurs with the recollection of Bruce Langdon, that

pictorial as well as quantitative understanding of physics"

Dawson "emphasized

a

and characteristically was

"motivated by a picture" in posing research problems.235

Between Fusion. Space, and Astrophysics
Despite the dominance of fusion research in defining the institutional backbone of

plasma physics, the

discipline's self-image often stressed that the different areas of

plasma research were interconnected.

Many

scientists especially

valued connections

between laboratory plasma experiments, fusion research, and space and astrophysical
research. In 1966, the

Pake Committee report asserted

that the "interplay

and mutual

reinforcement between laboratory plasma physics and space physics are growing
steadily,"

and recommended a program of laboratory experiments guided by theory

that

could be applied to the solution of space and astrophysical problems.236 Nevertheless, in
the daily

work of most plasma

physicists, real opportunities for overlap

were few and

far

between.
It is

in

likely that inter-specialty collaboration

which fusion

astrophysicist Peter Sturrock wrote to
special session

Plasma Physics (DPP). Sturrock

23^0.

M.

Lyman

on astrophysical plasmas

DPP community

seemed more

attractive during periods

were disappointing. In April, 1965, the Stanford University

results

felt that

Spitzer suggesting that they organize a

at the

1965 annual meeting of the Division of

such a session would

attract the interest

and encourage astronomers and astrophysicists to report their

Kalman and M.Feix,

"Preface," and

M.

1

969), pp.

vi,

1

Models of Plasma," in G. Kalman and
Second Orsay Summer Institute (New

Feix, "Mathematical

Feix, eds.. Nonlinear Effects in Plasmas: Proceedings of the

York: Gordon and Breach,

of the

results

51

235Bruce Langdon, "30+ Years of Computer Simulation," in T. Katsouleas,
Surfing (Redwood City: Addison-Wesley, 1 99 1 ), pp. 213-214.
.

236physics Survey Committee, Physics: Survey and Outlook, p. 64.

ed..
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beyond the confines of the American Astronomical Society (AAS). Spitzer responded
enthusiastically:

"Here

at

Princeton

astrophysicists close together

and

I

I

have been trying

to bring

plasma physicists and

believe that both groups have

much

to gain

from an

interchange of ideas." In addition to the astrophysics community, Spitzer suggested that

magnetospheric researchers also be invited, "who do not regard themselves as
astronomers but rather more as geophysicists."^^'

The eventual joint session with
affair

was

made up of five

the

AAS

at the

the beginning of a limited but significant

DPP interest in

plasmas. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, each
special session with about 14 papers

(accounting for no more than

4%

community and connected

at a typical

the Standing

weak image of controlled thermonuclear

only in a limited sense to be a research

meeting) .238

Committee of the

AEC considered the

of inter-specialty work in plasma physics.

that "controlled

field.

thermonuclear research can be considered
It is

part of an overall field of

physics with contributions to and from other fields."

Branscomb suggested

astrophysical and space

annual meeting featured one

fusion research in the general scientific

this to the lack

Lewis Branscomb suggested

DPP

on astrophysical and space physics topics

of the papers

At an August, 1966 meeting,

research,

DPP meeting was a small

1965

invited papers on astrophysical topics. Nevertheless, the session

To round-out

plasma

the image of fusion

that "the U.S. in-house laboratories should

be given a

broader charter and include a mix of astro-physics, etc." At the same meeting,

Bishop suggested
this,

that

he suggested that

plasma physics be strengthened

at the universities.

AEC increase its support for "basic plasma physics"

establish "closer cooperation with astrophysics

and to

and space physics." To help

237p.A. Sturrock, Letter to L. Spitzer, April 19, 1965; and L. Spitzer,
1965. Box 29, folder 10, LSP/PU.

Jr.,

Amasa

To accomplish

foster this,

Letter to P. A. Sturrock, April 26

238For example, the "Space Plasmas" session of "Minutes of the 9th Annual Meeting of the DPP," Bulletin
of the APS vol. 13, no. 2 (1968), p. 305.
,
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CTR make its presence known at general APS

Bishop suggested

that

meetings of other

scientific societies

(presumably, the

AAS

and the

meetings, the

AGU)

and the

Gaseous Electronics Conference.239
between controlled fusion and astrophysics

Interest in research that overlapped

did not decrease during the 1970s, as

and

inertial

By

confinement fusion.

much

as

it

was swamped by

DPP

1976, the

the rise of the

tokamak

meetings featured two sessions

concerning space and astrophysical research but the number of papers had not increased

4%

beyond

of the

total.^^o

Nevertheless, there

was continued

interest in

making such

connections and in the broader identity of plasma physics.

The

theoretician often

generally. In the

seen as the unifier of physics and of science more

is

most broad formulation, the

embracing the whole of physical
freest to

results

work

in different areas

from one application

reality. "24

theoretician's goal

to find "universal

is

law

In their careers, theorists often have been

of a discipline and to act as a translator, transferring

to another.

who established

career of Bruno Coppi,

1

persistent forays into space physics

One good example of this

is

offered by the

his reputation as a fusion scientist, but

and astrophysics. After receiving

degree from the Milan Polytechnic Institute in 1961, Coppi worked

made

his

advanced

at the

Princeton

fusion program as a visiting scientist, where he concentrated on basic plasma effects and
especially the development of

MHD theory.

Two

years

later,

he

moved

to the University

of California, San Diego. There, he not only began a collaboration with theorists

working

at

member

of the Institute of Advanced Study in 1967.

General Atomic but also continued his association with Princeton, becoming a

239W.C. Gough, "Minutes for the Meeting of August 5 and

6,

From 1964

to 1967,

Coppi

1966," August 24, 1966, AR47/AIP.

^'OFor example, the "Geophysics" and "Astrophysics" sessions of "18th Annual Meeting of the DPP,"
Bulletin of the APS vol. 2 1 no. 9 ( 1 976), p. 1 026.
,

,

24'Christa Jungnickel and Russell

Ohm

to Einstein

,

volume

1

McCormmach,

Intellectual

Mastery of Nature: Theoretical Physics from

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986),

p. xv.
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published a number of theoretical papers concerning space and astrophysical problems, in
addition to his fusion-oriented work.

One of his most

important contributions to space physics grew from his

visit to

the International Center of Theoretical Physics at Trieste, Italy, during the spring of 1964.

The center offered plasma
topics of their

own

from around the world a chance

theorists

choosing. Coppi worked on a

to collaborate

on

number of projects, including an

analysis, with Marshall Rosenbluth, of instabilities in fusion

plasmas that were triggered

by large gradients of ion temperature. ^'z
Coppi also worked with G. Laval and R.

model of instabilities appearing

in the Earth's

wind during 1961, space

Parker's hypothesis of a solar

Alexander Dessler had explored
magnetosphere. They found

Pellat of

its

tail.

After the confirmation of

theorists such as Ian

Axford and

implications for the macroscopic shape of the

that, in the

plane, the magnetic field lines

Fontenay-Aux-Roses, on a

geomagnetic

region behind the Earth along the equatorial

were stretched out by the solar wind

into a

plasma sheet

with a magnetic field of zero, a so-called "neutral sheet" (Figure 4-4, top). This work was

confirmed by

later

Explorer

satellite

Platforms") by a team headed by

Axford had suggested

missions (designated as "Interplanetary Monitoring

Norman Ness

at the

that the neutral sheet

Goddard Space

Flight Center.^^^

might demonstrate some of the

"magnetic reconnection" effects that had been explored by James Dungey. Coppi

pursued

this idea

would have

with Laval and Pellat, recognizing that the geomagnetic neutral sheet

similarities to the behavior of

pinch fusion machines.

temperature fusion machines, the low-density geomagnetic

tail

Like the high-

would be

fully ionized.

Coppi, Laval, and Pellat therefore analyzed the neutral sheet with the "coUisionless

Boltzmann equation" or Vlasov equation,
2'*2Bruno Coppi, "Plasma Collective

^^^D.P. Stern,

Geophysics

,

Modes and

in order to

Transport," in

model plasma
Van Dam, From

"A Brief History of Magnetospheric Physics During

vol.

34 (1996),

p. 6.

collective effects that

Particles to

the Spaceflight Era,"

Plasmas

,

Reviews of

p.

1

1.
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were not based on

classical collisions. Their

did indeed occur in the geomagnetic

model predicted

that

magnetic reconnection

as the result of tearing-mode instabilities (Figure

tail

4-4, bottom).244

As was mentioned above, Coppi came
working

in astrophysics but the

However, even as

his career turned

interests into the design

AEC, Coppi noted

tokamak

to

MIT in

1969 with the intention of

changed

results of that year

toward fusion research, Coppi

his plans.

built his astrophysical

of his Alcator machine concept. In the original proposal to the

that the Alcator

would be able

to address astrophysical questions, in

particular the analysis of synchrotron radiation.^'^^

During the

first

decade of his career, from 1964 to 1973, Coppi devoted a

significant portion of his time to astrophysical

work and wrote an average of nearly two

astrophysics-related papers per year, or nearly

20%

of his output.247 At

Coppi sometimes presented Alcator and astrophysical
However, during

work on fusion

his later years of intensive

astrophysics research dropped off.

From 1974

DPP meetings,

results in separate sessions.^^s

to 1980,

research, Coppi's space and

he produced an average of less

than one astrophysics-related paper per year.
Nevertheless, Coppi maintained an interest in astrophysical plasmas and

continued to remind the fusion conmiunity of the importance of addressing astrophysical
questions. In 1981, at a discussion session for the Erice International School of Fusion

Reactor Technology, the English fusion scientist R. Carruthers suggested that fusion
^'^B. Coppi, G. Laval,
16, no.

26(1966),

p.

And

R. Pellat, "Dynamics of the Geomagnetic Tail," Physical

Review

Letters, vol.

1207.

^'SBruno Coppi, Interview with Joan Bromberg, April 30, 1980, AR47/AIP.

An Advanced Experimental Facility For
MIT, September, 1969, pp. 9-10, AR47/AIP.
246" Alcator:

2'*''Bruno

Coppi, Selected Publications,

web

site:

the Investigation of

High Temperature Plasmas

"

rleweb.mit.edu/rlestaff/p-copppb.htm, June 23, 1999.

example, B. Coppi, "Three Electron Populations Model for Current Carrying Plasmas" and
"Magnetic Configuration Models for the Onset of Solar Flares," Bulletin of the American Phvsical Societv
vol. 18, no. 10 (1973), pp. 1339, 1368.
^''^For

Figure 4-4. Neutral plasma sheet, formed through the interaction of the solar wind
with the Earth's magnetosphere.
a) The stable sheet; b) The effect of the tearing-mode instability.
B. Coppi, G. Laval, and R. Pellat, "Dyanamics of the Geomagnetic Tail," Physical
Review Letters vol. 16, no. 26 (1966), p. 1207.
,
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researchers should maintain their attention on the final goal of a working, economical

warned

reactor and

that

some work on nuclear burning

in

plasma devices might not be

Coppi answered Carruthers' remarks by reminding the Erice

useful toward the final goal.

school that laboratory plasma research
ultimate goal of fusion energy: "If

may be

useful,

you were able

go on, you would be doing a great service

even

to study

if

it

does not contribute to the

plasma where nuclear reactions

to astrophysics,

which

is

wonderful. "^'^

Coppi's activity in astrophysical research seems to have been revitalized sometime

around 1981. Speaking

at the International

Astrophysics at Varenna,

Italy,

School and Workshop on Plasma

he told the attendees

that: "Historically, the

plasmas has originated from astrophysics. In addition,

I

think that this

eventually the main interest of plasma physicists will return. "^^o
years, 1981 to 1987,

research.

Over

Over

is

study of

where

the next seven

Coppi produced over two papers per year on astrophysical plasma

his entire career

from 1963

to 1964, Coppi's output of

such work was

12%.251

A second example of a plasma theorist joining different areas of plasma physics
can be found

of the

first

in

astronomy

at

After doing

Harvard University, Kennel received,

doctorates granted by Princeton University's

2'*^B. Brunelli
p.

space-plasma theorist Charles F. Kennel.

in the career of

undergraduate work

and G.G. Leotta, Unconventional Approaches

to

in 1964,

one

revamped Department of

Fusion

(New York: Plenum

Press, 1982),

500.

^^Ofiruno Coppi, "Introduction," in Proceedings of an International School and

Astrophysics

(ESA SP-161,

1981)

Workshop on Plasma

p. xi.

25'Bruno Coppi, Selected Publications, web

site:

rleweb.mit.edu/rlestaff/p-copppb.htm, June 23, 1999.

25^1

have not commented on the relationship between astrophysics and space physics. The two, although
often complementary and difficult to distinguish in the careers of scientists like Coppi, were separate

many institutional respects. At a summer school on plasma astrophysics in Varenna, Italy, Peter
Sturrock noted that material on solar-terrestrial relations was eliminated from the program since "this

entities in

is reviewed regularly in a series of international conferences on 'space science' which - rightly or
- is coming to be regarded as an autonomous scientific discipline." P.A. Surrock, "Introduction,"
Proceedings of the International School of Physics. Course XXXIX. Plasma Astrophysics (New York:

material

wrongly

.

Academic

Press, 1967), pp. xii-xiii.
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Astronomical Sciences. After three long

visits to the

AVCO-Everett Research

Laboratory, from 1960 to 1967, Kennel entered the University of California system,

first

as professor of physics and later as professor of geophysics.

One of Kennel's
was

still

working

at

earliest contributions

AVCO. They

charged particles trapped in the

had predicted much lower

was made with Harry Petschek, while he

chose to address the problem of the anomalous loss of

Van Allen

belts.

particle losses than

Models based on

proved

to

classical collisions

be the case from

satellite

observations. Kennel and Petschek therefore turned to the kinetic theory and the Vlasov

equation to identify non-collisional, wave-particle interactions that might explain the

anomalous

losses.

The model

by Rosenbluth and Post
according to the

that they

adopted was closely related to the one developed

for their analysis of

DCLC instability.

plasma losses from mirror fusion machines

Kennel and Petschek developed a model of

"pitch-

angle scattering"~interactions between plasma waves and particles that change the pitch
angle of the particles-that was in close enough agreement with the sateUite data to be

promising.

Kennel also made important contributions to the analysis of shock waves
physics. Like the geomagnetic

tail,

the study of shock

waves

also

in space

became important

after

the discovery of the solar wind. During 1962 and 1963, the Explorer satellites found

evidence of a sharp plasma boundary on the sunward side of the Earth which took the

form of a shock wave.254 Because the shocks occurred

in collisionless

plasmas with large

mean-free paths, once again, a Vlasov analysis was required. Kennel produced

253C.F. Kennel and H. Petschek, "Limit on Stably Trapped Particle Fluxes," Journal of Geophysicqal

Research vol. 71 (1966), p. 1; C.F. Kennel, F.V. Coroniti, and R. Pellat, "The Role of Plasma Theory in
Space Research," in Bengt Hultqvist and C.-G. Falthammar, eds. Magnetospheric Phvsics: Achievements
and Prospects (New York: Plenum Press, 1990).
,

254stem,

p. 6.
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pioneering analyses of collisionless shocks during 1967 and 1968, working

Roald Sagdeev and
According

from 1964

later

to Kennel, the "golden age of collisionless

to 1974. Part of this period's success,

shock research" extended

he suggested, resulted from the

"marvelous collaboration" between researchers working on plasmas

The

in space.

with

first

with Petschek.^ss

in the laboratory

and

theoretical analysis of collisionless shocks (usually requiring numerical

simulation) could be

compared

to experimental results

from dynamic fusion machines

such as Los Alamos' Scyllac which produced physical conditions of interest to the study
of shock waves. However, this overlap between space plasma physics and fusion
research ended after the rise of the tokamak and the cancellation of the pinch program by
the

AEC,

as discussed above.

By

the late 1960s, the space physics

community found

itself in

an uncertain

position regarding both funding and prestige, in relation to the other physics disciplines.
In 1966,

NASA,
alert

,

him

change

Donald Williams, the head of the Auroral and Trapped Radiation Section of

wrote to Alexander Dessler, the editor of the Journal of Geophysical Research to
to the slipping prestige of space science.

its

name

since the

Williams suggested

that the journal

.

word "geophysical" was a confusing one, which "by not being

obviously associated with space research, helps destroy some of the identity needed by
this

young

Dessler

scientific discipline."257 After discussion

with the journal's associate editors,

may

well be a handicap in attracting the

came

to agree that

"JGR's middle name

most exciting future research.""*

It

had already been decided

that the journal

was

to split

255See references in C.F. Kennel, J.P. Edmiston, and T. Hada, "A Quarter Century of Collisionless Shock
Research," in R.G. Stone and B.T. Tsurutani, eds., Collisionless Shocks in the Heliosphere: A Tutorial

Review (Washington, D.C.: American Geophysical Union, 1985).
"^Kennel, Edmiston, and Hada,

p. 1.

Williams, Letter to A.J. Dessler,

.

May

12, 1966.

Box

325, folder

258a. J. Dessler, Letter to associate editors, February 10, 1967.

Box

5,

JAVA/UI.

325, folder

5,

*
'

JAVAAJL

.

;
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into parts

and Williams favored renaming one part "The Journal of Space Research."

However, Dessler's preference eventually was

main

research" but keeping the traditional

The problem of the
particular,

health and prestige of the earth sciences, and space science in

was addressed by

earth and planetary physics

the 1972

that there

NRC review of physics.

was judged

important, though not exclusive, role.

acknowledged

settled on, of using a subtitle of "space

title.259

to

There, the broad field of

be an "interface area," in which physics had an

The Panel on Earth and Planetary Physics

were differences between physics and the earth and space

sciences concerning methodology and focus. However, the panel insisted that the gap
that existed

between the two areas "operates

to the disadvantage of all

concerned" and

suggested that "the earth and space sciences need a greater influx of trained
physicists.

-

"260

Regarding the specific area of space science, the panel claimed that

it

had suffered

a damaging loss of funding following the Apollo program: "After the discovery of the

Van Allen
program

belts, the interplanetary

[but] this

in jeopardy. "261

plasma became the foremost topic

in the U.S. space

preeminence has now been so eroded that space physics as a whole

The panel believed

that

is

manned space programs had been favored over

further space probes because science administrators preferred large

programs

that "entail

a commitment from Congress and the Executive Branch for a substantial period (from
five to ten years)." In an effort to

combat

this attitude, the

panel could do

little

more than

repeat the recommendations of earlier reviews which asked that "large missions not be

mounted

if

they crowd out the smaller missions of high scientific priority. "^^2

259d. J. Williams, Letter to A.J. Dessler, April 5,

1

967.

Box

260physics Survey Committee, Physics in Perspective, vol.
D.C.: National

Academy

of Sciences, 1972), pp. 861, 867.

26'Physics Survey Committee,

p.

975.

262physics Survey Committee, pp. 981, 984.

325, folder 5,

II.

pt.

B.

The

JAVAAJI.

Interface Areas (Washington,
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During the mid-1970s, Charles Kennel served on an
physics, that addressed such issues

NRC review of space plasma

The review was requested by

NASA because,

although space plasma physics had become an "important branch of science,"

it

also

had

suffered from declining funding during the early 1970s and therefore required a

The

reappraisal.

contributors to the

NRC

study were organized into three panels,

covering "solar-system magnetohydrodynamics," "solar-system plasma processes," and

and recommendations were accomplished by a

"solar physics," while the overall review

nine-member study committee, including

the fusion physicists Harold Furth and Marshall

Rosenbluth as well as space physicists such as Eugene Parker and Kennel.

The
interaction

report argued that the health of space

between theoretical analysis,

Theory was of particular importance
another.

To

this end, the

plasma physics required a greater

in situ observations,

in relating the results in

and laboratory experiments.
one area of space physics

to

panel identified "six abstract problems" that were "vital to [the]

further understanding of space plasmas," including magnetic-field reconnection, the

trapping of charged particles, and collisionless shocks.

would benefit

the general study of plasmas

those in space: "Theory should

make

available for the benefit of the

whole

found

particles, the

theoretical analysis

by joining experiments

in the laboratory with

the results of either laboratory or space experiments
field

of plasma physics. "^^^ Throughout the report,

the panel mentioned various fusion experiments as a
effects

Renewed

means of characterizing plasma

in space, suggesting the mirror for investigations regarding trapped

tokamak

for reconnection

phenomena, and

laser fusion for

plasma

turbulence. In order to increase the "communication between the major plasma

263Space Science Board, Space Plasma Physics: The Study of Solar-System Plasmas. National Research

Council (Washington, D.C.: National

^^Space Science Board,

p. 10.

Academy

of Sciences, 1978),

p. vii.

'

activities," the

..

-

panel
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..

recommended

the encouragement of "interdisciplinary working

groups and conferences. "265
Similar statements

may be found

in later

NRC reviews.

Task Group on Solar and Space Physics gestured

For example the 1988

to the broader identity of

plasma

physics by saying that "the language of plasma physics links two very important
scientific endeavors: the search for a limitless

supply of clean energy through

thermonuclear fusion and the exploration and understanding of our solar system
environment, most of which
the overlap

is in

the

plasma

state. "^^^

However, despite such

gestures,

between fusion research and the space and astrophysical sciences did not

increase significantly during the 1970s and 1980s.
astrophysical topics rarely went

^^^Space Science Board,

beyond

At the

DPP meetings,

geophysical and

4% of the total number of papers.

p. 23.

266Task Group on Solar and Space Physics, Space Science
Physics (Washington D.C., National

Academy

in the

Twenty-First Century: Solar and Space

Press, 1988), p. 3.

26''"Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the DPP," Bulletin of the American Physical Society yol. 29, no. 8
,

(1984), p.

1

169; "Program of the Thirty First

Physical Society, vol. 34, no. 9 (1989),

p.

Annual Meeting of the DPP," Bulletin of the American

1905.

'

CHAPTER 5
EPILOGUE AND CONCLUSIONS
The

rise

of the tokamak and inertial-confinement fusion finished a process of

discipline formation that

had begun with the declassification of fusion research

After 1973, a large plasma physics

community developed

in 1958.

as a result of the generous

funding provided for fusion research. This development had not been preordained from
1958. If not for the breakthroughs of the period from 1968 to 1973, the plasma physics

community might have remained

a relatively small

arm of the American Physical Society

and continued the relatively modest research program of the 1960s. The tokamak and
laser fusion

changed

time, the Division of

all that

and plasma physics became a major player. In

Plasma Physics (DPP) doubled

percentage of

its

American Physical Society (APS). In 1970, of the 28,200 members
accounted for roughly 1,200, or 4.3 %.
while the

DPP

The

By

1985, the

APS

in the

had grown

fifteen years

members

to

APS,

in the

the

DPP

36,500 members

had 3,220, or 8.8 %.

price that the

plasma community paid for tying

the health of the discipline strongly

their star to fusion

was

that

depended on the health of the fusion program. The

successes of the 1970s did not bring lasting support from the United States government or

from the general public. The downturn for fusion, and therefore plasma physics, began
as early as the

1980 federal election. In that year, one of fusion's biggest supporters

Congress, Democratic Senator

Mike McCormack of Washington, was voted

The Reagan administration followed

in

out of office.

a general policy of imposing budget cuts in most

federal departments except military ones. This

made impossible

the magnetic-fusion

'Based on a manual count (10% uncertainty) of "1970 Membership Directory," Bulletin of the American
Physical Society. Series

Membership

II,

and a divisional tabulation (1% uncertainty) in "1985
American Physical Society Series II, vol. 34, no. 9 (1985).

vol. 15, no. 8 (1970);

Directory," Bulletin of the

.
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budget increases that had been promised under the Magnetic Fusion Engineering Act of
1980. Rather than receiving a planned increase to $525 million for fiscal year 1982, up

from $394 million the year before, fusion research received a modest increase
million.2 After small increases in 1983

the

Reagan administration cut

and 1984 (which did not even match

the magnetic-fusion budget

back down

Reagan's science advisor, George Keyworth, noted that "fusion

good science you get out" and suggested

that a

is

to

to

$456

inflation),

$440

million.^

very expensive for the

balanced fusion program should maintain

a close relationship with industry, thus tying the program to market

forces.''

Small

funding cuts continued to erode the fusion program during the late 1980s and early
1990s.

After the disappointing 1982 budget was announced, the director of the

Department of Energy's (DOE) Controlled Thermonuclear division, Edwin Kintner,
tendered his resignation. In a
decision as short-sighted:

"It

letter to the

now

DOE,

he denounced the

which has been put together over the

last five

years piece by piece

out, either as to the basic strategy or as to a sense

believe this

be paid

at

is

.

.

.

will not be carried

of urgency. Whatever the reasons,

some

future date."^ After retiring

from the DOE, Kintner wrote an

in 1982, criticizing the loss

I

his readers of

^T.A. Heppenheimer, The

article for

of support for fusion research.

He

arguments that had been put forward during the 1970s. Fusion

promised an unlimited, clean energy source, as compared

Company,

administration's

a national error for which a price far greater than the present savings will

Technology Review
reminded

new

appears that the goal-oriented magnetic fusion program

Man-Made

to the limited

Sun: The Quest for Fusion Power (Boston:

and

Little,

Brown, and

1984), pp. 242, 250.

^Robin Herman, Fusion: The Search for Endless Energy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1990),
p.

208.

''Quoted in Eliot Marshall, "Congress Turns Cold on Fusion," Science vol. 224 (June 22, 1984),

^Edwin E. Kintner, Letter
Heppenheimer, p. 268.

to

Alvin

W.

Trivelpiece,

November

24, 1981,

AR47/AIP; Reprinted,

p.

1322.

in part, in
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environmentally damaging fossil fuels. In addition, the 1970s had been "a decade of
ever-increasing optimism" that brought the program to the point that

engineering development.

we

fail to

Above

it

was

ripe for

Kintner mourned the loss of U.S. leadership: "Must

all,

aggressively pursue the development of the world's last energy resource

because our social and political systems lack the will and

vitality to accept

such a

challenge?"^

The goal-oriented drive
1970s also
serious

left

it

that the

American fusion program adopted during the

vulnerable to public criticism.

blow when

The program sustained a

MIT physicist Lawrence Lidsky broke ranks with the

community and published an

article in

Technology Review

in October,

particularly

fusion

1983 that was

highly critical of the fusion program and particularly tokamak research.

The

began by acknowledging the

program but

scientific

immediately went on to claim that
reactor

it

and technical

strides in the fusion

could not deliver on the ultimate goal.

Any

fusion

coming out of the U.S. fusion program, Lidsky wrote, would be too complex

have any hope of economic

viability:

"The costly fusion reactor

is in

^

article

to

danger of joining

the ranks of other technical 'triumphs' such as the zeppelin, the supersonic transport, and
the fission breeder reactor that turned out to be

unwanted and unused." Meanwhile,

Lidsky claimed that the improvements that had been made to fission technologyespecially concerning long-term waste storage-eliminated one of the

main

selling-points

for fusion.''

Lidsky's article produced a strong reaction from both policymakers and the fusion
scientists.

In addition to being relieved of his position as associate director of

Plasma Fusion Center
the Bitter National

(a

MIT's

combination of the old Research Laboratory of Electronics and

Magnet Laboratory), Lidsky was swept

into a long, torturous debate

with Harold Furth of Princeton University. Furth sought to debunk every aspect of

%dwin

E. Kintner, "Casting Fusion Adrift," Technology

Review

,

vol.

85 (May/June, 1982),

^Lawrence M. Lidsky, "The Trouble with Fusion," Technology Review

,

vol.

p. 64.

86 (October, 1983),

p. 32.
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Lidsky's argument concerning fusion's alleged inability to produce economically-

competitive power. After eight months of public argument, neither
the other and Lidsky chose to

move

on the development of fission

reactors.*

f.

man had convinced

out of fusion research altogether and to work instead

Although Lidsky was seen by many as having produced unprecedented criticisms
of the fusion community's allegiance to the tokamak, such doubts already had surfaced
during the

late

1970s and early 1980s. However, these remained internal to the fusion

community and did not have strong repercussions. Doubts about
the

Department of Energy's own

strategic planning.

the

tokamak surfaced

in

For example, a major policy

statement of the late 1970's laid out a set of milestones by which the different approaches
in

magnetic and laser fusion were to be winnowed down. There, John Deutch warned

that

tokamaks

mentioned
maintain.^

"for all their

that their

promise appear

to possess disadvantages as reactors,"

complex geometry would make them

Doubts about the tokamak also surfaced

difficult to operate

'

and

and

conference on alternative fusion

at a

concepts organized in March, 1981 by the Erice International School of Fusion Reactor

Technology. In a volume of essays from the conference, the editors noted a number of
concerns about the tokamak's ability to produce economical power and remarked that

would be a

dirty trick of

R. Carruthers, of the

Nature

Culham

if

a

Tokamak could

as, essentially,

not result in a satisfactory reactor. "'o

laboratory, noted that there

reference to the tokamak as the 'main

line',"

was "an almost

universal

and defined an "alternative" fusion concept

anything but a tokamak. Carruthers also noted that the research of the late

1970s "casts grave doubts on the economic viability of the tokamak power plant which

^Marshall, p. 1323; Herman, pp. 191-193.

'J.M. Deutch, "The Department of Energy Policy for Fusion Energy," U.S. Department of Energy,
DOE/ER-00I8 (Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978), pp. 18-19.
"^B. Brunelli

1982), p.

viii.

.

"it

and G.G. Leotta,

eds..

Unconventional Approaches

to

Fusion

(New York: Plenum Press,
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would

result

from

the present plans for fusion physics

K.H. Schmitter or the Max-Planck

tokamak system

Institute for

complex a concept

will very likely be too

competitive pure

and technology."" Similarly,

Plasma Physics concluded
for a

that "the

commercially

DT fusion reactor.

Underlining such doubts, industrial and private funding independent of the

remained scarce, even

at the

confinement fusion. What

little

existed

showed

that private investors

unwilling to match the financial clout of the federal government.

Arbor, Michigan

company

after investing nearly all

Seigel

was forced

to

fatal.

the

The Ann

In March, 1975,

effort, the president

of KMS, Kip

While

alive.

Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE), Seigel had a stroke

that

After a few months of operating expenses were covered by Seigel's

insurance, the government decided

The

showed

interests.

KMS Fusion was one of the first to falter.

of his assets in the laser-fusion

were unable or

also

approach the federal government to keep his program

testifying to the Joint

proved

It

born of the entanglement of private and governmental

difficulties

DOE'^

height of excitement about magnetic and inertial-

to fund the

life

KMS program.''*

KMS program began with an impressive success.

In

May, 1974,

it

beat the

national laboratories in demonstrating that pellets filled with a mixture of deuterium and
tritium could be heated with lasers

and produce neutrons due

to fusion reactions.

However, the DOE's continued funding of the program resulted
First, the established laboratories

was
'

the perception of

'R. Carruthers,

"What

is

seem

to

some members of KMS and

the

DOE. At an

an Alternative," in Brunelli and Leotta, pp.

'2K.H. Schmitter, "The Tokamak:

An

in a

number of problems.

have resented the competition. This,

8,

I

refer to the

"DOE" even though

restructured twice during the 1970s. In October, 1974, President Ford reorganized the

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA);
President Carter reorganized the ERDA into the Department of Energy.
into the

'

'"^Heppenheimer,
'-''Fowler.

p. 113.

The Fusion Ouest

.

p. 143.

quantum

1 1.

Imperfect Frame of Reference?," in Brunelli and Leotta, pp. 67-68.

'^In parts of this chapter, as in the following paragraphs,

Commission

at least

international

in

it was
Atomic Energy

October, 1977,
^

electronics meeting in 1976, C.E.

Thomas of KMS met with

infuriated: "Dr. Stickley stated explicitly that

Livermore'

.

.

.

C. Martin Stickley, the

Thomas came away from the meeting

director of the Division of Laser Fusion.

he 'does not want

Apparently, he believes that competition

is

KMS to compete with

unhealthy, primarily because

he sees competition as diluting his limited resources."'^
Further problems developed during the 1980s.
laser-ftision process,

something

American government

still felt

it

KMS continued to try to patent its

had pursued since 1969. However, because the

that

some of the information brought

to

KMS by Keith

Bruekner was proprietary and because aspects of the process were classified secret by the

DoD,

the approval process

within the

was delayed

from June, 1976, Stickley concluded
in establishing that

program

interminably.'"'

Added

DOE were dissatisfied with the progress of KMS.

KMS's

that "the present contract

predictions

on

By

whereby company

members of Congress.
it

In this way,

made

KMS

and described the

had devolved

KMS was being denied contracts from the DOE and DoD.

therefore turned to the practice of "bundling,"

some

KMS has succeeded

the late 1980s, the situation

of their salaries to a political action committee which then

years, though

with

laser fusion are not viable"

as "a totally duplicative effort."'*

to the point that

to this problem,

In an assessment of

The company

officers contributed part

contributions to key

KMS was able to maintain its funding for many

no longer contributed anything of significance

to the fusion

program.

Other companies that could not rely on a parasitic dependence on the federal

government simply did not survive. One such

MIT
'^C.E.

effort

was

Commerce October
.

'^Sara Fritz and

Dwight Morris, "PACS Give

Little

6,

HO/DOE.

14, 1986, p.

'^"DLF Assessment of KMS Fusion Research Program," attachment
R.C. Seamans, Jr., August 3, 1976. Box 1917, folder 6, HO/DOE.

to

by Bruno Coppi of

in rocket-engine design.

Thomas, Letter to J.F. Clayton, June 21, 1976. Box 1917, folder

'^"Firm Patents Fusion Process," Journal of

p. I.

initiated

and Robert Bussard, an aerospace engineer and expert

9A.

Chalmer G. Kirkbride,

Letter to

Firms Big Clout," Los Angeles Times June
.

11, 1990,
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After working for the Atomic Energy
early 1970s, Bussard

Commission (AEC) under Robert Hirsch during

formed a small company, the Energy Resources Group,

June, 1976, while searching for an alternative fusion concept to

Coppi

at

a

DOE meeting.

making plans

work

the

In

Inc.

met

on, Bussard

Research on the Alcator had been successful and Coppi was

to construct a second-generation, small

tokamak with high magnetic

fields.

During conversation, Bussard had the idea of adding a device to Coppi's tokamak that

would be similar

in principle to a rocket

engine and which would heat the magnetically-

confined plasma. The two decided to build an aerospace-tokamak hybrid which they
called the "Riggatron." After filing for a patent, they incorporated a

December, 1976 which they named "Inesco. "20

The

company
:

in

'

DOE was not strongly enthusiastic about Coppi and Bussard's effort.

In

addition to the fact that part of the Riggatron concept originated in the government-

funded project

at

MIT,

the physics that underlay the

machine was

different

from the

physics that underlay the tokamak, which the U.S. administrators saw as the most

promising route to a viable reactor. After receiving nearly two years of funding from the

government, Inesco was forced to turn to private sources.2i

The company received
Litton Industries,

private funding

which was interested

in

between

late

1978 to early 1980 from

Riggatrons as a cheap source of neutrons and,

via the heat produced, steam.22 After slow technical progress brought the Litton

executives to lose interest, Inesco received generous funding from the magazine publisher

Robert Guccione. The publisher of Omni and Penthouse seemed to have an enthusiasm
for alternative energy systems because he

was "committed

to

wanting the United States

^^Heppenheimer, pp. 167-168.
2 'During

this period, Coppi left the project. Bussard convinced the computer-simulations expert Ramy
Shanny, who had left the NRL in 1977, to become a principal investigator. Norman Rostoker, "Containing
Plasma Physics: Corrections and Minor Changes," personal communication to G.J. Weisel, June 1 and 2,

2001.

22Heppenheimer, pp. 172-173.
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and the Western world to survive as entrepreneurial and free-enterprise nations. "23

However,

after a little

Guccione dropped

over three years of funding did not produce significant progress,

his support. In early 1984,

Bussard attempted

company

to take the

public to raise money. After underwriters were unable to sell sufficient stock, the Inesco

experiment

The

in privately-financed fusion research ended.^"*

cold- fusion fiasco of 1989 brought fusion research into the limelight once

again, though

it

did comparatively

conference on March 23, 1989,

little

when

damage. The controversy began

at a

press

the chemists Stanley Pons of the University of Utah

and Martin Fleischmann of the University of Southhampton announced that they had
produced excess heat due to fusion reactions in a simple device that operated
temperature. Their experiment

was constructed of a palladium

electrode that

at

so that deuterium ions would be driven into the structure of the palladium; the
structure
fuse.

was supposed

One day

later,

to

impose such strong forces

that the

room-

was biased
lattice

deuterium nuclei would

a team of physicists headed by Steven Jones at Brigham

Young

University claimed to have detected fusion neutrons due to fusion reactions in a similar
cold-fusion experiment. However, the
orders of magnitude lower than

Brigham Young team reported count

was required

to account for the heat

rates

many

claimed by Pons and

Fleischmann.

Pons and Fleischmann's claims were greeted with
points out that there

was considerable

friction

incredulity.

James McAllister

between the physics and chemistry

communities during the 1989 controversy. This, he claims, was a

result of the differing

"corporate interests of parts of the two disciplinary communifies."^^

It

certainly

is

possible to find examples of tension between physicists and chemists during the

^^Quoted

in

^^Herman,

Heppenheimer,

p.

p.

177.

196.

W. McAllister, "Competition Among Scientific Disciplines in Cold Nuclear Fusion Research,"
Science in Context vol. 5 (1992), p. 17.

25janies

.
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controversy. During a press conference, Pons joked about the hot-fusion research

program as "apparently too expensive and too ambitious

Now it appears that chemists have come

to lead to practical

power

.

.

to the rescue. "^^ Physicists also reacted

defensively during the controversy, even after evidence indicated that the Pons-

Fleischmann

results

were wrong. At the

APS

Spring meeting of May, 1989, a special

evening session reviewed the numerous attempts to reproduce Pons and Fleischmann's
results

and offered theoretical interpretations of their experiment. After a long

presentations cast doubt on the Utah work, the nuclear theorist Steven

series

of

Koonin delivered a

swaggering talk that ended with a remark to the effect that Pons and Fleischmann's work

was

the result of "delusion"

and "incompetence. "2?

Nevertheless, the cold fusion controversy has
either fusion research or

little

bearing on the development of

plasma physics.^s None of the claims, of either the chemists

Pons and Fleischmann or of the team of physicists led by Jones, resulted

in

questioning of the hot-fusion effort. In fact, the science journalist Robin

Herman seems

correct to conclude that the controversy benefited hot fusion
infinite

energy source into the public eye once again.29

Times ran a

story warning that "the nation

is fast

for hot fusion." After the hopes for cold fusion
traditional areas of

2^"Scientific

Look

^''Frank Close.
p.

at

American fusion work

to

by bringing the dream of an

June 20, 1989, The

,

New York

losing ground in the international race

had faded, "experts say the more

are also under fire as foreign rivals

Cold Fusion Inconclusive," Nature

Too Hot

On

any serious

vol.

338 (April 20, 1989),

p.

make

605.

Handle: The Race for Cold Fusion (Princeton: Princeton University, 1991),

213; G.J. Weisel attended this session.

28There are numerous problems with McAllister's arugument which cannot be addressed here. For
example, he brushes over the question of how the media affected the controversy. He also fails to consider
disagreements within the chemical community regarding the manner in which Pons and Fleischmann
presented their limited data. Finally, McAllister's claim that the controversy tells us something about the
"tenents about the division of reality" held by the two disciplines is speculative and unsupported by
evidence.

2^Herman,

p.

234.
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impressive gains. "^^ Nevertheless,

renewed notice did not help

it,

the cold-fusion controversy did not hurt hot fusion,

if

either.

Neither the cold fusion incident or

changed the basic trends of the 1990s, which were already well

many

declining funding for fusion research and the search by

community

The
is clarified

aftermath

in the

-

,

plasma physics

for alternative research programs.

further

development and

crisis

by the themes of the present

relationships in shaping the research

usually

its

in place before 1989:

tacit,

of plasma physics during the 1980s and 1990s

dissertation: the

importance of patron

program of the plasma

cognitive interconnectedness

specialties as well as the,

among them. The

last

two decades have

demonstrated the continuing importance of the federal government's big-science
mentality, military patronage, and the persistence of scientist's interests in space and

astrophysical research as well as low-temperature applications.

The Consequences of Big Science
During the 1980s and 1990s, the DOE's commitment

combined with declining budgets, brought

worldwide contraction of fusion funding led the program
relatively small

to big fusion

to

machines

plasma physics. The

significant changes for

become concentrated on

number of large tokamak and inertial-confinement (ICF) machines.

in turn, led to a further contraction of support for alternative fusion concepts

a
This,

and general

^

plasma physics.

=

A particularly dramatic example of this is provided by the Livermore mirror
program. After the success of the 2XIIB machine and the Post-Rosenbluth warm-plasma
stabilization during 1975,

designated

Livermore immediately planned a scaled-up version,

MFTF. However, Edwin

program from 1976

to 1982,

knew

Kintner,

becoming a viable reactor concept, since they

30william

J.

who was

that mirrors stood a

the director of the

lost a great deal

p.

CI.

fusion

of fuel out the ends.

Broad, "U.S. Losing Ground in Worldwide Race for 'Hot' Fusion," The

Tuesday, June 20, 1989,

DOE's

poor chance of eventually

New York

Times.
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Therefore, he gave the contract to Livermore in 1976 with the understanding that they
find a

way

As

to solve this problem.

MFTF machine before

it

was

a result, two improvements were added to the

constructed. First, Kenneth Fowler and Grant

Livermore (and, independently,

G.I.

Dimov

at

Logan of

Novosibirsk in the Soviet Union) had the

idea of placing two small mirrors at either end of a larger, central mirror. Such a

"tandem" mirror would reduce fuel loss out the ends of the central mirror by introducing
potential differences

Logan

barrier" that

the

between the end mirrors and the central mirror. Three years

had the additional idea of heating the end mirrors

would increase the

MFTF-B,

as

remarked acidly

it

electrostatic potential well.^'

With these two

was now designated, was a complex machine. Years

that "mirror

machines are

like trees

number of magnets they kept adding

by

the

set

of magnets a year until

it

to the

collapsed under

its

.

.

.

You

could

tell

later,

how

the

tokamak program,

the

MFTF-B

magnetic confinement division
getting

way ahead of us

have been." The

Many DOE

at

additions,

Lidsky

old they were

end plugs. And they kept adding one

own weight. "^^

After nine years of construction and a total cost of $372 million, the

canceled on February 21, 1986.

later,

and thereby create a "thermal

officials believed that,

MFTF-B was

under pressure from

had been pushed too quickly. The former director of

DOE, Stephen Dean

... so mirrors

recalled that "tokamaks

were

were pushed more aggressively than they should

DOE became worried that the complicated machine represented too

great a technical jump. Physicist Jay Kesner of

of experiment performed on a grand

scale.

MIT

noted that

"It

was a very

risky kind

A major facility based on unfounded

physics. "33

3

'"Tandem-Mirror Success Leads to Expanded MFTF," Physics Today

,

vol. 33, no.

10 (1980), pp. 17-18;

see also Heppenheimer, pp. 89, 95.

32william Booth, "Fusion's $372-Million Mothball," Science vol. 238 (October
,

33Booth,pp. 152, 155.

9,

1987), p. 154.
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However,

the flagship

tokamak programs

also

had

difficulty in reaching their

projected milestones. During the 1990s, the major projects were the

Tokamak Fusion

Test Reactor (TFTR) at Princeton University and the Joint European Torus (JET) built by
the

European Community. For

research, the fusion

produced as

thirty years

following the declassification of fusion

program touted "breakeven"~the point

much energy from thermonuclear reactions

as

at

which a fusion plasma

was required

to heat

up—as

it

one of its most significant milestones.

Throughout the 1980s, the press reported
and

that this

would be possible only

as fuel. In 1989,

even

William Broad stated

until the trifium is added,

Council's

(NRC) Brinkman

operate with

after

that

TFTR's objective was breakeven

used a 50:50 mixture of deuterium and tritium

that "the Princeton reactor will not reach break-

probably in 1993 or 1994. "34 The National Research

report of 1986 stated that

D-T plasmas and

to heat the plasma."^^

it

"TFTR and JET

will eventually

should produce more thermonuclear power than

However, during time

that the Princeton

is

required

TFTR team ran D-T

experiments, from December, 1993 to November, 1994, a different milestone was
reported in the press.

News

stories

now claimed

that the goal

of TFTR was the

production of a specific power output— ten megawatts— due to the thermonuclear
reactions.

The

fact that forty

megawatts had been consumed

to

produce the ten-megawatt

output was not seen as a drawback. Curiously, the news items did not say merely that
this

was

the contemporary

TFTR goal but that this

example. Physics Todav reported that

"in

target for the culminating tritium phase of the

power

level

was reached by JET, when

it

had been

1976 Furth had

its

set

'1

goal

all

along. For

to 10 megajoules' as a

proposed TFTR."36 During 1997, a similar

ran a 50:50 deuterium-tritium mix.^'

3'*Broad (1989), p. CIO. See also Walter Sullivan, "Fusion Machine at Princeton Outheat Sun's Core
Tenfold." The New York Times. August R. 1986: Heppp.nhp.impr ( 1 Q«4) p 9

n

^SPanel on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, Physics Through the 1990s: Plasmas and Fluids
(Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1986) p. 169.
3^B. Schwarzschild, "Princeton

loday,

vol. 47, no.

1

Tokamak Begins Experiments

(1994), p. 17. See also R.C.

Cowen,

with Tritium-Deuterium Plasmas," Physics

"Scientists

Announce Fusion Breakthrough

at

•
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The TFTR and JET announcements did not make strong enough headhnes
renew support for fusion research with Congress or the general

to

public. This cast

increasing doubt on the next-generation experiment, the International

Tokamak

Experimental Reactor (ITER). The earliest planning for an international tokamak project
to succeed

1978

TFTR

and JET occurred before either device had been constructed. From

to 1982, the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) organized an

Tokamak Reactor (INTOR) workshop, which

international study group, the International

collected information and produced a first-approximation design. Actually building a

machine became a
President

possibility after the

1985 U.S. -Soviet Geneva Summit

Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev announced

at

which

their intention to

participate in an international fusion energy project.

Because the next-generation tokamak was

be scaled up beyond

to

and be hugely expensive, the ITER project was shared among four

Community,

the United States, the Soviet Union, and Japan.

the Conceptual Design Activity, based at the

40 meters
to 1996,

tall.

European

Between 1988 and 1990,

Max Planck Institute

Garching, Germany, defined the basic design of the

TFTR or JET

parties: the

for

Plasma Physics

new machine, which was

This was followed by the Engineering Design Activity (EDA), from 1992

which determined how

was

the device

to

be

built.

During the early 1990s, the program remained popular,

in part,

because of the

enthusiasm for international cooperation. In 1993, the U.S. Congress' Committee on
Science, Space, and Technology cited

Princeton U. Lab,"

in

to be over

The

ITER

Christian Science Monitor

.

as a

program exemplifying the benefits of

November

7,

1994; T.K. Fowler. The Fu.sion Quest

(Baltimore; Johns Hopkins University, 1997), p. 83.

^''Alexander Hellemans,

"JET Takes a Step Closer

to

Break-Even," Science vol. 238 (October
,

3,

1997)

p. 29.

3*T.J. Dolan, D.P. Jackson,

B.A. Kouvshinnikov, and D. L. Banner, "Global Co-operation in Nuclear

Fusion: Record of Steady Progress,"

39Fowler, pp. 115, 120, 123.

IAEA

Bulletin vol. 37, no. 4, (1995), p. 18.
,
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international cooperation.
alter "the

The committee wrote

that the

end of the Cold

War did not

continuing importance of international science and technology cooperation to

the success of

many

An

U.S. endeavors. '"^^

article written for the

IAEA Bulletin

recounted the history and benefits of international cooperation in fusion research and

gave credit to the Soviet Union as having "led the way

in

1956" (referring to Kurchatov's

Harwell speech). The authors concluded that "over the past half century, the worldwide
nuclear fusion research
activities to the

programme—from

ITER EDA—has become

the first Soviet initiative through the

a premier

IAEA

example of scientific co-operation."'"

In the United States, scientists and policymakers maintained their support for

ITER

until

funding for magnetic fusion weakened and doubts arose concerning the

physics underlying the machine.

makeup of Congress

in the

The U.S.

election of 1994 dramatically shifted the

wake of a "Republican Revolution."

Frustrated by slow

progress on magnetic fusion and reassured by cheap oil prices, the

dominated Congress cut the fusion program by 33%, down
year 1996.'*^

ITER now

America maintained
fusion budget,

its

making

to

new Republican-

$244

million, for fiscal

presented a difficult question to the United States community. If
support,

it

ITER would command

difficult to

the lion's share of the magnetic

pursue other avenues of research. However,

United States ducked out of ITER, then

it

would not

participate in the

if the

most important

fusion project in the world.
In June, 1996, a debate

Andrew

Sessler of the

on ITER occurred

in the

pages of Physics Today pitting
,

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Thomas

Stix of

Princeton University against Marshall Rosenbluth of the University of California

Diego.

Many

'*°Conimittee on Science, Space, and Technology, Science. Technology, and

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1993), pp.
'^'Dolan, Jackson, Kouvshinnikov,

and Banner, pp.

'*2m.W. Browne, "Quest for Fusion Power
p.

B7.

at

San

of the positions that had been voiced about big fusion machines such as

is

American Diplomacy. 1993

.

5, 99.

17, 21.

Slowed by Cutbacks," The

New York Times.

April 23, 1996,
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MFTF-B

the design of

ITER and warned of "the

redound from a mechanical or physics

and over ambitious with respect

fall

ITER would

it

to current

all its

rest

They concluded

and

that the U.S.

program would

of the world. Rosenbluth also objected that only

possible to study plasmas under

that

attractiveness, is both premature

knowledge. "'*3 Rosenbluth objected that not

result in a further loss of funding

behind the efforts of the

made

negative impact on future research that would
failure in this single device."

and the overall concept, for

"the step is too large

building

'

-

reappeared. Sessler and Stix worried about the unresolved physics questions in

more extreme

ITER

conditions. Without direct

experimental information, the plasma community would be

left

guessing: "The nonlinear

physics and novel engineering issues of fusion are so complex that only a real experiment
at the

approximate parameters required for ignition will ever resolve them

quantitatively.

"44

However, doubts about the physics underlying ITER continued
particularly

damaging controversy developed

in the

to

mount. One

pages of Science magazine. In

December, 1996 James Glanz reported on the numerical-simulation work of William
Doreland and Michael Kotschenreuther, of the

Institute for

Fusion Studies

at the

University of Texas. Doreland and Kotschenreuther had developed a computer model
that they

claimed identified a

certain forms of

worse.

new

scaling behavior of

tokamak plasmas. They found

plasma turbulence did not decrease with greater

Some members

that

size but instead got

of the fusion community found the Doreland-Kotschenreuther

predictions to be at least as convincing as the other theoretical models that had been used
to design

ITER

in the first place.

least as seriously as--and
letters did little to

Diethelm Duchs said

that the

work "should be taken

probably more seriously than--other scalings."

An exchange

of

change the impression created by the Doreland-Kotschenreuther work:

Sessler, Thomas Stix, and Marshall N. Rosenbluth, "Build the International Thermonuclear
Reactor?" Physics Today vol. 49, no. 6 (1996), p. 21.

'^A.M.

,

'^^Sessler, Stix,

at

and Rosenbluth,

p. 23.
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that the

ITER

project had to be rethought, at least to take account of their dire

predictions.''^

.

In an effort to bolster the fusion effort, T.

a

book

in

1997 entitled The Fusion Quest

the lines of Steven Weinberg's

overview of the fusion

is

Dreams of a

Final Theory Fowler's
.

.

.

.

from being the creation of

and engineers determined

scientists

remain failure

The Fusion Quest

that "far

book offered an

devoted to ITER,

better characterized as the conservative effort of the

worldwide conmiunity of tokamak
of accomplishments

that their record

free."'*^

also recapitulated Richard Post's use of the

Prometheus myth,

highlight the long-term nature of fusion research. Fowler suggested that the
"a profound lesson in public poUcy." In

research, he pointed out that the

means forethought

in

'•

"

Kenneth Fowler of Livermore published

effort for the general reader. In a chapter

ITER

-

Perhaps hoping to make an intervention along

.

Fowler reviewed the project and reassured the reader
wild-eyed optimists,

,

recommending renewed support

name of Prometheus

("the savior of the

to

myth offered

for fusion

human

race")

Greek while the name of Prometheus' brother Epimetheus (who

"planned so poorly that he ran out of

gifts,

leaving nothing for humans")

means

A reviewer of Fowler's book was so taken by the mythical imagery that

afterthought.''^

he pointed out that "Zeus chained kindly Prometheus to a mountain to have his liver daily

devoured by an eagle-an apt metaphor for the fusion community, which has coped with
serious erosion of

The

its

budget in recent years. '"'^

efforts of the fusion faithful

the fundamental problems facing the

came
^^J.

to

such as Rosenbluth and Fowler could not

ITER

proposal by the late 1990s.

doubt that the giant machine could deliver on

Glanz, "Turbulence

"Letters," Science vol.
,

''^T.K. Fowler,

May

its

,

6, 1996), p. 1600;

17, 1997), p. 289.

The Fusion Quest (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1997),

p. 124.

''^Fowler, pp. ix, 39.

^W.

Happer, review of The Fusion Quest, Physics Today vol. 51, no. 2 (1998),
,

alter

scientists

promises and had made too

Sink Titanic Reactor," Science vol. 274 (December

275 (January

Many

p. 75.
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and technical

great a scientific

leap. Others, recalling

machine could ever evolve

questioned

if

and voiced

their preference for a

clear that

the giant

ITER had

lost

range of smaller experiments.

most of its support

Congress would not be willing to foot the
building a half-size version of

ITER

The development of the

Lawrence Lidsky's concerns,

into an economically-viable reactor,

By May,

in the general scientific

bill.

The

other three

1998,

ITER

was
that

partners considered

without the participation of the United

laser-fusion

it

community and

program demonstrated some

States.'*^

similarities

and

differences with that of magnetic-fusion. Like magnetic fusion, the laser fusion effort

followed a trajectory of ever-increasing

size.

Larger and larger lasers were constructed in

order to drive the implosions of the pellets filled with deuterium-tritium gas. This led to

which was intimately

a technological shift during the early 1980s
battle

between Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore.

group had based
its

its

program on

largest laser system, Antares.

wavelength

light that

was found

CO2

On

the

tied to an institutional

one hand, the Los Alamos

gas lasers and, in 1984, completed construction of

However, the
to excite too

CO2

gas laser emitted relatively low-

many plasma instabilities. On

the other

hand, the Livermore inertial-confmement group used neodymium-glass lasers.

Livermore group, and other glass-laser research teams, realized that plasma

The

instabilities

could be improved by shifting the laser output to higher frequencies. During 1980,
scientists at the University

of Rochester found a

Livermore used

ultraviolet range.

this

behavior of

D-T

Livermore's

Nova program, which became

fuel pellets heated

Alamos had canceled

''^James Glanz,

"Requiem

its

J.

to convert

by high-frequency

Heavyweight

neodymium

at

laser light.

The

operational in late 1985.

laser-fusion program.^o

for a

1998), p. 818; A. Lawler and

way

light to the

process during 1981 to demonstrate the superior

DOE funded

By

that time,

Los

Kenneth Fowler saw the period 1978

to

Meeting on Fusion Reactors," Science vol 280 (May 8,
Up on the Road to Fusion," Science vol 281
,

Glanz, "Competition Heats

,

(July 3, 1998), p. 26.

50joan Lisa Bromberg, The Laser in America.
pp. 145-147; Fowler, p. 147.

1

950- 970 (Cambridge:
1

MIT Press,

1991), p. 241; Fowler,
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1983

be

in inertial-confinement fusion to

in

rough analogy with the period 1965-1970

in

magnetic-confinement fusion: just as tokamaks surfaced as the triumphant approach by
1970, so glass lasers dominated inertial-confinement fusion after 1983. 5'

During 1990, Kenneth Fowler was a member of the Fusion Policy Advisory
Conmiittee organized by the

DOE, which recommended

an upgrade of the

Nova

machine. This led to Livermore's proposal of the 192-beam National Ignition Facility
(NIF) which, as the

NIF resulted
announced

name

implies, took the ignition of fusion burning as

in a further declassification of inertial-confinement.

in

November, 1994,

roughly the same time that the

at

"breakthroughs" of ten-megawatt power.
the

As with magnetic

had appeared

in the

milestone.^^

TFTR and JET

fusion in the earliest years of

Sherwood program, general concepts appeared well before

the general concept of indirect drive

its

The proposal was

open

technical details.
literature

Though

during the early

1980s, details concerning the target size and the hohlraum-cavity temperature could not

be published until the 1994 disclosures.53

Unlike magnetic fusion, the inertial-confinement program did not have to rely
solely

on fusion power

to establish

and maintain

its

funding. During the 1990s, the

military applications of inertial-confinement experiments

were reinforced

after the

Bush

and Clinton administrations banned the underground testing of nuclear weapons.
Therefore,
test

NIF was

sold to Congress as a "stockpile stewardship" program to be used to

aspects of America's aging nuclear

face of

NIF remained

grace of laser fusion. In 1995,

NIF maintained
^'Fowler,

its

weapons

arsenal. Nevertheless, the

most public

fusion energy. In a sense, military applications have been a saving

when

the Senate cut the magnetic fusion budget

by 33%,

funding because of its part in the stockpile-stewardship program. ^4

p. 145.

52Fowler, pp. 153-154.

^^Barbara Goss Levi, "Veil of Secrecy

Today

,

vol. 47, no.

9 (1994),

p. 17;

is

Lifted from Parts of Livermore's Laser Fusion Program,

Fowler,

^''A.Lawler, "Senate Targets Fusion,

p.

134.

Backs NIF," Science

,

vol.

269 (August

4, 1995), p.

626.

"
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Nevertheless, this reliance on military applications has been unstable. During the late
1990s, questions about

NIF

Most important,

arose.

community

the general scientific

raised doubts about the scahng arguments underlying NIF's ability to check

Doubts were also voiced about NIF's

reliability.

ability to

weapon

meet fusion energy milestones

such as breakeven.55 Finally, the program was found to be mismanaged and severely

By

overbudget.

2000,

it

was discovered

NIF would

that

not cost the forecast $2.2 billion

but rather $4.2 biUion.ss

By

the

end of the 1990s, the fusion community had

had acquiesced

The consequences

to during the 1970s.

program was, as Richard Post put

it,

fallen prey to the logic that

it

for the magnetic -confinement

"the virtual elimination of all but the

tokamak

approach."57 Eventually, the tokamak program concentrated on one behemoth machine,
the

ITER, which eventually was rejected by the U.S. Congress and

the scientific

significant portions of

community. The ICF program also was dominated by one machine, the

NIF, but survived largely because of its military applications.

The

net result of these developments

discipline of

the Division of

Plasma Physics

magnetic fusion

importance.

to the

(in constant

1992

dollars).

As we

it

is

blow was delivered

to the

it

APS membership)

Although the disciphne of plasma physics

see below, the development of the discipline brought

experienced.

Some

modest fusion experiments and

is

it

difficult for the

it

to

an

community

to respond

fusion programs attempted to regroup around

to investigate other areas

55james Glanz, "A Harsh Light Falls on NIF," Science
"Laser Project

in

and funding for

evident that magnetic-fusion was of particular

impasse during the 1990s that made

changes

%ames Glanz,

that a severe

(as a percentage of

depended on other funding sources,

institutional

was

plasma physics. Figure 5-1 displays a comparison between membership

vol.

277

more

of plasma

(July 18, 1997), p. 304.

Delayed and Over Budget," The

New York

Times. August 19, 2000,

section A, p. 9.

^'Richard F. Post, "Plasma Physics in the Twentieth Century," in Twentieth Century Physics, vol.
(Bristol: Institute of Physics Publishing, 1995),
pp. 1657, 1669-1670.
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Federal funding for Magnetic Fusion
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Figure 5.1. Trends in the magnetic-fusion community.
a) Funding in millions of constant 1992 dollars;
b) Membership in the DPP as a percentage of the APS.
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research, such as

plasma processing of materials. However, the end

large portion of the

result

was

that a

plasma community migrated out of the discipline altogether, as

Figure 5-1 shows.

The

Strategic Defense Initiative

In addition to inertial-confmement fusion, a second important area of crossover

between fusion research and military applications during the 1990s was the further
development of laser and particle-beam weapons. These came into the public eye with
the

announcement of the Reagan administration's Strategic Defense

"Star

Wars" program on March

As with

(SDI) or

Initiative

23, 1983.

inertial-confinement technology, the earliest forms of laser and particle-

beam weapons were developed

in the national laboratories

under a cloak of secrecy.

During the 1960s, military policymakers saw the most practical option for

ballistic

missile defense to involve relatively conventional technology such as the U.S.

Army's

Nike-Zeus missile program. However, during the same period, laser and particle-beam

weapons were explored

at the nation laboratories.^^

For example, as early as 1958 the

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
to

initiated a

program

at

Livermore

develop high-energy electron beams for the purpose of intercepting enemy missiles.^^

When
line

the laser

was demonstrated two years

later,

it

became a

natural extension of this

of thinking.

During the era of detente and the

ABM debates of the late

1960s and early 1970s,

research in both the conventional and exotic areas of ballistic missile defense lessened

somewhat. However, with the renewal of international tensions during the
and following technological improvements

in

beam and

late 1970s,

space systems, ballistic missile

defense was pushed anew by people such as Maxwell Hunter of Lockheed and Senator

S^Donald R. Baucom, The Origins of SDI. 1944-1983 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1992),
5^Jeff Hecht,

Beam Weapons: The Next Arms Race (New

York: Plenum Press, 1984),

p. 3

1

p. 8.
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Malcolm Wallop of Wyoming.

After the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, the

enthusiasts of exotic missile defense systems

One

of federal funding.
Daniel

Graham and

saw

particularly influential

the possibility of winning an expansion

group was formed

at the initiative

of

Karl Bendetsen. During 1981, they organized the "High Frontier

Panel" to produce a study of high-technology missile-defense systems and to insure that
the finished report
physicist

Edward

community.

was noticed by

Teller and a

completed

It

the

work

its

Reagan administration. The panel included

number of personal

friends of Reagan's

the

from the business

1981 and lobbied the administration for the

in late

next one and a half years.^'

The popular

press of the 1980s usually gave the impression that

the high frontier because he

example

is

The

was convinced by

New York Times

,

Reagan opted

for

A typical

their technical arguments.

which stressed the contribution of Edward

Teller:

"The

seeds of a strategic revolution had been nurtured by a handful of ardent advocates, most
notably by the elderly physicist. "^^ However, a

motive for Reagan's decision was not so
technical arguments presented

much

by the high

number of scholars

frontier,

Reagan

decision.

out from under the domestic freeze
that captured the imagination

^OBaucom,

p. 119.

p. 141.

and

this line

of analysis by

economic turndown of 1982 and the nuclear freeze movement as the

crucial elements in the

^'Baucom,

scientific

but that he was concerned with

domestic political issues.^^ Frances Fitzgerald develops
identifying the

point out that the

he was convinced by the

that

The

Star

movement

Wars program not only

pulled the rug

but also provided a major policy initiative

of the American public.^

62p.M. Boffey, W.J. Broad, L.H. Gelb, C. Mohr, and H.B. Noble, Claiming the Heavens (Times Books,
1988), p. 22. This volume is a collection of news articles published during 1985 and 1986.
.

^^Spencer R. Weart. Nuclear Fear:
this point is also

made

in

A History of Images (Cambridge:

Harvard University, 1988),

p.

383;

Baucom.

^Frances Fitzgerald, Way Out There
York: Simon & Schuster, 2000).

in the

Blue: Reagan. Star

Wars and

the

End of the Cold War (New

.
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Whatever the motivations of the Reagan decision,
scientists

announcement, SDI took on the
laboratories

SDI was

over $16 billion during

air

of a crash program.

also a crash

its first

worked on

scientists

among SDI,

physics. Lowell

X-ray

program

laser,

workforce

in the national

at

personnel

1

left

hanging

laser-fusion

most important

program and the X-ray
on the Livermore

High Frontiers Panel and

Wars Program Prepares
p.

thing, the

after the

laser project.

laser programs.

to Reagan.^'

late-

1970s when George

developed the idea of using nuclear explosions to "pump" a

988, Section C,

to

had connections with both the fusion program and plasma

Livermore's program on the X-ray laser began during the

^^W.J. Broad, "The Star

had

number of

Lawrence Livermore. For one

many Livermore

Wood headed both the

Wood

scientists that

in 1986.^* In addition, the laboratory's

Teller carried this information to the

Chapline and

to define a

terms of funding, having received

also one of Teller's proteges and briefed Teller

29,

of the national

fusion research, and plasma physics.

provided employment for

cancellation of the mirror

November

on

and plasma physics were assigned or reassigned

Such overlaps were especially evident

project, the

in

a complete evaluation cannot be attempted here, a

overlaps can be noted

effort

The

During the 1980s, some of the

alternative energy research

SDI work. Though

program

that the scientific

laboratories has been highly flexible.

He was

effect

three years of operation.^^

Debra Rosenthal points out

SDI

had a profound

were completely surprised by the 1983 speech and took two years

research program.

SDI

it

throughout the country. In part due to the suddenness of Reagan's

for a

Year of Reckoning," The

laser.

New York Times.

1

^^Debra Rosenthal, At the Heart of the Bomb: The Dangerous Allure of Weapons Work (Reading:
Addi son- Wesley, 1990), pp. 18, 193. Rosenthal's suggestion must be followed up by a check of how many
scientists were reassigned to SDI research and how many of them worked on peaceful applications of
fusion research.

^^One possible area of overlap that is not considered here is neutral particle-beam technology such as the
White Horse device, which was developed at Los Alamos. See Hecht, pp. 148-149.
^^Booth, "Fusion's $372-Million Mothball,"

^^Baucom,

p. 148;

Heppenheimer,

p.

122.

p. 155.
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Such a device would emit massive bursts of X-ray radiation and thereby damage an

ICBM,

or

its

guidance electronics. However, the underground

and 1979, did not give clear

Livermore computer

been

at

work on

results.^''

scientist

in

bomb-driven

laser.

In

However,

usefial in

his ideas brought Chapline to revise

November, 1980 an underground

was performed and gave

test

of the

positive results. During the early

1980s, Hagelstein continued to pursue his laboratory X-ray laser idea, using the
laser facility. Results of this

1978

work of a young

which he envisioned would be

biological research and medical treatment.

revised X-ray laser concept

conducted

and self-taught physicist, Peter Hagelstein. Hagelstein had

a laboratory X-ray laser,

his concept for the

tests,

In 1979, Chapline learned of the

work were presented

at the

Nova

annual Division of Plasma

1984.''i

Physics meeting of

Another SDI-related

scientific field

was "pulsed power" which had close

connections to both plasma dynamics and accelerator physics. Pulsed-power technology

enabled the production of large pulses of electrical energy in short bursts. This research

was pioneered during
scientists

the

and

their

the 1960s in

work included

all

J.C.

three of the

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Vitkovitsky on shock tubes

microwave discharges

at the

at the

major national powers. Important

Martin on the discharge of large capacitor banks
in

at

England; Alan Kolb and Ihor

Naval Research Laboratory; and Peter Kapitsa on

Moscow

Physical-Technical Institute.^^

Within the SDI program, the primary interest of pulsed power was as a means of
testing materials with bursts of radiation, such as they
situations.

might receive

This included the testing of materials used in

electronic parts that

bomb

in actual

combat

casings as well as

needed to be "radiation hard." One of the most important pulse-

^^Hecht, pp. 128-130; Boffey, Broad, Gelb, Mohr, and Noble, pp. 32-34.
'''Boffey, Broad, Gelb,

Mohr, and Noble, pp. 37-38.

on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, Physics Through the 1990s: Plasma and Fluids (Washington,
D.C.: National Academy Press, 1986), p. 97; R.Z. Sagdeev, The Making of a Soviet Scientist: My
Adventures in Nuclear Fusion and Space from Stalin to Star Wars (New York: John Wiley, 1994), p. 97.
''^Panel
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power programs was developed

Beam Fusion

Accelerator

at the

Sandia National Laboratory. Sandia's Particle

(PBFA) was completed during

the late 1970s and a larger

device was built during the 1980s. "^^

Throughout

its

history pulse-power research has overlapped significantly with

fusion research. For example, after writing a
the late 1950s,

Norman Rostoker became

Rostoker moved to Cornell University

number of papers with Alan Kolb during

interested in pulsed-power technology.

in 1967,

When

he applied pulsed-power to a series of

fusion experiments that created a so-called "reversed field configuration" of the confining

magnetic

field.^"*

During the 1970s, Kapitsa revived

application to fusion experiments, though the

his

microwave discharge ideas

work does not seem

to

for

have gotten very

far.''^

When

at the

end of the Cold War, aspects of the pulsed-power program survived. For example.

the

SDI program of exotic beam weapons

Ceroid Yonas of Sandia re-marketed the

PBFA device as a fusion-energy experiment

during the 1990s. Rather than test materials, the
a hohlraum containing a pellet of

D-T

suffered massive cuts in funding

fuel.

The

PBFA particle beam was now

PBFA therefore became

trained

on

an alternate

approach to NIF.''^
Persistent Interconnections

The plasma

specialties often

have remained separate and

at

cross purposes to one

another in their competition for scarce funding. In the present study, this can be seen in
the segregation between the fusion

limited

number of connections

that

and gaseous electronics communities and also the
have been made between the study of laboratory

"Hecht, pp. 150-151.
^'^Norman Rostoker, Interviews with G.J. Weisel, April, 1996.
'^P.L. Kapitza, "Plasma and the Controlled Thermonuclear Reaction,"
vol. 51, no. 3 (1970), p.

417; Sagdeev,

'^Ceroid Yonas, "Fusion and the

Reviews of Modern Physics.

p. 97.

Z Pinch," Scientific American

.

August, 1998,

p. 40.

Particle-beam

technology had been an alternative to laser fusion since the 1970s but has not been given attention in the
present study. "Draft Analysis of the AEC Laser/Electron Beam Fusion Program," with letter from F.C.
Gilbert to E.B. Giller,

May

24, 1974, p. 15.

Box 3826,

folder 13,

HO/DOE.
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plasmas and space plasmas. However, despite such limitations, plasma physics also has

shown

work

great latent potential for inter-specialty

so-called "pure" and "applied" research.

as well as cross-fertilization

between

Such developments sometimes have occurred

the result of a kind of peaceful coexistence

between the

as

practical concerns of specific

patrons and the professional interests of specific laboratories or scientists. In previous
chapters

we have

diagnostics,

waves

considered examples such the Argus

Bruno Coppi's tokamak

in space.

tests,

MIT's work

in

plasma

research, and Charles Kennel's studies of shock

Such examples continued

to

be evident

in the

1980s and 1990s and are

important for understanding not only the broader identity of plasma physics but also the

weakness of that

identity.

Space and Astrophysics
Until the mid-1980s, fusion and space research

most important areas of plasma research and
general science community. This
report)

which maintained

that "the

to

was evident

in the

Even

were considered

NRC review of

be the

1986 (the Brinkman

many

then, space and astrophysical research

to

recent advances in plasma
still

took a back seat to the

fusion program and military applications. Plasma physicists have been
stress connections

to

the greatest attention of the

most important applications of plasma physics are

fusion and space research, which have stimulated
science.

still

command

more prone

to

between space- and laboratory-plasma research when funding for

applied research has weakened.

The

interplay

between laboratory and space research, as well as applied and pure

research, has been particularly evident in
path,
to

from basic plasma

work on

laser-plasmas. Barrett Ripin's career

effects to the experimental simulation of nuclear explosions

plasma astrophysics, provides an interesting case

from the University

in

Maryland

in 1970,

in point.

and

Ripin received his Ph.D.

working under Robert Pechacek and Alvin

''Panel on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, Physics Through the 1990s: Plasmas and Fluids
(Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1986), p. 1.
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Trivelpiece.

The plasma physics program

there

was based around

plasmas but Ripin chose to work on basic plasma

the study of space

effects, eventually settling

on the study

of non-linear plasma echoes. Because the program's funding from the National Science

Foundation was limited, Ripin, along with fellow student Neville Luhmann, had to piece
together experiments from equipment found at the university's salvage

After a one-year postdoctoral

Princeton, where he

stint at

device called the "levitated spherator," Ripin

moved

to

store.''*

worked on a multipole

UCLA as an adjunct professor.

There, he continued research on basic plasma effects relying on funding from the Air

Force Office of Scientific Research.
of drift

instability.

One of his experiments concerned

Working with R.L.

Stenzel, Ripin passed a

a particular type

hydrogen ion beam

through a magnetized quiescent background plasma to excite the electron-cyclotron
instability.

linear

and non-linear

behavior.''^

During 1973, Ripin moved

Ramy
little

drift

Ripin and Stenzel were successful in characterizing aspects of the wave's

to the

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)

to

work

in

Shanny's group on high-altitude explosions. Before that time, he had heard very

of either plasma-related defense programs or inertial-confinement fusion. However,

he was attracted to the

NRL work because

it

promised

found that the laboratory's applied program did not
interests in

fundamental plasma

research, noting that the

MIT offered him.
neodymium-glass

effects.

He

to

lie in

uncover interesting physics and
contradiction to his established

also doubted the stability of university

government laboratory offered him nearly twice the salary

Ripin's

work on laboratory

laser, resulted in a

the "backscatter" of laser light as

it

is

simulations, using

number of studies on
reflected

that

NRL's Pharos

basic plasma effects, such as

from a plasma and the ablation of thin

'^B.H. Ripin, Interviews with G.J. Weisel, June 4 and August 14, 1998; B.H. Ripin and R.E. Pechacek,
Physical Review Letters vol. 24 (1970), p. 1330.
,

'^B.H. Ripin and R.L. Stenzel, Physical Review Letters, vol. 30 (1973),
Physical Review Letters vol. 31 n973^, p 1545
,

p.

45; R.L. Stenzel and B.H. Ripin,
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foils that

had a simpler geometry than the spherical pellets studied by the

confinement community.

inertial-

.

^

As

discussed above, interest in nuclear simulation experiments had decreased

during the 1970s, after detente and the Antiballistic Missile Treaty lessened governmental

concern about nuclear explosions in space and the energy

turned public attention

crisis

toward fusion as a clean alternative to fission energy. However, with the renewal of

Cold-War tensions during

the Carter and

Reagan administrations^ ^

Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), competing against a group

DNA work,

interest in nuclear

NRL group won

simulations returned. During the early 1980s, Ripin's

at

funding from the

Los Alamos.

Ripin's group "stumbled over lots of interesting things,"

in the

by scaling up

their

laboratory laser-plasma experiments to the dimensions of nuclear explosions in the earth's

magnetosphere. During the 1980s, his group published a number of papers on basic

plasma

effects.

Because the papers did not discuss the technical

details of full-scale

nuclear explosions, they had no trouble appearing in the open literature.^^

During the mid-1980s, Ripin wondered

that if the scientific

community could

accept scaling arguments from the laboratory to space, then perhaps
scaling

from the laboratory

to

cosmic dimensions.

By

it

might accept

the late 1980s, Ripin

branch of NRL's Plasma Physics Division, the Space Plasma Branch.

He

opportunity to broaden the group's program to include plasma astrophysics.

most

significant contributions concerned the analysis

time, there

was a controversy within

the astrophysical

headed a

took this

One of their

and scaling of shock waves.

community concerning

At the

the shape

^°B.H. Ripin, J.M. McMahon, E.A. McLean, W.M. Manheimer, and J.A. Stamper, Physical Review
Letters vol. 33 (1974), p. 634; R. Decoste, S.E. Bodner, B.H. Ripin, E.A. McLean. S.P. Obenschain,
and
,

CM.
8

Armstrong, Physical Review Letters

'Walter LaFeber, America.

1991), p. 284.
*^Ripin, Interviews.

*^Ripin, Interviews.

Ru ssia and

,

the

vol.

42 (1979),

p.

1673.

Cold War. 1945-1990

.

sixth edition

(New York: McGraw

Hill
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of the Crab Nebula. Astrophysicists tried to determine

developed structure when probably
his

team found

it

that if certain high-charge nuclei

that a pulsed laser

how the supernova remnant had

began as a "cue-ball smooth" explosion. Ripin and

were included

shock-wave developed structured

in the

turbulence.*'*

ambient plasma,

A comparison of the

NRL experimental results to a theoretical model developed by the astrophysicist Ethan
Vishniac did not show unambiguous agreement though they did not contradict one
another either. Ripin

felt that

the

work was highly-promising. However, he experienced

difficulty in getting the astronomical

arguments. They "snickered"
size of a golf ball" could tell

and astrophysical communities to

when Ripin

tried to

them something about a supemova.*^

However, problems of funding proved

With

the

end of the Cold War,

were the hardest

hit,

since

listen to his

convince them that an experiment "the

to

be more serious than those of reception.

NRL experienced a budget crunch.

The newer

initiatives

NRL preferred to maintain its established programs.

found that he had to devote a great deal of his time writing grant proposals

Ripin

in order to

maintain support from outside sources. Eventually, the Space Physics Branch was shut

down and

divided

among

Despite the loss
facilities.

at

the other branches of

NRL,

interest in

For example, the NIP program

NRL's Plasma Physics

Division.

plasma astrophysics survived

at

at

other

Lawrence Livermore used plasma

astrophysics as one of the scientific rationales for

its

construction.

Such

studies included

nuclear reaction rates, the equation of state, and the radiative opacity of stellar material.*^
In

its

discussion of NIP, the 1995

NRC physics report used the work of Ripin and his

^B.H.

Ripin, C.K. Manka, T.A. Peyser, E.A. McLean, J.A. Stamper, A.N. Mostovych, J. Grun, K.
Kearney, J.R. Crawford, and J.D. Huba, Laser and Particle Beams vol. 8 (1990), p. 183.
,

^^Ripin, Interviews.

^^Richard

W.

Lee, "Science on the NIF," Energy and Technology

Review (December,

1994), p. 43.
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NRL team to exemplify the sort of "multi disciplinary phenomena"
would be capable

that the

program

of.*'

During the 1990s, Bruno Coppi also maintained

his interest in astrophysical

problems, perhaps spurred on by the losses in the fusion program.

He participated in

the

Plasma Astrophysics Working Group of the APS, along with a number of astrophysicists
and plasma physicists,

to organize crossover

symposia

at the

culminated in 1997 with an effort to create a Topical Group
their initial appeal to the scientific

community

DPP meetings.

in

This work

Plasma Astrophysics. In

the group objected to the fragmentation of

plasma physics: "Despite identification of problems of mutual

interest, the

plasma

physics and astrophysics communities have remained, for the most part, quite distinct,

with different societies and memberships, conferences, and archival journals." They

noted that a primary reason for forming the topical group was "to build a stronger bridge

between the two communities."**

Two years

later the topical

group was

officially

accepted in the APS.

Gaseous Electronics

The weakening of funding

for fusion research sent slow ripples through the

plasma physics community. The other place

to look for alternative research besides

space physics and astrophysics was low-temperature plasmas.

By

the mid-1990s, plasma

technology had captured the attention of industries and military contractors working in
materials processing as well as fusion-research laboratories searching for alternative

research projects, such as

Culham Laboratory

This trend was reflected in the fourth

new

report had

moved

a great distance

NRC physics

study, published in 1995.

from the view of the Brinkman

*'Plasma Science Committee, Plasma Science: From Fundamental Research
(Washington, D.C.: National

Academy

**"Proposal for Formation of a Topical

"Why Plasma

Technological Applications

Press, 1995), p. 66.

Group

of Astrophysics of the APS, (February, 1997),

*^Michael Kenward,

to

The

report, published

Science

in

Plasma Astrophysics," Astrophysics Newsletter Division
.

p. 3.

Means

Business." Physics

World

(June. 1995), p. 31.
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nine years earlier. The third

NRC study had stressed fusion and space physics, and had

buried the discussion of low-temperature plasmas in a short portion of a chapter on
"general plasma physics. "^'^

The

fourth

NRC report, now using the general rubric

"plasma science" rather than "plasma physics," argued for the importance of industrial
applications

from

its first

chapter.

The Plasma Science Committee

regretted the

discipline's lack of attention to low-temperature plasmas: "Unfortunately,

research in this area has been neglected for

many

quantitative and experimental understanding of a

because basic

years, there is a severe lack of

wide range of phenomena

that

occur in

low-temperature collision-dominated plasmas."^' After reviewing a number of applied
areas,

such as lighting, isotope separation, electric propulsion, and materials processing,

the committee

warned

that "shrinking budgets"

had reduced the amount of work

in these

areas and that, to rectify the problem, a U.S. agency should take responsibility for the

coordination of low-temperature plasma research.^^

One

particularly dramatic

example of professional migration can be found

in the

career of Francis Chen, who, during the late 1980s, migrated from fusion research to the

plasma processing of materials. Since 1969, Chen had been
Engineering Department, where he helped develop

at the

UCLA Electrical

UCLA's plasma engineering program

and wrote the single most successful plasma physics textbook for use by graduate and
undergraduate students.^^ His research concentrated on the interaction of laser beams

and plasmas. During the period 1973-1986, he also was associated with
Incorporated and the Electric Power Research Institute, for

whom

TRW

he did work on

alternative magnetic fusion concepts, as well as isotope-separation techniques.

^Panel on

the Physics of Plasmas

and Fluids,

p. 124.

^'Plasma Science Committee, pp. 33-34.
^^Plasma Science Committee, pp. 45-46.
^^Francis F. Chen, Introduction to Plasma Physics

(New York: Plenum

Press, 1974).
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In 1985, shortly after publishing the second edition of his textbook,

career-changing encounter with
at the

Rod Boswell, who was working on

Chen had a

small plasma sources

Australian National University in Carberra. Boswell's sources produced "helicon

waves," or right-hand polarized electromagnetic waves, which he used to etch the

was of importance

surfaces of silicon wafers, an application that

semiconductor industry. Chen returned to
tells

the story (in third person):

to the

growing

UCLA excited by what he had seen.

"Around 1989, Chen decided

As he

to leave the comfort of a

strong and well-funded group in laser plasma interactions, which he had founded, in

order to explore the possibilities of helicon discharges."^'* After five years of

new

Chen wrote

field,

the series of review articles to alert the scientific

One purpose of these review
path by which

Chen came

which physics came
articles in the

IEEE

was

articles

work

to recount the history, not only of the

to the study of helicon- wave sources, but also the path

to study helicon

in this

community.

by

waves. Chen and Boswell published a pair of

Transactions of Plasma Science that recount the history of the study

of helicon waves in the laboratory and in space. In an effort to

attract the interest

general scientific community, they reviewed the study of whistler

waves

of the

in the earth's

magnetosphere, from the earliest work by Heinrich Barkhausen in 1919 to the work of

Owen

Storey during the 1950s.95 They also reviewed the

waves

in the

In 1960, Aigrain

in a

detection of whistler

produced standing electromagnetic waves confined

which he called "helicon waves." That same

waves

first

experiments of solid-state physicist Pierre Aigrain of the University of Paris.

gaseous plasma was accomplished

fusion machine.

in solid metals,

year, the first demonstration of helicon
at the

Harwell Laboratory on the

ZETA

The waves were launched by a radio frequency antenna and then

propagated through a plasma that was magnetically confined within a cylindrical cavity.
^'^Francis F.

Chen and Rod W. Boswell, "Helicons

Science vol. 25 (1997)
,

p.

'^Rod W. Boswell and Francis F. Chen, "Helicons
Science vol. 25 (1997) pp. 1229-1230.
,

--

The Past Decade," IEEE Transactions on Plasma

1245.

~ The Early

Years,"

IEEE

Transactions on Plasma
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who had become

During 1962, while on a sabbatical, Chen visited Peter Thonemann,
involved with the helicon-wave work

at

Chen

Harwell.

recalls that he

imbued with the excitement of a new discovery. "^^

Chen had

In 1985, while again on sabbatical,

visited the Australian National

University to do laser-fusion work, but went on a detour to

wave

Chen was

experiments.^''

helicon waves

damped away

mechanisms involving only

making him look
resuhs.

that

responsible.^^

Though

motivation for

Chen

by the

fact that

visit

Rod

Boswell's helicon-

Boswell had found that his

nearly 1000 times faster than could be calculated from

classical collisions. This effect excited Chen's curiosity,

for non-coUisional

He proposed

facility at

fascinated

"was immediately

'

damping

effects as the possible cause of Boswell's

Landau damping, a particle-wave mechanism, was

this effect

has not to this day been proved,

to migrate out of laser-fusion research

and

it

provided the

start a

initial

low-temperature

UCLA.

Most of Chen's

articles

in engineering journals.

diagnostics led

him

most clearly

an

in

on plasma processing and helicon sources were published

His expertise in building plasma machines and in plasma

to stress the instrumental basis of the discipHne. This is thematized

article entitled

"The 'Sources' of Plasma Physics," which he wrote on

the occasion of his acceptance of the

IEEE Plasma Science and

Prize in 1994. There, he gave a series of examples to

show

that

Applications Committee

"major advances

in the

development of the science of plasmas have frequently been triggered by the invention of
a

new plasma

isolated

source. "^^ After presenting thirteen examples of plasma sources that had

new plasma effects, Chen ended with

'^Boswell and Chen, "Helicons

--

The Early Years,"

p.

his

work on helicon-wave

sources.

1231.

^^Another one of Chen's intersections with helicon waves occurred during the 1970s, when his work at
on isotope separation led him to investigate a type of radio frequency antenna that was efficient in
launching helicon waves. See F.F. Chen, "Double Helix: The Dawson Separation Process," in T.

TRW

Katsouleas, ed..

From Fusion

to Light Surfing

^*Chen and Boswell, "Helicons

- The

(Redwood

City: Addison-Wesley, 1991), p. 207.

Past Decade," pp. 1249-1250.

^^Chen, "The 'Sources' of Plasma Physics,"

p. 20.
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Chen's

initial

new work met with
community

attempts during the 1980s to interest the fusion

"apathy."'*^ Nevertheless, he continued to

make

community

develop greater interest in low-temperature plasmas. In a review

to

in his

pleas to the fusion
article

the industrial applications of plasma physics, written for the Physics of Plasmas .

made

plea with particular force.

this

He began by

on

Chen

noting that "the science of high-

temperature and collisionless plasmas has grown explosively, fueled by the challenging

problems

in

magnetic fusion,

inertial fusion,

and space plasma physics" and then pointed

out that these "classical areas of plasma physics" have not taken

much

interest in

low-

temperature plasmas: "Gas discharges are viewed by them as being an empirical
discipline,

devoid of elegance and beset with unnecessary complications."

this attitude,

show

Chen reviewed a wide range of examples of industrial plasma

that "intellectually challenging

physics." '0'

He

stressed the fact that

problems can be found

in

To combat
research to

low-temperature plasma

much of the knowledge gained

in the study of high-

temperature plasmas was useful in the study of industrial plasmas, citing his

Landau damping

own work on

in helicon sources.

Career migrations such as Chen's have alerted the fusion community to the
possibility that

plasma physicists may have

research. Barrett Ripin,

1993,

felt that

who moved

the Division of

"lip service" to

to seek

employment

in other areas than fusion

into an administrative position with the

APS

in

Plasma Physics of the American Physical Society only paid

low-temperature plasmas. 'o^ Therefore, he sought to build bridges

between the two during the 1990s. In 1995, he helped organize a special forum on "MidCareer Change"

at the

DPP annual

'O^'Chen and Boswell, "Helicons

--

The

meeting

that,

he said,

2(1995)

p.

resonance" with the

Past Decade," p. 1245.

'O'Francis F. Chen, "Industrial Applications of Low-Temperature
vol.

hit a "big

Plasma Physics," Physics of Plasmas

2164.

"'^Chen, "Industrial Applications...," pp. 2173-2174.
"^^Barrett Ripin, Interviews with G.J. Weisel, June

4 and August

14, 1998.

,
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At the same meeting, Francis Chen received the

plasma community.

division's

James

Clerk Maxwell Prize and took the opportunity to speak about the changes occurring in

plasma physics. Regarding semiconductor etching Chen

good physics
that

inside of this topic,

"you can apply

all

said: "I've

been able

which has generally been considered

the fancy stuff

we

to find very

and added

'dirty',"

learned in fusion and space physics. "'^^

Containing Plasma Physics

The organization of the
institutional

discipline of

plasma physics around the cognitive and

concerns of fusion research was the result of the interaction of new scientific

research structural characteristics of science funding, Cold

War politics, and the
Lyman

enthusiasm of scientists and policymakers. In the United States, the path from
Spitzer's first sellarator to Livermore's National Ignition Facility

branches of government, research administrators, military

the three

officials, the scientists,

general public. Although the development of plasma physics

number of conclusions may be made concerning

was made by

was a complex

and the

one, a

the shape of the discipline and the

factors that brought this about.

The

narrative of the present study

larger periods of

is

growth and decline. The

broken up into four periods that form two

initial

push for fusion research during the years

of secrecy occurred in the context of Cold- War tensions. Administrators such as Lewis
Strauss hoped for a quick result from a crash program along the lines of the Manhattan
Project.

During 1959 and 1960, the "great instauration" of fusion

scientific

plasma physics and work
dominated the
the

same

initial

in

in

space

gaseous electronics. The fusion scientists therefore

shape of the institutions and research program of the discipline. At

time, the fusion

community came

'^Jaines Glanz, "Semiconductors

(November

scientists into the

mainstream proceeded with only minimal overlap with developments

Open

24, 1995), p. 1292.

"^^quoted in James Glanz, p. 1292.

a

to realize that a

quick solution to the fusion

New Niche for Plasma Researchers,"

Science, vol. 270
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problem was not forthcoming. For the next decade, the discipUne nurtured a modest
research program concerning basic plasma effects, in which Chen's

work on

relatively

small plasma devices and Coppi's astrophysical research were tolerated and even

welcomed. However, the unexpected

reawakened the drive toward the

rise

of the tokamak and inertial confinement fusion

practical goal of

1970s, scientists, policymakers, and legislators,

economical fusion power. During the

all

nurtured the hope of an infinite energy

source. This enthusiasm led to policy decisions that

had the consequence, perhaps

unintended, of placing severe constraints on avenues of research other than fusion
research or a

number of military

applications.

As

a result, the discipline found itself

confined by a small number of patrons that came to conceive of their missions as entirely
goal-directed.

With the
found

itself in

stalling of the fusion quest during the 1990s, the

a difficult situation.

plasma community

The preponderant influence of fusion research

nurtured an institutional structure that had difficulty in making supple adjustment to

changes

in

funding and research program. Low-temperature plasma research had been

virtually ignored for

decades by the mainstream plasma community and the plasma-

renewed importance caught the

physics funding agencies.

Its

discussed above, the 1995

NRC report called special attention to the discipline's neglect

discipline off guard.

As

of low-temperature work and warned that the United States "will be creating a future

problem"

if it

As

did not reverse the trend of declining budgets.

a result of the decay of fusion research, the disciplinary insfitutions of plasma

physics that were formed during the late 1950s and early 1960s have been shrinking.

What is
itself

particularly notable is that they are shrinking faster than general physics,

went through a period of significant readjustment

funding crunch for magnetic-fusion developed,

Plasma Physics of the

APS

'^Plasma Science Committee,

many

after the

scientists left the Division

altogether (see Figure 5-1). In

pp. 33-34, 45.

two

which

Cold War. As the

years,

from 1989

of
to 1991,
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the

DPP

went from 8.6% of APS membership

is likely that

many

number of other

of those

who

to

6.2%, a drop of over 900

scientists.

It

migrated to low-temperature plasma research joined a

professional organizations, such as the

American Vacuum Society, The

Materials Research Society, or the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

What were

the primary factors that led the

plasma physicists to rely on fusion

research and thereby severely constrain their options?

themselves
Certainly,

make

it

this

outcome? The

would be pleasing

study such as this one.

to

AEC

and

To what

extent did the physicists

DOE administrators?

be able to make such judgments

As Max Weber

noted, "if history

is to raise itself

of a mere chronicle of noteworthy events and personalities,"

importance of any one historical factor "within the

Congress?

after a long historical

totality

it is

above the level

desirable to judge the

of infinitely numerous

'factors'."

However, recent work

in the history

making causal connections or proposing

and sociology of science warns against
For example,

structural models.

in their analysis

of the genesis of the Canadian fusion program, the sociologists of science Yves Gingras

and Michel Trepanier conclude that the decision to build a Canadian tokamak

was

the result of a

in

complex marshaling of different constraints and resources on

1977
the part

of the scientists and policy makers, including national pride, national energy needs,
industrial interest, technical

arguments concerning fusion machines, and public opinion.

Gingras and Trepanier claim that their analysis shows that

it

is

impossible to determine

the relative weight of the various factors affecting their historical case, as

would be

attempted in a "factor analysis." The decision to build a Canadian tokamak shows that

'O'^This is

based on a manual count of the Unit Listings found in the back of the 1998-1999 Membership
Membership Directory of the American Physical Society.

Directory and the 2000-2001
'O^Barrett Ripin, Interviews.

'O^W.G. Runciman, Weber. Selections

in Translation

(Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1978),

p.

111.

"it
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is

impossible to define a stable element that would allow one to construct a hierarchy and

somehow weight each
There

is,

factor's

impact.""^

however, a considerable distance between "factor analysis," with

and an

quantitative correlation of separable variables,

historical sociology

its

such as

Weber's, which seeks to account for the structure and transformation of social
institutions,

while

at the

same time recognizing

nature of historical development. There also

Weberian perspective and analyses
relative

Such

is

the non-teleological

and contingent

a considerable distance between a

that resolutely avoid

any judgments regarding the

importance of different historical factors and preexisting institutional structures.

rigidly "mesoscopic" theories'" seek to pass every element of historical analysis

through one master concept, be

it

network, discourse, or culture.

It is

the history and sociology of science that such approaches are praised

not

uncommon

man is

methodologies to mere caricatures. Whereas Gingras and Trepanier's straw
"factor analysis,"

claims to

Bruno Latour runs from

know more

blame those

the horrors of "classical sociology,"

than the historical actors

actors. Latour's actor-network

it

studies and

in

by reducing other

which seeks

which

judge or

to

approach therefore concentrates

at the

micro-

sociological level and eschews hierarchies of causation, which, Latour feels, are guilty of

one or another species of technological or economic determinism. "2
Latour's approach

is

laudable in

its

resolve to keep an open

complexity of historical development. However,
it is

this perspective

maintained to the exclusion of other interpretive

tools.

mind about

can

itself

the

be limiting

if

For example, in

understanding the development of American science policy surrounding the birth of the

""Yves Gingras and Michel Trepanier, "Constructing a Tokamak: Political, Economic and Technical
Factors as Constraints and Resources," Social Studies of Science, vol. 23 (1993), p. 29.

"'As

discussed in Chapter

1, 1

have taken

this

term from Peter Galison, Image and Logic (Chicago:
.

University of Chicago, 1997), p. 61.

""Bruno Latour. Aramis.
19, 42, 199.

or.

The Love of Technology (Camhridge: Harvard University

Press, 1996), pp.
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National Science Foundation, Daniel Kleinman finds that Latour's model

is

incapable of

He

taking account of the relative strength and importance of different historical actors.

Theda Skocpol's

therefore turns to

institutional structure

of the U.S.

state,

NSF was

Kleinman finds

that the

structure of the

American

"state-centered model,"

which

founded

the

"refracts the influence of social groups. ""^

in the

legislative process.

which concentrates on

wake of a temporary change

The form taken by

the

to the

NSF was molded by

the interests of the executive branch, business, and the scientists, in their effort to affect
the course of legislation through the structure of the

American

state.

In keeping with the general spirit of Kleinman's analysis,
the important actors in the development of
refracted

by

I

have sought to identify

plasma physics and how

institutional circumstances. In

doing

so, a

their actions

were

wide range of factors have been

considered which are not so different from those discussed by Gingras and Trepanier.

my

However,

One

analysis directs attention to the confining effects of patron relationships.

crucial characteristic of these patron relationships

proceeded

in the

was

that the funding process

atmosphere of the crash-program, which was encouraged by various

real

or imagined political pressures on the American government.
If

we

concentrate on the scientists' role as informal or formal advisors in the

making of plasma physics, then

it

is

easy to overestimate the extent of their influence.

This role was evident from the beginning of the history of fusion research.
1951, the nuclear physicist Marcus Oliphant of Canberra, Australia,
British press for a

comment on

some doubt about

Richter's results but

and

I

would very much

like to

On March

was asked by

26,

the

the Peron-Richter announcement. Oliphant expressed

know

added

that "there is nothing impossible about

more."""* In later years, the opinion that there

it

was

nothing scientifically impossible about controlled thermonuclear fusion seemed to lend

"^Daniel Lee Kleinman.

Politics

on the Endless Frontier: Postwar Research Policy

(Durham; Duke University Press, 1995),

p. 14.

"'^"Cheaper Atomic Energy," The Times Monday, March 26, 1951.
.

in the

United States

^
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credence to the idea that
that "the general

it

would one day be reaUzed.

consensus

plasma temperature,

is that

there

is

In 1974,

Samuel Glasstone wrote

no fundamental reason why the conditions of

and confinement time required for practical nuclear

particle density,

fusion cannot be achieved, conceivably early in the next decade."

Many

fusion scientists went further in their enthusiastic speculations. In his

popularization of fusion research, Kenneth Fowler quoted Joan Bromberg's remark from

1982

that "success in fusion

Fowler claimed

.

.

.

has never been viewed as assured." Writing in 1997,

Bromberg's warning could be "considerably modified" and suggested

that

that the Princeton experiments of

1994 had "pierced the

beyond our expectations." He closed

the

veil

of ignition physics even

book by pointing out

a

number of

"predictable

breakthroughs" in fusion research that only required renewed funding for their success:

"What

is

needed

to

make

this

happen

not a scientific breakthrough but a political

is

one."H6

However,

it

would be wrong

indicated the unequivocal
the entire discipline.

to

power of the

conclude that such highly-public remarks
scientists or that their opinions reflected those of

Though I have no

intention of proposing a structural

explain the development of plasma physics,
actors in the

and

its

plasma community and those

patrons.

group of

I

do want

that

concentrate on the fusion

scientists in the

I

model

that

mediated between the plasma community

community

since

it

was

the

most

influential

development of plasma physics. Very schematically,

it

seems

reasonable to distinguish the statesman scientists, such as

Amasa Bishop and Robert

Hirsch; the elite scientists of the discipline, such as James

Tuck and Harold

finally the rank-and-file

can

to discuss the varying responses of

Furth; and

plasma physicists working under them."'

"^Samuel Glasstone. Controlled Nuclear Fusion U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (Washington, D.C.:
.

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974),

p. 84.

"^Fowler. The Fusion Quest pp. 181-182, 200.
,

'

"These

distinctions are similar to those

made by Chandra Mukerji. A

State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989), p. 193.
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The

statesman-scientists

worked

for federal funding agencies

and communicated

with both the scientists and Congress. They varied greatly in terms of the circumstances
that they

found themselves

interrelationship of politics

in

and the manner

and science.

in

which they dealt with the

When Amasa Bishop became

the Assistant

Director of Controlled Thermonuclear Research in 1966, the fusion program
to

show much

JCAE

in the

way of success. He

budget for fusion research. At one committee meeting

to maintain or increase the

in early 1966,

Senator Pastore complained to Bishop that the results in fusion research

had not been impressive during the early 1960s and

down

to

was unable

therefore faced an uphill battle in convincing the

that this "has

been more or

less a let

some, including myself." Chairman Holifield asked: "Do you believe that the

progress made, and will you

tell

us what progress has been made, justifies the

continuation of this program?" Bishop then launched into a difficult discussion on

reducing the impurities, raising the temperature, and improving the confinement of the
fusion machines. After Bishop's presentation of what he believed
progress, Holified asked "what actual tangible progress have

points?"

When

saying "you lost

Bishop attempted

me

to

answer

was

significant

you made on those

this question again, Pastore

three

stopped him

a half hour ago. Doctor."

Bishop had the handicap of having

to

make

a case for fusion research during a

period that could not boast of any breakthroughs. Robert Hirsch's stewardship of the

AEC during the early
particular

1970s offered a stark contrast with Bishop's, both because of his

management

style as well as the technical

and

scientific

circumstances of

fusion research. Rather than speak to Congress about arcane details that they could not

understand, Hirsch

program.

When

was

able to concentrate on progress

he did speak of technical

details,

made

he did so

in

in a

growing fusion

terms of easy-to-

understand concepts such as plasma pressure, temperature, or time of confinement,

"*Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,

March

AEC Authorizing Legislation.

8-15, 1966, Part 3 (Washington, D.C., U.S.

Government

Fiscal

Year 1967 February
.

all

2,

Printing Office, 1966), pp. 1296-1301.

of
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which seemed

to

testified to the

JCAE

is

improve impressively during the period of his leadership. After Hirsch

March, 1970, Chairman Holifield expressed satisfaction

in

The

a very competent witness."!'^

directors of

Erwin Kintner and John Clarke, continued

to stress technical

milestones throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s. If the

community found
found

it

it

difficult to

The

elite

plasma

However,
hanging

scientists reacted to their patrons

after the lean times

Norman Rostoker

scientists like

in the

fusion physics
is

[is that]

make

it

you

to accept the necessity

of relying on a large

In an interview, Rostoker expressed this

that he attributed to

don't learn physics.

Roald Sagdeev: "The way

You

don't develop

new

the 1970s,

in

making

welcomed

'

ORNL,

'^Joint

in

of Princeton University maintained a consistent belief

the

large claims of the U.S. government.

It

that fusion scientists

was Furth who, during

move away from basic plasma physics and toward

though his acceptance of the use of D-T fuel

Committee on Atomic Energy,

Part 2 (Washington, D.C., U.S.

'^^romberg. Fusion

now

technology. All

goal of fusion energy. Furth also led Princeton's fight of 1973 to win the

from

it is

bigger. "'^i

plasma physics should center on fusion research and, moreover,

were justified

ways.

objected to the construcfion of larger and larger

By contrast, Harold Furth
that

in different

pinch) to insure funding.'^o In future years, other

tokamak program.

opinion by recalling a remark

you do

and managers

of the early 1960s and with the Los Alamos program

Tuck was brought

ill-fated Scyllac theta

machines, especially

'

had begun.

it

resisting the pressure to build larger experiments during the 1950s.

in the balance,

experiment (the

breakthroughs and program

members of the plasma

avoid the onset of Hirsch's big science mentality, they

even harder to disengage from the process once

James Tuck began by

that "he

CTR research who followed Hirsch,

,

p. 145.

'^'Rostoker, Interviews.

AEC Authorizing Legislation.

Government

in the

Fiscal

Printing Office, 1971), p. 569.

the practical

TFTR contract

"two-component

Year 1971 March
.

3-5, 1970,
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reactor" concept.

When,

in 1978, the

DOE's Foster panel suggested

that funding

spread to more concepts than just the tokamak, Furth defended Princeton's

claiming that the panel wanted "to blunt the forward march of the tokamak ...

you introduce
things,

it's

the idea that

mechanism

a wonderful

Still others, like

enthusiastic acceptance.

program

at

to wait to

make

sure this

for waiting forever."

Bruno Coppi,

fell

somewhere

Coppi played the

in

As soon

as

the best of all possible

is

'22

between iconoclastic dissent and

DOE system and built a successful tokamak

MIT. Nevertheless, he harbored doubts about

community. Speaking

Coppi

you have

be

TFTR by

to the Erice conference

on

the behavior of the fusion

alternative fusion concepts, in 1981,

said:

I

think that the usefulness of doing the fusion work lies in learning what
don't know. Now the trouble is that somehow the fusion community

we

has deceived the governments, in letting the governments expect practical
results in a short time. We should have gone about our lack of funding as
the 'elementary particle' or 'astrophysics' people do. In fact, they have
proved that it is possible to get money and make a decent living without
deceiving. '^3

Either as a result of this judgment or because of

plasma astrophysics throughout

opinions of the

it

Coppi maintained

his career.

The present study has not had much
physicists. Instead,

it,

his interest in

.

^.

to say about the rank-and-file

plasma

has traced the history of plasma physics in terms of the careers and

elite scientists

and the statesmen-scientists. To some degree,

this is

necessary for a project as large as this one. However, the career decisions of the rankand-file scientists cast light

on disciplinary

scientists experience a different

trends.

Not only do

the rank-and-file

range of professional opportunities but they also have a

different perception of the state of the research program. This last point
at

a meeting of the

AEC Standing Committee during the Hirsch years.

'^^quoted in Heppenheimer,
'2^B. Brunelli and

1982), p. 500.

p.

G.G. Leotta,

was made

clearly

In a discussion

203.

eds.,

Unconventional Approaches

to

Fusion

(New York: Plenum

Press,
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regarding the

Oak Ridge

new

timetables of the fusion program, Fowler of Livermore and Postma of

reported on a poll taken at their laboratories, which revealed that "as one

moves from

lab director to group leader to

bench

an increasing

scientists there is

uncertainty as to the possibility of achieving feasibility in the next decade. "'2'*

One

particularly interesting investigation, that has not

been attempted here,

concerns the fate of university plasma research that had been conducted during the 1960s

on

relatively small

plasma machines.

When

the fusion

community turned

to the

tokamak

and the ICF machines during the 1970s, many of these university programs—at schools
such as the University of Miami, Stevens Institute of Technology, and Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute— experienced a weakening of funding and often their personnel were
forced to look to other avenues of work. '^5
Shifts in personnel also occurred at the national laboratories

changes. The career paths of rank-and-file scientists at Los

due

to policy

Alamos and Livermore,

for

example, would cast light on the cancellation of the theta-pinch and mirror programs,
respectively.

The

institutional shifts

political scientist

Debra Rosenthal gives us a glimpse of such

by interviewing a number of rank-and-file

scientists at the

Los Alamos

and Sandia National Laboratories. Although most of her subjects worked on defense
systems, a few worked in fusion.

One of these

the "explicit understanding" that he

was

to

latter

came

to

Sandia around 1980 with

work on fusion and not weapons. However,

during the mid-1980s, the fusion project that he was a part of became tied to
It

SDI

funding.

soon became clear that he would have to work on SDI or leave the laboratory. In part

because he had just started a family, the young scientist decided to

'^^Bennett Miller, "Minutes of the

CTR Standing Committee,

October

stay.

10, 1972,"

Reflecting on

November 24,

1972,

p. 2,

AR47/AIP.
'25This suggestion

was made

to

me

by Harry

S.

who conducted smaller-scale plasma research
communications to G.J. Weisel, April, 2001.

Robinson,

the University of Miami. Harry S. Robinson, personal

at
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his position

and

that of his coworkers, he

highly specialized, we're
It

would be an

still

noted that "even

if

somewhat highly

trained

and

just workers. "'26

error, therefore, to overstress the role

of the fusion physicists

themselves in defining the trajectory of fusion research and plasma physics.

Some

scholarship in the history and sociology of science depicts the relationship between
scientists

and the

state as

one

in

which the

scientists

were largely beholden

government. In her study of the immediate post-war years, Jessica

members of the
become

scientific

community on

Wang

to the call of

finds that

the "progressive left" attempted and failed to

The

significant political actors in the formation of science policy.

failure of

these efforts helped establish a political consensus that affected the general scientific

community

for years to

crucial period in
limit of their

As

come: "For the American

own

polifical

discussed in

1940s were the

power."

Chapter

3, the

conditions of secrecy in the 1950s were a formative

influence on the early fusion community.

opposed or

scientists, the late

which they simultaneously established and discovered the extent and

criticized

by a

significant

The

classification of fusion research

number of scientists

was

some congressmen

(as well as

and representatives of industry). The thinking of science administrators such as Lewis
Strauss

was guided by Cold War concerns about nuclear

and international

proliferation

competition, both of which were heightened by optimism regarding fusion research.

seems plausible

to suggest that

some of the American

adjusting to this state of affairs. There

is

It

fusion scientists had difficulty in

some evidence

that

even the

elite scientists

were

affected by the culture of secrecy. During the earliest years of the stellarator program,

Lyman

Spitzer

wanted the

AEC to declassify aspects of Project Sherwood so that he

could recruit scientists and publish some of the Princeton work. In pursuing this request,
'^^Debra Rosenthal, At the Heart of the Bomb: The Dangerous Allure of Weapons

Addison- Wesley, 1990),
'^''Jessica

(Chapel

Wang, American Science

Hill:

Work (Reading:

p. 193.

in

an

Age of Anxiety:

University of North Carolina, 1999), p.

8.

Scientists.

Anticommunism. and

the

Cold War
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misunderstandings between Spitzer and the
research to a

number of friends and

Spitzer wrote a worried-sounding

AEC led him to divulge the purpose of his
At the

family.

memorandum

tail

end of the McCarthy years,

detailing his security infractions. '28

In addition to any disagreement or discomfort shared

years of secrecy had lasting effects on the discipline.
scientists that

by the fusion

scientists, the

The 1950s defined a cadre of

formed the kernel around which the discipline of plasma physics formed.

This cadre proved to be responsive to the requests and needs of the

state,

whether by

personal choice or professional necessity. In addition to this formative influence, secrecy

continued to be a familiar circumstance for

program but also

in military research

In her study of oceanography,
relationship

between

scientists

many plasma

scientists, not

only in the ICF

concerning plasma dynamics and pulsed power.

Chandra Mukerji describes the post-war

and the United States government as a

"fragile power." In

rough analogy with Piven and Cloward's analysis of the function of social welfare as a

means of maintaining

a reserve labor force, Mukerji sees the scientific

community

as a

kind of elite reserve labor force. In keeping with Vannevar Bush's definition of U.S.
science policy in Science

— The

Endless Frontier agencies like the Office of Naval
,

Research and the National Science Foundation funded talented or established
oceanographers with short-term contract of so-called "soft money." Because basic
research

was conceived by Bush

to contribute to national strength, the research that

funded often did not have any immediate practical application. '^^ Though
certain

autonomy

for the post-war scientists,

it

also left

them beholden

to the U.S. state

for the funds necessary to conduct their experiments: "Their successes in using

instruments to

empower

scientific thinking

have contributed to their increased

dependence on government, not increased autonomy from

'28Lyman

Spitzer,

'^^Mukerji, p. 53
'30Mukerji,

p. 12.

Memorandum,

April 20, 1955,

AR47/AIP.

it.

"'3°

was

this created a

new
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Though

the ocean researchers that Mukerji concentrates

and not the national laboratories, her analysis

universities

suggestive for

many

One reason

of the plasma scientists.

plasma physics, which made

is

on often resided

at

applicable or at least

for this

is

the unique identity of

especially prone to the vicissitudes of the U.S. funding

it

Like Mukerji's oceanographers, the fusion scientists needed a great deal of

institutions.

funding to construct and run their experiments, funding that would not easily be

forthcoming from any other source than the federal government.

More
sciences
scientific

.

.

important, like oceanography, plasma physics

one whose

.

community

whole

as a

two major handicaps with
"basic science" and,

on

astrophysics. Second,

little

one of the

"less prestigious

is

questioned."'^'

Plasma physics has fought against

success. First, the discipline has never been seen as a

has paled in comparison to high-energy physics and

this score,

plasma physics has had limited success

promises to deliver useful applications— in

compare poorly with

is

status as a unified discipline as well as its status within the

in

making good on

its

fusion and a number of other areas—making

disciplines like solid-state physics

it

'

and nuclear physics.

Before turning to a comparison between plasma physics and the other physics
disciplines,

I

want

to look in greater detail at the structure

and culture of the funding

process that affected fusion research and so plasma physics in general. In his resignation
letter to the

this

DOE of

though perhaps not
the

1981,

Edwin Kintner remarked

country will succeed, unless driven by
in the

way

American fusion program

From

its earliest

that

"I

doubt that any future attempt in

crisis." '32 Kintner's

remark

is instructive,

he intended. One plausible interpretation of much of

is that it

was motivated predominately by

years, the U.S. fusion

crisis.

program maintained a pattern of policy

decisions that gave the fusion program the air of a crash program. In August, 1953,

Commissioner Eugene Zuckert wrote
'-3

to

Lewis Strauss, requesting

that a

'Mukerji, p. 14.

'32Edwin E. Kintner, Letter

to

Alvin

W.

Trivelpiece,

November 24,

1981, AR47/AIP.

AEC

"quantum jump"
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be taken

thermonuclear research in

in controlled

much

the

same way

that research

was

accelerated on the thermonuclear bomb.'^^ Throughout the 1950s, Strauss's drive to beat

both the Soviet and British fusion efforts legitimated and even necessitated "leaving no
stone unturned to accelerate the

Many

of funds permit." '3''

Sherwood

project to the greatest extent that availability

shared Strauss's enthusiasm for fusion research, in Congress,

However, even

industry and to a significant degree in the scientific community.
scientists like

when

Richard Post and

them aside

Strauss pulled

much money can you

Lyman

Spitzer recall being surprised and a

to ask questions

such as

"How can

I

little

help?" and

elite

worried

"How

use?"'^^

The concern with

and the buttressing of American prestige

practical achievements

continued after Strauss's tenure. Even during the 1960s, ostensibly the decade of basic

plasma physics, the U.S. fusion
technical achievements to

scientists

and policymakers had

to rely

on impressive

loosen the purse strings of the federal government. The

instrumental shifts of the late 1960s and early 1970s

made

it

possible to sell the program

with renewed vigor to the U.S. funding institutions. Robert Hirsch and those

followed him

"plasma
2000.

knew

that

test reactors"

The fusion

Congress would respond

by the early 1980s and "demonstration power plants" by

scientists

were concerned

hard but they soon came to accept the

Herman interviewed
them during
were now

a

the 1970s

who

to the logic of milestones that

new

number of fusion
was

that Hirsch

was pushing

the

promised

the year

program too

challenges that were laid out for them. Robin

scientists

that "the people

who

and concluded

that Hirsch's lesson for

held the pursestrings in Washington

in charge. "'^^

'^^E.M. Zuckert, Letter to Lewis Strauss, August 25, 1953, AR47/AIP.

i34Lewis L. Strauss, Letter to General Kenneth Fields, October 28, 1957. Box 5673, folder 11,
'^^Post, "Plasma Physics in the Twentieth Century," p. 1640; Bromberg, Fusion, p. 44.

HO/DOE.

'36r.l. Hirsch, "Fusion Power: An Assessment of Ultimate Potential and Research and Development
Requirements," written for the Federal Council on Science and Technology, July, 1972, AR47/AIP.

'^'Herman,

p. 105;

Bromberg,

p.

211.
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The making of American plasma physics required

the nascent

community

to

respond to a governmental funding apparatus that was steeped in the political culture of
the

Cold

War and

addicted to the logic of the crash program.

for the ultimate goal of fusion energy

Of course, an enthusiasm

and international competition was not maintained

only by the United States. In his memoirs, Roald Sagdeev implies that the Russian fusion

program was driven by a similar motivations. The Manhattan project and the Soviet

bomb effort brought the entire

international conmiunity to be "spoiled

by quick

successes" and led them to believe that "if an appropriate budget were given

it

would

almost guarantee immediate technical progress in resolving any problems nature
presented us."'^^ Even a small sampling of Soviet popular scientific literature (in
translation) reveals

counterparts.

•

examples of the

sort of

optimism

that is

found

in their

American

3'

Nevertheless, there are significant peculiarities about the U.S. funding system.

Bruno Coppi compared
American fusion

the

scientists

American and Soviet fusion communities by noting
were required

to

show

budgets. This process created serious difficulties

results

if

each

fiscal

that the

year to maintain their

and when the American

scientists

experienced scientific and technical difficulties. In such a year, the American scientists

were forced

to create a blind for the funding agencies: "If

have to invent a party

community was,

line,

a fashion, to cover

it

up."

On

you have not understood

relatively speaking, assured of the government's

"The Russians had long-range funding," Coppi recalled, "and
the plasma physics they could say they have not understood

on the same concept."

it,

you

the other hand, the Russian

it

if

commitment

to fusion.

they did not understand

and keep hammering away

''^'^

'38Sagdeev, p. 102.

Powerhouse of the Atom (Seattle: University Press of the Pacific, 1979), p. 289; N.N.
Semenov, "Prospects of Science: A Soviet Vision," in Editors of Survey, The State of Soviet Science
'39k. Gladkov.

.

(Cambridge;

MIT Press,

1965), p. 41; I.N. Golovin, I.V. Kurchatov:

Soviet Nuclear Scientist (Bloomington:

'^runo Coppi,

The Selbstverlag

A Socialist-Realist Biography of the

Press, 1968).

Interview with Joan Bromberg, April 30, 1980, AR47/AIP.
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Whether Coppi's comparison between
accurate or not

is

less of

an issue than what

it

the Soviet

American fusion community. Other examples

American funding process made

that the

research program.

You

Once committed

are not hard to find.

difficult for the fusion

it

to the

and American communities

is

says about the self-perception of the

tokamak,

it

was

Norman Rostoker

community

to alter

felt

its

difficult to turn back:

sums of money without, not only making large
promises, but also conveying a sense in the whole community that you are
on the right track. You can't tell them 'I guess it wasn't quite the right
track; we should take a different direction.' The chances that the money
will disappear—when its handled the way it is by Congress—are quite
good. So changing course is terribly risky.'"*'

Though

don't get large

the elite fusion scientists benefited

from

their relations with the federal

government, they also knew that they had to "sing
with the

in

harmony"— both with each

DOE— in order to maintain the fusion budget.

In her analysis of the decision during the

mid-1970s

to build the

Joan Bromberg discusses the tension in the motivations of the Princeton

between

their allegiance to the

other and

'"'^

TFTR tokamak,
scientists,

academic discipline of plasma physics and

to the goal-

oriented program of fusion research. She suggests that this tension obtained because "the

Princeton investigators were in close touch with the discipline of plasma physics and the

While

problems internal to

it."''*^

present study

the fusion scientists

is that

this is true to a degree,

were not

in

whole, despite the fact that their research and

its

influence on the discipline. In addition, even

when

one of the main points of the

touch with plasma physics as a

funding exerted a preponderant
the fusion scientists had an awareness

of the broader discipline, their institutional allegiances limited their actual involvement.
This can be seen in
institutional

at least

two ways.

pinch effect, was restricted in

its

First, the

fusion program, in a sort of

ability to investigate alternative

''*'Rostoker, Interviews.

''*^Rostoker, Interviews.

''*3Bromberg,

"TFTR: The Anatomy of a Programme Decision,"

p.

579.

machine
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designs as a result of

its

increased funding. Rather than apportion the funding across a

broad program, as Richard Post recommended, the
a

money

eventually

few big machines. This was evident from the early Hirsch

Committee meeting of 1972, Solomon Buschsbaum noted
the price that

such

must be paid for increased

visibility is likely to generate."''*^

visibility

was concentrated

that "decreased flexibility is

and the increased financial support

And indeed,

the rise of the

mirror.

It

also continued to frustrate the

that

tokamak and ICF

programs during the 1970s and the contraction of funding during the 1980s led
cancellation of major fusion programs such as

in

At a Standing

years.

to the

Los Alamos' theta pinch and Livermore's

development of alternative fusion concepts. In

1995, the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress expressed concern

about "the narrowing scope of the magnetic fusion energy program [and] the lack of
support for research on alternative concepts. "•'^^

One example
during the 1990s

is

that illustrates the difficulty of pursuing alternative fusion research

Norman

provided by

Rostoker's efforts to build a research program

at

the University of California, Irvine concerning a novel fusion concept that he called
"colliding

beam

number of ways.
configuration,"
Christofilos'

the fusion

fusion." His concept contrasted with mainline fusion research in a
First, the

device used a confining magnetic field in the "reversed-field

which had been explored and rejected many years

work on

machine

the Astron

community had

relied

at

Lawrence Livermore.

'"^^

By

•'^^Bennett Miller, "Minutes of the

the

Nicholas

In addition, although

on beam technology for many years as a means of

heating the confined plasma, Rostoker wished to use
reactions themselves.

earlier in

beams

to

produce the fusion

end of 1994, Rostoker had teamed up with Henk

CTR Standing Committee,

October

10, 1972,"

November

24, 1972, p. 2,

AR47/AIP.
•'^^Office of Techology Assessment, The Fusion Energy Program: The Role of TPX and Alternate
Concepts (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1995), Chapter 2.
.

Rostoker, F. Wessel, H. Rahman, B.C. Maglich, B. Spivey, and A. Fisher, "Magnetic Fusion with
High Energy Self-Colliding Ion Beams," Phvsical Review Letters vol. 70, no. 12 (1993), p. 1818.
''*^N.

,
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Monkhorst of the University of Florida. Monkhorst's contribution moved Rostoker's
concept even further from the mainline fusion program. Rather than use the usual
fuel,

Monkhorst suggested using the "advanced

fuel" of protons

and

'B.

'

D-T

The nuclear

reaction of interest had a larger energy output but a lower cross section. In an effort to

enhance the cross section, Monkhorst hoped

to take

advantage of a nuclear resonance that

required the polarization of the I'B beam.

With an approach

'

->
.

that contrasted so strongly with the

Rostoker and coworkers confronted a number of

DOE,
a

difficulties.

mainstream fusion program,
Rather than rely on the

he pursued private sources of funding. This required him to establish contact with

number of investors

in order to start

and maintain the

project.

He

also experienced

frequent difficulty in publishing his work. In one case, Rostoker sent a paper on

coUiding-beam fusion
attract the interest

to

The Physical Review

Letters hoping that his
,

new

idea would

of the general physics community. Three referees allowed that the

idea looked "interesting" but insisted that the paper not be published unless the
Irvine

team could demonstrate

that their

This condition had been a standard

stable."

UC,

machine was "magnetohydrodynamically
test for

designing mainstream fusion

machines for many years. However, Rostoker's concept required that the plasma
particles

have large gyro radiuses. The resulting plasmas had more

in

common

with

accelerator physics than with traditional magnetic-confinement research, a point that

Rostoker had emphasized
year, Rostoker

was able

in the original version

of the paper. After a delay of nearly a

to get the paper published, but only after he asked that

reconsidered by an Associate

it

be

Editor.''*''

In addition to restricting fusion research

itself,

the funding process has placed

strong constraints on the cognitive shape of plasma physics as a discipline. In this regard,
it is

helpful to

compare plasma physics

to other fields, such as solid-state physics, nuclear

''*'Norman Rostoker, Interviews with G.J. Weisel, April, 1996;
Physics, Corrections and

Norman

Minor Changes," personal communication

Rostoker, "Containing Plasma

to G.J. Weisel,

June

1

and

2,

2001.
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physics, astrophysics, and high-energy physics.

much

as the other physics discipUnes for

Plasma physics has not been respected

two closely

as

interrelated reasons. First, the

plasma community's conception of "basic research" has not been accepted by the general
physics community and the funding agencies. Second, plasma physics has not been able
to deliver

on a number of

Under

was unable
scientific

its

well-advertised applications, most notably fusion energy.

the pressure of the fusion

to nurture

any sustained

program and other

effort in "basic

community probably never accepted

applications,

fact, the

was such a

the idea that there

evident in the 1972

plasma physics

plasma physics." In

NRC review.

general

thing as

The Bromley

"basic plasma physics." This

is

was

NRC reviews in attempting to compare and contrast the

the

most thorough of the

The Physics Survey Committee conducted

different "subfields" of physics.

report

a "jury

rating" of the subfields in terms of both extrinsic ("man's understanding of his

world or

universe") and intrinsic ("the technological opportunities arising from science")
characteristics of merit. '"^^

Although the different program elements of plasma physics

scored somewhat high on intrinsic categories such as "ripeness for exploration," they
scored uniformly low on categories such as "potential for discovery of fundamental
laws." Overall, plasma physics

was judged

similarly to acoustics and optics.

to

be of primarily extrinsic

interest, scoring

A second grouping of subfields— condensed matter,

nuclear, and atomic-molecular-electron-were judged about evenly for intrinsic and
extrinsic characteristics. Finally, a third grouping of subfields—elementary particles

astrophysics-relativity—scored highly for intrinsic and quite
It

in the

seems unlikely, therefore,

that

low

Bruno Coppi's suggestion

manner of high-energy physics could have worked. In both

categories, the Physics Survey

•''^Physics

Committee judged

Survey Committee, Physics

in Perspective, vol.

Sciences, 1972), pp. 393, 395.
''*^Physics

Survey Committee, pp. 404, 407.

that

1

and

for extrinsic.''*^
to sell

plasma physics

extrinsic

and

intrinsic

plasma physics contrasted strongly

(Washington, D.C.: National

Academy

of

'
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with elementary-particle physics. Whereas plasma physics scored as high as any subfield
for "contribution to national defense," elementary particles barely registered at

the other hand, elementary particles

was

rated the highest of

all

persisted through the years.

attitudes are evident

Dreams of a

even

The causes and consequences of such

in the popularizations written

by the

Final Theory the high-energy physicist Steven
,

fundamental problems that

by necessity elegant and

we

scientists themselves. In

Weinberg

Not only

discipline seeks "the principles that govern everything."

the sought-for principles are

On

plasma physics.'^o

"potential for discovery of fundamental laws," in stark contrast to

Such judgments

all.

the subfields for

offers that his

he promises that

that,

beautiful: "It is

expect to find beautiful answers." '5'

when we

By

study truly

plasma

contrast,

physics has never been able to claim that a reductionist or elegant plasma theory

is

possible. Even Kenneth Fowler's enthusiastic book The Fusion Quest reflects nothing of

the cultural capital of Weinberg's. In his introduction to a bewildering discussion of the

Vlasov equation and a reef of plasma
the reader

who bears

with

me

instabilities.

will find

Fowler can only muster:

some reward

as the complexity, that can be found in the world of

Though
productive, the

the

in a

"I

hope

that

glimpse of the pleasure, as well

plasma physics. "'^^

program of basic plasma theory and experiment of the 1960s had been

AEC had to rely on fusion hopes and not the discipline's conception of

basic science as a

means of getting funding through

the

JCAE. United

States science

policy never provided an encouraging environment for basic plasma-physics, construed
as a

program of the experimental and

theoretical isolation of individual

plasma

effects.

Nevertheless, there were persistent calls for such a program, following the fusion buildup

of the 1970s. The NRC's Brinkman report, published in 1986, recommended "a renewed

commitment by

the federal

government

to basic research ...

An

adequate level of basic

ISOphysics Survey Committee, pp. 404.

15'Steven Weinberg.
'^^Fowler,

p.

43.

Dreams of a

Final Theory.

(New York: Pantheon Books,

1992), pp. 61, 165.
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research, free

from short-term, application-oriented goals, should be established

to provide the foundations for future scientific

in order

advances and new technologies." '^^

Similar conclusions were repeated nine years later by the Plasma Science Committee of
the

NRC. Commenting on

the continued

weakness of basic plasma experiments, the

committee warned that "the future health of plasma science as a discipline hinges on the
revitalization of basic

plasma science" and noted

decline in the last 20 years."

that this

was

"the area of

most rapid

's**

The previous chapter noted

that

one of the main reasons

why

small-scale plasma

experiments were rarely supported was that no U.S. funding agency ever took
responsibility for

plasma physics

that, especially after the

support.

in general.

The

DOE funded specific fusion projects

1970s, had to rely on practical milestones to insure continued

Meanwhile, the

NSF never granted plasma research any

This was especially evident during the 1980s,

when NSF

significant recognition.

director Erich

Bloch removed

plasma physics altogether as a funding category. Three chairs of the Division of Plasma
Physics-William Kruer, Barrett Ripin, and Stuart Prager-had
to

convince the

to

work from 1993

to 1995

NSF to reinstate plasma physics. '^^

The perception
general scientific

that

plasma physics was not a basic science, on the part of the

community and

fact that the discipline did not

the science-funding agencies,

make

strong

was made worse by

enough contributions

to applications.

the

Though

post-war plasma physics had some measure of success in military and industrial areas,

was unable

to deliver

on a number of high-profile programs. As Norman Rostoker

pointed out, "this field hasn't had any big successes."

'^^Panel on the Physics of Plasmas and Fluids, Physics

(Washington, D.C.: National

Academy

Through

This disappointment was not

the 1990s:

Press, 1986), p. 3.

'^^Plasma Science Committee, pp. 15-16.
Ripin, Interviews with G.J. Weisel, June 4 and August 14, 1998.

'^^Norman Rostoker, Interview with

G.J. Weisel, April, 1996.

Plasmas and Fluids

it
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confined to fusion research but included other programs. For example, since the 1950s,
the field of

"MHD power"

via fusion reactions but

as a promising

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s,

circuitry.

major plasma application
the field

was touted

by using a dynamic plasma

was judged

means of generating

to

electricity, not

induce currents in external

MHD power often was listed as the second

after fusion research.'^?

However, following decades of work,

to be incapable of yielding a viable energy source and therefore was

abandoned during the 1980s.
In addition,

plasma physics never defined and established a range of bread-and-

butter applications or an associated

program of basic measurements. In

offers a strong contrast with nuclear physics.

the lion's share of their funding

this regard,

it

Both nuclear and plasma physics received

from one source, the

AEC (later DOE).

However,

this is

were the similarity ended. For where the plasma conmiunity received a large proportion
of funding for a relatively narrow range of applications, the nuclear physics community
received funding in order to contribute to a range of viable applications, including energy

systems and military systems.

was entrusted with

From

its

earliest years, the nuclear physics

the task of supporting these applications through the

community

measurement of

a wide range of quantities characterizing nuclear systems (reaction cross-sections, energy
levels of nuclei, half lives,

and so on). This led

to a benevolent, symbiotic relationship

between pure and applied nuclear research. During the post-war years and especially
after the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, nuclear physicists published a great deal of nuclear

data that they regarded as "fundamental" and sent the results to data repositories (such as
the one at

Brookhaven National Laboratory), which acted
and private

universities, national laboratories,

Survey Committee, volume
'^*An early

listing

Data Tabulations

.

1

,

p.

as clearing houses to

industries. ••''^

As noted above,

the Physics

227.

of nuclear data can be found in R.C. Gibbs and Katharine Way,

AEC Nuclear Data Project,

A Directory to Nuclear

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1958).
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Survey Committee agreed with the nuclear community to a degree, rating nuclear physics

on an even keel between

"intrinsic"

and

Plasma physics contrasted with
state

"extrinsic" interest.

solid-state physics in similar

community developed around a wide range of studies

ways. The solid-

that led to successful

applications in both industry and the military. Despite the fact that solid state physics

was

rated as being of greater intrinsic interest than plasma physics

Committee, the work of solid
particles,

and

comparison.

by the Physics Survey

state physicists still suffered relative to

their research seen as "less

elementary

fundamental" and "less respectable" by

Nevertheless, the solid-state physicists themselves did not see such a

deep contradiction between the "applied" and "basic" aspects of their work. Different
groups of solid-state researchers studied different aspects of solids.
to see solid-state physics as being

to

encompass ever more phenomena." In

phenomena

among

its

that this diversity

was

known laws
of the

self-

reflected in the

structure. Just as the solid-state physicists studied a diverse range of

in solids, so "the solid

component

Compared

of them came

this sense, diversity lay at the core

image of the community. Spencer Weart suggests
community's social

Some

fundamental from the standpoint of "using

community" formed a

sort of

amicable confederation

specialties.'^^

to nuclear physics

and

solid-state physics,

plasma physics has been

less

successful in establishing either a well-defined set of applications or a range of

"fundamental" plasma effects required to support those applications. The notion of

fundamental that was nursed by nuclear and solid-state physicists was accepted to some
degree by the general physics community. However,
that these disciplines

this

had well-established applications

probably was helped by the fact

to reinforce their self-image. In

the absence of practical success, the broadened conception of "fundamental science"

'^^Spencer Weart, "The Solid Community," in L. Hoddeson, E. Braun, J. Teichmann, and S. Weart, eds.,
Out of the Crystal Maze: Chapters from the History of Solid-State Physics (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1992), p. 656-657.

l^OWeart, pp. 658-661.
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entertained by

some of the plasma

physicists

was given

Httle credence.

Also, in the

absence of practical success, the discipline of plasma physics was not able to develop a
social structure that valued "diversity within the boundaries of an overall agreed

system."'^'

To

upon

a significant degree, the plasma specialties remained separate from and at

cross purposes with one another.

The sense
usually

in

which any

plasma physics and

solid-state physics

and cosmology. Like

program

in the sense

plasma physicists never attempted

programs "could never be completed."

community, from the

late

to

of "discovering the final laws of nature. "'^^

the contrary, the inherent diversity of the behavior of both solids

that their

"fundamental"

have differed strongly from high-energy physics

solid-state physicists,

establish a reductionist

On

scientific study or discipline is considered

associated with a notion of "unity." In this regard also, disciplines such as

is

'^^

and plasmas insured

Nevertheless, the plasma physics

1950s to the present day, did have a sense of unity. Marshall

Rosenbluth's suggestion during the 1950s, that the Boltzmann equation "knows

community's
diversity of

effort of interpreting the diversity of

plasma

effects has required a

assumptions and means of approximation. Harold Grad stated

plasma physics as a "recognized academic

one theory of plasma behavior but

to find very

many

this clearly

discipline,"

.-

'

fi^
•61Weart,p. 661.

p.

p.

274.

658.

'^'•M.N. Rosenbluth and C.L. Longmire. Annals of Physics vol.
,

'^^H. Grad, "Plasmas," Physics

Today

,

when he

was "not

theories of the behavior of

different plasmas."

'"Weart,

wide

plasma models, each of which has adopted radically different physical

that the goal of

'62weinberg,

the

all

However, the plasma

answers" might be seen as a kind of reductionist unity.

1,

(1957), p. 121.

vol. 22, no. 12 (1969), pp. 36, 44.

.

said

to find

many
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Just as the general scientific

community has given scant

attention to such a

broadened notion of unity, so the history and philosophy of science has rarely addressed
the unity found in disciplines such as

plasma physics. Studies concerning the "unity of

the sciences" tend to train their attention

on the conceptions of unity of high-energy

physics and cosmology.'^ However, as Ian Hacking notes, the concept of unity has not

been a fixed

thing, for either scientists or for historians of science.

Of the many

conceptions that Hacking considers, the notion of "cognitive interconnectedness" perhaps
describes the unity of the plasma physicists. In contradistinction notions of unity that
rely

on the reduction

to

master laws of nature, interconnectedness

a weaker form of

is

unity, involving the general injunction to connect different areas of research and to

show

that they demonstrate a kind of harmony with one another. '^^ The "disciplinary matrix"

of plasma physics must therefore be imagined as a collection of exemplars that are
interrelated to

one another but not reducible

Kantrowitz-Petschek

map

to a

few laws of nature. Each region of the

(Figure 4-2) required the study of different regimes of plasma

behavior, which, in turn, hid a reef of characteristic plasma waves and instabilities. This
diversity extended to the instrumental basis of the discipline since the different

regimes and

instabilities

had

to

plasma

be studied with different types of machines or

observational circumstances.

The plasma

physicists themselves varied in their acceptance of the discipline's

broadened conception of unity. The radical diversity of plasma research was something
that they wrestled with in presenting their

like

Coppi and Ripin, could

behavior.

To Coppi,

it

was

work

to the outside world.

stress the interconnectedness

natural to discuss the results of the

'^^Perhaps the history of science community shares

some of the

Some

scientists,

of different regimes of plasma

Voyager 2 spacecraft and

biases of the general scientific

community

on discipHnes such as high-energy physics. The history of science community's concern
with the exhaggerated conception of unity presented by high-energy physics might be modified if it studied
in concentrating

discipHnes such as plasma physics.
'^'lan Hacking,

"The Disunities of Science,"

Science: Boundaries. Contexts, and

Power

in Peter

Galison and David

J.

Stump,

eds.,

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996).

The Disunity of
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the Alacator

these

tokamak

in the

same paragraph. Despite

the fact that the particle densities in

two areas of research were seventeen orders of magnitude

"plasma physics can span

work of many other

this

scientists

apart,

Coppi feU

that

range of parameter regimes."'^^ However, the immediate

gave them a narrower perspective. In a talk honoring

Marshall Rosenbluth, Richard Post gestured towards diversity by offering that "fusion
research and

modem plasma physics together contain

a remarkable spectrum of

paradigms." However, as in his earlier writings, Post inevitably stressed fusion research

by suggesting
within which

that

it

joined together

all later

the topics in his talk:

all

ones will be contained,

Understanding

why

is

"My

fusion research

first

paradigm, then,

itself."

a broadened notion of fundamental and unified science

was

not fully realized in plasma physics has required a study of the institutional circumstances

of the discipline. The development of plasma physics was affected mightily through
interface with the U.S. funding institutions.

The

great promise of fusion

with domestic and international political pressures led

many

its

power combined

politicians, science

policymakers, and scientists to pin their careers and research on ever-larger fusion

machines. In so doing, the scientists
officials

became ever more prone

made

any of these groups were unaware that

warned

that the scientists

might

would "have no resources devoted

was happening. During 1978, John Deutch
program by publicly emphasizing dramatic

may become

so preoccupied with milestones that

to understanding

what

is

really happening."'"'''

it

And

program, and so plasma physics, did become preoccupied by milestones.

Without either the cultural

'^^B. Coppi, "Plasma Collective

(Redwood

this

"'oversell' the

milestones," and that the program

yet, the fusion

ever-larger promises while government

to expecting practical results. This is not to say that

capital of the accepted

Modes and

norms of "fundamental

Transport," in J.W.

Van Dam,

ed..

From

science," or

Particles to

Plasmas

City: Addison- Wesley, 1989), p. 12.

'^^Richard Post, "Fusion Research and Plasma Physics:
''Ojohn Deutch,

The Department of Energy Policy

(U.S. Department of Energy, 1978), pp. 6-17.

A Story of Paradigms," in Van Dam, pp.

for Fusion

1-2.

Energy September, 1978, DOE/ER-0018
.
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high-profile applications to sustain such an impression, plasma physicists found

themselves making promises that were more and more difficult to keep.

As

a result, plasma physics did not achieve "unity in diversity" but

fragmentation. Those scientists

who

little

more than

sought to work on projects requiring coordination

between small-scale experiments and the fusion

effort, or laboratory

experiments and

in-

space measurements, usually were frustrated or constrained in their attempts. In a

situ

recent article

commemorating

physicists Kristoffe

the life

and work of Kirsten Birkeland, the Norwegian

Rypdal and T. Brundtland of the University of Tromso lament:

There seems to have been a decline of consciousness about plasma science
as an independent, but unifying, scientific discipline. There has been a
tendency towards fragmentation of plasma science into specialties like
fusion plasmas, space plasmas, weakly ionized laboratory plasmas and
industrial plasma processing, and many plasma physicists find it easier to
market themselves to the funding agencies as fusion scientists, space
physicists, and so on
The main lesson we can learn from Birkeland and
the other great founders of plasma science is to regain faith in the unity
and basic nature of our science, and to strive to tear down the walls that
are erected between specialized areas.'""
.

It

is

.

notoriously difficult to gesture toward a "path not taken" in science since

impossible to judge
it

.

how

historical

seems important for us to notice the paths

as the paths that

were traversed by a few

broader community.

it is

,

development might have been otherwise. '^^ However,
that

were taken but then abandoned, as well

scientists but

never made available to the

We have seen numerous examples of such paths in plasma physics,

such as the small-scale experimental program of the 1960s and the efforts of certain
scientists to overlap regions of

what they visualized

to

be a broader discipline.

fusion effort had been successful, then perhaps the present study

If the

would have been a

triumphal narrative of foresight and accomplishment. Instead, plasma physics lost itself
in a

maze of funding

institutions that required

it

to

make

ever-greater claims for one

''K. Rypdal and T. Brundtland, "The Birkeland Terrela Experiments and their Importance for the Modem
Synergy of Laboratory and Space Plasma Physics," Journal de Physique IV vol. 7 (1997), p. C4-1 13.
'

.

'^^S.W. Leslie, The Cold

War and Americal

Science:

The Military-Industrial-Academic Complex

and Stanford. (New York: Columbia University, 1993),

p.

256.

at

MIT
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application and, in so doing, failed to develop a broad research program.

development of plasma physics has

less

of the story of Prometheus than

The post-war
it

does of Icarus.
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